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Summary

The C arboniferous Period was a tim e o f  substantial clim atic change, during which 

occurred the transition from  a greenhouse (ice-free) environm ent into m ajor continental 

glaciation. The onset o f  m ajor Carboniferous glaciation is reconstructed using two main 

stratigraphic records: the direct records o f  glacial sedim entary rocks preserved on the 

rem nants o f  G ondw ana and far-field, ice-distal proxy records from  palaeo-equatorial 

regions. N either o f  these records provides a perfect account o f  the onset o f  m ajor 

glaciation and there are conflicts regarding the tim ing o f  the onset o f  glaciation, both 

betw een the direct and indirect records and also w ithin the indirect proxy records 

them selves.

The aims o f  this project are three-fold: I) to constrain better the tim ing o f  the onset o f 

m ajor Carboniferous glaciation as recorded by the indirect, far-field records o f  western 

Europe using high precision U-Pb geochronology; 2) to constrain the periodicity o f 

western European cyclic sedim entation, w hich has been interpreted to reflect the 

w axing and w aning o f  C arboniferous ice sheets on southern G ondw ana (glacio- 

eustasy); 3) to provide additional h igh-precision age constraints for the im proved 

calibration o f  the Carboniferous tim escale.

Interbedded within the stratigraphy o f  w estern Europe are num erous diagenetically 

altered volcanic ash layers that are often term ed tonsteins and bentonites. These 

horizons com prise predom inantly clay m inerals but also often contain a subordinate 

coarser fraction that includes euhedral zircon and apatite, biotite, sanidine and quartz, 

which are interpreted as original volcanic phenocrysts. Several o f  these phenocrysts are 

am enable to isotopic dating and the dating o f  these horizons can be em ployed to provide 

absolute age constraints on the stratigraphy. H ow ever, few  o f  these altered ash horizons 

have been dated previously; m ost previous undertakings have em ployed the U-Pb 

SH RIM P m ethod (m ostly from  the 1990s) and the '^^Ar/^'^Ar m ethod (m ostly from  the 

1980s). These existing data have very large analytical uncertainties (typically »  1 M yrs 

uncertainty) relative to the precision that is now  attainable using m odem  high-precision 

U-Pb zircon chem ical abrasion isotopic dilution therm al ionization m ass spectrom etry



(CA-ID-TIMS) analysis ( < 0 . 1 %  uncertainty on dates; equivalent to

< 0.3 Myrs on a rock o f Carboniferous age).

High-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS analysis was undertaken on several western 

European diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers o f latest Toumaisian to Westphalian 

(Moscovian) age. Samples were collected from several sedimentary basins within 

western Europe: mid-to-upper Visean bentonites were sampled from the Namur-Dinant 

Basin, Belgium; Namurian bentonites were sampled from the Pennine Basin, northern 

England; and Westphalian samples were collected from the Campine and Ruhr basins 

(Belgium and Germany respectively). Eight o f the investigated samples yielded 

statistically robust U-Pb zircon dates, which provide additional precise age constraints 

for the improved calibration o f the Carboniferous timescale and offer substantial 

improvements in precision over the existing U-Pb SHRIMP and ‘**^Ar/^^Ar age 

determinations.

The appearance o f glacio-eustatic sedimentary cyclicity has been suggested to signify 

the onset o f major Gondwanan glaciation. However, in western Europe the appearance 

o f sedimentary cyclicity is diachronous, appearing earlier in Belgium (Livian times; 

equivalent to the Holkerian) than in Britain and Ireland (Asbian times). The average 

cycle periodicities calculated for Livian sedimentary cycles do not lend support for 

these cycles being o f glacio-eustatic origin. These cycles appear to be an isolated 

occurrence within western Europe and they may be o f only local significance. In 

contrast to the Livian cycles, Belgian lower W amantian cycles (equivalent to the 

Asbian) have comparable lateral equivalents in Britain and Ireland and yield 

periodicities that are compatible with the c. lOOkyrs M ilankovitch ‘short’ eccentricity 

cycle, which is the dominant M ilankovitch frequency observed within the recent 

(Pleistocene) glacial records. Thus, the periodicity estimates lend support to the 

hypothesis that these cycles are o f glacio-eustatic origin. The available data support 

theories that the onset o f major Carboniferous glaciation occurred close to the base o f 

the Asbian Substage (correlated with the base o f the Belgian W amantian Substage). 

Furthermore, the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from Belgian Visean bentonite 

horizons constrain this event to between 336.22 ± 0.40 Ma and 335.59 ± 0.44 Ma (95% 

confidence; the cited uncertainties include systematic uncertainties in the calibration o f 

the isotopic tracer solution and the U decay constants).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background: Carboniferous climate

The C arboniferous Period was a tim e o f  substantial clim atic change, during which 

occurred the transition from  a greenhouse (ice-free) environm ent into m ajor continental 

glaciation. The onset o f  m ajor Carboniferous glaciation is reconstructed using two m ain 

stratigraphic records: the direct records o f  glacial sedim entary rocks preserved on the 

rem nants o f  G ondw ana (Fig. 1.1; i.e. South A m erica, A frica, A ustralia, Antarctica) and 

far-field (palaeo-equatorial), ice-distal proxy records from  the m argins o f  Laurussia 

(which includes w estern Europe; Fig. 1.1).

Palaeotethys
ocean

Panthalassic Ocean

Laurussta

Figure 1.1. A  global reconstruction o f  M ississippian palaeogeography (courtesy o f  Ron Blakey, 

Northern Arizona University). The red horizontal line denotes the palaeo-equator.

N either the direct (austral) nor the far-field (palaeo-equatorial) sequences provide a 

perfect record o f  the onset o f  glaciation. The G ondw anan records o f  glacial sedim entary 

rocks preserve unam biguous evidence for glaciation, yet these strata are notoriously 

difficult to date and to correlate. This is because absolute age constraints from  the 

glacial sequences are sparse and biostratigraphic correlations to palaeo-equatorial



latitudes (which have better temporal calibration) are not well constrained (Veevers & 

Powell, 1987; Frank et al., 2008). Additionally, it is possible that early glacial deposits 

may have been reworked by subsequent glacial advance(s) (e.g. Veevers & Powell, 

1987; Bishop et al., 2009) and thus the direct glacial records may not preserve a 

complete record o f the onset o f glaciation. In contrast, the indirect palaeo-equatorial 

records are considered to be more continuous and to preserve an ‘average’ signal o f the 

various glacial centres that were in existence on Gondwana (Bishop et al., 2009). 

However, the expression o f glaciation within the proxy records is complex and relies on 

identifying the indirect consequences o f  glaciation such as changes in ocean chemistry 

(e.g. oxygen isotopic excursions in marine carbonates as '^O is sequestered 

preferentially into glacial ice) or the expression o f  high-frequency sea-level oscillations 

that arises from the periodic waxing and waning of ice sheets (glacio-eustatic cyclic 

sedimentation). The recognition o f a glacial signature within the far-field proxy records 

is further complicated by local factors such as tectonism (which can obscure eustatic 

sea-level changes) and diagenesis (which can alter the isotopic composition o f marine 

carbonates).

The current consensus derived from the direct glacial records on Gondwana is that 

widespread glacial deposits appear close to the base o f the Namurian (early 

Serpukhovian; Fig. 1.2). There are instances o f older Carboniferous glacial deposits 

(e.g. Glacial 1 o f Isbell et al., 2003 in Fig. 1.2), although these have generally been 

attributed to minor ‘alpine’ glacial centres (e.g. Isbell et al., 2003). Within the far-field 

proxy records there is disagreement as to the precise timing o f the onset o f major 

Carboniferous glaciation (Fig. 1.2). However, these records are generally in agreement 

that the onset o f major glaciation was somewhat earlier (late Visean) than is inferred 

from the direct glacial records (Fig. 1.2). The conflicts between the direct and indirect 

records and the internal disagreements within the far-field proxy records limit our 

understanding o f when Carboniferous glaciation commenced. This project seeks to 

resolve some o f the controversy surrounding the onset o f this glaciation event by using 

high-precision geochronology to constrain both the onset o f glaciation within the ice- 

distal proxy records o f western Europe and the duration o f Carboniferous glacial- 

interglacial cycles.
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1.2. Project approach and aims

The project uses three main analytical approaches, which are as follows:

1. High-precision U-Pb zircon geochronology to constrain the ages of several 

diagenetically altered ash layers that occur interbedded with western European 

Carboniferous sedimentary strata.

2. Whole-rock analysis of several (n = 52) diagenetically altered ash layers using 

ICP-OES/MS analysis to characterise sample elemental concentrations and XRD 

analysis to characterise sample mineralogies.

3. Stable isotope (5''^C and 6'*^0) and magnetic susceptibility analyses of Belgian 

Livian and Wamantian (equivalent to Holkerian and Asbian; Fig. 1.2) carbonate 

shallowing-upwards cycles to determine if these cycles preserve evidence of 

glacio-eustasy.

The high-precision dates from several western European diagenetically altered ash 

layers serve three main purposes. Firstly, they provide a high-precision temporal 

framework for constraining the timing of the onset of glaciation. Secondly, they provide 

a basis for estimating the periodicity of western European sedimentary cycles. These 

cycles have been suggested to be of glacio-eustatic origin and their appearance within 

the stratigraphic record has been inferred to signal the onset of major glaciation (e.g. 

Wright & Vanstone, 2001). One of the arguments supporting the glacio-eustatic 

interpretation is that the cycles have periodicities that are compatible with Milankovitch 

cycles (explained in section 1.3), which have been shown to modulate recent 

Pleistocene glacial ice centres (e.g. Hays et al., 1976). However, most of the existing 

periodicity estimates have relied upon published Carboniferous timescales for absolute 

age controls, and these timescales are not well calibrated (see section 1.4). The 

uncertainties in the timescale calibrations propagate through into the periodicity 

calculations, preventing a robust comparison of estimated cycle periodicities with 

contemporary Milankovitch cycles. By using high-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

geochronology to date several western European diagenetically altered volcanic ash 

layers that are interbedded within these sedimentary cycles, it is possible to generate 

periodicity estimates at an unprecedented level of precision. This enables a more robust 

comparison between the periodicities of sedimentary cycles and contemporary
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Milankovitch cycles, and hence a better evaluation o f the glacio-eustatic hypothesis. 

Lastly, the ash horizons dated in this study are biostratigraphically well constrained and 

provide additional age constraints for improved calibration o f the Carboniferous 

timescale.

W hole-rock geochemical analyses were conducted on several western European 

Carboniferous diagenetically altered ash layer samples (n = 52), including all but one o f 

the horizons that were dated using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method (the 

geochemistry o f bentonite 300 was not determined because o f insufficient sample 

material). These analyses were undertaken to elucidate the composition o f the magma 

from which the altered volcanic ash layers were erupted. Such information can clarify 

why some bentonites contain abundant zircon (e.g. ashes that were derived from 

evolved, felsic magmas), whereas other horizons contain little or no zircon (e.g. ash 

layers that were sourced from silica-undersaturated magmas). Furthermore, by 

comparing the inferred magmatic compositions o f the diagenetically ahered ash layers 

to known coeval magmatic centres, it is possible to identify potential source magmatic 

centres. The XRD analyses were undertaken to provide constraints on the mineralogy of 

the ash layers. These analyses provide complementary data to that obtained from the 

whole-rock geochemical analyses; it is possible in several instances to link chemical 

variations between the studied samples (identified from the whole rock geochemical 

analyses) to differences in sample mineralogy (identified in the XRD data; e.g. see 

section 7.3).

The stable isotope (S''^C and 8'*^0) and magnetic susceptibility analyses were 

undertaken on Belgian Livian and W amantian (equivalent to Holkerian and Asbian; 

Fig. 1.2) carbonate shallowing-upwards carbonate cycles to determine if they preserve 

proxy evidence (in addition to cycle periodicities) that may support a glacio-eustatic 

origin. If  the Belgian Livian cycles did yield such evidence, it would support a 

significantly earlier onset o f glaciation than is currently suggested by the appearance o f 

cyclic sedimentation within the British and Irish stratigraphic records (see Wright & 

Vanstone, 2001, in Fig. 1.2). Strontium isotope analyses, which can provide insights 

into continental weathering rates and the processes which control such rates (e.g. 

climate; Bruckschen et al., 1995), were not undertaken. This is because the studied 

sedimentary cycles are o f much shorter duration (< 500  kyrs / cycle; section 3.4.1.2.3)
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than the residence time o f strontium in the oceans (c. 2.7 Myrs; Richter & Turekian, 

1993). Hence, any such variation in the strontium isotopic signature over the timescale 

o f individual sedimentary cycles would have to be very large in order to be resolvable 

within the seawater strontium isotopic record. Short-term oscillations in strontium 

isotopic ratios o f comparable duration to present glacial-interglacial cycles have been 

reported from recent geological records (e.g. Capo & DePaolo, 1990; Dia et al., 1992). 

However, these variations have been argued to arise from local processes (Richter & 

Turekian, 1993) or to be the result o f analytical artefacts (Henderson et a!., 1994) rather 

than global climatic processes. Thus, strontium isotopes may be o f limited use in 

reconstructing the global environmental processes that operated during the deposition o f 

the studied high-frequency sedimentary cycles.

The remainder o f this chapter is structured so that a brief explanation o f Milankovitch 

cycles is given in section 1.3. This is followed by an overview o f the current state o f the 

Carboniferous Timescale (section 1.4) and an introduction to the altered ash layer 

samples investigated in this project (section 1.5). The chapter concludes with an outline 

o f the structure o f this thesis (section 1.6).

1.3. Milankovitch cycles

Milankovitch cycles (named after the Serbian civil engineer and mathematician, Milutin 

Milankovic) are quasi-periodic cycles in the Earth’s orbit and tilt that drive seasonal and 

latitudinal variations in the amount o f solar radiation received by the Earth (Hays et al., 

1976; Hinnov & Ogg, 2007). There are three main Milankovitch cycles, termed 

precession, obliquity and eccentricity. The precession cycle is caused by a gyroscopic 

wobble o f  the Earth’s axis, which is often likened to the motion o f a spinning top. In 

mathematical solutions o f M ilankovitch cycles, the precession cycle has four main 

periodicities, at 18.9 kyrs, 19.1 kyrs, 22.4 kyrs and 23.7 kyrs (Crucifix et al., 2006). 

However, only two are resolved in the recent marine palaeoclimate record (19 kyrs and 

23 kyrs; Hays et al., 1976). The obliquity cycle arises from variations in the tih angle o f 

the Earth’s axis (relative to the Earth’s orbital plane), which varies between 22° and 25° 

with a periodicity o f c. 41 kyrs (Crucifix et al., 2006). The eccentricity cycle arises from 

cyclic variations in the shape o f the Earth’s orbit around the sun (from circular to mildly 

elliptical). The main eccentricity periodicities (in order o f decreasing amplitude) are
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c. 404 kyrs, 95 kyrs, 124 kyrs, 99 kyrs and 131 kyrs (Berger et a i,  1992; Schwarzacher, 

1993; Crucifix et a!., 2006). The multiple periodicities within the 95-131  kyrs band are 

not resolved within the recent (last 1 Myrs) palaeoclimatic record, which shows a 

single, strong peak at c. 100 kyrs (Hays et al., 1976) that is often referred to as the ‘100 

kyrs’ eccentricity cycle. The c. 100 kyrs and c. 404 kyrs cycles are informally known as 

the ‘short’ and ‘long’ eccentricity cycles respectively.

The periodicities o f precession and obliquity cycles vary through time (Berger et a i, 

1992) and thus the present-day periodicities o f these cycles are not necessarily 

representative o f the same cycles during Carboniferous times. Mathematical solutions 

for the periodicities o f M ilankovitch cycles over geologic time have been computed 

(e.g. Berger et al., 1992), although subsequent research by Laskar (1999) has cast doubt 

over the validity o f extending the calculations back into the Palaeozoic. In contrast to 

the precession and obliquity cycles, the eccentricity cycles are thought to be relatively 

stable over geological timescales (Berger et al., 1992; Laskar, 1999).

1.4. The Carboniferous Timescale

Until recently. Carboniferous timescales (e.g. Menning et al., 2000; Dayvdov et a i,  

2004) have primarily been constructed by fitting isotopic age data to composite standard 

(relative) stratigraphic scales (e.g. Fig. 1.3). This approach is necessary because the 

isotopic age data are usually derived from horizons that do not correspond exactly with 

stratigraphic boundaries and thus interpolation between the age data control points is 

required to derive the timings o f stratigraphic boundaries. The construction o f relative 

composite scales often requires assumptions (e.g. that stratigraphic thickness is linearly 

proportional to time duration or uniform rates o f biological evolution) that impart 

uncertainties into the final timescale calibrations.

An alternative approach, which circumvents the need for a composite standard section, 

is astronomical tuning (Hinnov & Ogg, 2007). Where sedimentary strata contain 

evidence o f cyclicity that can be demonstrated to correspond to a known Milankovitch 

orbital-forcing cycle (section 1.3), it is possible to tune the stratigraphic record to such a 

beat and interpolate the ages o f stratigraphic boundaries against it. Such an approach 

has been applied to portions o f the Carboniferous System (Davydov et al., 2010;
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Peterson, 2011). However, this method requires assumptions about the constancy of 

cycle periodicities and is also dependent on the stratigraphic distribution o f cyclic 

sedimentation.

When this PhD project was initiated in 2007, there was a dearth o f Carboniferous high- 

precision U-Pb zircon dates. The Devonian -  Carboniferous and Carboniferous -  

Permian boundaries were both relatively well constrained by precise U-Pb zircon ID- 

TIMS age constraints from interbedded altered ash horizons within auxiliary boundary 

stratotype sections by Trapp el al. (2004) and Ramezani et al. (2007) (the Hasselbachtal 

section, Germany and the Usolka section, southern Urals respectively). In contrast, the 

stratigraphic boundaries within the Carboniferous System were constrained by a less 

precise dataset: the c. 2007 dataset included several U-Pb zircon SHRIMP dates (e.g. 

Riley et al., 1993; Claoue-Long et a!., 1995; Roberts et al., 1995a, b), '''’Ar/' '̂^Ar 

sanidine dates (e.g. Lippolt et al., 1984; Hess & Lippolt, 1986), U-Pb dates from 

palaeosol calcite (Rasbury et al., 1998) and only two U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS dates 

(Trapp, 2001). Several o f these data are shown in Fig. 1.3 and most were derived from 

European diagenetically altered ash layers. It is important to note the heterogeneous 

distribution o f these data, with most dates having been derived from Pennsylvanian 

altered volcanic ash horizons. These isotopic data typically carry substantial 

uncertainties (f. 0.3 to > 3 %, 2c; equivalent to ± 0 . 9 - 1 0 M y r s  for Carboniferous 

samples) that are much greater than the precision attainable using modem U-Pb zircon 

CA-ID-TIMS geochronology (< 0.1 %, 2a uncertainty on a weighted mean ‘ *̂̂’Pb/‘'̂ *̂ U 

date; e.g. Davydov et al., 2010). Additionally, there are conflicts within the 

Carboniferous isotopic dataset. These have been discussed by Menning et al. (2000; p. 8 

- I I )  and include, for example, what appears to be a systematic bias between the 

existing U-Pb SHRIMP age determinations and the '*Vr/'*^Ar sanidine age 

determinations (this is visible in Fig. 1.3; the U-Pb SHRIMP dates mostly plot above 

the purple line-of-correlation, whereas the "^°Ar/^^Ar dates mostly plot below this line). 

Some o f the discrepancy between the U-Pb SHRIMP and "^°Ar/'^^Ar datasets may arise 

from standardisation problems with the U-Pb SHRIMP data. All o f the U-Pb SHRIMP 

data drawn in Fig. 1.3 were calibrated against the same standard zircon (SL-13), which 

has been demonstrated to be heterogeneous on the spatial resolution o f SHRIMP 

analyses and yield U-Pb dates that are on average 1 % younger than analyses calibrated 

against other SHRIMP standards (Black et al., 2003). W hilst it is unrealistic to apply a
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+ 1 % correction factor to individual SHRIMP data 

calibrated against the SL-13 zircon (because the SL- 

13 standard behaves heterogeneously), a correction of 

this magnitude would substantially reduce the visual 

offset between the U-Pb SHRIMP and "^°Ar/^^Ar 

datasets (as illustrated in Fig. 1.3).

Since 2007, there have been three notable 

publications that have provided further Carboniferous 

high-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates 

(Gastaldo et a!., 2009, Davydov el al., 2010, Waters 

& Condon, 2012; totalling 16 additional isotopic 

dates). However, whilst these dates represent a step 

towards addressing the deficit of high-precision 

Carboniferous isotopic age data and facilitate 

improved calibration of the timescale, considerable 

work remains to be done. For example, there are still 

a number of stratigraphic substage boundaries that 

are not constrained by precise isotopic dates (Fig. 

1.4) and are instead only constrained through 

considerable interpolation. Further isotopic dates 

from different palaeogeographic provinces (e.g. 

North America, Europe, Russia) would also improve 

correlations between these realms, supplementing 

existing biostratigraphic correlations. Thus, there is a 

clear need for more Carboniferous high-precision 

isotopic dates, particularly from horizons within the 

Mississippian Subsystem. In western and central 

Europe, there is considerable opportunity to acquire 

such isotopic dates.
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Figure 1.4. The stratigraphic 

distribution o f  recent isotopic dates 

from Davydov et al. (2010; red 

circles), Gastaldo et al. (2009; green 

circles) and Waters & Condon (2012; 

blue circles). The figure is redrawn 

from fig. 2 o f  Davydov et al. (2010).
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1.5. Sample materials: western European diagenetically

altered volcanic ash layers

N um erous diagenetically  altered volcanic ash layers are interbedded with western 

European sedim entary strata. There are too m any volcanic horizons to date w ithin the 

tim e constraints o f  a single PhD project and therefore diagenetically altered volcanic 

ash layers w ere studied from four m ain geographical areas:

1. V isean bentonites (see section 1.5.1 for a definition o f  the term  ‘ben ton ite’) from 

the N am ur-D inant Basin, Belgium  (Fig. 1.5).

2. Irish A sbian and Brigantian clay-rich layers from  the Carlow  area and Cuilcagh 

M ountain respectively (Fig. 1.5), and an upper Toum aisian bentonite horizon 

that w as sam pled from  a drillcore taken near to C larem orris, County M ayo 

(Fig. 1.5).

3. N am urian bentonites from  the Pennine Basin, northern England (Fig. 1.5).

4. W estphalian tonstein horizons (see section 1.5.1 for a definition o f  the term 

‘tonste in ’) from the C am pine Basin, Belgium , and the Ruhr Basin, G erm any 

(Fig. 1.5).

The studied diagenetically  altered volcanic horizons span the stratigraphic interval from 

the upperm ost Toum aisian  to Bolsovian (Fig. 1.6). These horizons typically com prise 

predom inantly clay m inerals but often also contain a sm all residual fraction o f  volcanic 

phenocrysts that can include euhedral zircon as well as apatite, sanidine and biotite, 

which are am enable to isotopic dating using the U -Pb (apatite, zircon) and K-Ar 

system s (biotite, sanidine).
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1.5.1. Altered ash layer nomenclature

Diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers have been described using several terms (e.g. 

ash, tuff, bentonite, K-bentonite, clay wayboard, tonstein). A brief review o f these terms 

is given here, followed by the definitions o f the terms used in this thesis.

The term ‘ash’ was used by Roen & Hosterman (1982) to describe a succession of 

Devonian clay-rich horizons o f probable volcanic origin. Prior to the study o f Roen & 

Hosterman (1982), these horizons had been described as K-bentonites. However, Roen 

& Hosterman (1982) argued that the horizons were mineralogically and physically 

distinct from industrial bentonite clays and thus merited a distinct name. The term ‘ash’ 

was accordingly selected to stress the inferred origin o f these horizons (Roen & 

Hosterman, 1982). H uff (1983) subsequently suggested that the term ‘ash’ was 

inappropriate because the horizons had undergone substantial alteration and no longer 

retained the texture or mineralogy o f unaltered ash layers. The same argument can be 

extended to the usage o f the term ‘tu f f  (meaning a pyroclastic rock o f > 75 % ash 

content; Le Maitre et al., 2002).

The term bentonite is common within the literature (e.g. Huff, 1983; Spears et a i,  

1999), although its meaning varies between studies. Spears et al. (1999) used the term 

in a general sense to describe a layer o f volcanic ash that had since altered to clay, 

whereas Bohor & Triplehom (1993) restricted the term ‘bentonite’ to mean clay-rich 

horizons o f probable volcanic origin that were altered within a marine environment. 

W eaver (1953) used the term K-bentonite for some Ordovician clay-rich horizons (of 

volcanic origin) to emphasise their high potassium concentrations relative to Ca and Na 

montmorillonite bentonites. The potassium enrichment is thought to arise from the 

illitization o f  smectite clays during diagenesis and K-bentonites are frequently 

characterised by an abundance o f mixed-layer illite / smectite clays (Huff, 1983).

The term ‘tonstein’ is o f German origin and literally translated means ‘clay stone’ 

(Bohor & Triplehom, 1993). The modem definition o f tonstein carries genetic 

connotations, i.e. that the horizon is an altered volcanic ash horizon (Bohor & 

Triplehom, 1993). Tonsteins occur predominantly in non-marine, coal-bearing 

sequences and are usually dominated by kaolinite clays (Bohor & Triplehom, 1993),
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which is thought to be a reflection of the acidic conditions of the coal-swamp 

environments wherein most of these altered ash layers were originally laid down (Bohor 

& Triplehom, 1993; Spears, 2006). Some authors classify tonsteins as any altered ash 

layer within a non-marine sequence (Bohor & Triplehom, 1993), whereas other authors 

prefer a definition based on an arbitrary percentage content of kaolinite; for example 

Lyons et al. (1994) used > 50 % kaolinite (by weight) as the threshold for describing a 

sample as a tonstein.

Less commonly encountered terms include cinerite and clay wayboard. The term 

cinerite has been used predominantly by Belgian researchers and means a horizon of 

volcanic origin (Bohor & Triplehom, 1993). However, the term carries no information 

about the state of alteration, the clay mineralogy or the depositional environment (Bohor 

& Triplehom, 1993). Clay wayboard is an old quarrying and mining term that was used 

by Walkden (1972) to describe several clay-rich horizons interbedded with upper 

Visean (Asbian -  Brigantian) shelf limestones of the Derbyshire High (Fig. 5.1). The 

clay wayboards comprise predominantly mixed-layer illite / smectite, kaolinite and 

rarely chlorite, together with minor amounts of anatase, pyrite and quartz (Walkden, 

1972). Walkden (1972) noted that the clay mineralogy of the wayboards is typical of K- 

bentonites and is similar to some altered pyroclastic rocks and basalts exposed in the 

surrounding areas of Derbyshire, leading Walkden (1972) to conclude that the 

wayboards represent altered volcanic ash horizons. The source of the wayboards has not 

been identified; however, it is probable that they originated from local basaltic volcanic 

activity (Spears, 2006).

In this thesis, the terms bentonite and tonstein are used to describe the studied samples. 

The term bentonite is used in the sense of Spears el al. (1999), i.e. a horizon o f probable 

volcanic origin that has since been altered to a clay-rich layer. The term tonstein is 

retained to describe the Westphalian samples; its definition follows that of Bohor & 

Triplehom (1993). As the Westphalian horizons have been traditionally termed 

tonsteins, there seems little need to change this practice.
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1.6. Structure of this thesis

In Chapter 2, the techniques used during this PhD project are documented and detailed

methodologies provided. In Chapter 3, new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS constraints from

Toumaisian and Visean western European diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers

(Fig. 1.6) are presented. These dates are used to estimate the periodicities o f Belgian

mid-to-upper Visean sedimentary cycles. Additionally, comparisons are made between

the new isotopic dates and existing (published) isotopic age data. The implications that

the new U-Pb dates have for calibration o f the Mississippian timescale are also

discussed. In Chapter 4, SEM-CL images and U-Pb zircon LA-ICP-MS data from

several Irish Asbian and Brigantian samples (Fig. 1.6) are presented and discussed. In

Chapter 5, U-Pb zircon LA-M C-ICP-MS and CA-ID-TIMS data from several Namurian

bentonite and Westphalian tonstein samples (Fig. 1.6) are presented. The implications

that these data have for the periodicity o f western European Namurian and W'estphalian

cyclic sedimentation and the calibration o f the Carboniferous timescale are also
1  ̂ 1 8discussed. Stable isotope (6 C and 5 O) analyses and magnetic susceptibility analyses 

from Belgian mid-to-upper Visean carbonate shallowing-upwards cycles, which were 

undertaken to elucidate the origins o f these carbonate cycles, are documented in Chapter 

6. In Chapter 7, whole-rock geochemical data from several western European 

diagenetically altered volcanic ash horizons are presented and are used to infer the 

original magmatic source compositions o f the studied altered volcanic horizons. Finally, 

conclusions to this thesis are presented in Chapter 8. The subsequent chapters were 

written to stand alone and thus there may be some slight repetition encountered.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1. Introduction

During this project several different analytical techniques were employed. An overview 

o f each technique is given and is followed by a detailed methodology. The following 

techniques are discussed in subsequent sections:

2.2. Procedures for separating and concentrating zircon grains from the 

diagenetically altered ash layer samples.

2.3. U-Pb isotopic dating o f zircon grains using the LA-MC-ICP-MS and 

CA-ID-TIMS methods. SEM imaging o f grains prior to LA-MC-ICP-MS 

analysis is also discussed in this section (2.3.4.2.1).

2.4. Low-field magnetic susceptibility analysis of Carboniferous limestones.

2.5. Stable isotope analyses (5 '‘̂ C and 5 '^0 ) o f Carboniferous limestones.

2.6. XRD analysis o f the diagenetically altered volcanic ash layer samples.

2.7. W hole-rock geochemistry o f the diagenetically altered volcanic ash layer 

samples determined by ICP-OES and ICP-MS.

2.8. Recalibration o f legacy “̂^Ar/'^^Ar age data.

2.9. Average periodicity calculations for sedimentary cycles between two 

altered ash layers dated using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method.

2.2. Zircon separation and concentration

All zircon separation and concentration procedures were undertaken using the facilities 

at the Department o f  Geology, Trinity College Dublin. Bentonite samples collected 

from outcrops were typically 1 -  2 kg in weight (see section 1.5.1 for the definition o f a 

bentonite). Samples were disaggregated using either a mechanical or chemical 

approach, depending on the nature o f the sample. Well consolidated samples (several 

Belgian Visean bentonite samples) were crushed in a Retsch Jaw crusher equipped with
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tungsten carbide plates. Poorly consolidated samples (e.g. the Amsbergian bentonites 

from the Pennine Basin) required only a light grinding in a mortar and pestle. In both 

instances, samples were dried prior to disaggregation at 80 “C to prevent the ‘caking’ of 

the samples onto either the tungsten carbide plates or the mortar. Following 

disaggregation, samples were sieved at 300 |im and the < 300 ^m fraction was 

subsequently processed for zircon. Samples were then washed several times in water to 

remove the clay fractions and were then dried in an oven. At this stage, samples were 

ready for heavy liquid separation.

Westphalian tonstein samples (see section 1.5.1 for the definition of a tonstein) were 

disaggregated chemically in a solution of 80 % dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for about a 

week (method modified from Triplehom et ai,  2002). During this time, the DMSO 

level was checked and topped up periodically to replace the DMSO absorbed by the 

kaolinite clay within the tonstein samples. When no fijrther DMSO was absorbed, the 

samples were washed with distilled water and dried in an oven at 80 °C. This technique 

of disaggregation is very efficient but is only effective for samples containing kaolinite. 

Samples were then sieved with a 300 |^m mesh sieve and zircons were concentrated 

from the < 300 |im fraction.

Zircons were concentrated using heavy liquid separation with methylene iodide (p = 

3.32 g / cm^). This technique is very effective at separating zircon (p = 4.6 -  4.7 g / cm‘̂) 

from the clay minerals that comprise the bulk of the samples investigated (e.g. kaolinite 

p = 2.6 g / cm^; illite p = 2.6 -  2.9 g / cm^). In several samples the heavy mineral 

separate contained abundant pyrite (p = 5.0 g / cm^) which dominated the heavy mineral 

fraction, making the zircon grains difficult to observe. Pyrite was removed by 

submerging the heavy mineral separates in a 50:50 mixture of generic household bleach 

and distilled water overnight. Samples were subsequently washed several times in 

distilled water and dried. The pyrite, which was oxidised by the bleach, was removed by 

magnetic separation using a Chas. W. Cook & Sons magnetic separator (Fig. 2.1). The 

magnetic separator comprises two main parts: an electro-magnet and a brass chute with 

an attached vibration unit (Fig. 2.1). The brass chute is inclined forwards (termed 

forward slope) and to one side (termed side slope). Samples are introduced on to the 

upper portion o f the chute (before the magnet; Fig. 2.1). Vibrations cause the sample 

grains to move down the inclined track, along the lower side of the chute (i.e. the ‘A ’
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side o f the chute in the inset cross section o f Fig. 2.1). As the sample passes through the 

electromagnet, paramagnetic and weakly ferromagnetic {sensu lato; see section 2.4.1.1 

for definitions) mineral grains are attracted towards the higher side o f the chute (the ‘B ’ 

side o f the chute in the inset o f Fig. 2.1), where the magnetic flux is strongest because 

the plates o f the magnet are closer together (see the A -  B cross section in Fig. 2.1). The 

chute is divided in two approximately halfway down its length, separating the magnetic 

and the non-magnetic fractions, which are collected at the lower end o f the chute. The 

non-magnetic fraction was collected in a clean petri dish, whereas the volumetrically 

larger magnetic fraction was typically collected in a clean sample bucket.

Sample h 
introduced 
/  here /Forward

slope

Electrom agnet Magnetic
plates

Vibration unit 

B rass chute

frad ion
Magrwl
fraction

Figure 2.1. The Chas. W. C ooks and Sons magnetic separator used in this study.

Zircon ranges from diamagnetic to paramagnetic (Sircombe & Stem, 2002) and there is 

a well-established positive correlation between U-Pb age discordance (term defined in 

section 2.3.1), uranium concentration and magnetic susceptibility (Sircombe & Stem, 

2002; references therein). For this reason, zircon from the least-magnetic fraction is 

routinely selected for analysis. Magnetic separation o f zircon was conducted at full
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m agnetic field  strength (c. 2 .0  A ) and at low  side slope (c. 1 - 2  °). H eavy mineral 

fractions that did not contain abundant pyrite w ere also subject to m agnetic separation, 

using the sam e settings. Z ircons from the non-m agnetic fraction were subsequently  

hand-picked in alcohol at high m agnification using a N ikon  SM Z 1500 binocular 

m icroscope, using both transmitted and reflected light m icroscopy.

2.3. U~Pb zircon dating

2.3.1. Overview of U-Pb zircon geochronology

Zircon (ZrSi0 4 ) is the mineral o f  ch oice for U-Pb geochronology because:

1. It is p hysically  robust and chem ically  stable. For exam ple, it is com m only  

preserved intact in d iagenetically  altered ash layers even w hen  other phenocrysts 

such as sanidine and biotite have undergone alteration.

2. It is represented in m any crustal lithologies and is often cited as being  

ubiquitous, although it is less com m on in silica-undersaturated and peralkaline 

igneous lithologies (W atson, 1979; H oskin & Schahegger, 2003).

3. Its crystal structure incorporates uranium (parent elem ent; substitutes for Zr^*) 

w hilst excluding lead (daughter product), generating high initial parent to 

daughter ratios and thus m in im ising the initial daughter product (com m on lead) 

correction.

Uranium has tw o long-lived  radioactive isotopes w hich decay to isotopes o f  lead:

23 8 y  ^  206p^ ^

23?u ^°^Pb h a lf life =  704 M yrs

Half lives are based on the decay constants o f  Jaffey et al. (1971)

This dual-decay system  o f  uranium allow s three age determ inations per sam ple analysis 

(tw o are independent and one is derived), w hich  are calculated as fo llow s;



207 n u  /235Pb/-^"Udate = 235

(  207

X In
P b ’

235 u + 1

207 1pb*/20fipb* =
137.88 >.238x 176

w here Pb* denotes radiogenic lead, and are the and decay constants 

respectively, 137.88 is the natural ratio and t76 is the “*’̂ Pb/"*’*’Pb date. The ‘'’̂ Pb/*"^Pb

decay equation is solved  iteratively. T ypically, the '”’Pb/“"*Pb and ‘”̂ Pb/‘ '̂ **U dates are measured  

w'hile the ■°’Pb/‘ *̂’U dates are derived from those data. The above equations are from Schm itz & 

Schoene (2007).

The ability to derive two independent dates per U-Pb zircon analysis provides an 

internal consistency check; if  a zircon has maintained a closed isotopic system since 

crystallisation then the two calculated dates should be equal (provided the uranium 

decay constants are accurate). In this instance, the data are described as concordant and 

the calculated dates are considered robust. If, however, the two decay systems yield 

different dates, it suggests that the zircon has experienced complexities (e.g. lead loss or 

it contains inherited material); these data are termed discordant. There are two types of 

discordance; normal and reverse. Normal discordance (where the ^®^Pb/“°^Pb dates are 

older than the ■**̂ Pb/“‘̂*̂ U dates) is more commonly encountered in zircon. Reverse 

discordance (where the ^°^Pb/^**^Pb dates are younger than the ^°^Pb/^^^U dates) in zircon 

is rare because it requires the preferential loss o f the structurally-bound parent U or the 

incorporation o f  excess ‘°*’Pb (Mattinson el al., 1996). Excess " '̂’Pb is common in 

young, Th-rich minerals such as monazite because Th, an intermediate daughter 

product o f (which thus decays to ‘'^^Pb), is preferentially incorporated during 

crystallisation (Scharer, 1984). However, in zircon is preferentially excluded

(relative to U) at the time o f crystallisation, resulting in a small deficit o f “^^Pb and 

slight normal discordance (Mattinson et al., 1996; references therein). Most occurrences 

o f reverse discordance in zircon have been attributed to analytical artefacts (e.g. 

Wiedenbeck, 1995), although models to generate it in nature have been proposed (e.g. 

Mattinson et a i ,  1996).
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2.3.2. Conventional (Wetherill) concordia diagrams

U-Pb data are normally presented on a concordia diagram (after Wetherill, 1956), which 

provides a visual representation of the concordance of data. The conventional 

(Wetherill) concordia represents the locus of points where the and

systems yield the same age, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Where the precision of analyses is high (e.g. for CA-ID-TIMS data), the concordia is 

often represented as a band whose thickness is a ftinction of the U decay constant 

uncertainties (e.g. Fig 2.2c). Concordant analyses overlap with the concordia band, 

whereas reversely discordant and normally discordant analyses plot above and below 

the concordia band respectively (Fig. 2.2a).

The concordia plot is a powerful diagram that helps to distinguish the youngest 

magmatic (concordant) zircon population, which is used to constrain the age of an ash 

layer or bentonite, from analyses that exhibit complexities such as lead loss, common 

lead contamination, inheritance and / or protracted zircon growth. These complexities 

have predictable expressions on a concordia diagram (outlined below) and thus the 

concordia diagram can provide qualitative information about the origins of the 

complexities within sample data. There are, however, limitations to the concordia 

diagram; for example, it is often impossible to separate a magmatic zircon population 

from grains exhibiting subtle amounts of lead loss.

2.3.2.1. Lead loss

Lead loss involves the removal of radiogenic lead, which is not structurally bound in the 

zircon crystal lattice, from the zircon grain and is likely facilitated by radiation damage 

to the zircon crystal structure (Cherniak & Watson, 2001; Bowring et al., 2006). The 

loss of lead results in measured °̂̂ Pb/̂ *̂*U and ^°^Pb/^^^U dates that are younger than the 

true age of the zircon grain. When plotted on the concordia diagram, analyses exhibiting 

lead loss typically plot below and to the right of the concordia curve, towards younger 

ages (Fig. 2.2b). Anomalously young and stratigraphically inconsistent dates are strong 

indicators of lead loss (e.g. in this study isotopic dates younger than the late 

Carboniferous).
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2.3.2.2. Inheritance

Inheritance arises from two main sources: detrital additions as a result of sedimentar>' 

reworking (detrital inheritance) and as intra-grain cores (xenocrystic inheritance). 

Detrital grains will yield dates older than the eruption age of the ash layer, that range 

from concordant to very discordant depending on the provenance and thermal history of 

the detrital zircons. Xenocrystic inheritance arises from the incomplete resorption of 

zircon material assimilated into the melt. New magmatic zircon crystallises around the 

relict cores, producing zircon grains that comprise multiple age domains. Isotopic dating 

of multiple age domains (e.g. by single grain TIMS analysis or poor positioning of laser 

ablation spots) yields an ‘average’ U-Pb date between that of the inherited core and the 

overgrowth (as shown in Fig. 2.2a). If only two age components are present in a sample 

then several analyses with varying proportions of core and overgrowth may form a 

linear array (a discordia) between the age of the core and overgrowth (Fig. 2.2a), 

provided that there are no additional complexities such as lead loss.

2.3.2.3. Protracted growth o f  zircon (antecrystic inheritance)

For CA-ID-TIMS analyses, the analytical precision is sufficient that multiple 

generations of zircon grains, crystallised over the lifetime of a single magma system 

(see section 2.3.5.3) and subsequently erupted together, may be resolved. The zircons 

that crystallised first in a magma system may be older (outside of analytical uncertainty) 

than the eruption age of the ash layer. This is a subtle form of inheritance that is often 

termed antecrystic inheritance (after Miller el al., 2007). Its expression on the concordia 

diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2.2c.

2.3.2.4. Common lead contamination

Common lead contamination can also potentially complicate the interpretation of 

analyses. This is particularly problematic where the common lead abundance is not 

known (i.e. non-radiogenic ‘ '̂^Pb is not measured, which is common in some LA-ICP- 

MS setups). Common lead contamination is expressed on the concordia diagram by 

analyses plotting on a sub-horizontal trend to the right of concordia (Fig. 2.2b).

The correction for common lead based on measurement of *̂*''Pb is not without 

uncertainty because assumptions about the source of the common lead (i.e.
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anthropogenic versus common lead incorporated into the zircon at the time o f 

crystallisation, which is often termed initial lead) and its isotopic composition have to 

be made. Anthropogenic common lead contributions (abundance and isotopic 

composition) can be estimated analytically, through repetition o f blank measurements 

(e.g. using the same methodology as described in section 2.3.5.2.2 but without 

analysing a zircon grain). The isotopic composition o f initial common lead can be 

estimated by analysing a co-magmatic, lead-bearing, uranium-poor mineral phase (e.g. 

potassium feldspar) where such mineral phases are present. When lead-bearing, 

uranium-poor mineral phases are not represented (or preserved) in a sample, which is a 

common scenario for the Carboniferous bentonites and tonsteins documented in this 

thesis, initial common lead can be estimated using terrestrial lead isotope evolution 

models such as that o f Stacey & Kramers (1975). Presently, most high-precision U-Pb 

TIMS laboratories assume that all the common lead in zircon arises from the analytical 

blank (S. Bowring, pers. comm., 2011). This is because improvements in analytical 

blanks and the implementation o f chemical abrasion (section 2.3.5) have demonstrated 

that zircon excludes lead during crystallisation and unless zircon grains contain 

common-lead bearing micro-inclusions, the measured common lead is instead 

introduced during analysis (Bowring et al., 2006).

2.3.3. Defining the age of a diagenetically altered volcanic asli layer: 

weighted mean dates

Where the youngest magmatic population can be identified within a dataset, the
20(S 238weighted mean Pb/ ‘ U date o f this population is used to define the eruption age o f 

the altered ash layer. This is standard practice within the literature (e.g. Ramezani et al., 

2007; Davydov et al., 2010; Gulbranson et al., 2010). The ^°^Pb/^^*U system is used 

preferentially in this thesis because it yields the highest analytical precision for samples 

o f Carboniferous age. In this thesis the suggestions o f  Bowring et al. (2006) are 

followed, whereby the term ‘date’ is reserved for the solution to the decay equations and 

the weighted mean calculations. The term ‘age’ is reserved for the interpretation o f a 

date (e.g. the eruption age o f an altered volcanic horizon).
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2.3.4. Laser ablation (multi-collector) inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (LA-MC-ICP-MS)

2.3.4.1. Overview o f  the technique

A schematic diagram of the LA-MC-ICP-MS instrumental set-up used in this project is 

shown in Fig. 2.3. The LA-MC-ICP-MS technique involves focusing a laser beam onto 

the surface of a sample, which is held within an ablation cell (Fig. 2.3). Laser energy is 

absorbed by the sample and ablation (breaking of chemical bonds) occurs, releasing an 

aerosol of sample material that becomes entrained in the carrier gas (typically helium),
*>03 20  ̂ 23^which flows through the ablation cell continuously during analysis. A “ ’ Tl- ‘U 

tracer aerosol (desolvated solution) is introduced into the sample aerosol -  carrier gas
203 205mixture downstream of the sample cell. The isotopic ratios of the tracer ( Tl/ Tl, 

205jy235|j^ provide an online correction of instrumental mass bias and plasma-induced 

inter-elemental effects. The sample -  tracer -  carrier gas mixture is then combined with 

the argon gas supply of the MC-ICP-MS upstream of the MC-ICP-MS (Fig. 2.3). Inside 

the MC-ICP-MS, the sample aerosol is vaporised, atomised and ionised by the high- 

temperature argon plasma source (Fig. 2.3). Sample ions then pass through a series of 

skimmer cones, which facilitate a change from atmospheric pressure to high vacuum, 

and are subsequently accelerated across a potential difference and collimated into a 

coherent ion beam by lenses. The ion beam passes through the mass analyser (a double 

focusing unit comprising an electrostatic analyser (ESA) and magnet; Fig. 2.3), which 

sorts the ion beam by kinetic energy and mass-to-charge ratio respectively (Kosler & 

Sylvester, 2003). The zoom lens (Fig. 2.3) then focuses the mass spectrum onto the 

static collector array, which comprises Faraday cups and secondary electron multipliers.

LA-MC-ICP-MS is a rapid and relatively inexpensive analytical technique, but the 

precision of U-Pb zircon dates is limited to c. 0.5 -  3% (2a), i.e. an order of magnitude 

poorer than ID-TIMS analysis. This technique was employed as a screening tool for 

detecting inheritance within samples and to rapidly characterise sample age populations.
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Figure 2.3. A schem atic diagram o f  the LA-M C-ICP-M S instrumental set-up used at the NERC  

Isotope G eoscien ces Laboratory (NIG L), K eyworth, UK. All analyses were performed using a N u- 

Plasma HR M C-ICP-M S coupled to a N ew  W ave neodym ium -doped yttrium alum inium garnet (Nd- 

Y A G ) 193nm laser. The M C-ICP-M S portion o f  the diagram is m odified from the instrument manual.

2.3.4.2. Methodology

Small aliquots o f the zircon separates were mounted in epoxy resin and polished to 

approximately half thickness. Unless stated otherwise, no attempt was made to hand 

pick grains prior to mounting, to avoid inadvertently fractionating the zircon population. 

Grain mounts were imaged under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) using 

backscattered-electron (BSE) and cathodoluminescence (CL) imaging prior to LA-MC- 

ICP-MS analysis. These images served as a guide for positioning laser spots during LA- 

MC-ICP-MS analysis.
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2.3.4.2.1. SE M  imaging o f  grains

Sample grains were imaged using BSE and CL techniques. These imaging techniques 

reveal subtle internal textures (linked to chemical variations) within zircon grains that 

are often invisible under a conventional petrographic microscope and which can provide 

qualitative information about both the origin (e.g. magmatic versus metamorphic) and 

the history o f zircon grains.

BSE imaging maps variations in the average atomic mass within a zircon grain; the 

higher the average atomic number, the more electrons are reflected onto the BSE 

detector and the brighter the image appears (Hanchar & Miller, 1993; Corfu et al., 

2003). Cathodoluminescence occurs when incident electrons from the primary SEM 

beam excite sample electrons to a higher energy state (Marshall, 1988). After a short 

time, the excited electrons revert back to a lower energy state, releasing excess energy 

in the form o f photons (Marshall, 1988). CL intensity in zircon is complex and is not 

well understood (Nasdala et al., 2003). Trace element impurities in zircon are thought to 

be important CL emitters; however, CL intensity is not simply a ftmction o f REE 

concentrations (Poller et al., 2001; Nasdala et al., 2003). Crystallinity is also thought to 

be important; CL emissions decrease with reduced crystallinity (Nasdala et al., 2003). U 

and Th concentrations indirectly affect CL emissions through radiation damage, which 

reduces crystallinity (Nasdala et al., 2003). Thus, high U or Th zircons are typically 

dark under CL and low U -  Th contents result in CL bright grains. A more detailed 

account o f  CL in zircon can be found in Nasdala et al. (2003).

SEM grain imaging was conducted at the British Geological Survey, Keyworth, LJK, 

using a LEO (Zeiss) 435VP variable pressure scanning electron microscope equipped 

with secondary electron, BSE and CL detectors. All images were acquired using an 

accelerating voltage o f 10 kV and a working distance o f 19 mm. Samples were carbon 

coated prior to imaging.
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2.3.4.2.2. LA-M C-ICP-M S analysis

Laser ablation analysis was conducted at the National Environment Research Council 

(NERC) Isotope Geosciences Laboratory (NIGL), Keyworth, UK. Analyses were 

performed using a Nu-Plasma HR MC-ICP-MS coupled to a solid state New Wave 

neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd-YAG) 193 nm laser. The laser was 

configured to deliver 55 % power, a 25 |im spot diameter and 5 Hz repetition rate. 

Ablation was conducted in helium gas and 60 second sample ablations were conducted. 

Baselines were recalibrated every 10 measurements.

Mass fractionation and plasma-induced inter-element fractionation effects were 

corrected using a mixed 203,205jj_235|j introduced to the MC-ICP-MS through a

Cetac Technologies Aridus desolvating nebuliser. Laser-induced fractionation effects 

were corrected by bracketing sample analyses with analysis o f the Plesovice standard 

zircon (Slama et al., 2008) and thereby deriving correction factors which were 

subsequently applied to sample analyses. Standard analyses were run every 30 analyses 

(roughly every hour). The accuracy o f the sample analyses was determined by running 

the standard zircon 91500 as an unknown, interspersed with standard and sample 

analyses. 33 spot analyses o f the 91500 zircon yielded a weighted mean “^^Pb/'*^^Pb date 

o f 1060.6 ± 5.3 Ma (95%  con f, M S W D = 1.4 , p = 0.085), which is within the 

uncertainty o f the ID-TIMS “®^Pb/“̂ '’Pb age determination o f Wiedenbeck et al. (1995; 

1065.4 ± 0 .3  Ma, 2a).

Data were reduced using an in-house spreadsheet program and were corrected for 

baseline and fractionation. Unless stated otherwise, LA-MC-ICP-MS data were not 

corrected for common lead. Where a common lead correction is applied, the method of 

Horstwood et al. (2003) was used, which is a ^^''Pb based correction, employing an ion 

counter to measure the ^°'*Pb peak. The correction for common lead was performed 

using the in-house data reduction spreadsheet program.

Data are presented as concordia diagrams and where the data are relatively simple i.e. 

where several analyses that overlap and are concordant within analytical uncertainties 

can be identified, the weighted mean '̂“'̂’Pb/^^^U date o f these analyses is calculated. 

More details regarding the concordia diagrams and weighted mean calculations are 

given in section 2.3.5.2.4.
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2.3.5. Chemical abrasion isotope dilution thermal ionization mass 

spectrometry (CA-ID-TIMS)

2.3.5.1. Overview o f  the technique

This analytical technique involves chemically abrading (sensu Mattinson, 2005) 

typically 4 0 -1 0 0  zircon grains en masse in two steps (annealing and partial 

dissolution), followed by ID-TIMS analysis of single grains. Grains are annealed at high 

temperatures (typically 850 -  900 °C), although some studies have experimented with 

higher temperatures (e.g. Das & Davis, 2010). The annealing protocol serves to 

preserve sample material by annealing areas within zircon grains that have suffered 

some radiation damage but are not isotopically disturbed. This is followed by the partial 

dissolution of grains in concentrated hydrofluoric acid at elevated temperatures for 

several hours (typically 1 0 -1 2  hours at 1 8 0 -220°C ) to dissolve damaged and 

isotopically disturbed portions of the zircon grains. The chemical abrasion technique is 

a relatively new approach and has quickly replaced air abrasion {sensu Krogh, 1982) as 

the preferred method of removing sample lead loss in leading international U-Pb zircon 

TIMS laboratories.

Subsequent to chemical abrasion, ID-TIMS analysis is undertaken on single zircon 

grains. Grains are weighed (or photographed to calculate their dimensions) and loaded 

into Teflon bombs with concentrated hydrofluoric acid and a known amount of isotopic 

tracer solution. This tracer solution is used for concentration determinations, and also 

for the online determination of mass fractionation where double isotopic spikes are 

employed (e.g. Sample grains are dissolved in Teflon bombs at elevated

temperatures (c. 200 °C) over several days. Following dissolution, U and Pb are 

separated using anion chromatography, then loaded together onto rhenium filaments and 

analysed by thermal ionization mass spectrometry.

Several single grain aliquots are analysed per sample to ensure the youngest magmatic 

zircon population is represented in the results. CA-ID-TIMS analysis is time intensive 

and expensive, limiting the number of analyses undertaken per sample. However, these 

disadvantages are offset against the unrivalled precision of this method, which can 

readily generate U-Pb dates with uncertainties of <0.1 % (2a; “̂ Pb/^^^U dates; e.g.
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A ppendix 1 Table 1), w hich  are necessary for high-precision applications such as 

tim escale calibration.

23.5.2. Methodology

2.3.5.2.J. C hem ical abrasion

40 -  60 grains w ere hand-picked from each sam ple in alcohol, under high m agnification  

using a N ikon SM Z 1500 binocular m icroscope at the Department o f  G eology , Trinity 

C ollege Dublin. Euhedral grains w ere preferentially selected. Grains w ere then 

transported to the Department o f  M ineralogy, U niversity o f  G eneva, where U -Pb C A - 

ID-TIM S dating w as undertaken over the course o f  three research visits in 2 008 , 2009  

and 2010  (total o f  seven months analytical work). Grains w ere annealed in quartz 

crucibles at 900  “C for 48 hours and then transferred to pre-cleaned 3 ml Savillex  

containers in preparation for the partial d issolution step. Grains were partially d isso lved  

in c. 120 1̂ 29 M HF and trace 7 M H N O 3 at 180 °C for c. 12 hours. F o llow ing  the 

partial d issolution step, zircon grains w ere fluxed in 6  M HCl for 24 hours and then 

w ashed  several tim es in ultrapure H 2 O and acetone, w ith ultrasonic agitation em ployed  

betw een w ashes.

2 .3.5.2.2. ID- TIMS analysis

Prior to the loading o f  grains into T eflon  bom bs for d issolution , the grains were  

characterised for their shape, aspect ratio, occurrence o f  fractures and opacity under a 

reflected light binocular m icroscope to determine i f  there are relationships betw een  

grain m orphology and grain age. Prior to the final research visit to the U niversity o f  

G eneva in 2010 , a high-pow ered binocular m icroscope w as purchased in the G eneva  

laboratory and grains are now  routinely im aged under transmitted light at h igh- 

m agnification prior to loading. The impact o f  chem ical abrasion on grain m orphology is 

variable. Som e grains appear relatively unchanged fo llow in g  chem ical abrasion; e.g. 

grains 300/3 , 300 /6  in Fig. 2 .4  retain crystal faces and remain relatively clear. Other 

grains show  more extensive changes; e.g. grains T lG b/1 and L2/8 in Fig. 2 .4. H ow ever, 

no clear relationship betw een m orphology and age was discernable.
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Figure 2.4. Photomicrographs o f  chemically abraded zircon grains. Photomicrographs are o f  the same 

scale.

Single chemically abraded grains were loaded into Teflon bombs in a solution o f 63 )il 

29 M HF and trace 7 M HNO3. Analyses were spiked with c. 0.005 g (exact weight 

determined to ± 0.1 mg) o f the Earthtime (ET2535) isotopic tracer

and placed in an oven for 6 days at 206 °C. Following dissolution, samples were dried 

down and re-dissolved overnight in 36 |j1 3 M HCl. Pb and U were separated 

sequentially using anion exchange chromatography (method modified from Krogh, 

1973) and dried down together with 3 îl 0.05 M H3PO4. U and Pb were loaded together 

on single, outgassed rhenium filaments with 1 |al o f silica gel, prepared according to 

Gerstenberger & Haase (1997).

The U and Pb isotopic compositions o f samples were measured on a Thermo Scientific 

Triton thermal ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS) housed in the Department of 

Mineralogy, University o f Geneva (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.5. The Thernio Scientific Triton thermal ionization mass spectrometer housed at the 

Department o f  M ineralogy, U niversity o f  Geneva.

Pb isotopes were measured first and in dynamic mode using the linear MasCom 

secondary electron multiplier. The linearity o f the MasCom multiplier was calibrated 

using the standard reference solutions U500, Sr SRM987, and Pb SRM982 and 

SRM983 (M. Ovtcharova, pers. comm., 2008). Lead isotopic fractionation was 

corrected online using the °̂^Pb/'^^Pb ratio o f the Earthtime spike (0.99989; Table 2.1). 

The online fractionation calculations were performed using the Triton’s data acquisition 

software and applied on a line-by-line (point-wise) basis.

Uranium isotopes were measured following the lead isotopes and as UO2 . When U

concentrations were sufficiently high, U measurements were acquired in static mode
12using the Triton’s Faraday cup array coupled to amplifiers equipped with 10 2̂

resistors. For samples with modest U concentrations, U isotopes were measured in 

dynamic mode using the MasCom electron multiplier. Isobaric interference of 

233ui^*o'^0 on was corrected using an ratio o f 0.00205 (as

recommended by lUPAC; De Laeter el al., 2003). U isotopic mass fractionation was
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corrected using the ratio o f the Earthtime isotopic spike (0.99464 ± 0.01 %,

2a; Table 2.1) and assuming a natural ratio o f 137.88 (as recommended by

Steiger & Jager, 1977). There have recent suggestions that a value o f 137.88 for the 

natural uranium ratio is inaccurate (Condon et a i ,  2010; Mattinson, 2010); however, a 

revised value has yet to be adopted by the international geological community. Thus, at 

this present time the internationally accepted value o f 137.88 is retained. It is 

noteworthy that any future revisions to the value o f the natural uranium ratio will have 

limited impact on the interpretations presented in subsequent chapters. This is because
206 238the natural uranium ratio is not used in the calculation o f Pb/ U dates, which are the 

focus o f subsequent interpretations (section 2.3.3).

Pb and U isotopic ratios were exported to the Tripoli program (v. 4.6.2.61; Bowring et 

al., 2011), which was used to calculate initial statistics. Data were subsequently reduced 

following the algorithms o f Schmitz & Schoene (2007) and Crowley et al. (2007). The 

propagated analytical uncertainties include non-systematic uncertainties arising from 

counting statistics, tracer subtraction and a common lead correction. All common lead 

was attributed to the analytical blank and was corrected for using the following isotopic 

compositions: ‘°^Pb/‘> b  = 18.30 ±0 .26 , '̂’̂ P b /"> b  = 15.47 ±0 .32 , "°^Pb/"“̂ Pb 

= 37.60 ± 0.74 (all 2o absolute). U blanks were < 0.1 pg and do not influence the degree 

o f  discordance at the age range o f the studied samples, therefore a U blank value of 

0.05 pg ± 50 % (2a) was used in all data reduction.

At the time o f writing this thesis, the compositions o f the Earthtime spikes (ET2535 and 

ET535) are not finalised. This has resulted in several studies which have used the same 

Earthtime isotopic tracer solution employing different values for the ^^^U/^ ’̂̂ Pb tracer 

ratio. For example, using the ET535 tracer, Gastaldo et al. (2009) and Gulbranson et al.

(2010) employed a ^^^U/^°^Pb ratio o f 100.18 ± 0 .05 , whereas Schoene et al. (2010) 

used a value o f 100.20 ± 0.1 and Davydov et al. (2010) employed a value o f 100.206. 

Such variations will systematically affect the age calculations and are only important for 

inter-study data comparisons. The composition o f the ET2535 spike used throughout is 

shown in Table 2.1 and follows that o f Schoene et al. (2010) except for the uncertainty
23^ 20Son the 'U / Pb ratio, which follows a personal communication from B. Schoene

(2011).
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Isotope Value Unit
205Pb 9.882260I45E-12 mol/g
235U 9.902024666E-10 mol/g

Isotopic ratio Value Uncertainty (± lo  %)
202Pb/205Pb 9.998900000E-01
206Pb/205Pb 2.989385290E-04 ± 0 .7 4
207Pb/205Pb 2 .407104342E-04 ± 0 .1 0
204Pb/205Pb 8.875074984E-05 ± 0 .1 0
208Pb/205Pb 5.917328387E-04 ± 0 .1 0
207Pb/206Pb 8.052171630E-01 ± 0 .1 0
204Pb/206Pb 2.970280430E-01 ± 0 .1 0
238U/235U 3.087000000E-03 ± 0.005
233U/235U 9.946400000E-01 ± 0.005
238U/233U 3.103635486E-03 ± 0.005
235U/205Pb 100.20 ± 0.025

Table 2.1. The isotopic composition o f  the Earthtime ET2535 isotopic tracer

used in this thesis.

Sam ple data are corrected for initial disequilibrium , assum ing a value o f  4 for the 

initial Th/U ratio in the m elt ((Th/U)magma)- This correction increases sam ple " Pb/“  U

dates by c. 50 -  100 kyrs for m odel (Th/U)zircon ratios ranging betw een 0.187 -  1.862
206 2^8(Table 2.2). The final (disequilibrium  corrected) Pb/ ‘ U dates calculated for sam ple 

analyses are relatively insensitive to the value assum ed for the (Th/U)magma ratio. As 

show n in Table 2.2, varying the assum ed (Th/U)magma ratio by a factor o f  1 (i.e. from  4
206 238to 3 or from 4 to 5) has a m inor effect on the disequilibrium  corrected Pb/ U date, 

adjusting sam ple dates by only a few  kyrs. The lim ited sensitivity o f  the data

to the value assum ed for the (Th/U)magma ratio arises because the m agnitude o f  the initial 

thorium  disequilibrium  correction (c. 50 -  100 kyrs) is m uch sm aller than the age o f  the 

studied sam ple m aterials (c. 3 1 0 -  350 Ma).
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Analysis (Th/U),i,,„„

206pb/2..8u 

date* (M a)

Increase in date arising from the 

correction for initial disequilibrium , assum ing

( T h / U ) ^ , , „ . a  = 3 - 5

( T h / U ) m a s n . a  =  3 ( T h / U ) m a g m a  =  4 ( T h / U ) m a s m a  = 5

B l/1 2 0.187 319.89 102 kyrs 103 kyrs 104 kyrs

B9/3 1.862 328.09 41 kyrs 58 kyrs 68 kyrs

Table 2.2. Increase in dates o f  sample analyses arising from the correction for initial

Th disequilibrium , assum ing values o f  3 -  5 for the (Th/U)magma ratio. * '  P b /' U date corrected 

for initial ‘’“Th disequilibrium  using a (Th/U)magma ratio o f  4. A nalyses B l/12  and B9/3 yielded the 

sm allest and largest (Th/U)zjrcon ratios (respectively) o f all sample analyses undertaken in this study 

(see Appendix 1 Table 1). The m agnitude o f  the initial “’*’Th disequilibrium  correction is calculated 

from  an equation presented in Scharer (1984; p. 200), using the model (Th/U)z,rcon ratios o f  sample 

analyses (Appendix 1 Table 1) and the follow ing decay constant values: = 1.55125 x 1 0 ' ° y r s '

and ’“ Th = 0.922 x IQ -V rs '.

The accuracy o f the data was assessed by repeated analysis o f the international standard 

zircon R33 (Black et al., 2004), which was pre-treated by chemical abrasion and yielded 

an average date o f 419.08 ± 0.19 Ma (95 % conf., n = 27; MSWD = 0.70; M.

Ovtcharova, pers. comm., 2010). In addition, 100 Ma and 500 Ma synthetic NIGL 

solutions (Condon et al., 2008) were measured and yielded an external reproducibility 

of206pb/238u (jates o f better than 0.1 % (M. Ovtcharova, pers. comm., 2010).

2.3.5.2.3. CA-ID-TIMS data from bentonite L I at Lives-sur-Meuse 

The U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data from the LI bentonite (section 3.3.4.1) were 

acquired prior to this PhD project and used the Earthtime tracer solution

(M. Ovtcharova, pers. comm., 2008). Sample data were reduced using the same tracer 

composition as shown in Table 2.1 for the ET2535 spike and following the same 

method as documented above (section 2.3.5.2). Lead isotopic fractionation on these data 

was corrected using a value o f 0.11 ± 0.05 % / a.m.u. (2a), which was determined by 

repeat measurements o f the SRM 981 Pb standard (M. Ovtcharova, pers. comm., 2008).
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2.3.5.2.4. U-Ph zircon data presentation

U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS and CA-ID-TIMS data are presented as concordia 

diagrams and weighted average date diagrams. Both were drawn using

Isoplot V.  3.0 (Ludwig, 2003a). Error ellipses (concordia diagrams) and error bars 

(weighted average date plots) are always drawn at the 2o confidence level. In the 

concordia plots, the concordia is drawn using the decay constants o f Jaffey et al. (1971), 

as recommended by Steiger & Jager (1977). There are suggestions that one or both of 

the Jaffey et al. (1971) decay constants are inaccurate (e.g. Schoene et al., 2006; 

Mattinson, 2010), as indicated by numerous high-precision, chemically-abraded 

analyses plotting consistently below and to the right o f the concordia. Within this study, 

where the precision attained is sufficiently high (e.g. the CA-ID-TIMS data from 

samples L2 and Z l; sections 3.3.4.2 and 5.3.1.2 respectively), the data corroborate these 

suggestions. Concordance is assessed taking into consideration both analytical and 

decay constant uncertainties. This approach is probably the best that can be done until 

the decay constants are revised by international agreement, either by adopting the 

suggestions o f Mattinson (2010) or through the re-determination o f the U decay 

constants using direct counting methods.

2.8.5.2.5. Weighted mean dates

Where analyses are concordant and overlap within analytical uncertainty, the weighted 

mean date is calculated. Weighted mean dates were calculated

before the addition o f systematic uncertainties arising from the isotopic tracer
238calibration (0.05 %, 2o; B. Schoene, pers. comm., 2011) and the U decay constant 

(0 .107% , 2a; Jaffey et al., 1971). Uncertainties on weighted mean calculations are 

quoted at the 95 % confidence level (1.96a). Unless stated otherwise, weighted mean 

uncertainties do not include systematic uncertainties arising from the calibration o f the 

isotopic tracer solution and the U decay constants. Where the ± X/ Y/ Z uncertainty 

notation o f  Schoene et al. (2006) is used, the X uncertainty level refers to the internal 

error only, the Y uncertainty level is the internal error plus the uncertainty in the 

calibration o f the isotopic tracer solution, and the Z uncertainty level includes the 

internal error, isotopic tracer calibration and decay constant uncertainties. Systematic 

uncertainties arising from the calibration o f the isotopic tracer solution and the U decay 

constants were added in quadrature.
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The mean square o f weighted deviation (MSWD) and probability-of-fit (often shortened 

to probabihty or p) are calculated for each weighted mean calculation and provide a 

measure o f the data scatter about the mean value. The two parameters are related; the 

probability-of-fit is derived from the MSWD, and can be calculated in Microsoft Excel 

as:

Probability-of-fit = CHIDIST (MSWD * degrees o f freedom, degrees o f freedom)

w here CHIDIST is the M icrosoft E xcel fiinction for a one-tailed probability o f  the chi-squared

(X‘) distribution (equation froin L udw ig, 2003b).

An MSWD equal to 1 is optimal and suggests that all data scatter can be attributed to 

analytical uncertainties (Wendt & Carl, 1991; Horstwood, 2008). Critically, however, 

an MSWD o f 1 does not preclude the presence o f geological complexity; it simply 

indicates that if complexity is present, it is not resolvable within analytical uncertainties 

(Kalsbeek, 1992). However, for a given number o f degrees of freedom and confidence 

level, there is a range o f acceptable MSWD values (Wendt & Carl, 1991; Horstwood, 

2008). MSWD values acceptable at the 95 % confidence level for 1 -  25 degrees o f 

freedom (for a weighted average calculation, the degrees o f freedom equals the number 

o f  data points minus one) are shown in Fig. 2.6 and are used throughout as a measure of 

quality control. MSWD values that exceed the upper 95 % confidence limit may 

indicate the underestimation o f analytical uncertainties or the presence o f geological 

complexities (Horstwood, 2008), whereas MSWD values smaller than the acceptable 

range may indicate the overestimation o f analytical uncertainties (Horstwood, 2008). 

W here the MSWD exceeds the acceptable range o f values at the 95 % confidence level 

(corresponding to a probability-of-fit o f < 0.05), the weighted mean uncertainty is 

expanded by the square root o f the MSWD multiplied by student’s t factor for n-1 

degrees o f freedom, to take into consideration the observed excess data scatter. The 

square root o f the MSWD param eter takes into account the actual scatter o f the data, 

while the student’s t factor takes into consideration that the data scatter is only 

estimated from a small number o f data points (Ludwig, 2003a).
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Figure 2.6. A cceptable M SW D  values at the 95 % confidence level for a given number o f  degrees o f  

freedom . The figure is redrawn from figure 3 o f  Wendt & Carl (1991). For a w eighted mean 

calculation the degrees o f  freedom equals the number o f  data points minus one.

2.3.5.3. Potential pre-eruptive zircon residence in magma chambers

Several recent publications have presented evidence for the pre-eruptive residence of 

zircon in magmatic systems (e.g. Bachmann et a!., 2007; Miller et a/., 2007; Simon et 

al., 2008; Schoene et al., 2010). Thus, it is possible that the crystallisation ages recorded 

by zircon significantly pre-date ash layer eruptions. Whilst there is evidence for pre- 

eruptive residence o f zircon, both its duration and how it varies between different ash 

layers are poorly quantified. Presently there is no sample-specific method for estimating 

the amount o f residence present within a sample dataset (Simon et al., 2008) and it is 

unclear how to treat potential pre-eruptive residence. Some studies have called for the 

indiscriminate expansion o f U-Pb zircon age uncertainties (e.g. Peterson, 2011; Simon 

et al., 2008). However, what value should be assigned to the residence uncertainty is 

equally unclear. For example, Simon et al. (2008) suggested an asymmetric uncertainty 

o f +0 / -200 kyrs, whereas Peterson (2011) employed a range o f residence uncertainties 

between ± 0 -  0.45 Myrs. The U-Pb zircon date uncertainties reported in subsequent 

chapters do not include an uncertainty for potential pre-eruptive residence, which is in

line with other contemporary studies (e.g. Davydov et al., 2010). However, if it is 

subsequently proven necessary to include a residence uncertainty this can be added in 

quadrature to the reported U-Pb date uncertainties (e.g. Peterson, 2011).
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2.4. Low-field magnetic susceptibility analysis of sedimentary

rocks

2.4.1. Background

All minerals are susceptible to becoming magnetised when placed into a magnetic field 

(Ellwood, 2007; Ellwood et al., 2000, 2007a); magnetic susceptibility (MS) analysis is a 

tool to measure this phenomenon. Low-field magnetic susceptibility is determined by 

introducing a sample of known mass or volume into a low-strength magnetic field 

(generated by a susceptibility bridge) and measuring the change in magnetic field 

strength. It is often expressed as the ratio of the induced magnetic moment relative to 

the strength of the applied field (Ellwood, 2007):

X = J / H (mass-normalised susceptibility)

K = J / H (volume-normalised susceptibility)

w here J is the induced m om ent, H is the applied field strength, x and k are magnetic 

susceptibilities measured relative to m ass (units o f  m  ̂ / kg) and volum e (d im ensionless units) 

respectively. The equations are taken from Hunt et al. (1995).

Magnetic susceptibility is a rapid (minutes per analysis) and inexpensive technique that 

requires minimal sample preparation. The main drawback to MS analysis is that it 

exhibits anisotropy (e.g. Tarling & Hrouda, 1993), i.e. the measured MS varies as a 

function of sample orientation. Anisotropy arises from two main sources, which are 

termed magnetocrystalline anisotropy and shape anisotropy (Tarling & Hrouda, 1993). 

The former arises because magnetisation is more readily acquired along certain 

crystallographic axes within a mineral (Tarling & Hrouda, 1993). Shape anisotropy 

occurs in non-symmetric minerals (elongate grains) because magnetism is more readily 

acquired down the long axis o f a grain (Tarling & Hrouda, 1993). Thus, any preferred 

alignment of elongate grains within a rock, which can arise through various sedimentary 

processes (e.g. flow alignment) or post-depositional processes (e.g. metamorphism), 

will generate some degree of anisotropy.
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To quantify anisotropy on a sample-by-sample basis is time consuming and requires 

orientated samples (Ellwood et al., 2007a). For these reasons, MS is often reported 

without consideration o f anisotropy (e.g. Ellwood et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2008b). 

However, the uncertainty in bulk MS analysis arising from anisotropy is very small for 

most samples (typically < 1 % for limestones; Ellwood et a l ,  2007a) and is reduced by 

crushing samples to pebble-sized fragments prior to analysis.

2.4.1.1. Mineral magnetism

Minerals exhibit three main types o f magnetic behaviour: diamagnetism,

paramagnetism and ferromagnetism {sensu lato; Tarling & FIrouda, 1993). The 

magnetic behaviour o f a mineral is controlled by its chemical composition (Rosenbaum 

& Brownfield, 1999). Diamagnetic minerals (e.g. calcite, quartz and gypsum) exhibit 

small negative susceptibilities, i.e. their acquired magnetism is in the opposite direction 

to the applied field (Fig. 2.7). Paramagnetic minerals (most iron-bearing sulphides, 

carbonates and silicates) exhibit positive susceptibilities, i.e. their acquired magnetism 

is o f the same sense as the applied magnetic field. Paramagnetic effects are typically 

1 0 - 1 0 0  times stronger than diamagnetic effects (Dunlop Ozdemir, 1997). Both 

diamagnetic and paramagnetic behaviours are temporary and disappear when the 

applied magnetic field is removed (Fig. 2.7). Ferromagnetic behaviour {sensu lato) is 

permanent and is superimposed on paramagnetic and diamagnetic effects (Tarling & 

Hrouda, 1993). It includes ferromagnetic {sensu stricto), ferrimagnetic and 

antiferromagnetic behaviours (Fig. 2.7). Detailed descriptions o f these types o f 

behaviour are not discussed in this thesis but can be found in Dunlop & Ozdemir 

(1997), Tarling & Hrouda (1993) and Harrison & Feinberg (2009). Ferromagnetic 

behaviour {sensu stricto) is generally restricted to metals and alloys (e.g. Harrison & 

Feinberg, 2009). Most minerals exhibit ferrimagnetic (e.g. magnetite, maghemite) or 

antiferromagnetic behaviours (e.g. ilmenite). Ferrimagnetic minerals exhibit very strong 

positive susceptibilities (Fig. 2.7), whereas antiferromagnetic substances exhibit weak 

positive magnetism in an applied field (Tarling & Hrouda, 1993).
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Fig. 2 .7 . The different types o f  m agnetic behaviour (redrawn from figure 1.1 o f  Tarling & Hrouda, 

1993). The vertical, thick, black arrows represent the magnitude and direction o f  the applied field. 

The red vertical arrows represent the net magnetic m om ent o f  a sam ple. The black arrows shown  

within the boxes (w hich sym bolise sam ple materials) are schem atic representations o f  the individual 

m agnetic m om ents present within the sam ple materials. Ferromagnetism {sensu lato) includes 

ferrom agnetic (s.s. =  sensu stricto),  ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic behaviours.

2.4.2. MS analysis in marine carbonates

The MS o f sediments and sedimentary rocks in the low inducing magnetic fields applied 

during analysis is largely a function o f the concentration and composition o f grains, 

grain size and grain shape (Ellwood, 2007). In marine sediments two main components 

are thought to contribute to the measured MS signal: an exogenic (detrital / aeolian) 

contribution and a biogenic component formed in situ from calcareous and / or silicic 

organisms (Ellwood, 2007). The exogenic component can arise from multiple, different 

sources (see below) and can comprise a range o f diamagnetic, paramagnetic and 

ferromagnetic (sem u lato) grains, whereas the in situ biogenic component is 

predominantly diamagnetic (Ellwood, 2007). In marine carbonates, the latter is 

volumetrically dominant but because it exhibits only a weak magnetic force it is easily 

swamped by small amounts o f  paramagnetic and ferromagnetic {sensu lato) detrital 

grains (Ellwood et al., 2000, 2008a).
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The origin o f MS variations in lithified marine carbonates is an area o f active research 

(da Silva et a i,  2009b). The prevailing hypothesis is that variations in MS primarily 

reflect variations in the flux o f paramagnetic and ferromagnetic detrital grains into the 

marine realm (Crick et al., 1997, 2001; Ellwood et a i, 2000, 2001; da Silva & 

Boulvain, 2006; da Silva et al., 2009a, 2009b). A diverse range o f processes including 

volcanism, extra-terrestrial impacts, climate, eustasy and tectonism can all contribute to 

this flux, over different timescales. In addition, variations in carbonate productivity will 

contribute to MS variability by diluting detrital inputs (Ellwood et al., 2008b; da Silva 

et al., 2009b). MS records are also potentially prone to post-depositional modification, 

although the effects o f diagenesis on MS are not well understood (da Silva et al., 

2009a). Diagenetic processes can potentially create or destroy magnetic minerals (see 

da Silva et al., 2009b for an overview). The MS o f a sedimentary sequence is generally 

reduced through diagenesis, as lithified sedimentary rocks typically exhibit lower ranges 

o f MS values than unlithified sediments (Ellwood et a i, 2001). Other potentially 

important post-depositional processes include weathering, metamorphism and the 

migration o f fluids and hydrocarbons (Ellwood et al., 2001; da Silva et al., 2009b).

2.4.3. Methodology

Carbonate samples o f c. 30 g were collected from outcrop sections in southern Belgium, 

employing a high sampling density (c. 5 -  30 cm intervals). Potential complicating 

factors in the sections such as calcite veins and macrofossils were avoided during 

sampling. Recent soil contamination and weathering rinds were removed from samples 

where necessary.

Samples were prepared and analysed for MS analysis at the Department o f  Geology and 

Geophysics, Louisiana State University (LSU) during September and October 2009. 

Sample preparation comprised reducing samples to pebble-sized fragments using a 

lump hammer (to reduce sample anisotropy) and weighing out approximately lO g o f 

sample for analysis.

Low-field MS measurements were acquired using a custom-built susceptibility bridge 

housed at the Department o f Geology and Geophysics, LSU (Fig. 2.8), within a room 

designed to mitigate the effects o f the Earth’s magnetic field. The bridge was calibrated
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using several standard magnetic salts and magnetite, and operates at a frequency o f 

5 kHz. The accuracy o f the MS data was checked at the start o f each day by analysing 

several in-house standard materials. Instrumental drift was monitored and corrected 

before every sample measurement using an internal reference count circuit within the 

susceptibility bridge. Data were reduced offline using an in-house data reduction 

software program and were corrected for blank contributions from the sample holder, 

which is diamagnetic. Three replicate measurements were made for each sample, which 

were then averaged and normalised to the sample mass (determined to ± 0.001 g using a 

Mettler Toledo PB303-S balance). All measurements are reported as mass-normalised 

susceptibilities.

Sample goes 
in here

Figure 2.8. The custom -built susceptibility bridge at LSU.

2.5. Stable isotope analyses and of limestones 

2.5.1. Overview

Carbon has two stable isotopes ( ’̂ C and '^C) while oxygen has three ( ’̂ O, '^O, '^O). 

The small differences in mass between these isotopes subtly affect their chemical and 

physical properties, which leads to isotopic fractionation during chemical and physical 

processes (e.g. evaporation, condensation). This is the basis o f stable isotope
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geochemistry (Anderson & Arthur, 1983) and is why isotopic fractionation can be 

exploited to infer information about palaeoclimate (see section 2.5.4).

2.5.2. Stable isotope analyses of carbonates

All analyses were conducted using a Thermo Delta Plus continuous flow isotope ratio 

mass spectrometer (CF-IRMS) equipped with a Thermo GasBench II housed within the 

Department o f Geology, Trinity College Dublin. The method entails samples being 

placed in sealed containers and reacted with concentrated phosphoric acid in an inert 

(helium) atmosphere, at a constant temperature (72 "C; section 2.5.5). The mixing o f 

limestone sample and concentrated (100% ) phosphoric acid causes the following 

reaction:

CaCOj (s) + H 3 PO 4  (1) HCaP0 4  (s) + H 2 O (l,g) + CO 2 (g)

The equation is from Revesz el al. (2001).

The CO 2 and water vapour produced are entrained in a helium gas flow, which transfers

the sample gases to the mass spectrometer. The water vapour is removed cryogenically,

upstream o f the mass spectrometer. Purified CO 2 passes into the mass spectrometer and

is ionised by the source and sorted into a mass spectrum by the mass analyser (magnet).

Masses 44 ('^C'^O'^O), 45 ( ''c '^ O '^ ’O) and 46 ( ‘̂ C '^O '^0) are measured
1  ̂ 1 2simultaneously on the Faraday cup array, allowing sample C /  C ratios (masses 

45 / 44) and '*^0 / '^O ratios (masses 46 / 44) to be determined.

2.5.3. Delta notation

Stable isotope analyses are conventionally reported using the delta notation (5) because 

it is easier to determine relative differences in isotopic ratios between two samples (an 

unknown and a standard) than the absolute isotopic ratio o f an unknown sample (Sharp, 

2007). Such relative differences provide sufficient information for palaeoclimatic 

applications. Sample isotopic ratios are hence measured and expressed relative to the 

corresponding isotopic ratios o f a universal standard. Delta values for carbon and 

oxygen are defined as follows and have units o f per mille (%o):
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1« r^/16
- 1 xlOOO

0/"'0 standard

A positive 5 value indicates that the sample isotopic ratio is greater ( ‘heavier’) than the 

corresponding ratio o f the standard. The global reference standard for stable carbon and 

oxygen isotopic analyses o f carbonates is the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (V-PDB) 

standard (Sharp, 2007). All 6 values are thus cited with respect to the V-PDB value. 

Expressing analyses relative to this universal standard enables data from different 

samples and data determined in different laboratories to be compared against a common 

scale.

2.5.4. Carbon and oxygen isotopic variations in carbonate rocks

The measured isotopic composition o f biogenic carbonate rocks represents the 

combination o f primary environmental factors, biological (vital) effects, mineralogical 

considerations and post-depositional alteration processes such as diagenesis (Fig. 2.9). 

These factors are briefly discussed in subsequent sections. More exhaustive accounts o f 

the processes controlling 5'^C and 5'**0 variations in marine carbonates can be found in 

Anderson & Arthur (1983) and Marshall (1992).
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Modern marine ca rbonates^> ^~v 

Factors affectina carbonate f  \
-4 Heavier
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•♦-Ancient seawater lighter /  \ ^m ore-O rganic carbon d iag en es is - le s s -*
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Figure 2.9. The main controls over the isotopic composition o f  carbonate rocks. The figure is 

redrawn and modified from Tucker et al. (2003). The Strangelove effect is the term given to 

shutdown o f  ocean productivity following a catastrophic event (e.g. bolide impact).
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2.5.4.1. Environmental controls

The oxygen isotopic composition of marine carbonates reflects variations in sea water
18composition and temperature (Marshall, 1992). Variations in the 5 O o f ancient

carbonates have been attributed to changing ice volume and temperature as well as local

to regional hydrological factors (salinity, evaporation, meteoric runoff; Frank et al.,
18

2 0 0 8 ) .  Published fractionation -  temperature equations for calcite suggest 6 Ocaicite

decreases by c. 1 %o for every 4  °C increase in sea water temperature (Marshall, 1992).

Glacial ice preferentially sequesters '^O, which consequently increases the 5'* 0̂ values

o f coexisting marine waters. It has been estimated that Pleistocene ice sheets at their
18maximum extent raised the 5 O value o f the oceans by 0 .8 -  1.3 %o (Anderson & 

Arthur, 1983; references therein). It is difficult to isolate the effects o f temperature from 

ice volume in carbonates precipitated during icehouse climates (such as the late 

Carboniferous) because decreasing temperatures and increasing ice volume generate 

5'*^0 excursions o f the same sense in marine carbonates.

In contrast to oxygen, carbon isotopic fractionation between dissolved inorganic carbon 

(DIC) and calcite is relatively insensitive to temperature (c. + 0 .0 3 5  %o per °C increase, 

based on Emrich et al., 1 9 7 0 ) .  The carbon isotopic composition o f shallow water 

carbonates reflects the 8'‘̂ C o f DIC in surface waters, which is a function o f the rate o f  

upwelling, rates o f primary productivity, organic carbon burial and atmospheric CO2 

(Anderson & Arthur, 19 8 3 ) .  Several processes have been suggested to generate short 

term (< 1 Myrs) 6'^C excursions within the geological record. For example, the 

oxidation o f organic matter (Higgins & Schrag, 2 0 0 6 )  and methane hydrate release 

(Dickens et al., 1 9 9 5 )  have both been suggested as possible causes o f the rapid - 2 .5  %o 

5''^C excursion in the marine carbon isotope record during the Palaeocene -  Eocene 

Thermal Maximum (Higgins & Schrag, 2 0 0 6 ) .

2.5.4.2. Biological (vital) effects

Some organisms actively fractionate carbon and oxygen isotopes when secreting 

calcareous body parts, preferentially incorporating the light isotopes ('^C and '^O), 

which is referred to as a vital effect (Wefer & Berger, 1991). Most extant species 

precipitate carbonates with oxygen isotopic compositions in or near equilibrium with
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seawater, whereas disequilibrium precipitation is more common for carbon isotopes 

(Anderson & Arthur, 1983; Wefer & Berger, 1991).

2.5.4.3. Mineralogical controls

Different carbonate minerals exhibit slightly different relationships between 

temperature and oxygen isotopic fractionation (Wefer & Berger, 1991; Marshall, 1992). 

Additionally, different organisms precipitate different carbonate minerals which have 

varying resistance to diagenetic alteration, resulting in a preservation bias (Marshall, 

1992).

2.5.4.4. Secondary (diagenetic) alteration

Diagenetic alteration occurs primarily through the dissolution o f primary phases and 

precipitation of secondary phases in equilibrium with pore fluids (Sharp, 2007). The 

extent of diagenetic aheration is influenced by the composition of the carbonate 

sediments and pore fluids, water / rock ratios, the ambient temperature and the presence 

of organic matter (Algeo et al., 1992; Marshall, 1992). Carbon isotopic compositions 

are generally considered to be more resistant to diagenetic alteration because of the 

greater mole fraction of carbon in a carbonate rock relative to pore fluids (Frank et al., 

2008) compared to oxygen, which occurs in roughly equal quantities in carbonate rocks 

and pore fluids (Frank el al., 2008).

2.5.5. Methodology

Stable isotope analyses were performed on the same samples that were measured for 

their magnetic susceptibility characteristics. Carbonate powders were extracted from 

samples using a microdrill equipped with diamond-tipped drill bits, targeting 

homogeneous and micritic portions of the samples where possible.

All carbonate analyses were performed using the same instrumental set-up and 

methodology as reported by Chew et al. (2010), with one exception; eleven aliquots per 

sample were introduced to the continuous flow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (CF- 

IRMS) instead of the ten analysed by Chew et al. (2010). The following analytical 

protocol is summarised from Chew et al. (2010). Samples were analysed using a
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Therm o D eha Plus CF-IRM S and a Thermo Gas Bench II equipped with a CTC  

A nalytics Com biPal Autosam pler, a thermostatic hot block and FMI acid pump, housed  

w ithin  the Department o f  G eology, Trinity C ollege Dublin. A pproxim ately 0 .6  g o f  

sam ple w as w eighed  (absolute w eight determined to ± 0 .0 0 1  m g) into a clean, round- 

bottom ed Exetainer® borosilicate glass vial that was subsequently capped with a new  

rubber septum and placed in the hot block. Sam ples w ere flush-filled  with helium  

(100  ml / minute for 5 m inutes) and then the double needle configuration o f  the 

autosam pler w as set up. Each sam ple w as dosed with five drops o f  100 % phosphoric 

acid by the acid needle and allow ed to equilibrate for 91 m inutes at 72 °C before the 

sam ple gas w as siphoned o f f  by the second (sam ple) needle. E leven aliquots o f  CO 2 

w ere introduced into the CF-IR M S. The first and last aliquots w ere discarded and 

results are averages o f  the rem aining nine aliquots. The IA EA  Co-1 marble standard 

w as used  to correct unknow n sam ple analyses to primary standard (V -P B D ) values. The 

accuracy o f  sam ple analyses and the stability o f  the CF-IR M S w ere checked by running 

repeat analyses o f  the in-house Cranford D olom ite standard interspersed with sam ple  

analyses; 52 analyses y ielded  5 ''^ C  values (V -P D B ) o f  -8.15 ± 0 . 1 1  %o ( l a )  and 5**^0 

values (V -P D B ) o f -10.97 ±  0 .08 %o ( l o ) .

2.6. XRD analysis of the diagenetically altered volcanic ash 

layer samples

X R D  analysis was undertaken to characterise the bulk m ineralogy o f  the bentonite and 

tonstein  sam ples. The sam ples w ere dried prior to analysis at 80 °C and powdered by 

hand using an agate mortar and pestle. A pproxim ately 0.5 g o f  sam ple material w as 

loaded into a cavity m ount and a glass slide w as scraped across the surface o f  the mount 

tw ice  to produce a flat surface suitable for analysis.

A ll X R D  analyses w ere conducted using a Philips P W 1720 X -ray generator coupled  to 

a Philips P W 1050/25 diffractom eter, housed in the Department o f  G eology , Trinity 

C ollege  Dublin. A n alyses w ere obtained using nickel filtered Cu ka radiation, a step  

s ize  o f  0 .02  ° /  second and operating conditions o f  40  kV and 20 m A. Sam ple data w ere  

interpreted using the ‘T races’ software program (from  H iltonbrooks Limited; 

http;//w w w .xrays.u-net.com /Softw are.htm ), which is equipped w ith the ICDD pow der
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diffraction database, and also using the 20 diffraction data tables for common minerals 

o f Chao (1969).

Within the XRD data it is possible to resolve several non-clay minerals, which are 

confirmed by the presence o f multiple characteristic XRD peaks (Table 2.3). Only 

limited information about the clay mineralogy o f these samples can be obtained from 

these analyses; it is possible to identify the presence o f illite-mica, kaolinite and 

chlorite. In some analyses, the characteristic 10 A peak for illite is notably shifted 

towards higher d-spacing values (c. 1 0 - 1 2  A). This has been observed in other studies 

(e.g. Walkden, 1972) and attributed to the presence o f mixed-layer clays (such as illite- 

smectite). It is not possible to definitely confirm the presence o f mixed-layer clays from 

these XRD analyses and thus where the main illite-mica peak has noticeably shifted the 

probable occurrence o f mixed-layer clays is noted.

M ineral Characteristic peaks (degrees 20)

Calcite 23 .0 , 29 .4 . 36 .0 , 39.4, 43 .2 , 47.5", 48 .6 , 57.4

Chlorite 6.3, 12.5, 18 .7 ,25 .1

Illite-m ica 8.8, 17 .7 ,26 .6*

Kaolinite 1 2 .3 ,2 4 .8

Quartz 2 0 .8 ,2 6 .7 * , 50.2

Pyrite 2 8 .5 ,3 3 .0 ,3 7 .0 , 40 .8 , 47 .4^  56.2

Table 2.3. Characteristic X R D  peaks o f  minerals that com m only occur in the 

sam ples investigated. * peak overlap betw een illite-m ica and quartz, ^peak 

overlap betw een calcite and pyrite.

2.7. Whole-rock geochemistry of the diagenetically altered ash 

layer samples

52 diagenetically altered volcanic ash layer samples were analysed for their whole-rock 

geochemistry (major, trace and rare-earth elements). Additionally, three upper Visean 

limestone samples from the Namur-Dinant Basin, Belgium (Table 2.4) and two 

Namurian shale samples from the Pennine Basin, northern England (Table 2.4) were 

analysed for their whole-rock geochemistry, as control samples to provide geochemical 

constraints on the adjacent stratigraphy.
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Sam ple Lithology S am p lin g  locality Elevation  o f  sam pling  (m )

M AP 02-28
Bioclastic
lim estone

L ives-sur-M euse, c l i f f  section 2, 
Belgium  (50.4686"N , 4.9285"E)

32.20 m (see Fig. 6 .5)

MAP 03-02
Micritic

lim estone
L ives-sur-M euse, c lif f  section 2, 
B elgium  (50 .4 6 8 6 ”N , 4 .9 2 8 5 ‘’E)

38.00 m (see Fig. 6 .5)

M AP 07-41
B ioclastic
lim estone

A nhee Sud, Belgium  
(50 .2 9 4 0 ”N ,4 .8 9 3 6 “E)

15.85 m (see Fig. 6 .10)

M AP 12/07/09 Shale
V ale o f  Edale, northern England  
(British Grid Ref: SK 1235 8595)

10 cm above bentonite B7

M A P 03/08/02 Shale
V ale o f  Edale, northern England  
(British Grid R e f  SK 1037 8512)

7 cm below  bentonite B1

Table 2.4. L im estone and shale sam ples analysed for their w hole-rock geochem istry.

Samples were crushed in a tungsten carbide jaw  crusher to < 3 mm grain size and then 

dried at 105 ‘̂ C overnight. Most samples (n = 42 bentonites and tonsteins; n = 3 

limestones; n = 2 shales) were comminuted using a Resch planetary ball mill (model 

PM 100) equipped with a 50 ml agate grinding jar. Some samples, including those 

containing significant pyrite, were ground to a powder using a TEMA tungsten carbide 

ring-and-puck mill to avoid unnecessary wear on the agate ball mill (n = 10). The use of 

a tungsten carbide mill and jaw  crusher can potentially add small quantities o f tungsten 

and cobalt to samples (e.g. Buhrke et al., 1998). For this reason, tungsten concentrations 

are not discussed, while cobalt concentrations were not determined.

Whole-rock geochemical analyses (major, trace and rare-earth elements) were 

determined from 6 -  8 g o f sample at OMAC laboratories, Loughrea, County Galway, 

using ICP-OES (for major elements) and ICP-MS (for trace and rare-earth elements). 

Samples were analysed following the OMAC laboratories BF ES/MS protocol, which 

involves fusing samples with lithium metaborate. The reproducibility o f analyses was 

determined by duplicate sample analyses and was better than 10 % (2a) except where 

analytes approached the limit-of-detection. The accuracy o f the analyses and the 

stability o f the ICP machines were monitored by analysis o f in-house standard 

materials. Analytes below the limit o f detection are arbitrarily assigned a value o f half 

the limit o f detection and are clearly labelled in the data table (Appendix 2 Table 1). 

Replicate analyses were averaged and these values are used in the interpretation.
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2.8. Recalibration of legacy ^̂ Ar/̂ ^Ar sanidine dates

Three Hess & Lippolt (1986) dates were recalibrated using the raw data presented in an 

earlier and more extensive paper (Lippolt et al., 1984). Two dates are aliquots o f a 

single tonstein horizon (tonstein 479; samples COT479/1 and COT479/2 in Hess & 

Lippolt, 1986), which are combined to produce an average date for tonstein 479. The 

third recalibrated date is from tonstein Z1 (sample COT-Z in Hess & Lippolt, 1986)

The recalibration process involves two steps; firstly, to recalibrate internal errors on the 

“̂ ^Ar/^^Ar sanidine dates to make them comparable to U-Pb age uncertainties and 

secondly, to recalibrate the "‘‘̂ Ar/^^Ar dates against recent estimates for the age o f the 

monitor standard and the '''’K decay constant.

Recalculating the internal errors on the “̂ ^Ar/^^Ar dates was undertaken to express them 

as the standard deviation o f the weighted mean, which is how U-Pb internal errors are 

routinely expressed, rather than as the standard deviation o f the population used by 

Lippolt et al. (1984) and Hess & Lippolt (1986), as discussed by Claoue-Long et al. 

(1995). This recalculation adjusts the date o f sample COT479/1 to 319.4 ± 1.6 Ma (2o). 

For sample COT479/2, the heating steps used by Hess & Lippolt (1986; steps 2 - 6 )  

yield a plateau age with an unacceptably high MSWD (2.3) and a low probability-of-fit 

(< 0.05), and thus do not constitute a true plateau. Isoplot (Ludwig, 2003a) recommends 

the exclusion o f step 2, which then yields a plateau age o f 319.2 ± 1.2 Ma (2a; MSWD 

= 0.76). This new plateau conforms to the definition criteria used by Isoplot (Ludwig, 

2003a, p. 42), i.e. the plateau comprises more than 3 heating steps, includes more than 

60 % o f the total ^^Ar gas released, has no resolvable slope and yields a probability-of- 

fit greater than 0.05. Averaging the two aliquots o f tonstein 479 yields a date of 

319.3 ± I.O Ma (2a). Recalculating the internal error on the tonstein Z1 date yields a 

date o f  310.7 ± 1.6 Ma (2a).

The procedure for recalibrating the ''^Ar/^^Ar sanidine dates against modem estimates 

for the age o f the monitor standard and the decay constant is the same as that used 

by Gastaldo et al. (2009) and involves the recalculation o f sample data against the 

astronomically-tuned Fish Canyon Tuff (FCT) sanidine standard (Kuiper et al., 2008) 

via the McClure Mountain Hornblende (M MHb-1), which was the secondary standard
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used by Hess & Lippolt (1986). Values for the absolute age o f MMHb-1 and the 

intercalibration factor between MMHb-1 and FCT sanidine were derived from Renne et 

al. (1998). The astronomically-tuned FCT sanidine age o f Kuiper et al. (2008) also 

incorporates the updated decay constant o f Min et al. (2000), which is propagated 

into the recalibrated ages. Noah M cLean’s Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, downloaded 

from the Earthtime website (www.earth-time.org), was used to compute the recalibrated 

ages. The original age o f MMHb-1 used is 519.2 Ma, which was determined by Hess & 

Lippolt (1986) against their primary standard (P-207 muscovite). Recalibrating the 

‘̂ °Ar/^^Ar data in the manner described above yields a date o f 323.7 ± 1.0 / 3.6 Ma (2a; 

internal error / internal error plus standard and decay constant uncertainties) for tonstein 

479 and 315.0 ± 1.6 / 3.7 Ma (2a) for tonstein Z1.

2.9. Average periodicity calculations for sedimentary cycles

The periodicity calculations discussed in Chapters 3 and 5 were calculated using the 

method outlined below. The average periodicity o f sedimentary cycles that occur 

between two bentonite horizons is calculated as:

Average cycle periodicity Time duration (kyrs)
(kyrs / cycle) ~ Number o f cycles

The time duration between a pair o f ash layers is:

Time Weighted mean Weighted mean
duration = date o f _ date o f
(Myrs) bentonite X (Ma) bentonite Y (Ma)

The uncertainty o f the calculated time duration is:

Uncertainty (± Myrs) = -^uncertainty on X date (Ma)^ + uncertainty on Y date (M a)‘

w here date uncertainties are at the 95 % confidence level and exclude system atic uncertainties 

arising from isotopic tracer calibration and the decay constant (i.e. the ±  X uncertainty 

level; section 2 .3 .5.2.5).
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The uncertainty o f the average cycle periodicity estimate arising from uncertainties in 

the time duration is calculated as:

Uncertainty (± kyrs) =
V no. o f cycles

X uncertainty in time duration (kyrs)

Between most o f the bentonite pairs there is some ambiguity in the number o f 

intervening sedimentary cycles. For the Belgian Visean calculations (section 3.4.1.2), 

there are some instances where cycles are locally subdivided into multiple cycles and it 

is not clear whether these localised ‘extra’ cycles represent regionally significant events 

that have not been recorded elsewhere or whether they are local phenomena. For the 

Namurian and Westphalian cycle calculations (sections 5.4.1.1.1 and 5.4.1.1.2), there is 

an uncertainty attached to the significance o f several brackish faunal bands, which may 

or may not be o f eustatic origin (further explained in section 5.4.1.1.1). The uncertainty 

in the number o f cycles is factored into the calculations by calculating the average 

periodicity for a minimum and maximum number o f cycles. Thus, for each stratigraphic 

interval, two periodicity estimates (each with uncertainty bounds arising from 

uncertainties in the time duration) are calculated. For convenience, these are then 

abbreviated to a single range o f values.

2.9.1. Assumptions

There are a number o f unavoidable assumptions within the periodicity calculations. 

Firstly, it is assumed that the CA-ID-TIMS dates approximate depositional ages for the 

altered ash layers (see section 2.3.5.3). Secondly, it is assumed that the time duration 

between two bentonite horizons resides entirely within the intervening stratigraphy, i.e. 

the bentonites are geologically instantaneous. It is also assumed that the sedimentary 

cycles between two bentonite horizons adhere to a common periodicity and that the 

record o f cycles is complete.
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Chapter 3

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from 

Toumaisian and Visean western European 

diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from western European 

Toumaisian and Visean diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers (bentonites; defined 

in section 1.5.1) are presented. With the exception o f one sample from an upper 

Toumaisian bentonite horizon in Ireland (sample 300; Fig. 3.1), all samples described in 

this chapter were collected from outcrop localities within the Namur-Dinant Basin o f 

southem Belgium, where several bentonite layers occur interbedded with mid-to-upper 

Visean (Livian and W amantian) shallow water, cyclically-bedded limestones. The U-Pb 

zircon CA-ID-TIMS data are presented in stratigraphic order (Fig. 3.1). In subsequent 

sections, the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data are presented as concordia diagrams and
238weighted mean Pb/ U date plots. The sample data used in the construction o f these 

diagrams can be found in Appendix 1 Table 1.

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS age constraints from the Belgian Visean bentonites 

are used to estimate the periodicity o f sedimentary cycles that occur between the dated 

bentonite horizons (section 3.4.1.2). This is undertaken to establish whether these cycles 

yield periodicities compatible with Milankovitch cycles (see section 1.3), which have 

been shown to modulate recent Pleistocene glacial ice volume (Hays el al., 1976), and 

thus evaluate whether there is evidence for these cycles being o f glacio-eustatic origin. 

The new CA-ID-TIMS dates are also compared with existing, published Toumaisian 

and Visean isotopic age data (section 3.4.2). The implications that the new data have for 

the calibration o f the Early Carboniferous (M ississippian) timescale are discussed in 

section 3.4.3.
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Figure 3.1. Stratigraphic positions o f  the bentonite layers discussed in this 

chapter. Horizons shown in red were dated using the IJ-Pb zircon C A -ID -T IM S  

method. Blue horizons are mentioned in the main text but were not dated. 1 he 

correlation between western European and Belgian substages is based on Hance 

el at. (2001) and Poty &  Hance (2006a. b). The lithostratigraphic scheme is from 

Poty el al. (2001). Benthic foram inifera biozones and subzones: I ) Conil el at. 

(1990); 2) Poty el ul. (2006). Coral biozones and subzones are from Poty el al. 

(2006). rhe stratigraphic positions o f  Belgian bentonites are from Delcambre 

(19% ) except 1.4. L5 (B. Delcambre, pers. comm.. 2009) and W13 (personal 

observations). Sigles are the historical lithostratigraphic units (from  Conil el a!.. 

1967). fhe grey area represents stratigraphic omission (see section 3.3.2,1).



3.1.1. Palaeogeographic setting of western Europe during 

Mississippian times

During Toumaisian and Visean times, western Europe lay at tropical latitudes, on the 

southern margin o f Laurussia (see Fig. 1.1). A regional palaeogeographic reconstruction 

for western Europe during early Carboniferous times is shown in Fig. 3.2. Belgium and 

Ireland are inferred to have lain in a narrow seaway, the remnants o f which can be 

traced across western and central Europe, from Ireland to Germany. Also shown in 

Fig. 3.2 is the position o f the Namur-Dinant Basin; most o f the bentonites discussed in 

this chapter were sampled from this sedimentary basin.

i Late Toumaisian W.

K ohlenkalk

Bristol

200 300 km100

Figure 3.2. Palaeogeography o f  western Europe during the late Toum aisian. The Variscan Front is the 

present-day trace o f  the extent o f  Variscan deformation. The figure is reproduced from D evuyst et al. 

(2005).

3.2. Toumaisian Stage

3.2.1. Bentonite 300

A sample o f this bentonite horizon was kindly provided by Paul Henry (Boliden Tara 

Mines Ltd.) and was obtained from an Irish drillcore (number 1680.2; drilled by
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Boliden Tara Mines Ltd.) located near to Claremorris, County Mayo (Irish Grid 

Reference: M4763 6850). The bentonite horizon occurs at a depth o f 300.90 -  300.95 m 

within the core and is interbedded with cherty limestones and shales that are considered 

to be laterally equivalent to the Waulsortian limestones (P. Henry, pers. comm., 2010). 

The biostratigraphic position o f this horizon is not yet finalised; based on current data, 

this bentonite horizon is constrained to either the late MFZ 7 or the MZF 8 foraminifera 

biozones (G. Sevastopulo, pers. comm., 2011; Fig. 3.1). Conodonts may provide 

additional constraints on this horizon but this research is not sufficiently far along to be 

o f use in this thesis. The sample o f this bentonite horizon is blue-grey, poorly 

consolidated and exhibits a putty-like consistency. XRD analysis o f sample material 

reveals the presence o f illite-mica (probably occurring as mixed-layer clay), which is 

typical o f K-bentonite horizons (e.g. Weaver, 1953; Trewin, 1968; section 1.5.1), 

together with feldspar and pyrite (Appendix 2 Table 2). Quartz is notably absent from 

this sample (Appendix 2 Table 2), which could signify a lack o f detrital contamination 

within this bentonite horizon.

The zircons separated from this sample are euhedral to subhedral, comprising both 

whole crystals and fragments. The zircons are 50 -  350 |im in length and have high 

aspect ratios (c. 3 - 8 ;  Fig. 3.3). The grains are relatively clear with few fractures or 

inclusions, although some grains contain meh inclusions. Petrographic observations 

under transmitted light show no obvious signs o f xenocrystic inheritance.

100pm

Figure 3.3. Zircons separated from bentonite 300 imaged under a binocular microscope 

equipped with an analyzer. The bright colours are interference colours.
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Several elongate, euhedral grains were selected for U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS dating, the 

results o f which are presented in Fig. 3.4 and in Appendix 1 Table 1.
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Figure 3.4. U-Pb zircon C A-ID-TIM S  

data from bentonite 300 illustrated as a 

W etherill concordia diagram (A ) and a 

w eighted mean date plot (B).

In plot A , the red and green error ellipses 

represent data points included in and 

excluded from the w eighted  mean date 

calculation shown at the top o f  plot B 

respectively. The solid  black line in plot 

A is the concordia draw'n using the decay  

constants o f  Jaffey et al. (1971). The 

dashed black lines draw'n parallel to the 

concordia represent the uncertainty in 

the position o f  the concordia arising 

from uncertainties in the U decay  

constants. B lue numbers are concordant 

ages (in units o f  Ma), Error ellipses are 

drawn at the 2o  confidence level. In plot 

B, the grey band represents the 

uncertainty o f  the w eighted mean (95 % 

confidence level). B ox heights 

(representing date uncertainties) are 

drawn at the 2 a  confidence level.

One analysis (300/10; Appendix 1 Table 1) is not illustrated in Fig. 3.4 because it is 

significantly older than all the other analyses (“^^Pb/“‘̂*U date o f 520.59 ± 0.51 Ma, 2a; 

Appendix 1 Table 1) and is very discordant. This grain likely contained a xenocrystic 

core that was not detected during hand-picking. Five analyses yielded overlapping and 

concordant dates (within analytical and decay constant uncertainties) which cluster at 

c. 348 Ma (Fig. 3.4). Two analyses (300/5, 9; Fig. 3.4) yielded younger dates: analysis 

300/9 is significantly younger ( '̂’̂ Pb/ '̂^^U date o f  347.34 ± 0.23 Ma, 2a; Appendix 1 

Table 1) than the c. 348 Ma data cluster and does not overlap at the 2a confidence level, 

whereas analysis 300/5 is slightly younger (^‘̂*’Pb/"'^^U date o f 347.63 ± 0.25 Ma, 2a; 

Appendix 1 Table 1) and partially overlaps (within analytical uncertainties) with the
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c. 348 Ma cluster of analyses. The cluster of analyses at c. 348 Ma is interpreted to 

represent the emption age of this sample. Analysis 300/9 is interpreted to reflect 

residual lead loss not completely removed by the chemical abrasion method. Analysis 

300/5 may also contain an element of residual lead loss; however, its inclusion in the
206 238weighted mean Pb/ U date calculation does not significantly alter the calculated 

date, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4b. The weighted mean Pb/ U date of the six analyses, 

including 300/5 (red analyses in Fig. 3.4b), is 347.94 ± 0.08 Ma (95 % conf., MSWD = 

1.5, p = 0.18) and this date is taken as approximating the eruption age of this bentonite.

3.3. Visean Stage

3.3.1. The Namur-Dinant Basin: an introduction

The Namur-Dinant Basin (also known as the Franco-Belgian Basin; Fig. 3.2 and Fig.

3.5) of southern Belgium lies within the northwestern part of the Rhenohercynian fold 

belt (Poty et al., 2001). The basin initiated during Devonian times as two separate 

basins (the Namur Basin to the north and the Dinant Basin to the south) that were 

connected by early Carboniferous times (McCann et al., 2008). The main structural 

feature of the basin is the Midi Fault, a major E-W trending Variscan thrust fault (Fig.

3.5) which separates the Brabant Para-autochthon to the north from the southern 

Ardenne Allochthon (Fig. 3.5; Poty et al., 2001).

Mississippian carbonate strata crop out on both sides of the Midi Fault and these strata 

are inferred to have been originally deposited within the same sedimentary basin (Poty 

et al., 2001). There are six sedimentation ‘areas’ recognised within the basin (Fig. 3.5; 

see Hance et al., 2001, 2002, or Poty et al., 2001, for details). These areas were coeval 

sites of deposition and were characterised by different sedimentation patterns during 

Toumaisian and early Visean times, when differential subsidence and Waulsortian mud 

mounds generated topographic irregularities (Hance et al., 2006). From late Moliniacian 

times onwards, however, sedimentation within the basin became more uniform and 

lithostratigraphic units can readily be traced between the different sedimentation areas 

(Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 3.5. Sedim entation areas within the Namur-Dinant Basin (redrawn from Poty et al. 2001; 

not palinspastic). Black circles denote major tow ns and cities. Red circles denote localities 

mentioned in this chapter. A SA  =  southern A vesnois sedim entation area, C SA  = Condroz 

sedim entation area, D SA  = Dinant sedimentation area, HSA = Hainaut sedimentation area. N SA  = 

Namur sedim entation area, V SA  =  Vise-M aastricht sedim entation area. The inset show s the area o f  

B elgium  covered by the main diagram.

The Namur-Dinant basin is inferred to have evolved from a south-facing homoclinal 

ramp during early Toumaisian times to a rimmed shelf during early Visean times and 

then into an aggrading carbonate platform during mid-to-late Visean times (Hance et 

al., 2002). Similar changes in platform evolution have been reported from other Lower 

Carboniferous carbonate shelves within Great Britain (Walkden, 1987) and Ireland 

(Gallagher & Somerville, 2003), although the timing o f such changes differs between 

these geographical areas. The transition from ramp to shallow-water carbonate platfonn 

sedimentation appears somewhat earlier in Belgium (Livian / Holkerian times; Hance et 

al., 2002) than in Great Britain (early Asbian times; Walkden, 1987; Waters & Davies, 

2006) and Ireland (late Asbian times; Gallagher & Somerville, 2003). Wright & 

Vanstone (2001) suggested that the transition from ramp to platform sedimentation 

within Great Britain was triggered by global climate change (i.e. the onset o f major 

Carboniferous glaciation). However, additional factors (regional tectonics?) are required 

to account for the diachroneity o f this transition within western Europe.
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Figure 3.6. Lithostratigraphic fram ework o f  the Nam ur-Dinant Basin (after Poty et al., 2001). The 

figure is schematic; no vertical scaling is implied. L ithostratigraphic unit abbreviations: AMI and 

AM S = Low er and U pper m em bers o f  the Anhee Form ation respectively; AW I = Awirs M ember; 

BAB = Bay Bonnet M ember; CIE = Corphalie M ember; GB = Grande Breche Viseenne; HLW  = 

H aut-le-W astia M ember; M ZT = M aizeret M ember; NEF = Neffe Formation; POI = Poilvache 

M ember; SAL = Salet Formation; SEI =  Seilles M em ber; TER = Terwagne Form ation; THO = 

Thon Samson M ember. Fm = Formation. Chronostratigraphic unit abbreviations: ARN = 

A m sbergian; M OL = M oliniacian; NM = Namurian; PEN = Pendleian. Foram inifera biozones and 

subzones: 1) Conil et al. (1990); 2) Poty et al. (2006). Coral biozones and subzones are from Poty 

et al. (2006). Sigles are historical lithostratigraphic units from Conil et al. (1967). The figure is 

redrawn from  figures presented in Poty & Hance (2006a, b).
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3.3.2. Mid-to-upper Visean stratigraphic framework of the Namur- 

Dinant Basin

The diagenetically ahered volcanic ash layers sampled from the Namur-Dinant Basin in 

this study (section 3.3.3.2) occur within the mid-to-upper Visean (Livian and 

Wamantian substages). The chrono-, bio- and lithostratigraphic frameworks for this 

stratigraphic interval are described in the following sections.

3.3.2.1. Chronostratigraphy

The current chronostratigraphic framework for the Namur-Dinant Basin was proposed 

by Conil et al. (1977), who defined five stages within the Toumaisian and Visean series 

(the Hastarian, Ivorian, Moliniacian, Livian and W amantian; Fig. 3.1). The basal stage 

boundaries were selected to correspond with major sedimentary cycles and significant 

biostratigraphic events (Paproth et al., 1983a).

Three stages were defined within the Visean Series; the Moliniacian, Livian and 

Wamantian (Conil et al., 1977), which are often informally referred to as the lower, 

middle (or mid) and upper Visean respectively. The Visean has recently been ratified as 

a global stage by the Subcommission on Carboniferous Stratigraphy o f the Intemational 

Commission on Stratigraphy (see Heckel & Clayton, 2006). Thus, the Molinacian, 

Livian and Wamantian, which were originally defined as stages, are now relegated to 

the status o f regional substages (Heckel & Clayton, 2006). Accounts o f the histories o f 

these three substages and their current definitions are well summarised in Devuyst et al. 

(2006) and Poty & Hance (2006a, b) respectively; as such, only brief descriptions are 

presented here. The base o f the Moliniacian Substage is currently defined by the earliest 

appearance o f the benthic foraminifera Eoparastaffella simplex in the Salet road section 

(Dinant sedimentation area) and correlates with the base o f the Visean (Devuyst et al., 

2006). The base o f the Livian Substage is currently defined as at the base o f the Banc 

d ’Or de Bachant bed (= bentonite LI; Fig. 3.1) within the sections at Lives-sur-Meuse 

and is equated with the base o f the Cf5 foraminifera zone o f Conil et al. (1990) and the 

base of the MFZ12 foraminifera zone o f Poty et al. (2006; Fig. 3.6). The base o f the 

W amantian Substage is defined as at the base o f the Thon Samson Member o f the 

Bonne River Formation (Poty & Hance, 2006b) and corresponds to the base o f the Cf6
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zone o f Conil et al. (1990) and to the base o f the MFZ13 zone o f Poty et al. (2006; Fig. 

3.6). The top o f the W amantian corresponds to the base o f the Namurian Regional Stage 

(Poty & Hance, 2006b). There are problems with the current boundary stratoypes for the 

Livian and W amantian substages, which are discussed in Poty & Hance (2006a, b) and 

briefly explained in sections 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2.

The W amantian is incompletely preserved within the Namur-Dinant Basin. The most 

complete records are preserved in the Dinant (DSA) and the Condroz (CSA) 

sedimentation areas (Fig. 3.5), where only the latest W amantian strata are missing 

(Fig. 3.6; Poty & Hance, 2006b). However, to the north and east within the basin, the 

amount o f stratigraphic omission increases and extends stratigraphically downwards; in 

the northern Namur sedimentation area (NSA), Namurian siliciclastic strata rest upon 

uppermost Livian to lowermost W amantian strata (Fig. 3.6).

The W amantian is informally divided into the lower and upper Wamantian. The base o f 

the lower W amantian is equated with the base of the W amantian Substage, whereas the 

base o f the upper W amantian corresponds with the base o f the Cf66 subzone o f Conil et 

al. (1990; Fig. 3.6) and the base o f the RC8 coral biozone (Poty & Hance, 2006b). In 

order to simplify the descriptions o f strata within the lower W amantian in later sections 

and avoid terms such as ‘lower lower W am antian’ strata, the lower and upper 

W amantian are hereafter treated as formal stratigraphic divisions (and are capitalised 

accordingly). In support o f this practice, these are long-established terms with precise 

and stable definitions.

The Moliniacian is correlated with the late Chadian and Amndian in Britain and Ireland 

(Devuyst et al., 2006). The Livian is correlated with the British Holkerian Substage 

(Poty & Hance, 2006a). The Lower and Upper W amantian are correlated with the 

British Asbian and Brigantian substages respectively (Poty & Hance, 2006b).

3.3.2.2. Biostratigraphy

The primary biostratigraphic controls on the Visean stratigraphy o f the Namur-Dinant 

Basin are derived from benthic foraminifera (Conil et al., 1990; Poty et al., 2006). Conil 

et al. (1990) established a biostratigraphic scheme o f foraminifera zones and subzones
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for the Namur-Dinant Basin that has since been extended to other regions within 

Western Europe (e.g. Ireland; Somerville, 2008). Poty el al. (2006) have recently 

produced a revised foraminifera zonation for the Namur-Dinant Basin; however, most 

o f their new zones, especially those within the mid-to-upper Visean, correspond closely 

to the zones and subzones already established by Conil et al., (1990; see Somerville, 

2008). Corals provide secondary biostratigraphic constraints (Poty et al., 2006) but 

conodonts, which are important biostratigraphic markers earlier in the Carboniferous 

(Toumaisian), are o f limited use in mid-to-late Visean times because they comprise only 

long-ranging taxa and are relatively scarce (Paproth et al., 1983a; Poty et al., 2006). The 

biostratigraphic framework for the Livian and W amantian substages o f the Namur- 

Dinant Basin is shown in Fig. 3.6.

3.3.2.3. Lithostratigraphy

The current lithostratigraphic framework for the Visean o f the Namur-Dinant Basin is 

that o f Poty et al. (2001). As already noted in section 3.3.1, the stratigraphy o f the 

Livian and Wamantian substages is relatively uniform and the lithostratigraphic units 

can be traced laterally within the basin. The lithostratigraphy provides a means of 

correlation at a finer scale than can be attained using the existing biostratigraphic 

constraints. Additionally, several bentonite layers have also been directly correlated 

between multiple localities within the basin using zircon typology (Delcambre, 1989, 

1996; section 3.3.3.1), providing a firm basis for correlation between the studied 

outcrop sections.

The following is intended as a brief overview o f the Livian and W amantian 

lithostratigraphy; for further details regarding the lithostratigraphic framework refer to 

Poty et al. (2001) and Poty & Hance (2006a, b). All unit thicknesses cited in this section 

are from Poty et al. (2001). The Livian and W amantian substages are c. 124 -144  m and 

c. 121 m thick (respectively) and are characterised by shallow-water, cyclically-bedded 

carbonate facies. The sedimentary cycles comprise alternations o f bioclastic and 

micritic limestones that are interpreted to represent shallowing-upwards cycles (Poty & 

Hance, 2006a, b; section 3.4.1.1). The Livian Substage includes the Lives and Grands 

Malades formations (Fig. 3.6). The Lives Formation is formally divided into three units: 

the Haut-le-Wastia, Corphalie and Awirs members (Poty et al., 2001; Figs. 3.1 and 3.6).
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The Haut-le-W astia M ember (c. 30 m thick) comprises metre-scale sedimentary cycles 

dominated by micrite. The Coiphalie Member comprises a single, anomalously thick 

(c. 16 m) sedimentary cycle that contains roughly equal proportions o f bioclastic 

limestones and micrite beds. The Awirs M ember (c. 35 m thick) comprises metre-scale 

sedimentary cycles dominated by bioclastic limestones. The Grands Malades Formation 

includes the Maizeret and Seilles members, which are thought to be laterally equivalent 

(Poty & Hance, 2006a; Fig. 3.6), and the overlying Bay Bonnet Member (Fig. 3.6). 

Across a large area o f the basin, the Grands Malades Formation is brecciated and is 

often referred to as the Grande Breche Viseenne (Poty et a/., 2001; Fig. 3.6). Its 

brecciated origin is thought to be related to the dissolution o f evaporite horizons and 

possibly also an early phase o f Variscan shortening (Poty et al., 2001; references 

therein). Where the Grands Malades Formation is not brecciated (e.g. in the north NSA; 

Fig 3.6), the Seilles Member (c. 35 -  55 m thick) comprises metre-scale sedimentary 

cycles dominated by bioclastic limestones (Poty & Hance, 2006a). The overlying Bay 

Bonnet M ember comprises c. 8 m o f thickly-bedded stromatolitic micrites (Poty & 

Hance, 2006a). The W amantian stratigraphy is subdivided into the Bonne River 

Formation and the Anhee Formation (Poty et al., 2001; Fig 3.6). The Bonne River 

Formation is formally subdivided into the Thon Samson (c. 8 m thick) and the 

Poilvache members (c. 80 m thick). Both are cyclically bedded; cycles in the Thon 

Samson Member are dominated by bioclastic limestones, whereas those o f the 

Poilvache Member are dominated by micritic limestones. The Anhee Formation (c. 25m 

thick) is formally divided into Lower and Upper members (Poty et al., 2001). The 

Lower M ember comprises metre-scale parasequences dominated by bioclastic 

limestones, whereas the Upper M ember comprises up to 8 m o f argillaceous limestones 

and shales (both siliceous and calcareous; Poty et ah, 2001).

3.3.3. Diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers

Several clay-rich layers occur interbedded with the Visean limestones o f the Namur- 

Dinant Basin and have been interpreted as diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers 

(e.g. Thorez & Pirlet, 1978; Anceau, 1992, 1996; Delcambre, 1996; section 3.3.3.1). In 

outcrop, these clay horizons typically exhibit sharp, recessed contacts with the 

surrounding limestones and thicknesses o f 3 -  30 cm. Some horizons rest on undulose, 

palaeokarstic surfaces (Fig. 3.7). The bentonite layers are strongly coloured, ranging
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from dark grey to orange-red (Fig. 3.8). Most o f the bentonite horizons are poorly 

consolidated. At some localities, the horizons exhibit a putty-like texture where the 

clays have swelled in the presence o f water (e.g. the L5 horizon at Awirs West Quarry). 

More rarely, some layers are well consolidated and exhibit blocky fracture patterns (e.g. 

bentonite W8 at Anhee Nord). The majority o f bentonite horizons contain little internal 

structure (such as layering). The exception to this is the L4 horizon at Awirs West 

Quarry, which exhibits two clearly distinguishable layers (Fig. 3.8d).

Figure 3.7. Bentonite M at Lives-sur-Meuse. It is located within the Terwagne Formation (see Fig. 

3.6), a limestone unit o f  late Molinician age that is characterised by peritidal facies (Devuyst et aL, 

2006).

The colour and texture o f a bentonite layer are not characteristic and can vary laterally 

between outcrop exposures o f the same bentonite. Instead, the colour and texture o f a 

bentonite seem to be related to the duration o f  time that the horizon has been exposed to 

the modem environment, as suggested previously by Delcambre (1996). This was 

demonstrated in this study by sampling the same bentonite horizons in recent and 

mature quarry sections (the active Engihoul Quarry and the disused Awirs West Quarry 

respectively). In Engihoul Quarry, the L3 and L4 horizons (Fig. 3.1) were dark grey, 

well consolidated and were similar in appearance to laminated mudstones (Fig. 3.8a, c).
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In contrast, at the Awirs West Quarry (less than 2 km north o f Engihoul Quarry; Fig. 

3.5), a disused quarry that is now a popular rock climbing location, the laterally 

equivalent horizons were orange-brown (L4 is stratified with an orange and a black 

layer; Fig 3.8d) and exhibit a putty-like consistency. Delcambre (1996) noted that some 

o f the Lower W amantian bentonites exposed in the (then active) Transcar Quarry at 

M aizeret (location is labelled as Maizeret in Fig. 3.5) exhibited transformations in 

colour and texture over relatively short timescales (less than 5 years since the bentonite 

layers were first exposed) and suggested that the oxidation o f pyrite was an important

process during these transformations.

Figure 3.8. Belgian Visean (Livian) bentonites. 

A) bentonite L3 sampled from Engihoul 

Quarry; B) bentonite L3 sampled from Awirs 

West Quarry (2 Euro cent coin for scale); C) 

bentonite L4 at Engihoul Quarry; D) bentonite 

L4 at Awirs West Quarry.

3.3.3.1. Previous research

The composition o f these clay-rich horizons is well studied (e.g. Thorez & Pirlet, 1978; 

Delcambre, 1989, 1996; Anceau, 1992, 1996). The clay mineralogy o f these horizons
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includes ordered illite / sm ectite m ixed-layer clays, illite, sudoite, kaolinite and 

chlorite / sm ectite m ixed-layers (Anceau, 1996; references therein). M ost horizons 

com prise poly-m ineralic clay m ineral assem blages that vary laterally w ithin a single 

layer and also betw een successive horizons (Thorez & Pirlet, 1978; Anceau, 1996). It 

has been suggested that the clay m ineralogy could have form ed through the 

com bination o f  subaqueous w eathering o f  volcanic ashes in a m arine environm ent and 

subsequent diagenetic alteration (Thorez & Pirlet, 1978).

These horizons also contain a m inor, coarser grained fraction com prising euhedral 

zircon and apatite, splintery quartz and partially altered biotite that are interpreted to 

represent volcanic phenocrysts (Thorez & Pirlet, 1978; A nceau, 1996; D elcam bre, 

1996). Som e layers also contain possible pseudom orphs o f  earlier feldspar and biotite 

grains that have been subsequently replaced by kaolinite and chlorite (Thorez & Pirlet, 

1978). Pyrite is abundant in some horizons and is thought to be o f  diagenetic origin 

(Anceau, 1996).

Delcam bre (1989, 1996) investigated the typology (external m orphology) o f  zircon 

grains w ithin these clay horizons. Using the zircon typology schem e o f  Pupin (1980), 

Delcam bre (1996) was able to correlate a num ber o f  these horizons betw een different 

outcrop localities, thus dem onstrating that these bentonite layers are laterally continuous 

w ithin the basin. Based on the clay m ineral assem blages, the nature o f  the subordinate 

coarse fraction (phenocrysts) and lateral continuity argum ents, these horizons have been 

interpreted to represent diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers (e.g. Thorez & Pirlet, 

1978; D elcam bre, 1996) and have been classified as K -bentonites (Thorez & Pirlet, 

1978; Anceau, 1996; defined in section 1.5.1). W hole-rock geochem ical analyses o f  

sam ples taken from several o f  the Belgian Visean bentonites (docum ented in chapter 7) 

suggest that they were originally  extracted from an evolved, possibly m ildly alkaline 

(trachyandesitic) m agm atic source (section 7.5.1).

3.3.3.2. Horizons dated by U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS and sampling localities

W hile the m ineralogy o f  these bentonite horizons is well established (section 3.3.3.1), 

there have been no previous attem pts m ade to date any o f  these horizons using 

geochronology. This is unfortunate as isotopic dates from these biostratigraphically well
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constrained horizons could potentially be used to improve the calibration o f the 

Mississippian timescale. The work presented in the following sections is an attempt to 

address this.

The abundance o f bentonite horizons within the stratigraphy (see Fig. 3.1) meant that 

only a subset o f the altered volcanic horizons could be dated by the U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS 

method within the time constraints o f this project. Included in this subset were bentonite 

horizons that occur close to important stratigraphic boundaries (e.g. bentonites L2, W l; 

Fig. 3.1) to provide temporal calibration o f stratigraphic substages. Some bentonite 

horizons that are located between these stratigraphically important horizons were also 

sampled (e.g. bentonites L3, W8; Fig. 3.1) to enable average periodicities o f cyclic 

sedimentation to be calculated over short stratigraphic intervals, thus enabling secular 

variations in cycle periodicities to be resolved.

During this PhD project, high-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was 

undertaken on six Belgian Visean bentonite layers (L2, L3, W l, W8, W12, W13; Fig.

3.1). U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data from one additional bentonite (LI horizon; Fig.

3.1) that were obtained prior to this PhD project (by M. Ovtcharova, University of 

Geneva and D. Chew, Trinity College Dublin) are also presented and discussed in 

subsequent sections because they are o f relevance to the discussion (section 3.4) and 

have not been presented elsewhere.

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was undertaken on samples o f Livian bentonites L I, 

L2 and L3 (Fig. 3.1) that were collected from the two cliff sections exposed at Lives- 

sur-Meuse (Fig. 3.9). Bentonites LI and L2 were sampled from section 1 at Lives-sur- 

Meuse (50.4692”N, 4.9291°E; all latitude / longitude coordinates are given relative to 

the WGS 84 datum), whereas bentonite L3 was sampled from section 2 at Lives-sur- 

Meuse (50.4686°N, 4.9285”E). Sedimentological logs o f these cliff sections are 

presented in section 6.3.2 (Figs. 6.4 -  6.6). The base o f the LI bentonite at Lives-sur- 

Meuse currently defines the base o f the Livian Substage in Belgium (Poty & Hance, 

2006a; section 3.3.2.1). Bentonite L2 occurs within the lower part o f the Haut-le-W astia 

Member o f the Lives Formation (Figs. 3.1 and 6.4) and bentonite L3 occurs within the 

upper part o f  the Corphalie Member o f the Lives Formation (Figs. 3.1 and 6.5).
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Figure 3.9. Map show ing the sam pling localities o f  the Livian and W amantian bentonites dated 

using the U -Pb zircon C A -ID -TIM S method (indicated by red circles). Grey areas denote 

population centres. C SA  =  Condroz sedimentation area. D SA  =  Dinant sedimentation area, H SA = 

Hainaut sedim entation area, N SA  = Namur sedim entation area. Sedim entation areas and the trace 

o f  the M idi Fault are schem atic (redrawn from Poty et al., 2001). The sedim entation areas are 

described further in section 3.3.1.

Bentonite horizons W1 and W8 (Fig. 3.1) were sampled from an ancient quarry section 

to the north o f the village o f Anhee, near Dinant (50.3170“N, 4.8760“E), which has been 

referred to as the Anhee Nord locality (Delcambre, 1996; Fig. 3.9) and Yvoir (Pirlet, 

1968); the former name is used hereafter. Bentonite W1 is o f latest Livian age, whereas 

the W8 bentonite is o f early Early W amantian age (Fig. 3.1). As W1 is o f Livian age, it 

would be more accurate to describe it as an ‘L ’ level. However, the existing bentonite 

nomenclature (from Delcambre, 1996) is well established and to rename this bentonite 

horizon would cause disruption to the existing nomenclature and may lead to confusion. 

Thus, the original designation o f ‘W l ’ is retained in this thesis. A sedimentological log
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o f  the A nhee Nord section can be found in section 3 .3 .4 .4  (Fig. 3 .16) and also in section  

6.4.3 (Fig. 6 .9).

T w o further bentonite horizons, one corresponding to the W 12 horizon o f  Delcam bre 

(1996) and a second previously unreported layer (herein named W 13) were collected  

from a disused quarry section (W atrisse Quarry) to the south o f  the v illage o f  A nhee, at 

a locality known as A nhee Sud (Pirlet, 1968; Delcam bre, 1996; Fig. 3.9; 50 .2940“N , 

4 .8936°E ). Both bentonite layers are o f  late Early W amantian age and occur within the 

Lower M em ber o f  the A nhee Formation (Figs. 3.1 and 6 .10). Data from these bentonites 

are presented in stratigraphic order (Fig. 3.1)  in subsequent sections.

3.3.4. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS age constraints: Livian bentonite 

layers

3.3.4.1. Bentonite LI (also known as the Banc d'Or de Bachant)

This bentonite horizon w as dated prior to this PhD project as a proof-of-concept pilot 

study that such horizons could y ield  high-precision isotopic dates using the U-Pb zircon  

C A -ID -T IM S method. U-Pb zircon C A -ID -T IM S dating o f  grains from LI at L ives-sur- 

M euse w as undertaken by M. O vtcharova (Lfniversity o f  G eneva) and D. Chew  (Trinity 

C ollege D ublin). The results from C A -ID -T IM S dating o f  this layer are presented here 

because they are not published elsew here and are o f  relevance to the other bentonite 

horizons dated during this PhD project.

A t L ives-sur-M euse, bentonite LI com prises a single, orange, poorly consolidated, 

c. 25 cm  thick, recessive layer that is located at the boundary betw een the N effe  and 

L ives Form ations (Fig. 3.1).  It has an undulose, erosive low er boundary, w hich is 

consistent with prolonged em ergence and thus suggests that there is a stratigraphic gap  

beneath the LI bentonite in the Livian boundary stratotype.

X R D  analysis o f  material from the L 1 horizon at L ives-sur-M euse suggests the presence  

o f  illite-m ica (A ppendix 2 Table 2), which w ould  account for the high potassium  

concentrations o f  this sam ple (8 .20  % K2O; determined by ICP-OES; A ppendix 2 

Table 1). The zircon separate from this horizon com prises predom inantly euhedral to
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subhedral grains o f  50 -  280 length and aspect ratios o f  1.5 -  4. Som e grains contain  

oscillatory zonation that is v isib le  under a petrographic m icroscope. Fractures and 

inclusions are com m on w ithin grains; melt inclusions orientated parallel to the c-axis  

and euhedral apatite inclusions can be identified. Som e grains contain obvious inherited 

cores.

Several single grains w ere analysed using the U-Pb C A -ID -T IM S m ethod, the results o f

w hich  are illustrated in Fig. 3 .10 and are presented as a data table in Appendix 1

T able 1.

F igure 3.10. U -Pb zircon  C A -ID -T IM S  

data from  ben ton ite  L I illustrated  as a 

W etherill concord ia  d iag ram  (A ) and a 

w eigh ted  m ean ““^Pb/"’*U date plot (B).

In p lo t A, the red and green erro r e llipses 

rep resen t data po in ts included  in and 

excluded  from  the w eigh ted  m ean

calcu la tion  show n in plot B respectively . 

T he so lid  b lack  line in plot A is the

concord ia  draw n using  the decay 

constan ts o f  Jaffey  et al. (1971). The 

dashed  black lines draw n paralle l to  the 

concord ia  rep resen t the uncerta in ty  in 

the position  o f  the concord ia  arising  

from  uncerta in ties in the U decay 

constan ts. B lue num bers are concordant 

ages (in units o f  M a). E rro r ellipses are 

d raw n at the 2 a  con fidence  level. In plot 

B, the g rey  band  rep resen ts the 

uncerta in ty  o f  the w eigh ted  m ean (95 % 

con fidence  level). B ox heights 

(rep resen ting  date  uncertain ties) are 

d raw n at the 2 o  con fidence  level.

O ne data point is significantly older than the rest ( L l / 1 1; Fig. 3.10; A ppendix 1 Table 1) 

and is interpreted to represent an inherited grain. Three analyses (red analyses in Fig. 

3.10)  overlap within analytical uncertainties and are interpreted to represent the eruption
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age o f this horizon. One analysis (L l/10; Fig. 3.10; Appendix 1 Table 1) is considerably 

younger than the three overlapping analyses (it only overlaps marginally at the 2o 

confidence level). This analysis is inconsistent with the U-Pb data obtained from the 

overlying L2 horizon (section 3.3.4.2) and is interpreted to contain residual lead loss not
206  238completely removed by the chemical abrasion method. The weighted mean Pb/ U 

date o f the three overlapping analyses is 340.13 ± 0 .1 8  Ma (95 % conf., MSWD = 0.96, 

probability = 0.38; Fig. 3.10b) and this date is taken to approximate the eruption age of 

this bentonite layer.

3.3.4.2. Bentonite L2

Delcambre (1996) noted that this bentonite horizon was encountered more infrequently 

within the Namur-Dinant Basin compared to the LI and L3 horizons. The L2 horizon 

was not originally reported by Delcambre (1996) from Lives-sur-Meuse. However, 

there is a conspicuous orange, clay-rich and recessive horizon at this locality (Fig. 3.11) 

that occurs at a comparable stratigraphic level to the L2 horizon reported by Delcambre 

(1996) from the nearby Beez Quarry (Fig. 3.12; the location o f Beez Quarry is shown in 

Fig. 3.9; = 50.4735”N, 4.921 TE).

Upper sample 

Lower sample

Figure 3.11.  B entonite L2 (?) at L ives-sur-M euse.

^imestoni
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Beez
(Delcambre, 1996)
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Figure 3.12. Logs o f the sections exposed at Beez Quarry (from Delcambre, 1996) and Lives-sur- 

Meuse. The logs are o f the same scale. The strata between the bentonite layers are almost 

exclusively m icritic limestones.

A t Lives-sur-Meuse, this horizon occurs in the lower part o f the Haut-le-Wastia 

Member, c. 5.4 m above the L I horizon. The horizon is c. 25 cm thick, orange-brown 

and contains thin lenses o f limestone (Fig. 3.11). Two samples were collected from this 

horizon (lower and upper samples in Fig. 3.11). Abundant euhedral zircon grains were 

separated from the lower sample, whereas the upper sample yielded very few zircon 

grains.

XRD analysis o f sample material from this bentonite horizon suggests the presence o f 

illite-m ica and goethite (Appendix 2 Table 2), which could account for the relatively 

high concentrations o f K 2O and FeiOj (6.66 % and 6.69 % respectively; determined by 

ICP-OES; Appendix 2 Table 1) observed in this sample.

The zircon separate from the lower sample comprises relatively coarse (100 -  400 |am in 

length), predominantly euhedral grains w ith aspect ratios o f c. 2 - 4 . 5 .  A few grains 

contain radial fractures and possible xenocrystic cores. Fracturing, oscillatory zonation 

and euhedral apatite inclusions are abundant in grains o f this sample (Fig. 3.13). The 

latter two features were suggested by Delcambre (1996) to be characteristic o f the L2
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horizon. On the basis o f the available data it seems likely that this horizon at Lives-sur- 

Meuse is the L2 bentonite o f Delcambre (1996).

:Apatite

200^lm

Figure 3.13. A  photomicrograph o f  zircon grains separated from the L2 (?) horizon at Lives-sur- 

M euse. The bright colours are interference colours.

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was undertaken on grains from the lower sample o f 

bentonite L2, the results o f which are presented in Fig. 3.14 and in Appendix 1 Table 1. 

All analyses are equivalent and concordant within analytical and decay constant 

uncertainties (Fig. 3.14). The weighted mean date o f all analyses is 339.89 ±

0.06 Ma (95 % conf., MSWD = 0.79, probability = 0.56, n = 6; Fig. 3.14b) and this date 

is taken to approximate the eruption age o f this bentonite horizon.
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Figure 3.14. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

data from bentonite L2 illustrated as a 

Wetherill concordia diagram (A) and a 

weighted mean date plot (B).

The solid black line in plot A is the 

concordia drawn using the decay 

constants o f  Jaffey et a!. (1971). The 

dashed black lines drawn parallel to the 

concordia represent the uncertainty in 

the position o f  the concordia arising 

from uncertainties in the U decay 

constants. Blue numbers are concordant 

ages (in units o f  Ma). Error ellipses are 

drawn at the 2o confidence level. In plot 

B, the grey band represents the 

uncertainty o f  the weighted mean (95 % 

confidence level). Box heights 

(representing date uncertainties) are 

drawn at the 2o confidence level.

3.3.4.3. Bentonite L3

L3 is observed at numerous localities across the Namur-Dinant Basin (Delcambre, 

1996) and always occurs within the upper, micritic portion o f  the Corphalie M ember o f  

the Lives Formation (Fig. 3.1; Fig. 3.6). At Lives-sur-Meuse, bentonite L3 occurs 

13.9 m above the base o f  the Corphalie M ember and is 10 cm thick, orange and poorly 

consolidated (Fig. 3.15).

X R D  analysis o f  material from the L3 horizon at Lives-sur-Meuse suggests the presence 

o f  illite-mica (probably occurring as a mixed-layer clay), calcite, chlorite, kaolinite and 

quartz (Appendix 2 Table 2). The occurrence o f  calcite is consistent with the high CaO 

concentrations in this sample (6.26 %; determined by ICP-OES; Appendix 2 Table 1) 

relative to the LI and L2 horizons (0.42 % and 1.20 % CaO respectively; Appendix 2
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Table 1). This horizon is less enriched in potassium than the L I and L2 horizons at 

Lives-sur-Meuse (2.60 % K 2O; Appendix 2 Table 1). This is probably due to the greater 

abundance o f kaolinite and calcite (and therefore lower abundance o f illite-m ica) in this 

sample.

Awirs
Member

Corphalie 
•  ’Member

Cliffs Of 
Lives-sur-Meuse

Figure 3.15. The L3 bentonite horizon at Lives-sur-Meuse.

The sample o f L3 from Lives-sur-Meuse yielded euhedral to subhedral zircon grains (in 

roughly equal proportions) o f 100 -2 00  |am length that exhibit small aspect ratios 

(c. 1 .5 -3 ) .  Oscillatory zonation is visible in several grains under a petrographic 

microscope. Some grains contain fractures and / or inclusions (melt and euhedral apatite 

inclusions are recognisable). A  few grains contain possible inherited cores surrounded 

by radial fractures.

Euhedral grains were hand picked for analysis by the U-Pb C A -ID -T IM S method, the 

results o f which are presented in Fig. 3.16. Sample data can be found in Appendix 1 

Table 1. The data show some dispersion, i.e. not all the analyses overlap w ith in 

analytical uncertainties at the 2a confidence level. There are five analyses that overlap 

w ith in  analytical uncertainties (red ellipses in Fig. 3.16), four slightly older analyses
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(L3/2, 4, 6, 13; Fig. 3.16; Appendix 1 Table 1) and one analysis which is comparatively 

young (L3/10; Fig. 3.16). The cluster o f five analyses that are equivalent and 

concordant within analytical and decay constant uncertainties are interpreted as 

representing the youngest magmatic population in this sample. The four slightly older 

grains are interpreted to represent antecrystic grains {sensu Miller et al., 2007; section 

2.3.2.3). These grains are excluded from the weighted mean date calculation because 

they do not represent the youngest concordant age population within the sample. 

Analysis L3/10 is significantly younger than all other analyses and is tentatively 

attributed to residual lead loss; therefore, it is also excluded from the weighted mean 

calculation. The weighted mean date o f the five concordant and equivalent

analyses is 338.28 ± 0.09 Ma (95%  conf., MSWD = 2.1, probability = 0.075; 

Fig. 3.16b) and this date is taken to approximate the eruption age o f this bentonite 

horizon.
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Figure 3.16. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

data from bentonite L3 illustrated as a 

Wetherill concordia diagram (A) and a 

weighted mean date plot (B).

In plot A, the red and green error elhpses 

represent data points included in and 

excluded from the weighted mean 

calculation shown in plot B respectively. 

The solid black line in plot A is the 

concordia drawn using the decay 

constants o f  Jaffey el al. (1971). The 

dashed black lines drawn parallel to the 

concordia represent the uncertainty in 

the position o f  the concordia arising 

from uncertainties in the U decay 

constants. Blue numbers are concordant 

ages (in units o f  Ma). Error ellipses are 

drawn at the 2a confidence level. In plot 

B, the grey band represents the 

uncertainty o f  the weighted mean (95 % 

confidence level). Box heights 

(representing date uncertainties) are 

drawn at the 2a confidence level.
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3.3.4.4. Bentonite W1

The W 1 bentonite horizon w as recognised by 

D elcam bre (1996) from  two localities w ithin the 

N am ur-D inant Basin (Transcar Quarry, M aizeret and 

Anhee Nord; Fig. 3.5) using zircon typology. W ithin 

the T ranscar Q uarry at M aizeret, the W1 horizon 

occurs w ithin the B ay Bonnet M em ber o f  the Lives 

Form ation, c. 4 m below  the base o f  the Thon- 

Sam son M em ber (Bonne R iver Form ation) and the 

base o f  the W am antian  Substage (Poty & Hance, 

2006b). U nfortunately, the M aizeret section is no 

longer accessible and the W1 horizon was instead 

sam pled from  the A nhee N ord locality, where it rests 

upon the G rande B reche V iseenne (Fig. 3.17).

XRD analysis o f  m aterial from  the W1 horizon at 

Anhee N ord suggests the presence o f  illite-m ica 

(probably occurring as a m ixed-layer clay), calcite, 

chlorite, quartz and possibly kaolinite (A ppendix 2 

Table 2). W hole-rock geochem ical analysis o f  the 

W1 horizon (determ ined by IC P-O ES/M S) shows 

that it contains greater M gO concentrations than the 

‘L ’ horizons discussed in previous sections (5.34 % 

M gO c.f. 1 -  2 % for L 1 -  L3 at Lives-sur-M euse; 

A ppendix 2 Table 1). The presence o f  a m agnesium - 

rich chlorite phase (e.g. sudoite or clinochlore), 

w hich have been reported previously from  bentonite 

horizons w ith in  the Anhee N ord section (Anceau, 

1992), could account for the high m agnesium  

concentrations. This sam ple also contains a 

substantial am ount o f  calcium  (9.23 % CaO; 

A ppendix 2 Table 1), which can be attributed to the 

presence o f  calcite in this sample.
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Figure 3.17. Log o f  the outcrop 

section exposed at Anhee Nord.
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The zircon separate from this horizon comprises mostly euhedral to subhedral zircon 

grains ( 8 0 - 2 8 0  ^m in length) w ith aspect ratios o f c. 2 - 4 ,  although rare euhedral, 

elongate grains (aspect ratios up to 6) are also present. Most grains are heavily fractured 

and / or contain visible oscillatory zonation. Some grains contain a few radial fractures 

which may indicate the presence o f small cores; however, no obvious inherited cores 

were identifiable.

Euhedral grains were hand picked for U-Pb C A -ID -T IM S analysis, the results o f which 

are illustrated in Fig. 3.18. U-Pb zircon C A -ID -T IM S data from bentonite W1 are also 

presented in Appendix 1 Table 1.
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Figure 3.18. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S 

data from bentonite W l illustrated as a 

Wetherill concordia diagram (A) and a 

weighted mean date plot (B).

In plot A, the red and green error ellipses 

represent data points included in and 

excluded from the weighted mean date 

calculation shown in plot B respectively. 

The solid black line in plot A  is the 

concordia drawn using the decay 

constants o f Jaffey el al. (1971). The 

dashed black lines drawn parallel to the 

concordia represent the uncertainty in 

the position o f the concordia arising 

from uncertainties in the U decay 

constants. Blue numbers are concordant 

ages (in units o f Ma). Error ellipses are 

drawn at the 2o confidence level. In plot 

B, the grey band represents the 

uncertainty o f the weighted mean (95 % 

confidence level). Box heights 

(representing date uncertainties) are 

drawn at the 2o confidence level.
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One analysis is distinctly older (W l/4; Fig. 3.18) than all other analyses and is 

inteipreted to represent inheritance, possibly of antecrystic origin {semu Miller et al., 

2007) and is accordingly excluded from the weighted mean calculation. The weighted 

mean date of all other analyses is 336.22 ± 0.06 Ma (95 % co n f, MSWD =

0.83, probability = 0.54; Fig. 3.18b) and this is taken as the best estimate for the 

eruption age of this bentonite horizon.

3.3.5. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS age constrains: Warnantian bentonite 

layers

3.3.5.1. Bentonite W8

Bentonite W8 occurs within the lower part of the Poilvache Member of the Bonne River 

Formation and is of early Early Warnantian age. W8 was sampled from the Anhee Nord 

locality, where it occurs 18 m above bentonite W1 (Fig. 3.17). It is the uppermost 

bentonite horizon exposed within this section. In outcrop, W8 is c. 18 cm thick, red- 

brown, homogeneous and well-consolidated. XRD analysis of material from W8 at 

Anhee Nord suggests that it contains quartz and chlorite (Appendix 2 Table 2). Illite- 

mica is either absent or present in minor amounts that are undetectable using powder 

XRD analysis. The presence of quartz probably accounts for the high silica content in 

this sample (54.36 -  57.60 % Si02; determined by ICP-OES; Appendix 2 Table 1). The 

presence of an Mg-rich chlorite phase in this sample could account for the relatively 

high magnesium concentration (8.63 % MgO; determined by ICP-OES; Appendix 2 

Table 1).

The sample of W8 yielded a small zircon population of notably finer grain size (50 -  

150 p.m in length) compared to most of the other Belgian bentonite layers discussed in 

previous sections. The grains from this sample are predominantly euhedral and are 

characterised by relatively high aspect ratios (c. 3 -  9). Most grains are relatively clear 

and contain few fractures or inclusions. Some grains contain melt inclusions parallel to 

the c-axis. A small amount of rounded, cloudy and fractured grains are also present in 

the zircon separate.
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The euhedral, elongate grains were selected preferentially for U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

analysis, the results o f which are presented in Fig 3.19 and in Appendix 1 Table 1. 

Compared to the samples discussed previously, the data are more complex to interpret. 

There is one relatively old and imprecise analysis (W8/5 in Fig. 3.19), a cluster o f 

analyses at c. 336.3 Ma (green analyses excluding W8/5 in Fig. 3.19) and three younger 

analyses yielding dates o f c. 335.6 Ma (red analyses; Fig 3.18). The oldest

analysis is interpreted to represent an inherited grain. The cluster o f  analyses at 

c. 336.3 Ma are equivalent and concordant within analytical uncertainties and yield a 

weighted mean ‘‘''’Pb/ '̂^^U date o f 336.35 ±0 .13  Ma (9 5 %  conf., MSWD = 0.62, 

probability = 0.65, n = 5; Fig. 3.19b). This date is inconsistent with the ^°^Pb/ '̂^^U date 

from the underlying W1 horizon (336.22 ± 0.06 Ma; section 3.3.4.4) and as such these 

grains are tentatively interpreted to be antecrystic {sensu M iller et al., 2007). The three 

youngest grains in this sample are equivalent and concordant within analytical and 

decay constant uncertainties and yield a weighted mean ‘'^^Pb/“'̂ **U date o f 

335.59 ± 0.19 Ma (95%  conf., MSWD = 0.16, probability = 0.86; Fig 3.19b). This 

latter date is taken to be the best approximation for the eruption age o f this bentonite 

horizon. The precision o f this age determination is notably worse than most o f the other 

samples reported in this chapter. This is a consequence o f the small grain size and low 

uranium concentrations o f the zircon grains analysed from this sample. Several zircon 

grains were too small to be weighed accurately using the balance in the isotope 

laboratory at the University o f Geneva. However, the larger zircon grains that did 

register on the balance contained 42 -  169 ppm of uranium (Appendix 1 Table 1). The 

small grain size and low uranium concentrations (and therefore also low radiogenic lead 

concentrations) negatively impact on the counting statistics o f  the analyses and 

exacerbate uncertainties in the common lead correction.
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Figure 3.19, U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S data from bentonite W 8 illustrated as a W etherill concordia 

diagram  (A) and a weighted mean ' “ Pb/’^^U date plot (B). In plot A, the red and green error 

ellipses represent data points included in and excluded from the weighted mean calculation shown 

in plot B respectively. The solid black line in plot A is the concordia drawn using the decay 

constants o f  Jaffey et al. (1971). The dashed black lines drawn parallel to the concordia represent 

the uncertainty in the position o f  the concordia arising from uncertainties in the U decay constants. 

Blue num bers are concordant ages (in units o f  Ma). Error ellipses are drawn at the 2o confidence 

level. In plot B, the grey band represents the uncertainty o f  the w eighted mean (95 %  confidence 

level). Box heights (representing date uncertainties) are drawn at the 2 a  confidence level.
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3.3.5.2. Bentonites W12 and W13: introduction

These two bentonite layers are very close within the stratigraphy (separated by 0.5 m o f  

limestone at Anhee Sud; Fig. 3.20), to the extent that they should yield similar, if  not 

identical ages within analytical uncertainties. W12 was the youngest Visean bentonite 

reported by Delcambre (1996), whereas W13 is a recently discovered bentonite at the 

Anhee Sud locality and is named following the nomenclature established by Delcambre 

(1996). Both W12 and W13 occur within the Lower M ember o f  the Anhee Formation 

and are o f  late Early W am antian  age (Fig. 3.1).

U ndulose lower 
surface to W12

V\fetrisse
Quarry

[(Disused)!
Younging 
! direction

Figure 3.20. The A nhee Sud (W atrisse Quarry) locality. Bentonite W 12 overlies an undulose, 

possibly palaeokarstie surface. Bentonite W I3 occurs at the base o f  a recessive m udstone bed. The 

strata are overturned.

Bentonite W12 was dated by the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S method but yielded 

complex, inconclusive results (section 3.3.5.2.1). W13 was subsequently dated as a 

‘replacem ent’ for W12 and to provide an age constraint on the base o f  the Upper 

W amantian (Fig. 3.1).
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3.3.5.2.1. Bentonite W12

In outcrop, W12 is c. 5 cm thick, black and poorly consolidated. It rests on a strongly 

undulose, possibly palaeokarstic surface (Fig. 3.20). XRD analysis o f sample material 

from this horizon suggests the presence o f illite-mica (probably occurring as a mixed- 

layer clay), chlorite and kaolinite (Appendix 2 Table 2).

The sample from bentonite W12 yielded an abundant zircon population comprising a 

diverse range o f morphologies, i.e. from anhedral to euhedral and from sub-spherical to 

acicular. The anhedral grains are typically c. 40 -  100 )im in length and exhibit low 

aspect ratios (less than 3). The subhedral and euhedral grains are 40 -  150 |im in length 

and exhibit a wider range o f aspect ratios (c. 1 .5 -8 )  than the anhedral sub-population. 

Oscillatory zonation is visible in a number o f grains o f all morphologies. Several grains 

contain inclusions; euhedral apatite and melt inclusions can be identified. Tiny, round 

inclusions are present in a number o f grains. In contrast, fracturing is relatively sparse in 

grains from this sample. Some o f the elongate subhedral and euhedral grains contain 

melt inclusions orientated parallel to the c-axis, whereas some o f the more equant grains 

contain inherited cores and / or radial fractures.

The euhedral, elongate grains were targeted preferentially for U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS 

analysis. The results from CA-ID-TIMS dating are shown in Fig. 3.21 and are also 

presented in Appendix 1 Table 1. All analyses are concordant within analytical and 

decay constant uncertainties. Most o f the analyses cluster between c. 332 -  333 Ma (red 

analyses in Fig. 3.21), with the exception o f two analyses (W12/4, 8; Fig. 3.21) that
206 ^38yielded significantly younger dates ( Pb/" U dates o f c. 331.4 Ma). It is not clear from 

these data alone whether the two relatively young analyses record late-stage growth of 

magmatic zircon or contain residual lead loss that was not completely removed by the 

chemical abrasion technique. To shed light on this problem, U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

dating o f grains from the adjacent W13 bentonite was undertaken. In contrast to 

bentonite W12, no grains o f c. 331.4 Ma age were obtained from bentonite W13 

(section 3.3.5.2.2). Instead, the data from the W13 horizon mostly cluster at c. 332.5 Ma 

(see Fig. 3.22 in section 3.3.5.2.2). This suggests that the two anomalously young 

analyses in the W12 sample (analyses W12/4, 8) are affected by residual lead loss and 

that the true age o f this bentonite lies within the c. 332 -  333 Ma data cluster. However, 

it is difficult to further refine the age o f the W12 bentonite layer. The analyses clustered
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between c. 332 -  333 Ma are too dispersed to represent a single age population, i.e. the 

oldest and youngest analyses within this cluster do not overlap at the 2 g  confidence
206 23 Slevel (Fig. 3.21). Also, when the weighted mean Pb/ U date o f these analyses is 

computed the MSWD is considerably higher (MSWD = 10.8) than is acceptable at the 

95 % confidence level for 12 degrees o f freedom (MSWD of 1.74; Wendt & Carl, 1991; 

section 2.3.5.2.5). A number o f analyses from this sample contain elevated analytical 

blanks, but inaccuracies in the common lead correction are not the primary source o f the 

data scatter as there is no significant correlation between the calculated age and the 

magnitude o f the analytical blank. Additionally, when those analyses with high 

analytical blanks (> 2 pg) are excluded from the weighted mean date

calculation, the MSWD o f the age calculation increases significantly (MSWD = 17). 

The high-blank analyses, which are inherently less precise (due to the greater common 

lead correction), mask some o f the scatter within the dataset. There is a strong argument 

for the two c. 331.4 Ma grains being affected by residual lead loss and it is possible that 

some o f the 332 -  333 Ma analyses are also affected by residual lead loss, but to a lesser 

extent. Additionally, the possibility that antecrystic zircons are present cannot be 

excluded; the rounding o f grains observed in this sample could possibly be due to 

partial resorption during prolonged magmatic residence. In summary, the available data 

support an age for the W12 bentonite horizon o f c. 332 -3 3 3  Ma but no further 

refinement is possible at this present time.

Figure 3.21. U-Pb concordia diagram

o f  C A -ID -TIM S data from bentonite

W 12. The solid black line is the

concordia drawn using the decay

constants o f  Jaffey e t al. (1971). The

dashed black lines drawn parallel to

the concordia represent the

uncertainty in the position o f  the

concordia arising from uncertainties

in the U decay constants. Blue

numbers are concordant ages (in units

o f  Ma). Error ellipses are drawn at the 
0 380 0.388 0 396

2 a  confidence level.

0.0530

•W12/8
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3.3.5.2.2. Bentonite W13

This horizon occurs c. 0.5 m above the W12 horizon and at the base o f a 20 cm thick, 

recessive mudstone horizon (Fig. 3.20). In outcrop, the W13 horizon is a 1 cm thick, 

internally homogeneous, pale-grey clay-rich layer with orange margins. The whole-rock 

mineralogy (as determined by XRD analysis) and the whole-rock geochemistry o f this 

horizon (as determined by ICP-OES/MS) appear very similar to that o f W12 (section 

3.3.5.2.1; Appendix 2 Tables 1 and 2). XRD analysis o f sample material suggests the 

presence o f illite-mica (probably occurring as a mixed-layer clay), chlorite and kaolinite 

(Appendix 2 Table 2).

The sample o f bentonite W13 yielded abundant zircon with a population o f similar 

diversity to that recovered from the W12 horizon (section 3.3.5.2.1). The zircon 

separate is characterised by grains 50 -  220 |am long with anhedral to euhedral 

morphologies and aspect ratios o f c. 1.5 -  4.5 (most are less than 4). Subhedral grains 

are the most common morphology observed. Apatite inclusions are visible in some 

sample grains. Some grains are oscillatory zoned and a few grains contain possible 

inherited cores. Fractures are relatively rare in grains from bentonite W13.

Euhedral grains with elongate aspect ratios and containing few inclusions were selected 

preferentially for CA-ID-TIMS analysis, the results o f which are presented in Fig. 3.22 

and in Appendix 1 Table 1. The U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data from this sample are 

less complicated than the data obtained from bentonite W12; most analyses cluster at 

c. 332.5 Ma (Fig. 3.22). One analysis (W13/3; Fig. 3.22; Appendix 1 Table 1) is 

significantly older and is interpreted to represent an inherited grain that is possibly o f 

antecrystic origin (section 2.3.2.3). The remaining analyses overlap within analytical 

uncertainties and yield a weighted mean date o f 332.50 ± 0.07 Ma (95 %

conf., MSWD = 2.4, probability = 0.051; Fig. 3.22b), which is taken to approximate the 

eruption age o f this bentonite layer.
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Figure 3.22. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S 

data from bentonite W13 illustrated as a 

Wetherill concordia diagram (A) and a 

weighted mean date plot (B). In

plot A, the red and green error ellipses 

represent data points included in and 

excluded from the weighted mean 

calculation shown in plot B respectively. 

The solid black line in plot A is the 

concordia drawn using the decay constants 

o f Jaffey el al. (1971). The dashed black 

lines drawn parallel to the concordia 

represent the uncertainty in the position o f 

the concordia arising from uncertainties in 

the U decay constants. Blue numbers are 

concordant ages (in units o f Ma). Error 

ellipses are drawn at the 2o confidence 

level. In plot B, the grey band represents 

the uncertainty o f the weighted mean 

(95 % confidence level). Box heights 

(representing date uncertainties) are drawn 

at the 2a confidence level.

3.4. Discussion

The U-Pb zircon C A-ID -TIM S isotopic dates described in the previous sections are 

summarised in Table 3.1 and are the focus o f  the fo llow ing discussion. The age o f the 

W12 horizon (section 3.3.5.2.1) is o f insufficient precision to merit its inclusion in the 

subsequent data interpretation.

The new isotopic dates from the Belgian Visean bentonite layers are employed to 

estimate the average periodicities o f mid-to-upper Visean sedimentary cycles w ith in the 

Namur-Dinant Basin (section 3.4.1). During late Visean times, widespread cyclic 

sedimentation appears w ith in the stratigraphic record o f western Europe (section 3.4.1). 

There have been several suggestions w ith in the literature that the sedimentary cycles are 

glacio-eustatic in origin and that their appearance w ith in the stratigraphic record may

0 05306
'W 13/3

0.05298

0.05290

0.05282

Mean "“ Pb/‘ “ U date = '  
332.50 ± 0.07 Ma 

(95% conf., MSWD = 2.4. 
probability = 0.051, n = 5)

W13/4
W 13/5

W 13/3

W13/6

W13/2
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signify the onset o f major Carboniferous glaciation (e.g. Wright & Vanstone, 2001). 

The calculated periodicities are compared with M ilankovitch frequencies, which have 

been shown to modulate Pleistocene glacial ice volumes (e.g. Hays et al., 1976). This is 

undertaken to determine if the periodicity o f the Belgian Visean (Livian and Lower 

W amantian) cycles is comparable to that o f the Pleistocene glacial cycles, which may 

lend support to the former being o f glacio-eustatic origin. In addition to the periodicity 

calculations, comparisons are drawn between existing (published) Mississippian 

isotopic age data and the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates (Table 3.1), in section 

3.4.2. The implications that the new CA-ID-TIMS data have for calibration o f the 

Carboniferous timescale are discussed in section 3.4.3.

Bentonite
horizon

Strati graphic 
position

W eighted
mean

2 0 6 p b /2 3 S ^

date

Uncertainties 
(95%  c o n f ) M SW D

Probability 
o f  fit

No. o f  
analyses

± x ± Y ±Z

300
upper

Toum aisian
347.94 0.08 0.19 0.42 1.5 0.18 6

LI
lowerm ost

Livian
340.13 0.18 0.25 0.44 0 .96 0.38 3

L2 low er Livian 339.89 0.06 0.18 0.41 0.79 0.56 6

L3 low er Livian 338.28 0.09 0.19 0.41 2.1 0.075 5

W1
uppermost

Livian
336.22 0.06 0.18 0.40 0.83 0 .54 7

W8
low er Lower 
W amantian

335.59 0.19 0.25 0.44 0.16 0.86 3

W 13
upper Lower 
Wamantian

332.50 0.07 0.18 0.40 2.4 0.051 5

Table 3.1. A summary o f  the U-Pb zircon C A -ID -TIM S data used in the discussion. ±  X / Y / Z  

uncertainty levels are explained in section 2 .3 ,5 .2 .5 .

3.4.1. Mid-to-upper Visean cyclic sedimentation and the onset of major 

Gondwanan glaciation

Cyclic sedimentation is a common feature o f upper Visean shallow-water carbonate 

platform sequences from the palaeo-equatorial realm. Cyclic sedimentation has been 

reported from North America (e.g. Smith & Read, 2000), Great Britain (Somerville 

1979a, b ,c ; Walkden, 1987; Wright & Vanstone, 2001), Ireland (Gallagher, 1996; 

Gallagher & Somerville, 1997; Gallagher et al., 2006), Belgium (Pirlet, 1968; Poty & 

Hance, 2006a, b), France (e.g. Hoyez, 1971) and Poland (Walkden, 1987; references 

therein). Within western Europe (Belgium, Britain, Ireland), the cycles display
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regressive (shallowing upwards) facies and are typically 1 -  20 m thick (e.g. Walkden, 

1987).

It is notoriously difficuh to identify the processes that generated such carbonate cycles. 

This is because markedly different causal mechanisms (e.g. eustasy, tectonism, climate, 

autocyclic processes) can generate sedimentary cycles o f similar morphology (Satterley, 

1996). There is currently no definitive method for determining the mechanisms that 

generated individual carbonate cycles (Lehrmann & Goldhammer, 1999). The origins o f 

such cycles are often inferred from multiple, independent lines o f evidence, including 

arguments based on lateral continuity and cycle periodicities (e.g. Walkden, 1987).

There have been numerous suggestions that British and Irish Asbian and Brigantian 

shallowing-upwards carbonate sedimentary cycles are the result o f glacio-eustatic sea- 

level oscillations (Walkden. 1987; Leeder, 1988; Vanstone, 1993; Gallagher, 1996; 

Wright & Vanstone, 2001; Barnett et al., 2002; Gallagher et al., 2006). This 

interpretation is based on the following arguments:

1. The inferred lateral continuity o f the sedimentary cycles. Several studies o f 

British Asbian cycles have argued that individual cycles can be traced across 

carbonate platforms and shelves within the British province (e.g. Gray, 1981; 

Horbury, 1987; Walkden, 1987; Vanstone, 1993). Similarly, the Brigantian 

mixed carbonate -  siliciclastic ‘Yoredale’ cycles o f northern England and 

southern Scotland, which were deposited in more proximal marine environments 

than the pure carbonate sequences o f central England and Wales (Ramsbottom, 

1973), have been correlated over considerable geographic areas (c. 10,000 km ; 

Tucker et al., 2003). Such correlations are primarily based upon 

lithostratigraphic evidence because biostratigraphic constraints are too coarse to 

provide precise correlation o f individual cycles. There are inherent assumptions 

in such correlations; for example, that geographically distinct cycles are coeval 

and share a common causal mechanism. However, there appear to be broadly 

comparable numbers o f cycles preserved on different carbonate shelves and 

platforms within Britain and Ireland (e.g. Vanstone, 1993).
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2. The appearance of cyclic sedimentation within the stratigraphic record only 

slightly predates and occurs almost continuously until the widespread 

appearance of direct glacial records on Gondwana (Leeder, 1988), which are 

thought to appear close to the base of the Namurian Stage (section 1.1).

3. The cycles are everywhere characterised by regressive facies and typically 

comprise subtidal limestones overlain by peritidal deposits and features 

consistent with emergence (e.g. Walkden, 1987). Transgressive facies are 

generally poorly represented or absent (Walkden, 1987; Vanstone, 1993). This 

has been suggested to indicate that sea-level rose rapidly and fell slowly (e.g. 

Leeder, 1988). Comparisons have been drawn between these inferred sea-level 

changes and the slow build-up of glacial ice and rapid melting inferred from the 

proxy records of Pleistocene ice volumes ( ‘saw-tooth’ pattern; Hays el al., 1976; 

Imbrie & Imbrie, 1980; Clark et al., 1999). However, this is not the only 

possible explanation for the asymmetry of these sedimentary cycles. The lack of 

transgressive facies could represent a preservation bias, with early transgressive 

deposits having been reworked by subsequent transgression (e.g. Walkden, 

1987), or alternatively may arise due to a time lag between the initial flooding of 

the carbonate platform and the resumption of carbonate production (Lehrmann 

& Goldhammer, 1999). It is also important to note that some British and Irish 

cycles, particularly those within the late Asbian, demonstrate incomplete 

shoaling upwards sequences, with emergent surfaces developed over subtidal 

bioclastic limestones (Walkden, 1987; Vanstone, 1993). This has been 

interpreted as evidence for rapid eustatic drawdown rather than the passive 

build-up of the carbonate platform to sea-level (Walkden, 1987).

4. There are few known geological processes (apart from glacio-eustasy) that can 

generate sea-level oscillations of comparable magnitude to those inferred from 

British Asbian and Brigantian sedimentary cycles, over the short timescales 

(< 1 Myrs) that the sedimentary cycles are inferred to represent (Fig. 3.23). Sea- 

level oscillations of 10- 5 0  m have been inferred for the British Asbian and 

lower Brigantian cycles (Wright & Vanstone, 2001), and up to 95 m for the 

upper Brigantian cycles (Wright & Vanstone, 2001). Simple periodicity 

calculations based on counting the number of sedimentary cycles and
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comparisons to contemporary published timescales (such as Menning et a i ,  

2000 and Davydov et a l ,  2004) demonstrates that these cycles are o f high 

frequency (< 1 Myrs duration per cycle; see argument 5 below).

Changes in ocean water volume Changes in ocean volume
1000

100 -

O c e a n  C ru s t  \  
P r o d u c t io n

■ o

Q.

Ice
S e d im e n ta t io n
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C o n t in e n ta l
Collision

lermal E x p an s io n

rater

lO k y r 1 Myr 100 Myr1 100
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Figure 3.23. M echanism s for driving sea-level change. Sedim entation =  large scale 

changes in ocean sedim entation (e.g. progradation o f  new delta system s) that affects the 

volum e o f  the ocean. The diagram is reproduced from M iller et al. (201 1).

5. There have been suggestions that British Asbian cycles have periodicities 

comparable to those o f Milankovitch cycles (e.g. Vanstone, 1993; Wright & 

Vanstone, 2001), which have been shown to modulate recent Pleistocene glacial 

ice volumes (e.g. Hays et al., 1976; Imbrie et al., 1993). These calculations are 

relatively crude. This is because there are no direct isotopic age constraints from 

the studied sections and hence contemporary published Carboniferous 

timescales were employed to estimate the time duration encompassing a package 

o f sedimentary cycles. Unfortunately, the Mississippian timescale is relatively 

poorly constrained (section 1.4) and it is questionable whether these periodicity 

estimates are o f sufficient precision to resolve Milankovitch frequencies 

(c. 100 kyrs, c. 404 kyrs; section 1.3) from other, non-Milankovitch frequencies. 

These existing periodicity estimates suggest that the cycle frequencies may be 

compatible with Milankovitch cycles, but they are o f insufficient precision to 

demonstrate this conclusively.
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Thus, the evidence for upper Visean British and Irish sedimentary cycles being of 

glacio-eustatic origin is strong. Furthemiore, it has also been suggested that the 

appearance o f these glacio-eustatic sedimentary cycles within the stratigraphic record 

may signify the onset o f major Gondwanan glaciation (e.g. Wright & Vanstone, 2001). 

However, at least within the western European realm the appearance o f cyclic 

sedimentation is regionally diachronous based on current biostratigraphic correlations, 

appearing first in Belgium during Livian (Holkerian) times (Fig. 3.1). The Belgian 

Livian sedimentary cycles appear to be an isolated occurrence as elsewhere in western 

Europe (e.g. Britain and Ireland) similar aged (Holkerian) strata contain little evidence 

o f high-frequency shallowing-upwards sedimentary cycles (Walkden 1987; Wright & 

Vanstone, 2001). There are only sparse, local reports o f cyclic sedimentation within the 

Holkerian strata o f the UK (e.g. Jefferson, 1980). The absence o f Holkerian and lower 

Asbian shallowing-upwards cyclicity from the Irish stratigraphic record could be due to 

the greater water depths o f the prevailing carbonate ramp environment (section 3.3.1) 

and thus a diminished sensitivity o f the depositional environment to eustatic 

oscillations. However, the Holkerian strata preser\^ed in parts o f Britain represent very 

shallow water depositional settings, which should be sensitive to relatively minor sea- 

level oscillations (W right & Vanstone, 2001). Widespread sedimentary cyclicity does 

not appear within the British stratigraphic record until the base o f the Asbian Substage 

(e.g. Wright & Vanstone, 2001; Fig 3.1) and during the upper Asbian within the Irish 

stratigraphic record (base o f the Cf6y foraminifera biozone; Gallagher et al., 2006; Fig. 

3.1). This diachroneity may extend to regions outside o f western Europe but the 

biostratigraphic correlations to other palaeogeographic provinces (e.g. North America) 

are not as precise as those between the different basins within western Europe. It is 

therefore more difficult to determine the extent o f these potential diachroneities on a 

global scale.

The origin o f the Belgian Livian cycles is not as well understood as the British and Irish 

Asbian and Brigantian cycles. There have been suggestions that the Belgian Livian 

cycles are glacio-eustatic (Aretz et al., 2011) based on the lateral continuity o f cycles 

within the basin, which has been demonstrated by Gerards & M ichot (1963), Pirlet 

(1963, 1968) and Aretz et al. (2011). There have also been suggestions that the Livian 

cycles possess periodicities that are consistent with Milankovitch frequencies (Aretz et
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a!., 2011). However, these latter periodicity estimates were based upon poor temporal 

constraints and thus their accuracy is uncertain.

The significance o f these early Belgian (Livian) sedimentary cycles is important 

because it has repercussions for our understanding o f the onset o f major Carboniferous 

glaciation. If these Belgian cycles represent an early record o f glacio-eustasy, it would 

support a much earlier onset o f  glaciation than is currently inferred from the British 

stratigraphic record (Wright & Vanstone, 2001). To shed further light on whether these 

cycles are glacio-eustatically driven the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from 

Belgian bentonites are used to estimate average periodicities o f the sedimentary cycles 

that occur between the bentonite horizons. These estimates are compared to 

Milankovitch cycle periodicities (section 1.3).

3.4.1.1. Belgian mid-to-upper Visean carbonate cycles

Widespread evidence for sedimentary cyclicity appears within the stratigraphic record 

o f the Namur-Dinant Basin during early Livian times (e.g. Hance et al., 2006). There 

are isolated instances of older pulses of cyclic sedimentation within the basin, such as 

from the ‘black m arble’ o f Denee within the Molignee Formation (lower Moliniacian; 

Mottequin, 2008). These are, however, of limited lateral extent and it is not until Livian 

times that sedimentary cyclicity is observed from multiple sedimentation areas within 

the basin (Fig. 3.5). The strata are almost continuously cyclically bedded throughout the 

Livian and Warnantian substages, with only the 8 m o f stromatolitic limestones that 

comprise the Bay Bonnet Member not displaying clear evidence o f cyclicity. However, 

the Bay Bonnet Member represents a relatively small proportion o f the total thickness o f 

the Livian and Warnantian stratigraphy within the basin (c. 3 %; taking the total 

thickness o f Livian and W arnantian strata to be c. 245 -  265 m; section 3.3.2.3).

The Livian and Warnantian sedimentary cycles have been described by several previous 

studies (Gerards & Michot, 1963; Pirlet, 1963, 1968; Chevalier & Aretz, 2005; Poty & 

Hance, 2006a, b) and thus only an overview is given here. The cyclicity is expressed as 

alternations o f bioclastic limestone beds containing a diverse faunal assemblage 

(brachiopods, crinoids, corals, foraminifera, etc.; Fig. 3.24a, b) overlain by micrites and 

stromatolitic boundstones (e.g. Gerards & Michot, 1963; Pirlet 1963; Chevalier c&
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Aretz, 2005; Poty & Hance, 2006a, b). The base of a cycle is traditionally defined as at 

the base o f the first bioclastic limestone bed overlying a micritic bed (Pirlet, 1963) and 

the boundary is typically sharp, undulose and erosive (Gerards & Michot, 1963). The 

lower bioclastic portion typically shows evidence of fining upwards and the contact 

between the bioclastic and micritic beds is either transitional within a bed or occurs 

across a bedding plane. The cycles range in thickness from c. 0.7 m to c. 20 m, although 

most are less than 10 m thick. There is no discemable systematic trend in cycle 

thickness upwards through the Livian and Wamantian substages, unlike time-equivalent 

cycles in Britain which thicken upwards (Walkden, 1987; Wright & Vanstone, 2001). 

Some cycles, particularly within their upper micritic portions, contain features 

consistent with emergence (e.g. Fig. 3.25).

Figure 3 .24. A ) Field photograph o f  a bioclastic lim estone bed within the low er Corphalie 

M em ber at Lives-sur-M euse. B) Thin section o f  a bioclastic lim estone from the Haut-le-W astia 

M em ber at L ives-sur-M euse (plane-polarised light).
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Figure 3.25. A palaeosol horizon resting on a strongly undulose, palaeokarstic surface. The horizon  

occurs within the upper Corphalie M ember at Lives-sur-M euse.

Most o f the mid-to-upper Visean bentonites described in the previous sections occur 

within the upper micritic portions o f the carbonate cycles, which may be a preservation 

bias rather than a true reflection o f when volcanism occurred. Some cycles culminate in 

undulose, palaeokarstic surfaces overlain by a bentonite horizon (e.g. W12 in Fig. 3.20); 

however, most do not and are instead characterised by the repetition o f bioclastic and 

micritic facies.

The sedimentary cycles have been interpreted to represent shallowing upwards trends in 

water depth (e.g. Pirlet, 1963; Poty & Hance, 2006a, b) and have been described as 

parasequences (i.e. a relatively conformable series o f genetically related beds bounded 

by marine flooding surfaces; Poty & Hance, 2006a, b; Aretz et al., 2011). The lower 

bioclastic limestones are inferred to have been deposited in a subtidal environment with 

good ocean connectivity, whereas the overlying micrites and stromatolitic boundstones 

are thought to have been deposited in a restricted (lagoonal) intertidal to supratidal 

environment (Pirlet, 1963; Chevalier & Aretz, 2005; Aretz et al., 2011).
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3.4.1.2. Average periodicity estimates fo r Belgian Livian and Warnantian sedimentary 

cycles

The available U-Pb zircon age constraints from the bentonite horizons (Table 3.1) are 

too dispersed within the stratigraphy to calculate the periodicities o f individual 

sedimentary cycles. However, it is possible to calculate the average periodicities for 

three different packages of sedimentary cycles within the Livian Substage, i.e. the 

sedimentary cycles that occur between bentonites LI -  L2, L2 -  L3 and L3 -  W1 

(Fig. 3.26). Average periodicities are also computed for the Lower Warnantian 

sedimentary cycles between bentonites W 1 -W 8  and W 8 -W 1 3  (Fig. 3.26). By 

calculating the average periodicities of sedimentary cycles within these different 

stratigraphic intervals, it is possible to examine how consistent cyclic sedimentation was 

during Livian and Early Warnantian times. All of the periodicity calculations were 

computed using the methodology outlined in section 2.9.

Belgian Lithostratigraphic scheme Belgian 
Stage , Substage, Formation Member bentonite

Visean

Upper

Lower

Livian

Anhee

Bonne River

Grands Malades

Lives

Upper
Lov^er

Poilvache

—Tlion-Samson;^ 
— Bay Bonnet—

Seilles
Awirs

 Corplialie___
Haut-le-Wastia

samples

■W 13

- W 8

- W 1

- L 3

Moiinlacian

Figure 3 .26. Stratigraphic positions o f  the bentonites used in the periodicity calculations. The 

lithostratigraphic d ivisions fo llow  Poty e t al. (2001). The grey area represents the stratigraphic 

om ission within the Nam ur-Dinant Basin (see section 3.3.2.1 for details).

3.4.1.2.1. Livian sedimentary cycles

For the Livian average periodicity calculations, the composite stratigraphic section of 

Aretz et al. (2011) is used to estimate the number of intervening sedimentary cycles. 

This composite standard has not yet been published and thus the periodicity calculations 

for Livian sedimentary cycles should be regarded as preliminary estimates. Between
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bentonites LI and L2 there are 1 -  2 sedimentary cycles; between bentonites L2 and L3 

there are approximately 10 sedimentary cycles; and between bentonites L3 and W l 

there are approximately 23 cycles (M. Aretz, pers. comm., 2011).

The most uncertain part o f the cycle record corresponds to the interval between L3 and 

W l. This is because over a large area o f the basin (CSA, DSA and southern NSA; 

Fig. 3.5) the stratigraphy has been brecciated (Grand Breche Viseenne; Fig. 3.6) and 

thus any record o f sedimentary cyclicity has since been lost. Additionally, there is a 

stratigraphic gap between the Visean limestones and Namurian siliciclastic rocks that 

increases in magnitude from the northeast to the southwest (Fig. 3.6). Thus, the record 

o f upper Livian sedimentary cycles can only be reconstructed from a limited 

geographical area within the basin (northern NSA), between the brecciated strata to the 

southwest and the truncated stratigraphic record to the northeast.

Based on the numbers o f  sedimentary cycles listed above and the U-Pb zircon dates 

from the bentonites shown in Table 3.1, the average periodicities o f Livian sedimentary 

cycles between bentonites L I, L2, L3 and W l were calculated and are shown in Table 

3.2. Taking into consideration the uncertainty in the number o f sedimentary cycles 

between bentonites LI and L2 (1 -  2 sedimentary cycles), the average periodicity o f the 

intervening sedimentary cycles lies between 120 ± 95 kyrs / cycle (Table 3.2) and 240 ± 

190 kyrs / cycle (Table 3.2), which can be abbreviated to 25 -  430 kyrs / cycle.

Bentonites

Num ber o f  

sedim entary 

cycles

Tim e duration 

(M yrs)

Uncertainty in 

tim e duration 

(± M yrs)

A verage  

periodicity  

(kyrs /  cycle)

Uncertainty in 

average periodicity  

(±  kyrs / cycle)

LI - L2

1 0,24 0.19 240 190

2 0.24 0 .19 120 95

L 2 -L 3 10 1.61 0.11 161 11

L3 - W l 23 2.06 0.11 90 5

Table 3.2. The average periodicities o f  Livian sedimentary cycles betw een bentonites L I, L2, L3 and 

W l. The calculations fo llow  the method detailed in section 2.9. The tim e duration is calculated using  

the U-Pb zircon dates from the bentonite horizons show n in Table 3.1. Uncertainties are at the 95 % 

confidence level.
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3.4.1.2.2. Lower Warnantian cycles

The periodicity calculations for the Lower Warnantian cycles predominantly employ the 

stratigraphic record from the DSA, where the stratigraphic record is most complete 

(section 3.3.2.1; Fig. 3.6) and where the bentonites W l, W8 and W13 were sampled for 

isotopic dating using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method (section 3.3.3.2). The 

record of Warnantian sedimentary cycles used in the periodicity calculations is shown 

in Fig. 3.27. The periodicity estimates for the cycles between bentonites W l -  W8 and 

W8 -  W13 are discussed in subsequent sections.

3.4.1.2.2.1. Lower Warnantian cyclicity between bentonites Wl and W8 

There are two contrasting interpretations for the basal portion of the Anhee Nord 

section, both of which depict the W l horizon at approximately the same stratigraphic 

level (i.e. uppermost Livian) but which lead to a marked difference in the number of 

intervening sedimentary cycles between the Wl and W8 horizons. The classic 

interpretation is that the base of the Warnantian is located at the base of the first 

bioclastic limestone bed (base of cycle 5 in Fig. 3.27; Conil et al., 1967; Pirlet 1968). 

However, subsequent work by Delcambre (1996), who correlated bentonite horizons 

(using zircon typology) cropping out at the Anhee Nord locality with bentonite horizons 

exposed within Transcar Quarry, Maizeret (NSA; Fig. 3.27), suggested that the Livian -  

Warnantian boundary is located between the Wl and W2 bentonite horizons at Anhee 

Nord, which is somewhat lower than the traditional interpretation (c. 2.4 m lower; Fig. 

3.27). More importantly, however, Delcambre (1996) suggested that there is a 

stratigraphic hiatus at the Anhee Nord locality between bentonites Wl and W2 and that 

the lowermost Warnantian strata (corresponding to the Thon-Samson Member and 

lowermost Poilvache Member; Fig. 3.27) are not represented at Anhee Nord. Based on 

the correlations of Delcambre (1996) and the cycle interpretations of Pirlet (1963) from 

the Maizeret section (NSA), there are 3 - 4  sedimentary cycles missing from the Anhee 

Nord section (Fig. 3.27). The uncertainty in the number of missing cycles arises because 

at other localities within the vicinity of Transcar Quarry (i.e. within the Samson Valley), 

Pirlet (1963) noted an additional cycle at the base of the Warnantian Substage (which he 

termed sequence 0) that was not represented at Maizeret (Pirlet, 1963). The significance 

of this cycle is unclear. It appears to be discontinuous on a local scale and therefore may 

be of limited significance. Nevertheless, it is factored into the periodicity calculations.
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Figure 3.27. A composite record o f Wamantian shallowing- 

upwards carbonate cycles within the Namur-Dinant Basin. 

The record from Maizeret is compiled from Pirlet (1963) 

and Delcambre (1996). The De Jaiffe Quarry, Anhee Sud 

and the upper portion o f the Anhee Nord records are 

redrawn from Pirlet ( 1968). Correlations between Maizeret 

and Anhee Nord are from Delcambre (1996).
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An interpretation o f  the cyclicity at the A nhee Nord section was presented by Pirlet 

(1968). H ow ever, several o f  the cycles o f  Pirlet (1968) w ithin the lowerm ost 23 m o f  

the section exposed do not conform  to the standard cycle pattern defined for this 

stratigraphic interval in the N am ur-D inant Basin (i.e. alternations o f  bioclastic and 

m icritic beds; section 3.4.1.1) and are instead characterised by repetitions o f  m icritic 

strata. The significance o f  these repetitions is unclear and the entirely m icritic cycles o f  

Pirlet (1968) are not treated as separate cycles in this thesis. It is im portant to note that it 

is only w ithin this stratigraphic interval that Pirlet (1968) subdivided the m icritic facies 

into separate cycles. At other stratigraphic levels w ithin the W am antian Substage, the 

cycles o f  Pirlet (1968) com prise both bioclastic and m icritic beds, several o f  which 

contain repetitions o f  m icritic facies that are not subdivided into individual cycles. 

Thus, the interpretations o f Pirlet (1968) for this stratigraphic m terval appear 

inconsistent. Based on the traditional standard definition o f  a sedim entary cycle 

(defined in section 3.4.1.1), there are three com plete sedim entary cycles betw een 

bentonites W2 and W 8 at the Anhee Nord locality (cycles 5 -  7 in Figs. 3.27 and 6.9) 

and two partial cycles corresponding to the part o f  cycle 4 above the W2 horizon and 

the part o f  cycle 8 beneath the W 8 horizon (Fig. 3.27).

3.4.1.2.2.2. Periodicity’ o f  sedimentaiy cycles hetM'een bentonites W1 and W8

There are either 7.5 or 8.5 sedim entary cycles betw een bentonites W1 and W8 (Fig. 

3.27) when the uncertain significance o f  the basal W am antian cycle 0 o f  Pirlet (1963) is 

considered. The h a lf  cycle corresponds to the fraction o f  sedim entary cycle 8 (Fig. 3.27) 

beneath bentonite W 8. It is unclear how m uch tim e resides in the 4 m o f  the Bay Bonnet 

M em ber betw een bentonite W1 and the base o f  the Thon Sam son M em ber (Fig. 3.27) 

and thus how to treat this interval w ithin the periodicity  calculations. No correction was 

applied for the am ount o f  tim e residing w ithin the Bay Bonnet M em ber. I f  this approach 

is grossly inaccurate then the calculated periodicities will be overestim ated. Based on 

the presence o f  7.5 to 8.5 intervening cycles, the average periodicity  o f  these 

sedim entary cycles is betw een 74 ± 24 kyrs / cycle and 84 ± 27 kyrs / cycle (Table 3.3), 

w hich can be sim plified to 50 -  111 kyrs / cycle.
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Num ber o f  

sedimentary cycles

Tim e duration 

(M yrs)

Uncertainty in 

time duration 

(±  Myrs)

A verage  

periodicity  

(kyrs / cycle)

Uncertainty in 

average periodicity  

(±  kyrs / cycle)

7.5 0.63 0.20 84 27

8.5 0.63 0 .20 74 24

Table 3.3. The average periodicity o f  sedimentary cycles betw een bentonites W1 and W 8. The 

calculations fo llow  the method detailed in section 2.9. The ages o f  bentonites W1 and W 8 are from  

Table 3.1. Uncertainties are at the 95 % confidence level.

3.4.1.2.2.3. Lower Warnantian cyclicity between bentonites W8 and W13

The record o f  sedim entary cycles betw een bentonites W 8 and W 13 (Fig. 3.27) draws 

heavily on the w ork o f  Pirlet (1968). U nfortunately, the upper portion o f  the 

stratigraphic section at A nhee N ord that was originally described by Pirlet (1968) 

(corresponding to cycle 9 and above in Fig. 3.27) could not be re-exam ined. The 

stratigraphic interval im m ediately above cycle 8 (Fig. 3.27) is now inaccessible, 

whereas the upper third o f  the section studied by Pirlet (1968) is still exposed but is 

located on private property and the current ow ner w ould not allow access. Thus, there is 

little choice at this present tim e than to rely on the cycle interpretations o f  Pirlet (1968), 

which are at least consistent with the traditional standard cycle definition (section 

3.4.1.1) in this stratigraphic interval.

The stratigraphic interval betw een W8 and W 13 is incom plete at Anhee N ord (Fig. 

3.27). Instead, this upperm ost interval w as constructed from  the A nhee Sud locality, 

where W13 was sam pled for U-Pb zircon CA -ID -TIM S dating. The correlation betw een 

the Anhee Nord and Anhee Sud sections is from  Pirlet (1968) and is prim arily based on 

lithostratigraphic controls. The entirety o f  the A nhee Sud section described by Pirlet 

(1968) is still exposed, allow ing his interpretations to be re-exam ined. The cycle 

interpretations o f  Pirlet (1968) from this locality com ply with the standard cycle 

definition (section 3.4.1.1) and appear representative o f  the cycles exposed.
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3.4.1.2.2.4. Periodicity o f  sedimentaiy cycles between bentonites W8 and W13

I  here are 25.5 to 27.5 sedimentary cycles between bentonites W8 and W13 (Fig. 3.27). 

The uncertainty in the number o f cycles arises because two o f the cycles o f Pirlet (1968) 

are locally subdivided into multiple cycles; cycle -1 at De Jaiffe Quarry is subdivided 

into cycles -1 and -1 ’ (Fig. 3.27) and cycle 3 at Anhee Sud is subdivided into cycles 3 

and 3 ’ (Fig. 3.27). In both instances, the extra cycles occur at only a single locality. 

W hether these additional cycles reflect basin-wide events that are not represented 

elsewhere or more localised phenomena is unclear and this uncertainty must thus be 

factored into the periodicity calculations.

Using the U-Pb zircon dates from bentonites W8 and W13 (Table 3.1), the average 

periodicity o f the intervening sedimentary cycles is between 112 i  7 kyrs / cycle and 

121 ± 8 kyrs / cycle (Table 3.4), which can be simplified to 105 -  129 kyrs / cycle.

Num ber o f  

sedimentary cycles

Tim e duration 

(M yrs)

Uncertainty in 

time duration 

(± Myrs)

A verage 

periodicity  

(kyrs / cycle)

Uncertainty in 

average periodicity  

(±  kyrs / cycle )

25.5 3.09 0 .20 121 8

27.5 3.09 0 .20 112 7

Table 3.4. The average periodicity o f  sedimentary cycles betw een bentonites W 8 and W 13. The 

calculations fo llow  the method detailed in section 2.9. The ages o f  bentonites W 8 and W 13 are from  

Table 3.1. U ncertainties are at the 95 % confidence level.

3.4.1.2.3. Synthesis o f  periodicity calculations

A summary o f the average periodicity estimates obtained from the Livian and Lower 

W amantian sedimentary cycles is presented in Fig. 3.28. The imprecision on the 

periodicity estimate for the sedimentary cycles between the LI and L2 bentonite 

horizons, which is a fianction o f  the short time duration and small number o f intervening 

cycles, negates a definitive interpretation. The preliminary average periodicity estimates 

for the Livian cycles between bentonites L2, L3 and W1 suggest that the periodicity of 

the Livian cycles is not constant. There is also a poor overlap between the average 

periodicity estimates from the Livian cycles and the Milankovitch frequencies; the
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average periodicity o f cycles between L3 and W1 overlaps marginally (at the upper 

95 % confidence limit) with the c. 100 kyrs ‘short’ eccentricity frequency (Fig. 3.28), 

whereas the average periodicity o f cycles between bentonites L2 and L3 is substantially 

longer than the ‘short’ eccentricity band (Fig. 3.28). The available preliminary 

periodicity estimates for the Livian sedimentary cycles therefore do not lend support to 

these cycles being controlled by Milankovitch cycles. However, it is not possible at this 

time to definitively exclude a Milankovitch control for the Livian sedimentary cycles. 

The accuracy o f the Livian periodicity estimates is limited by a lack o f detailed 

information about the Livian sedimentary cycle record (section 3.4.1.2.1). If  in the 

future the record o f Livian sedimentary cycles is better characterised, it may be possible 

to generate more robust periodicity estimates and better evaluate whether the Livian 

sedimentary cycles possess a Milankovitch beat. Additional U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S 

dates from bentonites L4 or L5 (Fig. 3.1) would also provide further insight into the 

periodicity o f Livian sedimentary cycles.

‘short’ eccentricity 'long' eccentricity
95-131 kyrs_____________________________ c. 404 kyrs

W13

Lower
Wamantian

1— 1

W8

1----------- 1

W1

H

L3

Livian 1— 1

12

L1
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Average periodicity (kyrs I  cycle)

Figure 3.28. A  summary o f  the average periodicity estim ates for Livian and Lower W amantian 

sedimentary cycles calculated against the new U-Pb zircon C A-ID-TIM S age constraints. The 

uncertainties on the periodicity estim ates are illustrated as black horizontal lines and are drawn at 

the 95 % confidence level. M ilankovitch eccentricity frequencies are illustrated as purple bands. 

The spacing o f  bentonite horizons on the y-axis is not to scale.
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In contrast to the Livian cycles, the average periodicities o f Lower W amantian cycles 

show good overlap with the Milankovitch 100 kyrs ‘short’ eccentricity frequency, 

which is the dominant Milankovitch frequency identified in Pleistocene glacial records 

(e.g. Hays et al., 1976; Imbrie et al., 1993; Lisiecki, 2010). Therefore, the available 

periodicity calculations could be argued to support the hypothesis that these cycles 

record glacio-eustatic oscillations.

The available periodicity calculations may support the hypothesis that the onset o f 

major Carboniferous glaciation occurred close to the base o f the W amantian Substage. 

This is in agreement with the suggestions o f Wright & Vanstone (2001) that major 

Carboniferous glaciation commenced at the base o f the Asbian Substage (equivalent to 

the Lower Wamantian). Furthermore, the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from the 

Belgian bentonites (Table 3.1) constrain this inferred onset o f glaciation to between 

336.22 ± 0.40 Ma and 335.59 ± 0.44 Ma (dates from bentonites W1 and W8 in Table 

3.1; uncertainties are at the 95 % confidence level and include systematic uncertainties 

arising from the calibration o f the isotopic tracer solution and the decay constant).

3.4.2. Comparisons between the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data 

and existing age constraints

In this section, comparisons are made between the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates 

from the Belgian Visean bentonite horizons presented in previous sections (summarised 

in Table 3.1) and existing isotopic age data from comparable stratigraphic levels that 

have been included in previous Carboniferous timescale calibrations (e.g. Davydov et 

al., 2004). Five existing age constraints are discussed, which comprise two U-Pb zircon 

ID-TIMS dates (Trapp, 2001; Fig. 3.29) and three U-Pb zircon SHRIMP dates (Roberts 

et al., 1995a; Kryza et al., 2010; Claoue-Long et al., unpublished; Fig. 3.29). Only one 

o f the Davydov et al. (2010) U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates is from a comparable 

stratigraphic level to the Belgian horizons dated in this study (sample C lve2; Fig. 3.29). 

This date discussed within the context o f the timing o f the base o f the Livian Substage 

in section 3.4.3.1.

There are also two Mississippian ^*̂ ^Pb/‘°^Pb zircon (evaporation method) dates from 

comparable stratigraphic levels but these are not discussed in detail. One date is from a
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bentonite o f  early to late Toumaisian age {Siphonodella crenulata  to Scaliognathus 

anchoralis  conodont zones) that was sampled from the Thuringian Slate Mountains, 

Germany (Obemitz sample = 352 ± 8 Ma; discussed in Weyer & M enning, 2006). The 

second date is from a bentonite horizon o f  late Asbian or early Brigantian

age that was sampled from northwest Frankenberg, Saxony, Germany (Frankenberg 

sample = 330 ± 4 Ma; discussed in Weyer & Menning, 2006). These dates are o f  

uncertain accuracy (because there is no internal consistency check on a zircon age when 

only the Pb isotopes are analysed), are imprecise and are from bentonite horizons that 

are not well constrained biostratigraphically. These limitations negate meaningful 

comparisons with the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates.
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n Eurooe 
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from Belgian bentonites

Existing isotopic age 
constraints
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Figure 3.29. A com parison between the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S dates from Belgian bentonite 

horizons (dates shown in red) and published isotopic dates from com parable stratigraphic levels. 

Existing isotopic dates are colour-coded accordingly to the m ethodology used: blue = U-Pb zircon ID- 

TIM S dates; purple = U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S dates; green = U -Pb zircon SHRIM P dates. Reference 

sources for the existing isotopic data: 1) W aters & Condon (2012); 2) Gastaldo et al. (2009); 3) 

Davydov el al. (2010); 4) C laoue-Long el al. (unpublished); 5) Kryza et al. (2010); 6) Trapp (2001); 7) 

Roberts el al. ( 1995a). All date uncertainties are shown at the 2o or 95 % confidence level. 

Uncertainties on the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S dates (red and purple dates) are shown as ± internal 

error / internal error plus tracer uncertainties (± 0.05 %, 2a). The stratigraphic uncertainty o f  sample 

L I 68 is redrawn from Trapp (2001).
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3.4.2.1. Trapp (2001) U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS dates (samples L I68 and Bu 171)

Trapp (2001) reported two U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS dates from mid-to-upper Visean 

bentonite horizons interbedded with siliciclastic strata within the Harz Mountains, 

Germany (samples LI 68 and Bu 171). Most of the analyses undertaken by Trapp (2001) 

were of 1 - 2  grain aliquots that were air abraded (sensu Krogh, 1982) prior to 

dissolution. These dates have never been published in a peer-reviewed journal but have 

become entrained into published Carboniferous timescale calibrations (e.g. Davydov et 

a i,  2004; Weyer & Menning, 2006) because of the dearth of published high-precision 

Carboniferous isotopic age constraints (section 1 A).

3.4.2.}.]. Sample L I 68 (Lerhach)

This sample was collected from a bentonite layer constrained to within the conodont 

Gnathodus texanus biozone. As noted by Menning et al. (2001) and Weyer & Menning 

(2006), this conodont zone is of extremely long duration (Chadian to Holkerian) and 

thus the stratigraphic position of this bentonite horizon is imprecise. Weyer & Menning 

(2006) considered this horizon to be located within the upper part of the Gnathodus 

texanus conodont zone. The U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS data from this sample are redrawn 

from Trapp (2001) in Fig. 3.30. Two data points are not drawn in Fig. 3.30 because they 

yield very young and discordant dates (analyses 4 and 12 of Trapp, 2001; Pb/ U 

dates of 112.2 ± 0.5 Ma and 307.8 ± 1.2 Ma respectively) that are consistent with lead 

loss. The data show some dispersion beyond analytical uncertainties. Trapp (2001) 

interpreted the oldest, concordant analyses to be representative of the crystallisation age 

of this sample (red analyses in Fig. 3.30) and suggested the concordia age {sensu 

Ludwig, 1998) of these analyses (334.0 ± 0.6 Ma) to be the best estimate for the 

crystallisation age of this horizon. The MSWD of this age determination exceeds the 

acceptable range o f values at the 95 % confidence level (section 2.3.5.2.5), suggesting 

that there is complexity present within this sample. Taking the same data points as used 

by Trapp (2001) for the concordia age calculation but instead calculating the weighted 

mean °̂'’Pb/^^*U date yields a date o f 334.05 ± 0.95 Ma (95 % conf., MSWD = 2.3, p = 

0.042; Fig. 3.30). The uncertainty on this latter calculation is expanded to account for 

the additional data scatter (see section 2.3.5.2.5 for details).
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The Lerbach bentonite should correlate to a horizon close to or lower than the W1 

horizon (Fig. 3.29); however, the date from this horizon is over 1 Myrs younger than the 

W i horizon (336.22 ± 0.18 Ma, 9 5 %  conf., includes tracer calibration uncertainties). 

There is evidence o f lead loss in some o f the grains analysed from this sample and it is 

possible that some o f the analyses included in the concordia age and weighted mean
206 238Pb/ U date calculations are also affected by subtle lead loss, which is biasing the 

concordia age and weighted mean date calculations towards younger ages. Re-analysing 

grains from this sample using the chemical abrasion method (Mattinson, 2005), which is 

a more efficient method o f mitigating lead loss, would test the accuracy o f this age 

determination. Although, this is not recommended because o f the large biostratigraphic 

uncertainty attached to this bentonite horizon.
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Mean “ "Pb/-"“U date = 
334.05 ± 0.95 Ma 

(95% conf., MSWD = 2.3, 
probability = 0.042, n = 6)̂

326,'
0.0518

0.376 0.384 0.392 0.400

Figure 3.30. U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS data from sample L168 o f  Trapp (2001), Data are redrawn from 

Trapp (2001). Red and green ellipses denote data points included in and excluded from the average 

age calculations (weighted mean date, concordia age) respectively. Error ellipses are

drawn at the 2a  confidence level.
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3.4.2.1.2. Sample Bu 171 (Bitchenherg)

Sample Bu 171 was collected from a bentonite horizon withm the Entogonites nasutus 

ammonoid zone (Trapp, 2001). U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS dating yielded a heterogeneous 

distribution of dates (Fig. 3.31). There is a concordant population at c. 342 Ma 

(indicated by the red ellipses in Fig. 3.31b); however, Trapp (2001) considered this to 

represent an older, inherited population. Instead, Trapp (2001) fitted two discordia lines 

to subsets o f the data (Fig. 3.3 lb). One discordia was interpreted to represent recent lead 

loss (blue label in Fig. 3.31b) and the other was inferred to represent xenocrystic 

inheritance (purple label in Fig. 3.31b). The two discordia intercepts overlap within 

uncertainty at c. 326 Ma (325.5 ± 4.3 Ma and 326.8 ± 4.9 Ma) and this age was 

interpreted by Trapp (2001) to represent the crystallisation age of this sample.

These two discordia intercept ages (325.5 ± 4.3 Ma and 326.8 ± 4.9 Ma) are 

inconsistent with the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from the Belgian samples. 

Based on the correlations between the ammonoid and foraminifera zones of Herbig 

(2006), who considered the Entogonites nasutus ammonoid zone to be older than the 

Cf6y foraminifera subzone, bentonite Bu 171 should correlate to a horizon below the 

W13 bentonite (Fig. 3.29). However, the two discordia intercepts suggested by Trapp 

(2001) yield dates very much younger than that of bentonite W13 (332.50 ±0.18 Ma, 

95 % conf., includes tracer calibration uncertainties). The Bu 171 bentonite horizon is 

certainly older than the base of the Namurian, yet the discordia intercept ages obtained 

by Trapp (2001) for this sample are substantially younger than several recently 

published high-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from early Serpukhovian / 

Namurian bentonites (bentonite B6, Cl 1 coal, Karel and Ludmila samples; Gastaldo et 

al., 2009; Davydov et a i,  2010; Waters & Condon, 2012; illustrated in Fig. 3.29) and 

recent estimates for the age of the base of the western European regional Namurian 

Stage (329.2 -  329.7 Ma; Gastaldo et a i,  2009; Davydov et al., 2010).

The double discordia interpretation of Trapp (2001) is a novel approach to interpreting a 

complex dataset; however, it is of questionable accuracy. The fact that the two discordia 

intercepts overlap within uncertainty may be a coincidence without any geological 

significance, which arises through filtering of the dataset.
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Figure 3.31. U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS data from sample Bu 171 (redrawn from Trapp, 2001). 

In plot B, the blue filled error ellipses are analyses included in the lower discordia 

calculation and the purple filled ellipses are analyses included in the upper discordia 

calculation. The two discordias arc redrawn from Trapp (2001). Green error ellipses are 

data points not used in the interpretation. In both plots, the error ellipses are drawn at the 

2o confidence level.



3.4.2.2. U-Pb zircon SHRIMP dates

3.4.2.2.1. Martins Creek Ignimhrite (Roberts et a i, 1995a)

The Martins Creek ignimhrite of eastern AustraHa is constrained to lie above the 

Linoprotonia tenuirugosa brachiopod subzone and either below or within the lower part 

of the Rhipidomella fortimuscula brachiopod zone (Roberts et a i, 1995a). It is 

suggested to correlate to a horizon within the Holkerian Substage of western Europe 

(Roberts et a i,  1995a). U-Pb SHRIMP dating of zircon grains from the Martins Creek 

ignimhrite (calibrated against the SL-13 zircon standard) was undertaken by Roberts et 

al. (1995a). The data obtained revealed the presence of inheritance and subtle lead loss 

within the sample. Nine analyses out of 32 were interpreted to contain small amounts of 

lead loss and were excluded from the weighted mean ^°^Pb/‘ *̂̂ U date calculation. The 

remaining 23 analyses yielded a weighted mean ‘̂’'’Pb/^^^U date of 332.3 ± 2.2 Ma (2a, 

MSWD = 1.41). Based on the biostratigraphic correlation scheme suggested by Roberts 

et al. (1995a), this horizon should correlate to a horizon between LI and W1 (Fig. 3.29). 

However, this U-Pb SHRIMP date is substantially younger than the ‘̂’̂ Pb/‘ *̂̂ U date 

from the W1 horizon (336.22 ± 0.18 Ma, 95%  conf, includes tracer calibration 

uncertainties).

Within the Martins Creek ignimhrite sample there is clear evidence of lead loss. It is 

possible that several analyses included in the weighted mean date calculation are also 

affected by lead loss, but that this is unresolvable within the analytical uncertainties of 

these early-to-mid 1990s SHRIMP analyses, and is biasing the weighted mean 

calculation towards a younger date.

1.4.2.2.2. Paprotnia Beds bentonite (Kry>za et al., 2010)

Kryza et al. (2010) recently reported a U-Pb zircon SHRIMP date from a bentonite 

layer within the Paprotnia Beds, Poland, NE Bohemian M assif The bentonite is 

constrained to the upper Asbian Goniatites crenistria (Go Ilia) ammonoid zone (Kryza 

et a l,  2010). 12 out of 15 analyses were reported by Kryza et al. (2010) to yield a 

concordia age of 334 ± 3 Ma. Taking the same data points but instead calculating the 

weighted mean ^°^Pb/^^*U date yields a date of 333.7 ± 4.4 Ma (95 % conf, MSWD = 

2.3, p = 0.007). These data are more scattered than can be accounted for by analytical
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uncertainties alone and thus the uncertainty on this " Pb/ ' U weighted mean date is 

expanded to take into consideration this excess scatter (as described in section 

2.3.5.2.5). Based on the correlations between ammonoid and foraminifera biozones 

suggested by Herbig (2006), this bentonite should correlate to a horizon close to that o f 

the W13 bentonite (Fig. 3.29) and indeed the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS date from W13 

(332.50 ± 0 . 18  Ma, 95 % con f, includes tracer calibration uncertainties) and the U-Pb 

SHRIMP date from this bentonite (333.7 ± 4.4 Ma) are indistinguishable within 

analytical uncertainties.

3.4.2.2.3. Dainrode bentonite (Claoue-Long et ah, unpublished; discussed in Weyer & 

Menning, 2006)

This bentonite horizon was sampled from a quarry c. 1 km east o f Dainrode, Hessen, 

within the Rhenish Mountains, Germany (W eyer & Menning, 2006). The bentonite 

layer occurs within the Goniatites spirifer ammonoid zone (W eyer & Menning, 2006), 

which is correlated to the P lb  (Arnsbergites Faleatus) ammonoid zone o f the British 

Isles (Korn, 1994). The P lb  ammonoid zone is the lowest zone o f the Brigantian 

Substage (Riley, 1993; Fig. 4.1) and thus the Dainrode bentonite is of early Brigantian 

age.

U-Pb SHRIMP dating o f several zircon grains from this horizon was undertaken by J.
206  ^  8Claoue-Long during the early 1990s and yielded a weighted mean Pb/“  U date o f 

324.5 ± 2.6 Ma (calibrated against the standard zircon SL-13; Weyer & Menning, 

2006). J. Claoue-Long has subsequently stated that this age determination may be 

inaccurate, citing problems o f high uranium concentrations and lead loss from grains in 

this sample (discussed in W eyer & Menning, 2006). However, W eyer & Menning 

(2006) contended that in the light o f the Trapp (2001) date from the Biichenberg sample 

(Bu 171; section 3.4.2.1.2) this SHRIMP date has geological significance. The U-Pb 

date from this sample, like the Bu 171 date o f Trapp (2001) discussed previously 

(section 3.4.2.1.2), is stratigraphically inconsistent with the current age for the base o f 

the Namurian Stage (see section 3.4.2.1.2). It is also very much younger than the new 

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS date from bentonite W13 and the Kryza et al. (2010) 

SHRIMP date from an upper Asbian bentonite (section 3.4.2.2.2), which both occupy 

similar stratigraphic positions to the Dainrode bentonite (Fig. 3.29).
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3.4.3. Implications for timescale calibration

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates (Table 3.1) provide additional age constraints 

for the temporal calibration of the Belgian substages (the base of the Livian, Wamantian 

and Upper Wamantian boundaries). In this section, the boundary ages determined using 

the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates are compared to estimates from recent 

published Carboniferous timescales (Davydov et a i, 2004, 2010; Menning et a l, 2006).

The bentonite 300 horizon (Fig. 3.32) is located too far below the Toumaisian -  Visean 

boundary (c. 100 m) to provide a direct estimate of the age of this stratigraphic 

boundary. Without resorting to assumptions based upon constant sedimentation rates to 

correct for the amount of time within the intervening c. 100 m of stratigraphy, it is only 

possible to state that this age detennination is consistent with the boundary age of 

346.3 Ma suggested by Davydov et a i (2010; Fig. 3.32). This age constraint, however, 

is an additional constraint that can be integrated in future iterations of the Carboniferous 

timescale.
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Figure 3.32. Revised absolute age estimates for some western European regional stratigraphic 

boundaries, derived using the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates and astronomical tuning. These 

are compared to recent published Carboniferous timescales. Published timescales: 1) Davydov et al. 

(2010); 2) Menning et al. (2006); 3) Davydov et al. (2004). The ages o f  the global stage boundaries 

are from Davydov et al. (2010).
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3.4.3.1. Base o f  the Livian Substage

The base o f the Livian Substage (correlated with the base o f the British Holkerian 

Substage; Poty & Hance, 2006a) is currently defined as at the base o f the Banc d ’Or de 

Bachant (= LI bentonite; Poty & Hance, 2006a) and is equated with the base o f the Cf5 

foraminifera zone o f Conil et al. (1990) and the base o f the MFZ 12 {Pojarkovella 

nihelis) foraminifera zone o f Poty et al. (2006). This is an unsatisfactory boundary 

definition because the Banc d ’Or de Bachant horizon is o f limited geographical extent 

(i.e. restricted to the Namur-Dinant Basin) and, more importantly, it is unclear whether 

this horizon coincides with the first occurrence o f the Livian guide taxa Pojarkovella 

nihelis (Poty & Hance, 2006a). This is because in the Namur-Dinant Basin the 

Moliniacian -  Livian boundary interval is characterised by very shallow water depths 

and an impoverished faunal assemblage (Poty & Hance, 2006a). It has been suggested 

that in more open marine environments the Livian guide taxa may enter at a lower level 

than the LI bentonite horizon (Poty & Hance, 2006a).

Davydov et al. (2010) recently determined a date o f 341.9 Ma for the base o f the 

MFZ 12 (equated with the base o f the Livian Substage; Fig. 3.32) in the Donets Basin, 

Ukraine. This estimate is tightly constrained by an isotopic date from a bentonite 

horizon within the lower Styl’skaya Formation (sample C lve2; 342.01 ± 0 .1 0  Ma; 2o; 

Davydov et al., 2010) that correlates to a horizon within the lower Livian (Davydov et 

al., 2010; Fig. 3.29). This estimate for the base o f the Livian is considerably older than 

the new CA-ID-TIMS date from the LI horizon (340.13 ± 0 . 1 8  Ma; 95 % conf; Fig. 

3.32).

The discrepancy between these two dates can be reconciled by either the guide taxa 

entering earlier in regions outside o f  the Namur-Dinant Basin or that there is a 

substantial hiatus ( 1 - 2  Myrs) within the Namur-Dinant Basin, across the Molinacian -  

Livian boundary interval. Unfortunately these two possibilities cannot be distinguished 

on the basis o f the available data. There is, however, field evidence to support the latter; 

the lower boundary o f the LI bentonite is often erosive and conglomeratic (Delcambre, 

1989, 1996), which is consistent with prolonged sub-aerial exposure. Additionally, 

Delcambre (1989, 1996) noted that towards the south and east o f the basin, multiple (up 

to three) closely-spaced bentonite layers (separated by thin limestone horizons) are 

present that yield the zircon typology assemblage characteristic o f the LI bentonite.
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Delcambre (1989) noted that these horizons appear to coalesce towards the north and 

west, where LI is represented by only a single layer (e.g. at Lives-sur-Meuse). Further 

age constraints from the LI horizon(s) at localities in the south and east of the basin 

would help to resolve how much time is contained within this stratigraphic interval.

3.4.3.2. Base o f the Wamantian Substage

The base o f the Wamantian Substage (correlated with the base of the British Asbian 

Substage; Poty & Hance, 2006b) is defined as at the base of the Bonne River Formation 

(Poty & Hance, 2006b) and corresponds with the bases of the Cf6 (Conil et al., 1990) 

and MFZ 13 foraminifera biozones (Poty et a l,  2006). The boundary stratotype for the 

base of the Wamantian was chosen within the Samson Valley (NSA; Poty & Hance 

2006b) at the boundary between the Bay Bonnet Member (Grands Malades Formation) 

and the Thon Samson Member (Bonne River Formation; Poty & Hance, 2006). The 

current stratotype locality is unsatisfactory because the appearance of the Wamantian 

guide fossils coincides with a major change in the depositional environment, from a 

restricted to an open marine environment (Poty & Hance, 2006b). The search for a more 

suitable boundary stratotype is ongoing (Poty & Hance, 2006b).

The new CA-ID-TIMS date from bentonite W1 provides insights into the age o f the 

base of the Wamantian as it is currently defined. W1 occurs within the middle of the 

Bay Bonnet Member (Delcambre, 1996), 4 m below the base of the Wamantian 

Substage and thus the age of the W1 horizon (336.22 ± 0.06 Ma; 95%  conf) can 

approximate the age of this stratigraphic boundary. This is substantially older than the 

base of the Asbian suggested in the Geologic Time Scale 2004 (Davydov et al., 2004; 

332.5 Ma; Fig. 3.32) but is comparable to values shown in the more recent timescales of 

Davydov et al. (2010; 336.0 Ma) and Menning et al. (2006; 336.5 Ma; Fig. 3.32).

3.4.3.3. Base o f the Upper Wamantian and the duration o f the Early Wamantian

The Upper Wamantian corresponds to the Cf65 foraminifera zone of Conil et al. (1990; 

section 3.3.2.1) and is correlated with the British Brigantian Substage (Poty & Hance, 

2006b; section 3.3.2.1). Bentonite W13 occurs three sedimentary cycles (8.5 m) beneath 

the base o f the Upper Wamantian. Assuming these sedimentary cycles adhere to the
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c. lOOkyrs Milankovitch eccentricity cycle, and tuning the intervening three 

sedimentary cycles to this astronomical beat, constrains the base o f the Upper 

W amantian to c. 332.2 Ma. This is substantially older than the base of the Brigantian 

suggested by Davydov et al. (2004; 328.8 Ma; Fig. 3.32) but is similar to the boundary 

ages shown in Davydov el al. (2010; 331.6 Ma; Fig. 3.32) and Menning et al. (2006; 

332 Ma; Fig. 3.32).

The new CA-ID-TIMS dates from bentonites W1 and W13 suggest that the Early 

W arnantian is o f approximately 4 Myrs duration. This is similar to the duration o f the 

Asbian Substage suggested in all o f the recent published Carboniferous timescale 

compilations illustrated in Fig. 3.32 (Davydov et al., 2004, 2010; Menning et al., 2006).

3.5. Conclusions

Several western European diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers were dated by the 

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method and yielded high-precision isotopic dates. New U-Pb 

zircon dates from mid-to-upper Visean bentonite horizons within the Namur-Dinant 

Basin (Belgium) were employed to estimate the periodicity o f Belgian Livian and 

W amantian sedimentary cycles. These estimates suggested that the periodicity o f Livian 

sedimentary cycles was not constant and the cycles show poor overlap with the 

periodicities o f Milankovitch cycles. In contrast, periodicity estimates from the Lower 

W amantian sedimentary cycles overlap with the Milankovitch c. 100 kyrs eccentricity 

band. This is the dominant M ilankovitch band observed in the Pleistocene glacial record 

(e.g. Hays et al., 1976) and it is possible that these cycles were the result o f glacio- 

eustatic oscillations. The available periodicity estimates therefore support an appearance 

o f glacio-eustatic cyclic sedimentation and the onset o f major Gondwanan glaciation 

close to the base o f the Belgian W amantian Substage (which is correlated with the base 

o f  the Asbian Substage; Poty & Hance, 2006b). This interpretation is in agreement with 

the views o f Wright & Vanstone (2001), who proposed that major Carboniferous 

glaciation commenced at the base o f the Asbian. The new Belgian U-Pb zircon CA-ID- 

TIMS dates provide a high-precision temporal framework for the westem European 

stratigraphic record and constrain the inferred onset o f glaciation to between 

336.22 ± 0.40 Ma and 335.59 ± 0.44 Ma (dates from bentonites W1 and W8 in Table 

3.1; uncertainties are at the 95 % confidence level and include both tracer calibration



and decay constant uncertainties). In the future, as more isotopic age data become 

available from the ‘direct’ Gondwanan glacial records, it may be possible to use high- 

precision geochronology as a means of correlating between the ice-distal proxy records 

and direct glacial records on Gondwana independently of biostratigraphic correlations 

that are complicated by faunal endemism. Ultimately, this will elucidate a better 

understanding of the onset of major Carboniferous glaciation.

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS age constraints from Belgian Visean bentonites 

suggest that the existing U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS dates of Trapp (2001) and some U-Pb 

SHRIMP dates from the 1990s (Roberts et al., 1995a; Claoue-Long et al., unpublished; 

section 3.4.2.2) are anomalously young. The new dates presented in this chapter, in 

conjunction with the Mississippian dates presented by Davydov et al. (2010), go some 

way towards addressing the deficit of high-precision absolute age constraints from the 

Mississippian Subsystem.
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Chapter 4

Irish Visean (Mississippian) clay partings

4.1. Introduction

Several Irish Asbian and Brigantian clay-rich horizons that occur interbedded with 

carbonate and siliciclastic sedimentary strata (respectively) were investigated to 

determine if  they contained volcanic zircon populations o f  Carboniferous age, which 

could be used to provide absolute age constraints on the adjacent stratigraphy. Some o f  

the investigated samples yielded zircon populations which were characterised using a 

combination o f  binocular optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy with 

cathodoluminescence imaging (SEM -CL) and U-Pb zircon LA-M C-ICP-M S dating. 

The samples are presented in stratigraphic order (Fig. 4.1) in this chapter.

Western Europe Foraminifera 
Stage Substage biozones

Namurian Pendleian i "X

Global
Stage j Ammonoids  

su b zon es  biozones Brigantian
sam ples

MAP 09/07/01  
MAP 09/07/05

Ela
Serpukhovian

Brigantian

P ic
_£m
MAP 11/07/10  
MAP 11/07/06  
MAP 11/07/03  
MAP 11/07/01

Cf6

Asbian
a-(3

Visean Visean Asbian sam ples

Holkerian Cf5

Arundian
Cf4

Chadian

Figure 4.1. A stratigraphic column o f the samples discussed in this chapter. The stratigraphic positions 

o f  the Asbian samples are from Cozar & Som er\'ille (2005) and the positions o f the Brigantian 

samples are from Legg el al. (1998). Foram inifera biozones and subzones are from Conil et al. (1990). 

Ammonoid biozones are from Riley (1993). The position o f  the Visean -  Serpukhovian boundary is 

from Sevastopulo &. Barham (2011).
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4.2. Irish Asbian clay-rich horizons

Numerous clay-rich palaeosols and shale partings are interbedded with upper Asbian 

cyclically bedded limestones in the Carlow area (Cozar & Somerville, 2005). Several 

clay-rich and shale layers were sampled in November 2007 from quarry faces within 

Ballyadams Quarry, County Laois (Fig. 4.2; Irish Grid Reference: S6216 9157) and 

processed for zircon. The rationale for this investigation was to search for volcanic 

horizons that could help to constrain the timing o f the appearance o f upper Visean 

cyclic sedimentation in Ireland.

Samples from four horizons were selected for zircon separation (Fig. 4.2a). These 

horizons are poorly consolidated and rest on undulose, palaeokarstic surfaces (e.g. MAP 

11/07/06 in Fig. 4.2a). They are interpreted to represent palaeosols. Three o f the 

horizons are dark brown (MAP 11/07/01,03,06), whereas horizon MAP 11/07/10 is 

orange and similar in appearance to the clay wayboards described by Walkden (1972). 

XRD analysis o f material from these clay-rich horizons suggests the presence o f illite- 

mica and quartz (Appendix 2 Table 2). Calcite is present in sample MAP 11/07/03 and 

is abundant in sample MAP 11/07/06 (Appendix 2 Table 2). The whole-rock 

geochemical data from these samples (determined by ICP-OES/MS; section 2.7) are 

discussed in section 7.3.2.

Two horizons yielded sparse (< 20 grains) but predominantly euhedral zircon 

populations (MAP 11/07/01, MAP 11/07/03). No zircons were recovered from the other 

two horizons (MAP 11/07/06, MAP 11/07/10). Zircon grains from the two productive 

horizons were imaged using SEM-CL at the British Geological Survey, Keyworth, UK 

(section 2.3.4.2.1).
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4.2.1. SEM imaging of grains from Irish Asbian clay partings

Several grains from sample MAP 11/07/01 display oscillatory zonation under SEM-CL 

(Fig. 4.3). Grain Z5 in Fig. 4.3 is an obvious exception to this trend and is a rounded 

grain with a patchy internal texture. There is little evidence o f xenocrystic cores within 

the imaged grain populations, with the exception o f grain Z3 which has a thin, bright 

overgrowth (Fig. 4.3). In contrast, the grains from sample MAP 11/07/03 were very 

dark under SEM-CL (suggesting high uranium contents), making it difficult to obtain 

usefiil textural information. U-Pb LA-MC-ICP-MS dating was subsequently undertaken 

on grains from both samples, following the methodology described in section 2.3.4.2.2.

Z1

Z2

Z7

Z10

Z5 = Inherited grain 
2251.5 ± 17.3 Ma 

{2a, ■ 'Pbr 'Pb date, 
Pbc uncorrected)

EHT = 10.00 kV 
Signal A = CL DETECT 
WD = 19 mm

lOOjjm’ MAG = 231 X British Geological Survey 
Date :23 Jul 2008 
File Name = 1 CL 01 .tif

Figure 4.3. SEM-CL images o f  grains from sample MAP 11/07/01. Pbc = common lead.

4.2.2. U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS dating

The results from U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS dating o f grains from samples MAP 

11/07/01 and MAP 11/07/03 are illustrated in Fig. 4.4 and are also presented in 

Appendix 1 Table 2. Both samples yielded a suite o f discordant analyses (filled purple 

ellipses in Fig. 4.4). Several analyses from sample MAP 11/07/01 and all o f the 

analyses from sample MAP 11/07/03 contained measureable amounts o f common lead. 

Before an interpretation can be attempted for these data, it is necessary to employ a
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common lead correction (see section 2.3.4.2.2 for details o f this correction). The 

common lead correction vastly improves the concordance o f the data (open ellipses in 

Fig. 4.4), but adversely affects the precision o f the U-Pb dates. The data uncorrected for 

common lead are not discussed fiirther; the interpretation instead focuses on the 

common-lead corrected data.
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Five grains from sample MAP 11/07/01 yielded concordant dates that are 

indistinguishable within analytical uncertainties (red ellipses in Fig. 4.4a). These five 

data points yield a Carboniferous weighted mean ‘°^Pb/^^^U date o f  346.9 ± 8.2 Ma 

(Fig. 4.4a). Two analyses (M API 10701/Z3 and MAPI 10701/Z9; Appendix 1 Table 2) 

yielded dates younger than the base o f the Permian System (298.7 Ma; Davydov et al..
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2010) and are interpreted to have been affected by lead loss. Two further grains 

(M API 10701/Z5, MAPI 10701/Z7; Appendix 1 Table 2) yielded near-concordant dates 

(even before correction for common lead) that are older than the main cluster o f 

analyses; grain Z5 yielded a *̂’̂ Pb/^^*^U date o f 2309.8 ± 84.9 Ma (2a, not corrected for 

common lead; Appendix 1 Table 2), whereas grain Z7 yielded a ^°^Pb/^^*U date o f 

407.4 ± 9.0 Ma (2a, not corrected for common lead; Appendix 1 Table 2). Both o f these 

grains are significantly older the base o f the Carboniferous System (359.2 Ma; Davydov 

et al., 2010) and are thus inconsistent with the stratigraphic position o f this clay-rich 

horizon. These two grains are interpreted to represent inheritance and are possibly o f 

detrital origin.

Data from sample MAP 11/07/03 are shown in Fig. 4.4b. A number o f analyses yielded 

dates that are younger than the base o f the Permian System (298.7 Ma; Davydov et al., 

2010) and are interpreted to contain lead loss. All o f the grains analysed from this 

sample are uranium rich (> 900 ppm; Appendix 1 Table 2), which may account for the 

dark appearance o f the grains when viewed under SEM-CL (see section 2.3.4.2.1). The 

oldest four grains analysed are o f Carboniferous age and yield a weighted mean 

206pb/238u o f 318 ± 15 Ma (95 % confidence level; Fig 4.4b). This is significantly 

younger than the weighted mean “ Pb/“ U date calculated from grains in sample MAP 

11/07/01 (Fig 4.4a), although individual data points from these two samples overlap 

significantly at the 2a  confidence level. The weighted mean Pb/ U date from this 

sample is relatively young compared to the stratigraphic position o f this sample; based 

on biostratigraphic constraints from benthic foraminifera, this clay-rich layer (Cf6y 

foraminifera subzone; Fig. 4.1) should correlate to a horizon close to that o f bentonite 

W13 in Belgium (also Cf6y foraminifera subzone; Fig. 3.1). However, only towards the
206 238upper 95 % confidence limit does the weighted mean Pb/ U date approach a value 

that is consistent with the W13 U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS date (332.50 ± 0.18 Ma; 

95 % confidence level; includes tracer calibration uncertainties; Table 3.1). It is 

probable that one or more o f the analyses included in the weighted mean calculation for 

this sample exhibits a small amount o f lead loss, which is biasing the weighted mean 

date towards a younger value.
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4.2.3. Potential for U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating

U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS data from samples MAP 11/07/01 and MAP 11/07/03 

(section 4.2.2) confirm that both samples contain a zircon population (or populations) o f 

Carboniferous age, although the source o f these zircons is uncertain. The whole-rock 

geochemical data from these horizons (presented in chapter 7) suggests that they were 

originally sourced from a mafic, possibly alkaline magma (section 7.5.2). Such magmas 

could have been locally derived from volcanic centres within Great Britain and Ireland 

(section 7.5.2). W hether these magmas crystallised zircon is uncertain and it may be 

that the sparse zircon grains in these samples originated from elsewhere. One possibility 

is that the zircon grains were transported in from more distal, felsic volcanic centres but 

this is not represented in the whole-rock geochemistry because the amount o f  exotic ash 

in these horizons is small. Alternatively, the sparse zircon grains in samples MAP 

11/07/01 and MAP 11/07/03 may originate from the local reworking o f older 

Carboniferous lithologies. The presence o f rounded and inherited grains in sample MAP 

11/07/01 (section 4.2.2) may lend support to this hypothesis. Unfortunately, the 

available U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS data (section 4.2.2) are o f insufficient precision 

to differentiate between these possibilities; however, further insights into the origins o f 

the Carboniferous sample grains may be gained from high-precision U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS 

analyses. Such an undertaking would require large samples (> 2 kg) as these layers are 

not very zircon rich.

If these horizons do contain a primary volcanic Carboniferous population, they could 

potentially provide useful age constraints on the adjacent stratigraphy and the 

appearance o f upper Visean cyclic sedimentation in Ireland.
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4.3. Brigantian clay-rich horizons

Several thin clay bands interpreted to be K-bentonites have been reported from within 

the upper Brigantian Carraun Shale Formation (adjacent to the Camderry Limestone 

Member; Fig. 4.5a) to the north and east of Lough Allen, Ireland (Brandon & Hodson, 

1984; Legg et al., 1998). These clay-rich layers occur close to the Visean -  Namurian 

boundary (Fig. 4.5a), which is precisely located within the region (the index ammonoid 

Cravenoceras leion has been reported from nearby exposures; Legg et al., 1998). 

Isotopic dates from these horizons would better constrain the age of this stratigraphic 

boundary.

Namurian
(P en d le ian )! Vlsean-Namurian; 

/  Boundary

.MAP 09/07/01Visean
(B rigan tian ;

MAP 09/07/05

Figure 4.5. A) The section exposed at Altscraghy, Cuilcagh Mountain. Red lines denote the thin 

(< 5 cm) clay-rich horizons. Blue bands are limestone / dolomite horizons. The Visean stratigraphy is 

part o f  the Caurraun Shale Formation and the overlying Namurian stratigraphy is part o f  the 

Gubaveeny Shale Member (Dergvone Shale Formation; Legg et al., 1998). B) A close-up o f  horizon 

MAP 09/07/05. The silver coin is a 10 pence piece (for scale). Both photographs were taken by 

D. Chew.
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The clay bands were sampled at a locality called Altscraghy (Legg et al., 1998), on 

Cuilcagh M ountain, Ireland (Irish Grid Reference: H I290 2893). Samples from two 

horizons were collected (MAP 09/07/01 and MAP 09/07/05; Fig. 4.5a) and processed 

for zircon separation. In outcrop, these clay bands are laterally continuous, pyritic, 2 -  

3 cm thick, grey putty-like bands with sharp, orange-stained boundaries (Fig. 4.5b). 

XRD analysis o f sample material from these two horizons suggests that they possess 

similar bulk mineralogies that include illite-mica (probably occurring as a mixed-layer 

clay), quartz and feldspar (possibly albite; Appendix 2 Table 2). Sample MAP 09/07/05 

may also contain a small amount of kaolinite. Whole-rock geochemical data from these 

horizons are discussed in section 7.3.3. Both samples yielded rounded zircon 

populations (Fig. 4.6); no euhedral zircons were recovered from either sample. 

Nevertheless, SEM-CL imaging and U-Pb LA-MC-ICP-MS dating o f grains from 

sample MAP 09/07/01 was undertaken.

MAP 09/07/01 MAP 09/07/05

%
3a

lOOum lOOum

Figure 4.6. Optical photom icrographs (crossed polars) o f  zircons separated from sam ples 

M AP 09/07/01 and M AP 09/07/05 . Bright colours are interference colours.

4.3.1. SEM-CL imaging of grains from sample MAP 09/07/01

Grains from sample MAP 09/07/01 show a range o f internal textures under SEM-CL 

(Fig. 4.7). Oscillatory zonation, intra-grain cores with patchy or homogeneous 

overgrowths and evidence o f localised recrystallisation (e.g. labelled areas o f grains in 

Fig. 4.7) are recognisable. Additionally, some grains have patchy, chaotic internal
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textures. The truncation o f internal textures against external grain surfaces is common in 

grains from this sample.

Truncated
oscillatory
zonation

Inherited
co res Patchy,

chaotic

F lam e
structure

Faint, patchy region  
(local recrystallisation?)

Local ^  
recrystallisation(?)

O scillatory^\^  V 
zonation

Figure 4.7. SEM-CL image o f  grains from sample MAP 09/07/01.

4.3.2. U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS results

The least rounded grains from sample MAP 09/07/01 were hand picked for U-Pb zircon 

LA-MC-ICP-MS dating, the results o f which are illustrated in Fig. 4.8 and are also 

presented in Appendix 1 Table 2. Grains yielded a range o f  dates that are mostly 

concordant to near-concordant. No zircons o f Carboniferous age were identified; the
207 206youngest concordant / near-concordant grain ( < 1 5 %  discordance; Pb/ P b -  

206pb/238u) identified has a “̂ Pb/^^*U date o f 433.8 ± 10.5 Ma (2a; analysis 

MAP090701/Z35 in Appendix 1 Table 2). The U-Pb dates obtained are inconsistent 

with the stratigraphic position o f the sample horizon (uppermost Brigantian) and thus 

the zircon grains are interpreted to represent inheritance.
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Figure 4.8. A concordia diagram o f  U-Pb zircon L A -M C-ICP-M S data from sam ple MAP  

09/07/01. Error ellipses are drawn at the 2a  confidence level. The inset show s a probability density 

plot for analyses with <  15 % discordance (two data points are excluded). In the probability density 

plot, ""'’Pb/"’’**U dates arc used for grains younger than 1000 Ma, whereas '®’Pb/‘''^Pb dates are used 

for grains older than 1000 Ma, as “”^Pb/‘''‘’Pb dates are generally more precise for grains older than 

1000 Ma. Sam ple LA-M C -IC P-M S data illustrated in this figure can be found in Appendix 1 

Table 2.

The source o f  these grains is less certain; they could represent detrital contamination. In 

support o f  this hypothesis, it could be argued that the rounding o f  grains may be 

indicative o f  transportation. Thin section analysis o f  both sampled horizons reveals that 

they both contain rounded quartz grains. Additionally, in the nearby Lackagh Hills -  

Dough Mountain region, clay-rich horizons o f  similar appearance and stratigraphic 

position (probable lateral equivalents o f  the layers sampled herein) are observed that 

have been suggested to exhibit features consistent with both K-bentonite horizons and 

pyrite-cemented distal turbidites (Brandon & Hodson, 1984). Alternatively, these zircon 

grains could represent very late-stage assimilated material that was incompletely
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resorbed into a zircon-undersaturated parent magma. In this scenario, the rounding o f 

grains could be due to magmatic resorption. In Britain and Ireland, the majority o f 

Mississippian (Toumaisian and Visean) magmatism was o f mafic composition 

(Stephenson et al., 2003) and thus there are known local magmatic centres that could be 

the source o f such zircon-undersaturated ash. Unfortunately, the whole-rock 

geochemical data from these bentonites yield inconsistent information about the 

magmatic source from which these horizons were originally derived (summarised in 

section 7.5.3). It is likely that their whole-rock geochemistry has been modified by the 

assimilation o f country rock into the parent magma and / or by post-eruption detrital 

additions. Thus, the whole-rock geochemistry o f these bentonites may no longer 

preserve an accurate record o f their magmatic source (section 7.5.3).

Some provenance information can be extracted from these U-Pb data, the extent o f 

which is limited by the small number o f robust analyses (i.e. analyses with < 15 % 

discordance; n = 34), which total fewer than are generally considered to be necessary 

for a statistically-robust provenance analyses; Vermeesch (2004) suggested that 117 

analyses were necessary in order to attain 95 % confidence that an age population o f 

> 5 % was not overlooked. Because fewer than 117 analyses were obtained from sample 

MAP 09/07/01 it is possible that some minor age populations are unrepresented within 

the sample dataset; based on equations presented in Venneesch (2004) there is 95 % 

confidence for this dataset that no age population o f > 14 % has been missed. Using the 

available U-Pb sample data, sample age peaks (Fig. 4.8 inset) at c. 400 Ma (Caledonian) 

and 9 0 0 -1 1 0 0  Ma (Grenvillian), and the absence o f 500 -  700 Ma aged grains 

(Cadomian / Avalonian), are characteristic o f a Laurentian provenance (e.g. Hallsworth 

et al., 2000; McConnell et al., 2010). Such grains potentially could have been sourced 

locally; for example, a source comprising upper crustal lithologies within the Grampian 

Terrane o f northern Ireland or Scotland, such as the Dalradian Supergroup and the late 

Caledonian granite suites, would be consistent with the analysed zircon populations.

4.3.3. Potential for U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating

Regardless o f the origins o f the zircon population in sample MAP 09/07/01, the absence 

o f a zircon population o f Carboniferous age and the abundance o f inherited grains make 

this sample a poor choice for high-precision CA-ID-TIMS analysis. The similar
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rounded morphology o f the grains in sample MAP 09/07/05 suggests that it may contain 

similar complexities and therefore may also prove unsuitable for CA-ID-TIMS dating. 

Further work is necessary to determine if the inheritance observed in sample MAP 

09/07/01 is endemic to this cluster o f upper Brigantian clay-rich horizons.

4.4. Conclusions

SEM-CL imaging and U-Pb LA-MC-ICP-MS analysis are powerful techniques for 

rapid characterisation o f zircon populations. The information gained from these 

techniques can help to distinguish between samples that are unsuitable for CA-ID-TIMS 

dating (e.g. sample MAP 09/07/01; sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) and samples that are 

potentially viable dating targets (e.g. sample B9; section 5.2.3.3), thus aiding sample 

selection for the time intensive and expensive CA-ID-TIMS dating method.

Two o f the investigated Irish Asbian samples contained zircon populations of 

Carboniferous age (samples MAP 11/07/01 and MAP 11/07/03; section 4.2.2), although 

the origin o f these grains is unclear. Whole-rock geochemical data from these horizons 

suggests a mafic, possible alkaline magmatic source (section 7.5.2) that may not have 

crystallised significant zircon. W hether these Carboniferous sample grains represent 

primary volcanic grains derived from distal (i.e. outside o f the UK and Ireland) volcanic 

centres or reworked detrital grains is unclear and cannot be determined from the 

available U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS data. Further insight into the origins o f these 

grains may be obtained by employing the high-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

method.

In contrast, the two investigated Brigantian bentonite horizons (samples MAP 09/07/01 

and MAP 09/07/05) yielded rounded zircon populations. U-Pb LA-MC-ICP-MS dating 

o f  grains from one o f these horizons demonstrated that the zircon population was 

inherited (section 4.3.2). No grains o f Carboniferous age were identified during LA- 

MC-ICP-M S analysis suggesting that either Carboniferous magmatic grains are modally 

poorly represented or are not present at all. The reasons for this are unclear; one 

possibility is that the original ash was o f mafic composition and thus magmatic zircon 

did not crystallise.
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Chapter 5

U-Pb zircon dates from western European Namurian 

and Westphalian (Serpukhovian -  Moscovian) 

diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers

5.1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present new U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS and CA-ID- 

TIMS data obtained from Namurian and Westphalian western European diagenetically 

altered volcanic ash layers (bentonites and tonsteins; see section 1.5.1 for definitions). 

The Namurian bentonite samples were collected from outcrop exposures within the 

Pennine Basin, northern England (section 1.5; Fig. 1.5). The Westphalian tonsteins were 

originally sampled from collieries and boreholes within the Campine and Ruhr Basins 

(Belgium and Germany respectively; section 1.5; Fig. 1.5) by Dr. Bernard Delcambre 

(Universite Catholique de Louvain). All of the Westphalian samples investigated were 

derived from Dr. Bernard Delcambre’s personal collection.

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from Namurian horizons are employed to 

estimate the periodicity of high-frequency sedimentary cycles that occur between the 

dated bentonites and tonsteins (section 5.4.1), which have been suggested to be an 

expression of glacio-eustasy (e.g. Maynard & Leeder, 1992; Martinsen et al., 1995; 

Davies et al., 1999). These calculations were undertaken to determine if the sedimentary 

cycles exhibit periodicities compatible with Milankovitch cycles (section 1.3) and may 

therefore reinforce the glacio-eustatic hypothesis (section 1.2). The new U-Pb CA-ID- 

TIMS dates also provide additional age constraints for the temporal calibration of the 

western European Carboniferous stratigraphic record, which is discussed in section 

5.4.2. Lastly, the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates have implications for the 

correlation between the western European regional stratigraphic scheme and the global 

stratigraphic scheme (section 5.4.3).
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The data are presented in stratigraphic order (Fig. 5.1) and the chapter sections are 

subdivided according to the western European regional stage divisions (Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. Stratigraphic column showing the positions o f the Namurian and Westphalian bentonites 

and tonsteins discussed in this chapter. The positions o f the Namurian bentonites (B horizons) are 

from Trewin (1968) and Trewin &  Holdsworth (1972). Red labels denote horizons dated using the 

U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS and / or U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S methods. The stratigraphic 

positions o f the Westphalian tonsteins are from Delcambre (1996). Namurian marine band indices 

correspond to those o f Waters el al. (2007). Only the most significant Westphalian marine bands are 

drawn; local names for these marine bands are shown followed in brackets by the standard names 

suggested by Ramsbottom et al. (1978). The position o f the Mississippian -  Pennsylvanian (Mid- 

Carboniferous) boundary within the western European regional stratigraphic framework is from 

Riley et al. (1993).

5.2. Namurian Stage

Ten Arnsbergian bentonites were reported by Trewin (1968) and Trewin &  Floldsworth 

(1972) from outcrop exposures in the Edale G u lf and North Staffordshire Sub-basin 

areas o f the Pennine Basin, northern England (Fig. 5.2). Trewin (1968) termed the 

lowest seven bentonite horizons B1 to 87 (Fig. 5.1). Three further bentonite horizons 

were subsequently discovered by Trewin &  Holdsworth (1972). These were not 

assigned ‘B ’ numbers but have been referred to in subsequent publications (e.g. Spears 

et al., 1999) as B8, B9 and BIO, and this practice is continued in this thesis.
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Figure 5.2. The Pennine Basin. The northern and southern extremities o f  the basin are indicated by the 

heavy blue lines. The main sub-basins within the Pennine basin are shown in grey and intervening 

structural highs in blue. Emergent land masses (during Carboniferous times) are shown in brown. BH 

= Bowland High. CLH = Central Lancashire High, CPB = Central Pennine Basin, DH = Derbyshire 

High, HS = Hathem Shelf, MH = Manx High, LDH = Lake District High. The inset shows the area o f  

Great Britain covered by the main diagram. The figure is redrawn and simplified from Waters el al. 

(2007).

The bentonite horizons occur interbedded with paralic siliciclastic sedimentary strata 

that demonstrate simple cyclicity in the form of alternations of rocks which are barren 

o f marine fossils and thin bands of shale, mudstone or limestone that contain abundant 

marine invertebrates (Holdsworth & Collinson, 1988; further described in section 

5.4.1). The latter are often referred to as ‘marine bands’ and contain thick-shelled 

ammonoids which provide the primary biostratigraphic controls on the Namurian strata 

o f the Pennine Basin. During Namurian times, ammonoid radiation rates were very high 

and thus the majority of marine bands contain a different characteristic ammonoid 

(Ramsbottom et a l, 1978; Holdsworth & Collinson, 1988; Riley et al., 1993; Waters & 

Condon, 2012; see Fig. 5.20).

Trewin (1968) suggested a number of possible correlations between these bentonite 

horizons and conspicuous horizons (green to brown mudstones and pyritic partings)
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observed in three drillcores taken in Derbyshire (Tansley, Uppertown, Highoredish; 

Trewin, 1968). Additionally, probable correlatives (based on marine band correlations) 

o f these bentonite horizons have also been reported from drillcores within the Central 

Pennine Basin (Fig. 5.2; Riley et a i ,  1993; Spears et al., 1999). Thus, these bentonite 

horizons are potentially geographically widespread within the basin.

5.2.1. Namurian bentonite samples

Samples o f bentonites B l, B2, B7, B8 and B9 (Fig. 5.1) were collected from outcrops 

previously described by Trewin (1968) and Trewin & Holdsworth (1972). The names 

and grid references o f the sampling localities are shown in Table 5.1. In outcrop, 

bentonite Bl is c. 1.5 cm thick, laterally continuous and orange / brown. The lower half 

o f  Bl is laminated and its lower boundary is transitional with the underlying shale. 

Bentonite B2 is c. 0.5 cm thick, internally homogeneous and orange / brown (Fig. 5.3a). 

Bentonite B7 in outcrop is 1.5 cm thick and grey to pale blue (Fig. 5.3b). B8 and B9 at 

Oakenclough Brook are orange / brown, internally homogeneous and 2.5 cm and 3 cm 

thick respectively. B8 is extremely pyritic at this locality.

The mineralogy o f these horizons has been investigated previously by Trewin (1968) 

and Trewin & Holdworth (1972), who determined that the bentonite horizons comprise 

polymineralic clays (mica / montmorillonite mixed-layer clays and kaolinite) and pyrite. 

Powder XRD analysis o f sample material from the bentonite samples (presented in 

Appendix 2 Table 2) are consistent with the interpretations o f Trewin (1968) and 

Trewin & Holdsworth (1972). The samples collected from bentonites B8 and B9 

additionally contain a mineral closely corresponding to rhodochrosite (MnCOs), which 

is probably o f diagenetic origin. XRD analysis o f material from B2 reveals relatively 

small clay peaks and large quartz peaks compared to the other bentonite samples. The 

B2 horizon is very thin (c. 0.5 cm) and was therefore difficult to sample. It is possible 

that this sample was contaminated by some o f the enclosing shales. Whole-rock 

geochemical analysis o f material from bentonites B l, B7, B8 and B9 (the sample from 

B2 was o f insufficient size to use for whole-rock geochemical analysis) was conducted 

and is discussed in section 7.3.4. The whole-rock geochemical analyses suggest these 

bentonite horizons were originally sourced from intermediate, sub-alkaline (andesitic) 

magmas (discussed in section 7.5.4).
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Bentonite Grid Reference Sub-basin Sam pling locality

B1 SK 1037 8512 Edale G ulf Locality 74

B2 SK 1124 8473 Edale G ulf Locality 105

B7 SK 1235 8595 Edale G ulf Locality 145

B8 SK 0501 6369 North Staffordshire Sub-basin Oakenclough Brook

B9 SK 0501 6369 North Staffordshire Sub-basin Oakenclough Brook

Table 5.1. Grid references and sampling localities for Nam urian bentonite samples. Sampling 

localities; 1) locality described by Hudson & Cotton (1945) and sampled by Trewin (1968); 2) 

sam pled by Trewin & H oldsw orth (1972).

Figure 5.3. Field photographs o f  N am urian bentonites from the Pennine Basin, northern England. 

A) Bentonite B2; B) Bentonite B7.
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5.2.2. Zircon populations from Namurian bentonites

All samples yielded zircon grains; however, the sample from bentonite B2 yielded a 

very sparse, fine-grained zircon population that was not investigated further.

5.2.2.1. Bentonite B1

The zircon separate from the B 1 bentonite yielded a bimodal population composed of 

rounded and euhedral grains, both possessing low aspect ratios (c. 1 .5 -3 ) .  

Approximately 60 o f the grains separated from bentonite B1 were imaged using 

scanning electron microscopy with cathodoluminescence imaging (SEM-CL), which 

revealed that the rounded population comprises CL-bright grains whereas the euhedral 

grain population is very dark under CL (Fig. 5.4), possibly suggesting high uranium 

concentrations (section 2.3.4.2.1).

Some grains (both light and dark grains under SEM-CL) contain evidence o f inherited 

cores (e.g. the labelled grains in Fig. 5.4). Additionally, several o f the dark grains under 

SEM-CL display oscillatory zonation (made visible through substantial contrast 

enhancements; Fig. 5.5).

Inherited
core

Inherited
core

EHT = 1 0 .0 0  kV . n n  .
S igna l A  = C L D E T E C T  lu u p m  
W D =  1 9  m m  '

M AG = 2 0 0  X British G e o lo g ic a l S u rv e y  
D a te  :23  Ju i 2 0 0 8  
File N a m e s  1 1 _ C L _ 1 .tif

Figure 5.4. SEM-CL image o f  grains separated from bentonite B 1.
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Figure 5.5. Oscillatory zonation in grains from bentonite B l.

5.2.2.2. Bentonite B7

The sample o f bentonite B7 yielded an abundant population o f relatively small (grain 

lengths o f 4 0 -  150 |j,m; most are < 100 |im), euhedral zircon grains possessing low 

aspect ratios (c. 1 .5 -3 ) .  Most zircon grains separated from this bentonite are 

reasonably clear with few fractures or inclusions. There is no visible evidence of 

inherited cores within the sample grains.

5.2.2.3. Bentonites B8 and B9

Bentonites B8 and B9 yielded notably fewer grains than bentonite B7 despite similar 

sample sizes. Zircons from these bentonites are fine grained (generally < 120 )im in 

length) and are characterised by low aspect ratios (typically 1 .5 -3 ) .  Inclusions and 

fractures are rare in grains from these samples. Some grains from B9 were imaged using 

SEM-CL and display oscillatory zonation.

5.2.3. U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS dating of Namurian bentonites

Reconnaissance U-Pb LA-MC-ICP-MS analysis was undertaken on zircons separated 

from bentonites B I, B7 and B9, to screen for inheritance and evaluate the suitability of 

these sample grains for U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS dating. The results from U-Pb zircon LA- 

M C-ICP-MS dating are presented in the subsequent sections, as concordia diagrams. 

The sample U-Pb zircon LA-M C-ICP-M S data from bentonites B I, B7 and B9 are also 

presented as data tables in Appendix 1 Table 2.
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5.2.3.1. Bentonite B l

The results from LA-MC-ICP-MS dating of grains from bentonite Bl are shown in 

Fig. 5.6. The data show some complexity, evidenced by the presence o f different age 

populations within this sample. The bright grains in the SEM-CL images (section 

5.2.2.1) have low uranium concentrations (< 200 ppm) and yield concordant / near- 

concordant dates that are substantially older than the base o f the Carboniferous System 

(359.2 Ma; Davydov el ai,  2010). These grains are interpreted to represent inheritance. 

The rounding of these grains could be due to transportation and may point towards 

detrital contamination within this sample.

B1 BI/7,BI/26
0.08

451
81/1,2

— Concordant analysis 
at 332.3 ± 6 6 Ma 
(2o,“ 'Pb/™U age)

0.06
3501

n
Q. 0.04

0.02

0.2 0.6

Figure 5 .6 . C on cord ia  diagram  o f  U -P b  z ircon  L A -M C -IC P -M S  data from  b en to n ite  B l .  A n a ly ses  

B l /7  and B l  '26 are not drawn; both a n a ly ses are concord ant (w ith in  uncertain ties) and y ie ld  

20 p b /206pb (jgjgg Qf ] 5 6 2 .5  ±  18.8 M a (2 o )  and 1676.1 ±  18.5 (2a)  resp ectiv e ly . Sam p le  U -P b  data 

drawn in this figu re  are presented  in A p p en d ix  I T able 2.

The euhedral, dark grains (under SEM-CL) have higher uranium concentrations 

(c. 700 -  3800 ppm) and several grains contain measureable amounts of common lead. 

Most grains yielded dates younger than the base of the Permian System

(298.7 Ma; Davydov et ai,  2010), which are inconsistent with the stratigraphic position 

o f the Bl horizon (upper Pendleian; Fig. 5.1). These grains are thus interpreted to have 

suffered lead loss. Several data form a weak linear array in Fig. 5.6, although it is not 

possible to fit a statistically robust chord without substantial filtering of the dataset. 

Some of this dispersion can be attributed to variable incorporation of common lead
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within the sample grains, which shifts analyses to the right o f the concordia (section 

2.3.2.4). A correction for common lead using the method o f Horstwood et al. (2003) is 

possible for these data but substantially worsens the precision o f the data, such that the 

data corrected for common lead do not provide much additional information. There is a 

single concordant analysis at 332.3 ± 6.6 Ma (2o, date; analysis B l/34;

Appendix 1 Table 2), which may approximate the eruption age o f this horizon. In 

summary, these data support the presence o f a Carboniferous magmatic population 

within this bentonite horizon that is characterised by high uranium concentrations, 

variable amounts o f lead loss and common lead contamination.

5.23.2. Bentonite B7

The results from U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS dating o f grains from bentonite B7 are 

shown in Fig. 5.7. The data define a relatively simple age population, with the exception 

o f a single data point (B7/7; Fig. 5.7) which is significantly discordant, most likely due 

to common lead contamination.
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350'
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B7/7

0 051 320-

Mean “̂ Pb/” 'U date 
= 325.2 ± 3.0 Ma 
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Figure 5.7. U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS data from bentonite B7 presented as a concordia diagram. 

Error ellipses are drawn at the 2a confidence level. Red and green error ellipses denote data points 

included in and excluded from the weighted mean ““ Pb/"^*U date shown in the figure respectively. 

Sample U-Pb data drawn in this figure are presented in Appendix 1 Table 2.
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W ithin the main data cluster, there is a slight displacement o f some data points 

horizontally to the right o f concordia (analyses B7/8, 12, 13, 14; Appendix 1 Table 2), 

which is probably the result o f minor common lead contamination. The weighted mean 

206pb/238u gj| analyses except B7/7 is 325.2 ± 3 .0  Ma (95 % conf,

MSWD = 0.37, probability =0.991, n = 1 8 ;  Fig. 5.7). The inclusion o f data points 

interpreted to contain slight common lead contamination has a negligible impact on the
206 "^38weighted mean Pb/“ U date calculation (excluding analyses B7/8, 12, 13, 14 yields a 

weighted mean ^ > b / ” **U date o f 325.2 ± 3.4 Ma, 95 % con f, MSW D = 0.44).

S. 2.3.3. Bentonite B9

The U-Pb zircon LA-M C-ICP-M S data from bentonite B9 define a relatively simple 

population w ith no clear evidence o f inheritance or lead loss (Fig. 5.8). The weighted 

mean ‘ '’^Pb/‘ '̂ *̂ U date o f all data is 326.9 ± 2.1 Ma (95 % con f MSW D = 2.1, excludes 

decay constant errors). The M SW D value o f the weighted average exceeds the 

acceptable range o f M SW D values at the 95 % confidence level (for n = 24 degrees o f 

freedom the upper lim it for the M SW D is 1.52; Wendt &  Carl, 1991), indicating that the 

data are more scattered than can be accounted for by analytical errors alone. 

Accordingly, the weighted mean date uncertainty is expanded by the square root o f the 

MSWD m ultiplied by student’ s t-factor (see section 2.3.5.2.5).
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Figure. 5.8. U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS data from bentonite B9 presented as a concordia diagram. 

Error ellipses are drawn at the 2o confidence level. Sample U-Pb data drawn in this figure are 

presented in Appendix I Table 2.
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The weighted mean Pb/ U date o f this sample is slightly older than was obtained 

from B7 (section 5.2.3.2), despite bentonite B7 occupying a slightly lower stratigraphic 

level. However, the two weighted mean dates are indistinguishable within uncertainty 

(at the 95 % confidence level), and individual analyses from these two samples show 

considerable overlap at the 2ct confidence level. These two bentonites are separated by 

only a small amount o f  stratigraphy and as such it is not surprising that they yield 

isotopic dates that are indistinguishable within the analytical precision attainable using 

the LA-MC-ICP-MS method.

5.23.4. Synthesis o f  LA-MC-ICP-MS data

U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS dating supports the presence o f a Carboniferous 

magmatic population in all three o f the samples analysed. Bentonites B7 and B9 yielded 

simple age populations, whereas the sample o f B1 showed greater complexity. Based on 

these data, bentonites B7 and B9 are the obvious targets for CA-ID-TIMS dating. 

However, these bentonite horizons are very close together in the stratigraphy, and 

combined with the small zircon grain size that is an endemic feature o f these Namurian 

bentonite horizons, it is probable that U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating o f grains from 

B7 and B9 would yield dates that are indistinguishable within analytical uncertainties. 

To maximise the stratigraphic spacing for the periodicity calculations, high-precision U- 

Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was undertaken on samples B1 and B9. Isotopic dating 

o f the B1 horizon also has the added advantage that it is sufficiently close to the 

Pendleian -  Amsbergian boundary to constrain the age o f this stratigraphic boundary 

(Fig. 5.1).

5.2.4. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating of Namurian bentonites 

5.2.4.1. Bentonite B1

The euhedral zircon population in sample B1 was preferentially targeted for CA-ID- 

TIMS analysis. Unfortunately, U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS dating o f this sample proved 

problematic and the results are inconclusive. Although 13 single grain CA-ID-TIMS 

analyses were undertaken from bentonite B l, only five yielded sample data; the small 

size o f grains from this bentonite sample caused considerable handling difficulties and
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consequently several grains intended for analysis were not successfully delivered to the 

Teflon bombs. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data from the five sample grains are 

documented in Appendix 1 Table 1. Only two analyses yielded Carboniferous dates 

(B l/2 , B l/12; Fig. 5.9; Appendix 1 Table 1), and these are younger than the U-Pb 

zircon CA-ID-TIMS data from bentonite B9 (data drawn in Fig. 5.9 and described in 

section 5.2.4.2), which occupies a higher stratigraphic level than bentonite B l (Fig. 5.1). 

Analysis B l/2  (Fig. 5.9) is also stratigraphically inconsistent with CA-ID-TIM S data 

from the Langsettian tonstein T75 (section 5.3.1.1). The two Carboniferous dates from 

grains within bentonite B l almost certainly contain residual lead loss which was not 

completely removed by the chemical abrasion method. Variable amounts o f lead loss 

were inferred to be present in the LA-MC-ICP-MS data from bentonite B l (section 

5.2.3.1), which corroborates this interpretation.
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Figure 5.9. U-Pb zircon C A -ID -TIM S data from bentonites B l (purple ellipses) and B9 (red ellipses), 

presented as a concordia diagram. Error ellipses are drawn at the 2 o  confidence level.

Three analyses (B l/10, 11, 13; Appendix 1 Table 1) yielded dates older than the base o f 

the Carboniferous System (359.2 Ma; Davydov et al., 2010) and are accordingly 

interpreted as inherited grains. Two are concordant (within analytical and decay
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constant uncertainties) and yield dates o f 421.14 ±7 .93  Ma and 951.45 ±

0.67 Ma (B l/10, B l/13 respectively; Appendix 1 Table 1). These may reflect detrital 

inheritance akin to the rounded, inherited grains identified during LA-MC-ICP-MS 

analysis (section 5.2.3.1). The third grain (B l/11) is very discordant, and probably 

contained multiple internal age domains. Grains with obvious internal cores were 

observed in the SEM-CL images (Fig. 5.4), and may support this interpretation.

The inferred presence o f residual lead loss suggests an insufficient amount o f chemical 

abrasion. However, very little sample material remained available for dating by ID- 

TIMS following chemical abrasion. It may not be possible to attain a balance between 

chemically abrading these sample grains enough to remove lead loss and preserving 

enough sample material for dating by ID-TIMS analysis, because o f the fine grain size 

and high uranium concentrations o f the Carboniferous grains in bentonite B l. Further 

work on this sample was abandoned in the light o f the poor initial results.

5.2.4.2. Bentonite B9

The results of U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating o f grains from bentonite B9 are shown 

in Fig. 5.10. The U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data from bentonite B9 is also presented in 

Appendix I Table 1. Nine single grain fractions were dated by the U-Pb zircon CA-ID- 

TIMS method. One analysis is discordant and is significantly older than the other 

analyses (B9/3; Fig. 5.10; Appendix 1 Table 1). This analysis is interpreted to reflect 

inheritance, possibly arising from an intra-grain core. The remaining eight analyses
206 238 207 235yield comparable Pb/ U ratios. There is some dispersion in Pb/ U ratios, 

particularly between analyses with high analytical blanks (> 3 pg; B9/2, 5, 9, 16;
207 235Appendix I Table 1). The Pb/ U ratio is more sensitive to the composition o f the 

analytical blank and the shifting o f high-blank analyses to the right o f concordia 

probably represents inaccuracies in the common lead correction.

The high-blank analyses are excluded from the weighted mean Pb/ U date 

calculation, although these data have very little effect on the calculation (as shown in 

Fig. 5.10b). This is because they are significantly less precise (due to the greater 

common lead correction) than the four analyses with lower analytical blanks (B9/ 10, 

11, 14, 15; Fig. 5.10; Appendix 1 Table 1), and so are assigned a lower weighting in the
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weighted mean date calculation. The four analyses w ith lower analytical blanks 

(< 1.5 pg) yield a weighted mean date o f  324.54 ± 0.26 Ma (95% conf,

MSW D = 0.94, probability = 0.42; Fig. 5.10b) and this is taken to approximate the 

eruption age o f bentonite B9.
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Figure 5.10. U-Pb zircon CA-ID- 

TIMS data from bentonite B9 

illustrated as a concordia diagram (A) 

and a weighted mean date

plot (B). In plot A, red and green 

error ellipses represent data points 

included in and excluded from the 

lower o f the two weighted mean 

calculations shown in plot B 

respectively. The solid black line in 

plot A is the concordia (drawn using 

the decay constants o f Jaffey et al., 

1971). The dashed black lines drawn 

parallel to the concordia represent the 

uncertainty in the position o f the 

concordia arising from uncertainties 

in the U decay constants. Blue 

numbers are concordant ages (Ma). 

Error ellipses are drawn at the 2o 

confidence level. In plot B, box 

heights (representing date 

uncertainties) are drawn at the 2o 

confidence level. Pbc = common lead.

This weighted mean date only marginally overlaps at the 95 % confidence level w ith the 

weighted mean '  Pb/“  U date from bentonite B9 determined using the U-Pb zircon 

LA-M C-ICP-M S method (section 5.2.3.3; to make such a comparison, uncertainties in 

the composition o f the Earthtime isotopic tracer must be added to the B9 C A-ID -TIM S 

weighted mean, increasing its uncertainty to ± 0.31 Ma; Table 5.2). However, the 

individual CA-ID -TIM S and LA-M C-ICP-M S data are mostly indistinguishable w ith in 

analytical uncertainties (Fig. 5.11).
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Figure. 5 .11. U-Pb zircon L A -M C-ICP-M S and C A-ID-TIM S data from bentonite B9 drawn as a 

concordia diagram and as a w eighted  mean -*''’Pb/"’’*U date plot (inset). The solid black line is the 

concordia drawn using the decay constants o f  Jaffey el al. (1971) .  Blue numbers are concordant ages 

(in units o f  Ma). Error e llip ses (main diagram) and box heights (inset) are drawn at the 2a  

confidence level.

5.2.4.2.I. Comparison to the B6 U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS date o f  Waters & Condon (2012)

206 ”̂ 38Waters & Condon (2012) have recently detennined a weighted mean Pb/“ U date of 

328.34 ± 0.30 / 0.55 Ma (2o; ± X / ± Z  uncertainty levels; section 2.3.5.2.5) using the 

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method and the Earthtime ‘ET535’ tracer, for a bentonite 

that is probably laterally equivalent to the B6 bentonite o f Trewin (1968; labelled B6 in 

Fig. 5.1). It is noteworthy that when the isotopic dates from bentonites B6 (Waters & 

Condon, 2012) and 8 9  (section 5.2.4.2) are compared (Fig. 5.12) they imply that a 

substantial time duration exists between these bentonites (c. 3.8 Myrs). This is in 

contrast to the close stratigraphic proximity o f bentonites B6 and B9, which are 

separated by only six marine bands (Fig. 5.20). It is unclear why such a large time 

duration exists between these two bentonite horizons, when it would appear that they 

should be separated by only a short time interval. Differences in the composition o f the 

Earthtime tracer solutions used during data reduction in this study compared to Waters 

& Condon (2012) account for only a very minor amount o f the age difference between 

the B6 and B9 weighted mean dates; Waters & Condon (2012) employed a

value o f 100.18 for the ^̂ "’U/ '̂ '̂^Pb ratio o f the Earthtime ‘ET535’ tracer, c . f  a value of
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Figure 5.12. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S data from bentonites B6 (redrawn from Waters &  Condon, 

2012) and B9 illustrated as a concordia diagram (A) and a weighted mean date plot (B).

Two data points from the bentonite B6 dataset o f Waters &  Condon (2012) are not illustrated in this 

figure; these analyses yielded dates substantially younger (analysis zA2) and older

(analysis z A I) than the majority o f the sample data and were interpreted by Waters &  Condon 

(2012) to reflect residual lead loss and inheritance respectively. In plot A, the solid black line is the 

concordia drawn using the decay constants o f Jaffey et al. (1971). The dashed black lines drawn 

parallel to the concordia represent the uncertainty in the position o f the concordia arising from 

uncertainties in the U decay constants. Blue numbers are concordant ages (Ma). Error ellipses (plot 

A) and box heights (plot B) are drawn at the 2o confidence level. Error ellipses w ith solid and 

dashed outlines denote data points included in and excluded from the weighted mean calculations 

(plot B) respectively. In plot B, weighted mean “‘’'’Pb/’ '̂̂ U date uncertainties are cited at the 95 %  

confidence level (± X uncertainty level; see section 2.3.5.2.5 for an explanation).
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100.20 used for the Earthtime tracers in this study (Table 2.1). Recalculating the 

bentonite B9 CA-ID-TIMS data using a tracer ratio of 100.18 increases the

weighted mean date of bentonite B9 (shown in Fig. 5.12b) by c. 0.06 Myrs.

From an analytical perspective, neither of the two datasets are ideal; some of the data 

from B9 trend towards the right of concordia (Fig. 5.12a), which has been interpreted to 

represent inaccuracies in the common lead correction (section 5.2.4.2). It may be of 

significance to note that there is one analysis from bentonite B9 that yields a similar 

206pb/238u main age population in the B6 data o f Waters & Condon (2012),

but that this analysis is discordant within analytical uncertainties (B9/3; Fig. 5.12a). In 

contrast, the B6 dataset of Waters & Condon (2012) contains evidence of both 

inheritance and lead loss, with a more-or-less equivalent population at c. 328.3 Ma 

(Fig. 5.12; the MSWD of the weighted mean date is slightly greater than the acceptable 

range of values at the 95 % confidence level; section 2.3.5.2.5). Within the bentonite B6 

dataset, there is one analysis of comparable age to the majority of the data from B9 

(analysis z l7  of Waters & Condon, 2012; Fig. 5.12), which was discarded by Waters & 

Condon (2012) as probably affected by residual lead loss. However, this interpretation 

appears to be largely based on the fact that it is distinctly younger than most other 

analyses. This analysis is not discordant within analytical or decay constant 

uncertainties, nor are there precise isotopic dates from younger Namurian horizons (e.g. 

Fig. 1.4) that would provide a minimum age constraint on this horizon and conclusively 

demonstrate that this grain has suffered lead loss.

Alternatively, if the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from bentonites B6 (Waters & 

Condon, 2012) and B9 (section 5.2.4.2) are robust, the large time duration between 

these closely spaced bentonite horizons could indicate the presence of stratigraphic 

omission. Waters & Condon (2012) have suggested previously the possibility of 

stratigraphic omission within the Amsbergian record of the Pennine Basin.

The available isotopic age data are insufficient to differentiate between these 

possibilities. Further insights may be gained through the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

dating of additional Namurian bentonites. Bentonite B7, which is intermediate between 

the dated B6 and B9 bentonite horizons (Fig. 5.1) and yielded encouraging U-Pb zircon 

LA-MC-ICP-MS data (section 5.2.3.2), is a potential target for CA-ID-TIMS dating.
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5.3. Westphalian Stage

Numerous tonstein horizons have been reported from the Westphalian paralic coal fields 

of western Europe (Belgium, France, Germany, United Kingdom). Tonsteins are 

predominantly kaolinitic rocks and are typically fine-grained (Spears, 2006), with a 

markedly different mineralogy and geochemistry compared to the enclosing coal 

measures (e.g. Spears & Kanaris-Sotiriou, 1979). They are important stratigraphic 

markers within the coal measures of western Europe because of their widespread 

distribution (> 400 km), distinctive appearance and inferred rapid deposition (Lyons et 

al., 1994).

Today, it is widely accepted that tonstein horizons arose from the alteration of volcanic 

ash (Spears, 2006). This has been supported by their considerable lateral extent, their 

markedly different geochemistry compared to the enclosing siliciclastic strata and the 

recovery o f volcanic phenocrysts from these horizons (e.g. euhedral zircon and apatite, 

sanidine, biotite, P-form and splintery quartz, as well as volcanic glass shards; Bohor & 

Triplehom, 1993). The work of Bouroz (1967), who compared tonstein horizons from 

the paralic coalfields of northern France with less extensively altered tonsteins in the 

limnic coalfields of southern France (Lyons e! al., 1994; Spears, 2006), has also 

contributed to the consolidation of this hypothesis.

Unfortunately, present-day opportunities for the collection of western European tonstein 

samples are sparse, due to the decline of coal mining in western Europe. All of the 

samples investigated were obtained from Dr. Bernard Delcambre’s (Universite 

Catholique de Louvain) personal collection. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was 

undertaken on three tonstein layers from the Belgian Campine Basin (T75, TlGb, TIP) 

and tonstein Z1 from the Ruhr Basin, Germany, the stratigraphic positions of which are 

shown in Fig. 5.1. The whole-rock geochemistry and possible volcanic sources of these 

horizons are discussed in chapter 7. The primary biostratigraphic controls on this 

stratigraphic interval are from ammonoids within marine bands, similar to the 

underlying Namurian stratigraphy. In contrast to the Namurian marine bands, however, 

only a few Westphalian marine bands contain ammonoids. These include: the 

ammonoid-bearing Subcrenatum, Vanderbeckei and Aegiranum marine bands, which 

define the bases of the Langsettian, Duckmantian and Bolsovian substages respectively
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(Fig. 5.1); the Langsettian Listen and Amaliae marine bands (Fig. 5.1); and the 

Bolsovian Cambriense marine band, although the latter is not well known outside o f 

Great Britain (Dusar et al., 2000). Ammonoids have not been widely reported from the 

other Westphalian marine bands and as such these bands are generally not correlated 

beyond their immediate sedimentary basins.

5.3.1. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating of Westphalian tonsteins

5.3.1.1. Tonstein T75

T75 is a late Langsettian-aged tonstein from the Campine Basin, Belgium. The sample 

investigated was originally obtained from the Zwartberg colliery (51.0136“N, 5.5038°E; 

now disused). Tonstein T75 is correlated with tonstein Wilhelm o f the Ruhr Basin 

(Paproth et al., 1983b; Delcambre, 1996) and occurs between the Wasserfall and 

Quaregnon marine bands (Fig. 5.1). XRD analysis o f sample material from tonstein T75 

reveals an abundance o f quartz and kaolinite, with probable trace amounts o f mica and 

chlorite (Appendix 2 Table 2).

Zircons separated from the sample o f tonstein T75 are predominantly euhedral with 

lengths o f 50 -  260 |im (most are > 100 |im) and aspect ratios o f c. 2 -  8 (most grains 

> 3 ). Some grains contain inclusions, o f which melt inclusions parallel to the c-axis are 

the most common and occur preferentially in the grains with high aspect ratios. A few 

grains display evidence o f  xenocrystic inheritance (small, round, high-relief cores and 

radial fractures). The distribution o f fractures is bimodal; some grains are heavily 

fractured whereas other grains contain none.

Eleven single grain U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS analyses were undertaken from the 

sample o f tonstein T75 (presented in Appendix 1 Table 1). Ten analyses are shown in 

Fig. 5.13; one data point is not drawn (T75/5) because it is substantially older 

(206pb/238u 321.53 ± 0.83 Ma, 2o; Appendix 1 Table 1). This sample shows

some age complexity: there are four relatively old analyses (T75/5, 7, 8, 11); a cluster of 

data points that are equivalent and concordant within analytical and decay constant 

uncertainties (red ellipses in Fig. 5.13a); and two relatively young analyses with high 

analytical blanks (> 3 pg common lead; analyses T75/4 and T75/9 in Fig. 5.13).
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The two youngest analyses (T75/4, 9) only marginally overlap (at the 2a  confidence 

level) with each other and with the concordia band (Fig. 5.13a). These grains probably 

represent residual lead loss not completely mitigated by the chemical abrasion method 

and therefore they are not included in the weighted mean date calculation. O f

the four relatively old analyses (Fig. 5.13a; analyses T 7 5 /5 ,7, 8, 11), T75/5 is

substantially older than the rest and is considered to represent an inherited grain.

Analyses T75/7, T75/8 and T75/11 are marginally older (< 1 Myrs) than the main

concordant data cluster and may represent antecrystic grains {sensu M iller et al., 2007; 

section 2.3.2.3). The five analyses that are equivalent and concordant (within analytical 

and decay constant uncertainties; red ellipses in Fig. 5.13a) are interpreted to provide 

the best estimate for the eruption age o f this tonstein horizon. The weighted mean 

206pb/238u o f these analyses is 317.63 i  0.12 Ma (95 % con f, MSWD = 0.70, p = 

0.59; Fig. 5.13b).

Figure 5.13. U-Pb zircon C A-ID-TIM S  

data from T75 illustrated as a W etherill 

concordia diagram (A ) and a w eighted  

mean date plot (B ). In plot

A , red and green error ellipses  

represent data points included in and 

excluded from the w eighted mean 

calculation respectively. The solid  

black line in plot A is the concordia  

drawn using the decay constants o f  

Jaffey et al. (1971). The dashed black  

lines drawn parallel to the concordia  

represent the uncertainty in the position  

o f  the concordia arising from  

uncertainties in the U decay constants. 

B lue numbers are concordant ages 

(M a). Error ellipses are drawn at the 2o  

confidence level. In plot B, the grey  

band represents the uncertainty o f  the 

w eighted mean (95 % confidence  

level). Box heights (representing date 

uncertainties) are drawn at the 2 a  

confidence level.
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5.3.1.2. Tonstein Z1

The sample o f tonstein Z1 investigated was originally collected from the Furst Leopold 

colliery, Dorsten (51.6713°N, 6.9777°E), located in the Ruhr Basin, Germany. Tonstein 

Z1 occurs 10 -  12 m below the Agir marine band (Fiebig, 1969), which defines the base 

o f the Bolsovian (W estphalian C) Substage, and is thus o f latest Duckmantian 

(W estphalian B) age (Fig. 5.1). XRD analysis o f sample material from this tonstein 

horizon revealed an abundance o f kaolinite, the presence o f feldspar and trace amounts 

o f illite-mica (Appendix 2 Table 2). The feldspar is sanidine, which was successfully 

separated from this horizon and identified using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(SEM-EDS).

The zircon separate from this sample has similar attributes to that reported by Claoue- 

Long et al. (1995); the population is bimodal, comprising both well rounded and 

euhedral zircons. Rounded grains account for c. 80 % o f the total zircon separate. The 

euhedral grains are typically 1 0 0 -2 5 0  |im in length with aspect ratios o f 2 -  6. The 

euhedral grains are also heavily fractured and some contain melt inclusions.

The euhedral grains were selected preferentially for CA-ID-TIMS analysis. Seven 

single grain U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS analyses were undertaken from this sample, the 

data from which are presented in Appendix 1 Table 1. Six analyses (Z l/4  -  9; 

Appendix 1 Table 1) are shown in Fig. 5.14. The seventh analysis (Z l/1 ; Appendix 1 

Table 1) has an unacceptably high analytical blank (11.45 pg; Appendix 1 Table 1) and 

is not illustrated, nor is it included in further interpretations.

The remaining six analyses yield a simple age population (Fig. 5.14a) and a weighted 

mean date o f 313.78 ± 0.08 Ma (95 % conf, MSWD = 2.2, p = 0.056;

Fig. 5.14b). This is within error o f (but substantially more precise than) previous age 

determinations from tonstein Z1 (Fig. 5.15) that were obtained using the '*°Ar/^^Ar 

sandine (Lippolt et al., 1984; Hess & Lippolt, 1986) and U-Pb zircon SHRIMP methods 

(Claoue-Long e /a /., 1995).
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5.3.1.2.1. Comparison to the Sub-High Main Tonstein LJ-Ph zircon CA-ID-TIMS date o f  

Waters & Condon (2012)

Waters & Condon (2012) determined a weighted mean date o f

314.37 ± 0.25 / 0.53 Ma (2a; ± X / ± Z uncertainty levels; section 2.3.5.2.5) for the Sub- 

High Main tonstein using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method and the Earthtime 

‘ET535’ tracer solution. This tonstein is reported to occur 14 m above the Aegiranum 

marine band (Waters & Condon, 2012; Fig. 5.1) and is in close stratigraphic proximity 

to the Z1 tonstein that was dated in this study (section 5.3.1.2; tonstein Z1 occurs 1 0 -  

12 m below the Aegiranum marine band), to the extent that these horizons should yield 

similar, if  not equivalent dates within analytical uncertainties. It is therefore pertinent to 

compare the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS isotopic dates from these two tonstein horizons 

for internal consistency.

U-Pb data from both the Sub-High Main tonstein and tonstein Z1 are presented in 

Fig. 5.16. The data from tonstein Z1 yield slightly younger dates than several o f the 

analyses from Sub-High Main tonstein (Fig. 5.16). This is with the exception o f analysis 

z4 from the Sub-High Main tonstein (Fig. 5.16).

The calculated weighted mean *̂’̂ Pb/^^^U dates from the Sub-High Main tonstein and 

tonstein Z1 (Fig. 5.16b) do not overlap within analytical uncertainties (at the ± X
206 ”̂ 38uncertainty level). The weighted mean Pb/“ U date from the Sub-High Main tonstein 

is slightly older than that o f  tonstein Z I, despite the latter tonstein horizon occupying a 

slightly lower stratigraphic position. The reasons for this discrepancy are uncertain. A 

small proportion (c. 0.06 Myrs) o f the age discrepancy can be attributed to differences 

in the composition o f the Earthtime tracer solutions used during the data reduction in 

this study and by W aters & Condon (2012; see section 5.2.4.2.1). Recalculating the 

tonstein Z l data using a ^^^U/^°^Pb tracer ratio o f 100.18 (the value used by Waters & 

Condon, 2012; section 5.2.4.2.1) increases the weighted mean ^*^^Pb/^^*U date o f 

tonstein Z l (shown in Fig. 5.16b; section 5.3.1.2) by c. 0.06 Myrs, but this correction is 

o f insufficient magnitude to account for the difference in age between these two tonstein 

samples.

The data from tonstein Z l are significantly more precise than the Sub-High Main 

tonstein dataset. Thus, there is a greater chance o f resolving subtle complexities, such as
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Figure 5.16. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S data from the Sub-High Main tonstein (redrawn from Waters 

&  Condon, 2012) and tonstein Z1 illustrated as a concordia diagram (A) and a weighted mean 

:(i6pb/238u piQj jg jg  poittts from the Sub-High Main tonstein sample o f Waters &

Condon (2012) are not illustrated in this figure; these analyses yielded ‘ ‘''’Pb/^^’̂ U dates substantially 

younger (n = 1; analysis zA9) or older (n = 3; analyses z2, z6, zA8) than the majority o f the sample 

data and were interpreted by Waters &  Condon (2012) to reflect residual lead loss and inheritance 

respectively. In plot A, the solid black line is the concordia drawn using the decay constants o f 

Jaffey et at. (1971). The dashed black lines drawn parallel to the concordia represent the uncertainty 

in the position o f the concordia arising from uncertainties in the U decay constants. Blue numbers 

are concordant ages (in units o f Ma). Error ellipses are drawn at the 2a confidence level. Error 

ellipses w ith solid and dashed outlines denote data points included in and excluded from the 

weighted mean calculations (plot B) respectively. In plot B, box heights (representing date 

uncertainties) are drawn at the 2o confidence level and the grey bands represents the uncertainty o f 

the weighted mean calculations (95 % confidence level). Weighted mean date

uncertainties shown in plot B are at the 95 % confidence level (± X  uncertainty level; see section 

2.3.5.2.5 for an explanation).
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minor lead loss or antecrystic inheritance, within the tonstein Z1 dataset. Bearing this in 

mind, one possible explanation for the age discrepancy between these two tonstein 

samples is that analyses zA6 and z3 in the Sub-High Main tonstein dataset (Fig. 5.16) 

represent antecrystic zircons {sensu Miller et aL, 2007; section 2.3.2.3) and thus their 

inclusion in the weighed mean date calculation (Fig. 5.16b) is biasing the

calculated date towards an older value. Excluding these analyses from the weighted 

mean date calculation yields a date o f 314.18 ± 0.33 Ma (95% c o n f ; n = 2;

analyses zA7 and z5), which is equivalent (within uncertainty) to the tonstein Z1 

206pb/238u weighted mean date (Fig. 5.16b).

Alternatively, it could be that analysis z4 from the Sub-High Main tonstein (Fig. 5.16), 

which was discarded by Waters & Condon (2012) as containing residual lead loss, may 

represent late-stage magmatic crystallisation and thus may better approximate the age of 

this horizon. The inference that analysis z4 represents residual lead loss appears to be 

based largely on this analysis being distinctly younger than the main cluster o f  sample 

data (analyses z3, z5, zA6, zA7; Fig. 5.16). Analysis z4 is neither discordant (within 

analytical and decay constant uncertainties; Fig. 5.16a), nor are there precise isotopic 

dates from younger Bolsovian volcanic horizons that would provide a minimum age 

constraint on this horizon and conclusively demonstrate that this analysis contains 

residual lead loss.

5.3.1.3. Tonsteins TlGb and TIP: introduction

Tonsteins T lG b  and T IP  are both o f early Bolsovian age (Fig. 5.1) and are from the 

Campine Basin, Belgium. These two horizons are relatively close together within the 

stratigraphy, separated by c. 100 m o f siliciclastic strata (Delcambre, 1996) and thus 

should yield similar ages. Tonstein T IP  was the youngest tonstein sample investigated 

during this project. U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS dating o f zircon grains from tonstein T IP  was 

undertaken to provide an upper age bracket on Bolsovian sedimentary cycles. 

Unfortunately, the results from T IP  were complex and subsequently zircon grains from 

tonstein T lG b  were instead dated using the U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS method. Due to time 

constraints, only preliminary results from T lG b  were obtained, and further work is 

necessary before a statistically robust date from this tonstein horizon can be reported. 

However, initial results are presented in this thesis.
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5.3.13.1. Tonstein TIP

The sample o f tonstein T IP  was obtained from drillcore KS6 (Campine Basin, Belgium; 

51.0917“N, 5.2250“E; 789.41 -7 8 9 .4 2  m depth; B. Delcambre, pers. comm., 2008). In 

this drillcore, tonstein T IP  is 1 cm thick and pale grey. XRD analysis o f material from 

tonstein T IP  reveals an abundance o f kaolinite in this sample. The sample yielded an 

abundant and diverse zircon population; external grain morphologies range from 

anhedral through to euhedral, o f which subhedral grains are the most abundant. The 

euhedral and subhedral grains both have lengths o f 4 0 - 2 0 0  |am (most are < 120 |im) 

and aspect ratios o f c. 2 -  5. Some grains contain inclusions, the most common o f which 

are melt inclusions orientated parallel to the c-axis. Fractures are relatively rare in the 

sample grains.

Euhedral grains were selected preferentially for CA-ID-TIMS analysis, the results o f 

which are shown in Fig. 5.17 and are also presented in Appendix 1 Table 1. The data 

show significant dispersion, yielding “ Pb/“ U dates between c. 307 Ma and c. 312 Ma. 

It is not clear from these data whether the data scatter represents residual lead loss, 

inheritance or a combination o f these factors. Further work on this sample was not 

undertaken because o f the poor initial results.
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Figure, 5.17. U-Pb zircon C A -ID -TIM S data from tonstein T IP  illustrated as a concordia diagram. The 

solid black line is the concordia. The uncertainty in the position o f  the concordia arising from the U 

decay constant uncertainties is denoted by the black dashed lines parallel to the concordia. Blue 

numbers arc concordant ages (in units o f  Ma). Error ellipses are drawn at the 2o  confidence level.
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53.1.3.2. Tonstein TlGh

The sample of tonstein T lG b was obtained from drillcore KS20 (Campine Basin, 

Belgium; 51.1018“N, 5.1853“E; 791.00 -  791.08 m depth; B. Delcambre, pers. comm., 

2008), where the tonstein horizon is 8 cm thick and dark grey. XRD analysis of material 

from tonstein TlGb reveals that it comprises abundant kaolinite and possibly also trace 

amounts of quartz (Appendix 2 Table 2). The zircon separate contains a diversity of 

zircon morphologies with anhedral, subhedral and euhedral grains all represented. Most 

grains show some rounding / corrosion of pyramidal terminations. Euhedral grains are 

less frequent in this sample than in the sample of tonstein TIP. Euhedral and subhedral 

grains both have lengths of 50 -  230 |im (most are < 150 (im) and possess aspect ratios 

of c. 2 - 8 .  The zircon grains are generally heavily fractured and oscillatory zonation is 

visible in some of the grains.

Six CA-ID-TIMS analyses were undertaken on the euhedral grains. Unfortunately, in 

only three analyses were the zircons successfully delivered successfully to the Teflon 

bombs. These three analyses yielded precise dates, which are illustrated in Fig. 5.18 and 

are also presented in Appendix 1 Table 1. One analysis (TlGb/1; Fig. 5.18; Appendix 1 

Table 1) is substantially older than the other two. This analysis is older than the U-Pb 

dates from bentonite B9 (section 5.2.4.2) and tonstein T75 (section 5.3.1.1), and is thus 

interpreted to represent an inherited grain. The other two analyses are equivalent and 

concordant within analytical and decay constant uncertainties (Fig. 5.18), and yield a 

weighted mean “”̂ Pb/̂ *̂̂ U date of 312.57 ±0.24 Ma (95% conf., Fig. 5.18). Further 

analyses are required to confirm that these two grains represent the youngest magmatic 

population present within this sample. However, if these grains are representative of the 

youngest magmatic population, then this may suggest (based on the stratigraphic 

proximity of this horizon to the TIP tonstein) that the age of tonstein TIP lies towards 

the older end of the 307 -  312 Ma range of dates observed from tonstein TIP (section 

5.3.1.3.1). If this is true, then some of the complexity in the TIP sample may be the 

result of residual lead loss. Further analysis of grains from tonstein TIP,  employing 

more aggressive chemical abrasion, would test this hypothesis.
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Figure 5.18. U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S data from tonstein T lG b  illustrated as a concordia diagram. 

The solid black line is the concordia drawn using the decay constants o f Jaffey el al. (1971). The 

dashed black lines drawn parallel to the concordia represent the uncertainty in the position o f the 

concordia arising from uncertainties in the U decay constants. Blue numbers are concordant ages 

(Ma). Error ellipses are drawn at the 2a confidence level. Red and green error ellipses denote 

analyses included in and excluded from the weighted mean date calculation respectively.

5.4. Discussion

U-Pb zircon C A-ID -TIM S dating o f samples B9, T75 and Z1 yielded precise age 

constraints (summarised in Table 5.2) that are the focus o f this discussion. U-Pb zircon 

CA-ID -TIM S data from samples B l,  T IP  and T lG b  are not discussed further.

Horizon Stratigraphic
position

Weighted
mean

206pb/2.18jj

Uncertainties 
(95% co n f) MSWD

Probability 
o f fit

No. o f 
analyses

±x ± Y ±z

B9 Amsbergian
(E2b2)

324.54 0.26 0.31 0.46 0.94 0.42 4

T75
upper

Langsettian
317.63 0.12 0.20 0.39 0.70 0.59 5

Z1
uppermost

Duckmantian
313.78 0.08 0.18 0.38 2.2 0.056 6

Table 5.2. Summary o f U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S data discussed in this section. ± X / Y / Z  

uncertainty levels are explained in section 2.3.5.2.5.
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The isotopic dates from horizons B9, T75 and Z1 are used to estimate the periodicity o f 

sedimentary cycles that occur between these altered ash layers, to detemiine if there is 

any compatibility between the periodicity o f these sedimentary cycles and Milankovitch 

cycles. These calculations are discussed in section 5.4.1. The implications that the new 

CA-ID-TIMS dates have for the calibration o f the Carboniferous timescale are 

discussed in section 5.4.2. The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from tonsteins T75 

and Z1 also facilitate correlation o f the base o f the global Moscovian Stage boundary 

with the western European regional stratigraphic framework (discussed in section 

5.4.3).

5.4.1. Upper Carboniferous cyclic sedimentation

The Namurian and Westphalian regional stages o f western Europe are characterised by 

siliciclastic facies that demonstrate simple cyclicity in the form o f the alternation of 

marine bands (thin horizons o f limestone, mudstone or shale that contain a diverse 

fauna) and strata that are barren o f marine organisms (Holdsworth & Collinson, 1988). 

A detailed investigation o f the sedimentary cycles by Ramsbottom ei al. (1962) has 

demonstrated that they contain cycles o f faunal phases (Fig. 5.19; Ramsbottom et al., 

1962), which were interpreted by Ramsbottom et al. (1962) to reflect variations in 

salinity, a view that has largely been upheld by subsequent studies (e.g. Holdsworth & 

Collinson, 1988). Several o f the marine bands can be traced across western Europe, 

from Ireland through to Germany (Ramsbottom et al., 1978), on the basis o f the thick- 

shelled ammonoids contained within the bands. The marine bands have been suggested 

to represent eustatic highstands (e.g. Holdsworth & Collinson, 1988), during which time 

marine waters impinged on otherwise brackish or non-marine basins (Holdsworth & 

Collinson, 1988). Furthermore, some authors have suggested glacio-eustasy as the 

mechanism driving the eustatic oscillations (Maynard & Leeder, 1992; Martinsen et al., 

1995; Davies et al., 1999), based on the known occurrence o f coeval ice centres on 

Gondwana at this time (section 1.1).
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Figure 5.19. The idealised faunal cycle (after Ramsbottoni et a!.. 1962). Spat = immature 

mollusc shells. Anthracoceras and Dimorphoceras are thinner-shelled ammonoids

5.4.1.1. Periodicity o f  upper Carboniferous marine hands

Several previous periodicity estimates have been published for western and central 

European Namurian and Westphalian sedimentary cycles (Table 5.3).

Reference source Stratigraphie interval
.Average cycle periodicity 

(kyrs / cycle)

Pennine Basin, northern Eni>land

Holdsworth &  Collinson (1988) Namurian Stage c. 185

Leeder (1988) Namurian Stage rs 00 o

Leeder (1988) Langsetttian to lower Bolsovian c. 200 *

Maynard &  Leeder (1992) Kinderscoutian to Duckmantian 160 ± 64

Riley et al. (1993) Amsbergian to Duckmantian r. 65

UoDer Silesian Basin. Czech Reoublic

Gastaldo et al. (2009) lower Pendleian 5 4 -  107

Table 5.3. Recent published periodicity estimates for Namurian and Westphalian cycles. * Leeder 

(1988) noted that this estimate may be distorted by the heterogeneous vertical distribution o f the 

marine bands (see Fig. 5.21); the periodicity o f these cycles could be as short as 100 kyrs / cycle 

(Leeder, 1988).

The majority o f previous estimates (Table 5.3) have assumed that the marine bands 

adhere to a constant forcing mechanism (i.e. that the cycles share a common periodicity) 

and have employed the fo llow ing equation to estimate the average periodicity o f 

sedimentary cycles;
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Average cycle periodicity Time duration (kyrs)
(kyrs / cycle) ~ Number o f cycles

With the exception o f  the Gastaldo et al. (2009) estimate, the other estimates shown in 

Table 5.3 were based upon imprecise temporal controls (^*^Ar/ '̂^Ar sanidine dates, U-Pb 

SHRIMP dates and contemporary published timescales). The estimate by Gastaldo et al. 

(2009) is, in contrast, based upon precise U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from altered 

ash layers that occur interbedded with the sedimentary cycles o f the Upper Silesian 

Basin and is thus considered to be a robust periodicity estimate.

There is some disagreement between the different periodicity estimates. The estimates 

from the late 1980s imply a longer average periodicity than more recent estimates (such 

as that o f Riley et al., 1993; Table 5.3). The estimate o f Maynard & Leeder (1992) 

overlaps within uncertainty with the ‘short’ (c. 100 kyrs) eccentricity Milankovitch 

band. However, the uncertainty o f this estimate is large, negating a definitive 

evaluation. The periodicity estimate o f Gastaldo et al. (2009) also overlaps (at the 95 % 

confidence level) with the c. 100 kyrs eccentricity Milankovitch cycle, which led 

Gastaldo et al. (2009) to propose a possible ‘short’ eccentricity control over the 

Pendleian cycles o f the Upper Silesian Basin.

More recently. Waters & Condon (2012) suggested that the Namurian and Westphalian 

marine bands o f the Pennine Basin may preserve multiple orders o f cyclicity, which 

would potentially invalidate the periodicity estimates for Pennine Basin sedimentary 

cycles which assume that the cycles adhere to a uniform periodicity. Within the Pennine 

Basin, there are numerous marine bands that contain distinct ammonoid faunas (e.g. see 

Fig. 5.20 in section 5.4.1.1.1); however, there are also several instances where 

successive marine bands contain the same ammonoid faunas (e.g. the E 2 a l a - c ,  

E 2 b 2 a -  c, R 2 a l a - c  marine bands; Fig. 5.20). In mudstone-dominated sequences, 

successive marine bands bearing the same ammonoid faunas typically occur as distinct 

beds separated by tens o f centimetres to metres o f fossil-barren shales and mudstones 

(e.g. E 2 b 2 a -c  marine bands in Fig. 5.20; Waters & Condon, 2012). Conversely, in 

more sand-rich stratigraphic sections (e.g. sections containing deltaic strata), the 

stratigraphic separation between such marine bands is typically much greater (tens of
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metres; e.g. R l c l - 3  marine bands in Fig. 5.20; Waters & Condon, 2012). Working 

under the assumption that ammonoid morphological evolution rates were relatively 

constant during Namurian times. Waters & Condon (2012) proposed that the marine 

bands containing the same ammonoid fauna represent higher frequency eustatic 

oscillations than the marine bands containing distinct ammonoid faunas. Using the U-Pb 

zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from bentonite B6 (section 5.2.4.2.1; Waters & Condon, 

2012) and the Sub-High Main tonstein (section 5.3.1.2.1; Waters & Condon, 2012), 

together with recent age estimates for the base o f the Namurian Regional Stage and the 

Mississippian-Pennsylvanian boundary (from Davydov et al. 2010), Waters & Condon 

(2012) suggested that several o f the marine bands that contain distinct ammonoid faunas 

represented ‘long’ (c. 404 kyrs) eccentricity forcing, whereas the marine bands 

possessing the same ammonoid faunas represented c. 100 kyrs eccentricity or possibly 

shorter Milankovitch frequencies (obliquity or precession; section 1.3).

It is not clear at this present time whether the assumption that ammonoid morphological 

evolution rates were constant during Namurian and W estphalian times is a valid one. 

Elsewhere, it has been suggested that the heterogeneous distribution o f distinct 

ammonoid faunas within the marine bands could indicate that the ammonoid biozones 

represent unequal time durations (e.g. Menning et al., 2000), although, this argument 

assumes that the marine bands o f the Pennine Basin possess a uniform periodicity. 

Unfortunately, there are insufficient absolute age constraints from the Namurian and 

Westphalian stratigraphy o f the Pennine Basin, which would otherwise provide a basis 

for testing the constancy o f ammonoid morphological evolution rates and the uniformity 

o f cycle periodicities. Thus, at this time it is not certain which approach yields 

periodicity estimates that are more representative o f the actual periodicities o f these 

sedimentary cycles.

In subsequent chapters, average periodicity estimates are computed assuming equal 

durations for the sedimentary cycles. Using the new precise U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

dates (Table 5.2), it is possible to calculate the average periodicity o f  sedimentary 

cycles between bentonite B9 and tonstein T75 and also between tonsteins T75 and Z1 

(Fig. 5.1). These calculations are discussed in subsequent sections.
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5.4.1.1.1. Arnshergian to lower Langsettian cycles (bentonite B9 to tonstein T75) 

Combining the Namurian stratigraphic record from the Pennine Basin, northern 

England, with the Langsettian record from the Ruhr Basin, Germany, 59 marine bands 

are recognised between bentonite B9 and tonstein T75 (= tonstein Wilhelm o f the Ruhr 

Basin; Paproth et al., 1983b; Delcambre, 1996), as shown in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21. Within 

the Langsettian o f the Ruhr Basin (Fig. 5.21) there are also 16 faunal bands that contain 

ostracodes o f the genus Jonesina, the trace fossil Planolites ophthalmoides, arenaceous 

foraminifera and / or inarticulate brachiopods {Lingula\ Fiebig, 1969; Bachmann et al., 

1970), which are thought to be indicative o f brackish (near-marine) conditions (Rabitz, 

1966; Calver, 1968; Bless et al., 1987; Paproth et al., 1994; Dusar et al., 2000). It is 

difficult to trace these bands beyond the immediate vicinity o f the Ruhr Basin; 

consequently, their lateral continuity' is not known and thus the likelihood that they 

reflect eustatic oscillations is difficult to assess. This uncertainty is taken into 

consideration in the periodicity calculations; the number o f faunal bands attributable to 

eustasy is between 59 (marine bands only; Table 5.4) and 75 (marine and brackish 

bands; Table 5.4).

Using the new CA-ID-TIMS dates for horizons B9 and T75, the average periodicty of 

Namurian (Amsbergian) to lower Langsettian sedimentary cycles is between 88 and 122 

kyrs / cycle (95 % confidence; Table 5.4). This is comparable (within uncertainty) to the 

dominant c. 100 kyrs cycle frequency observed in Pleistocene glacial records (e.g. Hays 

et al., 1976), which is though to result from the Milankovitch 100 kyrs eccentricity 

orbital-forcing (Hays et al., 1976; Imbrie et al., 1993; Lisiecki, 2010). The similarity 

between the periodicity o f Pleistocene glacial cycles and western European Amsbergian 

to lower Langsettian sedimentary cycles strengthens the argument that these 

Carboniferous sedimentary cycles are the product o f glacio-eustatic oscillations.

Number o f  cycles 
between bentonite 

B9 and tonstein 
T75

Time
duration
(Myrs)

Uncertainty in 
time duration 

(± Myrs)

Average
periodicity

(kyrs)

Uncertainty in 
average 

periodicity 
(± kyrs / cycle)

Marine bands 59 6.91 0.29 117 5

Marine and 
brackish bands

75 6.91 0.29 92 4

Table 5.4. Average periodicities o f  the sedimentary cycles between bentonite B9 and tonstein T75;

calculated using the methodology presented in section 2.9. Uncertainties are at the 95 % con f level.
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Figure 5.20. Namurian marine bands observed within the Pennine Basin, northern England (redrawn 

from Waters &  Condon, 2012). Wst = Westphalian.
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5.4 .1.1.2. Upper Langsettian to Duckmantian sedim entaiy cycles 

The Westphalian Stage o f western Europe contains notably fewer marine bands than the 

Namurian Stage. Ramsbottom et al. (1978) recognised 19 laterally extensive 

Westphalian marine bands within the Pennine Basin and a further two bands from only 

the East Midlands (Notts. -  Derby) coalfield (the Kilbum and Low Estheria bands in 

Fig. 5.21). Additionally, Calver (1968) noted the occurrence o f two Planolites 

ophthalmoides bands within the upper Langsettian succession o f the East Midlands 

coalfield (Fig. 5.21). Most o f the faunal and trace fossil bands occur in the lower 

Langsettian and the upper Duckmantian to lower Bolsovian (Calver, 1968, 1969). The 

reduction in the number o f marine bands during the mid-to-upper Langsettian is 

coincident with an increased prevalence o f non-marine mussel bands (Calver, 1968, 

1969) and sedimentological changes that suggest a landward shift in the depositional 

environment from a lower to an upper delta plain (Guion & Fielding, 1988; Guion et al., 

1995).

A similar reduction in the number o f marine bands is observed in the Campine and Ruhr 

Basins (Belgium and G ennany respectively). Lower Langsettian strata contain 

numerous marine bands but few have been found in younger rocks (Fiebig, 1969; 

Paproth, et al., 1994; Fig. 5.21). There are, however, numerous upper Langsettian and 

Duckmantian brackish faunal and trace fossil bands. In the Ruhr Basin, between 

tonsteins Wilhelm (= tonstein T75) and Z l, there are only two fully marine bands 

(Katharina and Domina horizons in Fig. 5.21), whereas 34 bands containing ostracodes 

o f the genus Jonesina, the trace fossil Planolites ophthalmoides, arenaceous 

foraminifera a n d / o r  Lingula have been recognised (Fig. 5.21). Thus, within this 

stratigraphic interval there are between two and 36 faunal bands that could be eustatic. 

Using the same methodology as employed to the Amsbergian to lower Langsettian 

cycles (section 5.4.1.1.1; i.e. calculating the periodicity o f marine bands only and 

marine plus brackish bands) yields average cycle periodicity values for upper 

Langsettian to Duckmantian sedimentary cycles within the Ruhr Basin o f  between 107 

± 4 kyrs / cycle (marine and brackish bands; Table 5.5) and 1925 ± 7 0  kyrs / cycle 

(marine bands only; Table 5.5), or expressed as a single range, 103 -  1995 kyrs / cycle.
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Num ber o f  cycles  
betw een tonsteins 

T75 a n d Z l

Time
duration
(M yrs)

Uncertainty in 
time duration 

(± M yrs)

Average
periodicity

(kyrs)

Uncertainty in 
average 

periodicity  
(± kyrs / cycle)

Ruhr Basin, Germany

Marine bands 2 3.85 0 .14 1925 70

Marine and 
brackish bands

36 3.85 0.14 107 4

Pennine Basin, northern England

M inimum  
number o f  faunal 

bands
5 3.85 0.14 770 28

M axim um  
number o f  faunal 

bands
11 3.85 0.14 350 13

Table 5.5. A verage periodicities o f  the upper Langsettian to Duckmantian sedimentary cycles  

betw een tonsteins T75 and Z l;  calculated using the m ethodology presented in section 2.9. 

Uncertainties are at the 95 % confidence level.

In contrast, if  the stratigraphic record o f the Pennine Basin (northern England) is used, 

there are between five and eleven faunal and trace fossil bands between tonsteins T75 

and Zl (Fig. 5.21). The uncertainty in the number o f intervening faunal and trace fossil 

bands arises because o f uncertainties in the correlation o f tonstein T75 to the Pennine 

Basin stratigraphic record. Lateral correlatives o f tonsteins T75 and Z l have thus far not 

been identified from the Pennine Basin. Instead, the correlation o f tonsteins T75 and Zl 

to the Pennine Basin stratigraphy relies upon biostratigraphic controls from the 

ammonoid-bearing marine bands, which are firmly correlated between Pennine and 

Ruhr Basins (solid lines o f correlation in Fig. 5.21). Tonstein Z l occurs adjacent to the 

Agir marine band, which is firmly correlated with the Aegiranum marine band in the 

Pennine Basin (Fig. 5.21) and therefore can be reliably correlated to the Pennine Basin 

stratigraphy. In contrast, Tonstein T75 (= tonstein Wilhelm o f the Ruhr Basin; Paproth 

et al., 1983b; Delcambre, 1996) occurs roughly equidistance between the PlaBhofsbank 

and Quaregnon (= Katharina band in the Ruhr Basin) ammonoid-bearing marine bands 

(Figs. 5.1 and 5.21), which are correlated to the Amalie and Vanderbeckei marine bands 

respectively in the Pennine Basin (Fig. 5.21). Within the limits o f the ammonoid 

biostratigraphic controls, tonstein T75 could correlate to a horizon beneath the Langley 

marine band (Fig. 5.21), above the Low Estheria faunal band (Fig. 5.21) or to an 

intermediate level between these limits (Fig. 5.21). Thus, between tonsteins T75 and Z l 

within the Pennine Basin record there are between a minimum of five (if tonstein T75
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correlates to above the Low Estheria band) and a maximum o f 11 faunal and trace fossil 

bands (if  tonstein T75 correlates to below the Langley band). This constrains the 

average periodicity o f Pennine sedimentary cycles to between 350 ± 13 kyrs / cycle (11 

faunal bands; Table 5.5) and 770 ± 28 kyrs / cycle (5 faunal bands; Table 5.5), or 

expressed as a single range, 337 -  798 kyrs / cycle.

The above periodicity calculations highlight differences in the amount o f time residing 

between the Pennine and Ruhr Basin faunal bands. There are a sufficient number of 

brackish and marine faunal bands preserved within the Ruhr Basin to yield an average 

periodicity that is similar to the underlying Namurian cycles (section 5.4.1.1.1) and to 

the c. 100 kyrs Milankovitch eccentricity cycle. The periodicity calculations are 

consistent with the hypothesis that the brackish faunal bands in the Ruhr Basin could 

represent the distal expression o f glacio-eustasy. However, this is not definitive proof 

and further research is necessary to confirm this hypothesis. There arc more tonstein 

horizons known from the Ruhr Basin that are interbedded with these cryptic brackish 

bands (e.g. Fiebig, 1969; Burger el al., 2005). Additional U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS 

dates from such horizons would evaluate whether the above calculated average 

periodicity is representative on a finer scale o f analysis.

The average periodicity o f sedimentary cycles within the Pennine Basin is significantly 

longer than the c. 100 kyrs ‘short’ eccentricity cycle. However, it is uncertain whether 

the average cycle periodicity is representative o f the periodicity o f individual 

sedimentary cycles; the heterogeneous vertical distribution o f the faunal bands (as noted 

by Leeder, 1988; Fig. 5.21) may render the average periodicity calculations inaccurate. 

It is possible that the Pennine Basin sedimentary cycles possess much shorter 

periodicities (similar to Ruhr Basin sedimentary cycles?) than the calculated average 

cycle periodicity, which may be is biased towards longer values by the occurrence o f so 

called ‘missing beats’ within the upper Langsettian to lower Duckmantian o f the 

Pennine Basin. However, alternative explanations for the longer average cycle 

periodicity within the upper Langsettian to Duckmantian o f the Pennine Basin, such as a 

possible change in the dominant Milankovitch cycle expressed within this stratigraphic 

interval (e.g. from c. 100 kyrs to c. 404 kyrs eccentricity forcing) or the superimposition 

o f multiple M ilankovitch frequencies (as suggested by Waters & Condon, 2012; section 

5.4.1.1), cannot be excluded on the basis o f the available age data. Further high-
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precision isotopic dates from tonstein horizons intermediate between tonsteins T75 and 

Z1 are required to test these different hypotheses.

5.4.2. Carboniferous timescale calibration and astronomical tuning

As shown in previous sections, the periodicity of Amsbergian to lower Langsettian 

cycles is compatible with the Milankovitch c. 100 kyrs eccentricity frequency. This 

Milankovitch frequency, in conjunction with the CA-ID-TIMS date from bentonite B9, 

is used to astronomically tune the Namurian stratigraphy of the Pennine Basin in 

northern England, enabling revised dates for the base of the Westphalian Regional Stage 

and the global Mid-Carboniferous boundary to be determined. Extending the 

astronomical tuning approach to the base o f the Namurian Stage is problematic and is 

discussed in section 5.4.2.1. These astronomically tuned estimates are then compared to 

published timescale calibrations (Davydov et a i,  2004, 2010; timescale B of Menning 

et al., 2000; Peterson, 2011).

Astronomical tuning is not extended into the Westphalian Stage because it is 

controversial whether the numerous brackish bands are eustatically driven and hence if 

they preserve a genuine Milankovitch signal. However, tonstein Z1 occurs adjacent to 

the base o f the Bolsovian Substage and its new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS date 

approximates the age of this boundary, allowing a comment on the duration of the 

Langsettian and Duckmantian substages combined.

5.4.2.1. Base o f  the Namurian Stage

The basal boundary of the Namurian Regional Stage is defined as at the base of strata 

containing the earliest occurrence of the ammonoid Cravenoceras leion (van Leckwijck, 

1960). In the Pennine Basin, this corresponds to the base of the El a 1 (C. leion) marine 

band, which occurs 20.5 sedimentary cycles below bentonite B9 (Fig. 5.20); the half 

cycle corresponds to the part o f a cycle between bentonite B9 and the underlying E2b2c 

marine band. If it is assumed that these cycles reflect the c. 100 kyrs eccentricity cycle, 

then the age of the base of the Namurian is calculated as approximately 326.6 Ma (Fig. 

5.22). This value is close to that reported in the Geologic Time Scale 2004 (326.4 ± 1.6 

Ma; Davydov et al. 2004; Fig. 5.22) and timescale B of Menning el al. (2000,
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326.5 Ma; Fig. 5.22), but is substantially younger than that shown by Gastaldo et al. 

(2009; 329.7 Ma) and Davydov et al. (2010; 329.2 Ma; Fig 5.22). The true date of the 

base of the Namurian is almost certainly older than 326.6 Ma because Davydov et al. 

(2010) reported the date of a tonstein within the Cl 1 coal of the Donets Basin, which is 

correlated with a horizon in the Pendleian Substage of western Europe, as 

328.14 ±0.11 Ma (2o, date; Davydov et a l, 2010). Gastaldo et al. (2009)

similarly reported an age of 328.84 ±0.16 Ma (2o) for a tonstein correlated with the 

Pendleian in the Ostrava Formation of the Upper Silesian Basin, Czech Republic. Using 

the estimate of 329.2 Ma in Davydov et al. (2010) for the age of the base of the 

Namurian, the average periodicity of the Pendleian and Amsbergian cycles below 

bentonite B9 is calculated to be approximately 227 kyrs / cycle (Table 5.6).

Num ber o f  sedimentary cycles betw een the base o f  

Namurian Stage and bentonite B9 (from Fig. 5.20)

Tim e duration 

(M yrs)

A verage periodicity  

(kyrs / cycle)

20.5 4 .66  * 227

Table 5.6. .A.verage periodicity o f  the sedimentary cycles betw een the base o f  the Namurian and 

bentonite B9; calculated using the m ethodology presented in section 2.9. * The tim e duration is 

calculated as 329.2  Ma (base o f  Namurian Stage; D avydov et al., 2010) - 324 .54  Ma (U -Pb zircon  

C A -ID -TIM S date from bentonite B9; section 5 .2 .4 .2). N o uncertainty is calculated for this average 

periodicity estim ate because the uncertainty o f  the D avydov et al. (2010) estim ate for the base o f  the 

Namurian Stage is not known.

The available data are not sufficient to discriminate between different possibilities such 

as a combination of c. 100 kyrs and c. 404 kyrs eccentricity control over the 

sedimentary cycles in this stratigraphic interval or that there was a switch in the 

dominant Milankovitch frequency from c. 404 kyrs to c. 100 kyrs eccentricity several 

sedimentary cycles above the base of the Namurian. The former possibility, that the 

sedimentary cycles represent a combination of multiple Milankovitch frequencies, has 

been suggested previously by Waters & Condon (2012), who proposed that successive 

marine bands bearing the same ammonoid faunas (Fig. 5.20) represent shorter time 

durations than marine bands possessing distinct ammonoid faunas (section 5.4.1.1).
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Figure 5.22. Revised absolute age estimates fo r some western European regional stratigraphic boundaries derived using astronom ical tun ing  and the new U-Pb C A -ID -T IM S  dates.

These are compared to recent published timescale estimates (M enning el al.. 2000; Davydov e/ al.. 2004. 2010; Waters &  Condon. 2012) and contem porary age estimates fo r the

g lobal Carboniferous stage boundaries (Peterson. 2011). Z ircon date uncertainties exclude systematic uncertainties arising from the tracer ca libra tion and the ’"U decay constant.

Nam urian Stage boundaries and the substage boundaries therein are astronom ically tuned to the 100 kyrs eccentricity cycle; these are at best as precise as the IJ-Pb zircon C A -ID -

f lM S  from  bentonite B9. against w h ich the astronom ical timescale is anchored (th is is illustrated fo r M ississippian-Pennsylvanian boundary). The base o f  the Bolsovian Substage
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5.4.2.2. Mississippian -  Pennsylvanian (Mid-Carboniferous) Boundary

The Mississippian -  Pennsylvanian boundary is correlated with the base o f  the H la2  

marine band in the European parastratotype at Stonehead Beck, northern England (Riley 

et al., 1993, p. 281). In recent Carboniferous timescale compilations, this boundary has 

been successively revised towards older ages by c. 6.3 Ma (from 318.1 ± 1.3 Ma to 

324.42 ± 0.54 Ma; Davydov et a l ,  2004, and Peterson, 2011, respectively). This 

substantial age shift reflects the paucity o f precise isotopic age constraints from near to 

this stratigraphic boundary.

Further confiision surrounding the age o f this boundary arises from inconsistencies 

within the published isotopic dataset. For example, the isotopic age constraints from 

closest to the Mid-Carboniferous boundary, i.e. two IJ-Pb SHRIMP determinations from 

bentonites within the Pennine Basin, northern England (Riley et al., 1993) and a 

"'^Ar/^^Ar sanidine date from tonstein 479 o f the Upper Silesian Basin, Czech Republic 

(Lippolt et al., 1984; Hess & Lippolt, 1986), diverge significantly. The two Pennine 

bentonites, which are probable lateral equivalents o f bentonites B6 and B8 (Fig. 5.1), 

were sampled from the Harewood Borehole (British Grid reference: SE 3220 4410; 

Riley et al., 1993) and dated by the U-Pb SHRIMP method, yielding weighted mean 

206pb/238u (jafes o f 314.4 ± 4.6 Ma and 314.5 ± 4.6 Ma respectively (Riley et al., 1993). 

Hess & Lippolt (1986) originally determined a plateau age o f  319.5 ± 2.4 / 7.8 Ma (2a 

internal error / internal error plus standard uncertainties) for tonstein 479. This tonstein 

is reported to occur within the Max coal seam (Lippolt et al., 1984), which is located 

above the Enna marine horizon (contains Cravenoceratoides edalensis; E 2b l; Dzik, 

1997) and below the Roemer marine horizon (contains Cravenoceratoides nitidus and 

Cravenoceratoides nitidoides; E 2 b 2 -E 2 b 3 ; Hartung & Patteisky, 1960; Dzik, 1997), 

and is thus constrained to the E2bl group o f marine bands (Fig. 5.20). Before the 

tonstein 479 '*‘̂ ArÂ ‘̂ Ar date is compared to the U-Pb SHRIMP date, it first requires 

recalibration against modem values for the age o f the monitor standard and the 

decay constant. Following recalibration o f this sanidine date using the methodology 

described in section 2.8, the age o f tonstein 479 is revised to 323.7 ± 1.0 / 3.6 Ma (2o; 

internal error / internal error plus standard and decay constant uncertainties). The 

recalibrated "^^Ar/'^^Ar date and U-Pb SHRIMP dates are statistically distinct at the 95 % 

confidence level (Fig. 5.23).
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Figure 5.23, Com parison o f  isotopic age constraints from several Am sbergian bentonites and 

tonstems. Data are colour-coded based on their biostratigraphic position (constrained by thick- 

shelled am monoids w ithin the m arine bands). The height o f  the coloured bars represents date 

uncertainties (2o  or 95 % confidence level). Uncertainties on the U-Pb SHRIM P data, LA-M C-ICP- 

MS data and '’‘’A r/’^Ar sanidine data include system atic uncertainties arising from the age o f  standard 

m aterials and decay constants. The uncertainty levels shown on the CA-ID-TIM S dates correspond 

to the ± X / Y / Z  uncertainty notation o f  Schoene et at. (2006; see section 2.3.5.2.5. for an 

explanation). Published data included in this figure: 1) Riley et al. (1993); 2) Lippolt el al. (1984) -  

data are recalibrated (as described in section 2.8); 3) W aters & Condon (2012).

Waters & Condon (2012) have subsequently resampled the Harewood Borehole 

drillcore (originally sampled by Riley et al., 1993; see above) and re-dated bentonite B6 

using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S method. Waters & Condon (2012) determined a 

206pb/238u Qf 328.34 ± 0.30 / 0.55 Ma (2a; internal error / internal error plus tracer
238calibration and U decay constant uncertainties; section 5.2.4.2.1) for the B6 

bentonite. This age determination is in excess o f  10 Myrs older than the U-Pb SHRIMP 

date o f  bentonite B6 determined by Riley et al. (1993).
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Although the Namurian bentonite horizons dated in this study (bentonites B7, B9) are 

different to those dated by Hess & Lippolt (1986), Riley et al. (1993) and Waters & 

Condon (2012), they occupy similar stratigraphic positions based on the ammonoid 

biostratigraphic constraints (Fig. 5.1). As such, the new CA-ID-TIMS date from 

bentonite B9 (section 5.2.4.2), together with LA-MC-ICP-MS data from bentonites 87  

and B9 (sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3), provide additional information that can clarify the 

discrepancies that exist between the published age data. Six marine bands are 

recognised in the Pennine Basin between the stratigraphically lowest bentonite (B6; 

E2a3; Fig. 5.20) and highest bentonite o f interest (B9; E2b2c; Fig. 5.20). This would 

imply, based on the estimated average periodicity o f these cycles (88 -  122 kyrs / cycle;

section 5.4.1.1.1.), that there should be no more than c. 0.73 Myrs difference in age

between these altered ash horizons. However, as illustrated in Fig. 5.23, this is not the 

case; the U-Pb SHRIMP dates are substantially younger than all other data.

Using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS date from bentonite B9 as an anchor point and 

astronomically tuning the cycle record between bentonite B9 and the Mid-

Carboniferous boundary (6.5 sedimentary cycles; the half cycle corresponds to the top 

part o f cycle E2b2c between bentonite B9 and the overlying E2b3 marine band; 

Fig. 5.20), the age o f this boundary is constrained to c. 323.9 Ma. This is considerably 

older than the estimates o f Davydov et al. (2004) and Menning et al. (2000; timescale 

B), slightly older than the estimate o f Davydov et al. (2010; Fig. 5.22) but

indistinguishable within uncertainty with the most recent estimate o f 324.42 ± 0.54 Ma 

by Peterson (2011; Fig. 5.22).

5.4.2.3. Base o f  the Westphalian Regional Stage

The base o f the Westphalian Regional Stage is defined as at the base o f the marine band 

containing the earliest occurrence o f Gastrioceras suhcrenatum  (Waters & Davies, 

2006). In recent timescale calibrations, this boundary has been progressively revised 

towards older ages, shifting by c. 4 Myrs over the last decade (c.f. Davydov et al., 2004 

and Davydov et al., 2010 in Fig. 5.22). This reflects a lack o f precise isotopic dates 

from close to this boundary, thus requiring considerable interpolation in published 

Carboniferous timescale calibrations to constrain the age o f this stratigraphic boundary.
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Revised age estimates for the base of the Westphalian Stage can be computed using the 

new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from bentonite B9 and tonstein T75, in 

conjunction with astronomical tuning. It is possible to determine a boundary age by 

astronomical tuning of the upper Namurian stratigraphic record of the Pennine basin 

(between bentonite B9 and the base of the Westphalian; Fig. 5.20), or alternatively by 

astronomical tuning of the lower Langsettian cycle record of the Ruhr Basin (between 

the base of the Westphalian and tonstein T75; Fig. 5.21). Neither approach is ideal. The 

former involves astronomical tuning over a greater number of sedimentary cycles, 

whereas the latter approach requires astronomical tuning to be employed to a 

stratigraphic interval that contains several sedimentary cycles of uncertain significance 

(cycles bounded by brackish faunal and trace fossil bands; see section 5.4.1.1.1).

Using the CA-ID-TIMS date from bentonite B9 and tuning the intervening 47.5 

sedimentary cycles (the half cycle corresponds to the top part of cycle E2b2c between 

bentonite B9 and the overlying E2b3 marine band; Fig. 5.20) between bentonite B9 and 

the base of the Westphalian Stage (Fig. 5.20) to the c. 100 kyrs eccentricity cycle yields 

an age of c. 319.8 Ma for the base of the Westphalian. In contrast, tuning of the 

sedimentary cycles between base of the Langsettian and tonstein T75 (Fig. 5.21) to the 

c. 100 kyr eccentricity cycle yields an age of between c. 318.8 Ma (calculated for 

marine bands only; Fig. 5.21) and c. 320.4 Ma (includes marine and brackish bands; 

Fig. 5.21) for the base of the Westphalian Stage. The fonner age estimate derived using 

the bentonite B9 CA-ID-TIMS date and the Namurian stratigraphic record is the 

preferred estimate because the record of Namurian sedimentary cycles from the Pennine 

Basin is less ambiguous than the lower Langsettian record of the Ruhr Basin. It should 

be noted that this estimate is potentially more inaccurate than that suggested for the 

Mississippian -  Pennsylvanian boundary (section 5.4.2.2) because of the greater number 

of intervening cycles involved. This is the oldest estimate for the base of the 

Westphalian Stage to date (Fig. 5.22).

5.4.2.4. Base o f the Bolsovian Substage

Tonstein ZI occurs 10 -  12 m below the Aegiranum marine band (Fiebig, 1969), which 

defines the base of the Bolsovian Substage. Tonstein Zl is sufficiently close to this 

boundary that the new CA-ID-TIMS date (313.78 ± 0.08 Ma; Table 5.2) can be used to
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constrain the age o f this stratigraphic boundary. This boundary estimate is older than 

was estimated by Davydov el al. (2004) and Menning el al. (2000) but younger than 

that suggested by Davydov et al. (2010) and Waters & Condon (2012; Fig. 5.22).

5.4.2.5. Duration o f  Chokierian to Duckmantian substages

Using the astronomically-tuned boundary ages for the base o f the Chokierian Regional 

Substage and the Westphalian Stage (Fig. 5.22), the duration o f the intervening 

stratigraphic interval is estimated to be c. 4.2 Ma, which is similar to the durations 

presented in the timescales o f Davydov et al. (2004, 2010; 5.1 Myrs and 4.8 Myrs 

respectively; Fig. 5.22) and Menning et a l  (2000; 3.5 Myrs; Fig. 5.22) but somewhat 

shorter than was estimated by Waters & Condon (2012; 6.4 Myrs; Fig. 5.22). Similarly, 

taking the astronomically-tuned age for the base o f the Westphalian Stage (c. 319.8 Ma; 

section 5.4.2.3) and the new U -Pb CA-ID-TIMS date from tonstein Z l, the duration of 

Langsettian and Duckmantian substages combined is revised to c. 6.0 Ma. This 

compares favourably with the c. 5.5 Ma duration shown in timescale B o f Menning et 

al. (2000; Fig. 5.22) but is substantially longer than was suggested by Davydov et al. 

(2004, 2010; Fig. 5.22) and Waters & Condon (2012; Fig. 5.22).

It is noteworthy that the three new U -Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates yield similar time 

duration relationships for the intervening stratigraphic intervals as presented in 

timescale B o f Menning et a i  (2000). Between bentonite B9 and tonstein T75 there is a 

duration o f c. 6.9 Ma, compared to the c. 7.4 Ma duration shown in timescale B o f 

Menning et al. (2000). Likewise, between tonsteins T75 and Z l there is a c. 3.9 Ma 

duration compared to 3.2 Ma shown in Menning et al. (2000). Both the timescale B o f 

Menning et a i  (2000) and the duration estimates herein are based upon isotopic age 

datasets obtained from a single (albeit different) decay system and standard ('*'*ArÂ ^Ar 

data and U -Pb CA-ID-TIMS data respectively); thus, isotopic age data from different 

decay systems and standards yield similar time duration relationships for the studied 

stratigraphic interval. Whilst the time durations calculated in this study are similar to the 

values presented in timescale B o f Menning et a i  (2000) there is a 3 -  4 Ma systematic 

offset between the stratigraphic boundary ages determined in this study (Fig. 5.22) and 

those presented in timescale B o f Menning et a i  (2000; Fig. 5.22). This discrepancy is 

likely to arise because the '̂ '’Ar/'^^Ar dates that underpin the Menning et al. (2000)
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timescale were calibrated against values for the age o f the monitor standard and '̂*’K 

decay constant that are now considered obsolete. Recalibrating these legacy "'̂ Ar/̂ '̂ Ar 

data against modem values for the monitor standard and decay constant increases 

the sample ages by c. 4 Ma (e.g. see section 2.8), which is similar in magnitude to the 

observed systematic offset.

5.4.3. Correlation of the base of the Moscovian Stage with the regional 

stages of western Europe

The Moscovian Stage is the second oldest o f the four global stages o f the Pennsylvanian 

Subsystem (Heckel & Clayton, 2006). Heckel & Clayton (2006) showed the base o f this 

stage as equivalent to a level in the upper part o f the Duckmantian Regional Substage o f  

western Europe (Fig. 5.24). However, Wagner & Alvarez-Vazquez (2010; references 

therein) contended that the base o f the Moscovian should be correlated with a level 

slightly below the base o f the Langsettian in western Europe (Fig. 5.24). Correlation of 

the base o f the Moscovian cannot yet be precise because a GSSP for the base o f the 

stage has yet to be selected. However, it seems probable that the base will be chosen to 

coincide with the evolutionary first occurrence o f conodonts Declinognathodus 

donetzianus, Idiognathoides postsidcatus or Diplognathodus ellesmerensis. Within the 

Donets Basin these taxa first occur in limestones Ki, Kt and K3 respectively (Davydov 

et al., 2010), all o f  which are contained within a single orbitally-tuned 400 kyrs cycle 

(Davydov et al., 2010).

Taking the base o f the Ki limestone as a preliminary base for the Moscovian, Davydov 

et al. (2010) and Peterson (2011) estimated the boundary at 314.6 Ma and 

314.61 ± 0.33 Ma respectively. This is very close to the 313.78 Ma CA-ID-TIMS date 

from the Z1 tonstein and constrains the base o f the Moscovian to be c. 800 kyrs older 

than tonstein Z l. Assuming that the brackish faunal bands within the Ruhr Basin (Fig. 

5.21) are controlled by the c. 100 kyrs eccentricity cycle (section 5.4.1.1.2), the base o f 

the Moscovian Stage is constrained to within the middle o f the Duckmantian Regional 

Substage o f  western Europe (between the H2 and K brackish faunal bands; Fig. 5.21). 

This is very close to the level shown in Heckel & Clayton (2006; Fig. 5.24), and 

confirms that the base o f the Moscovian should be correlated to within the upper part o f  

the Duckmantian Substage. The base is certainly located at a higher stratigraphic level
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than the upper Langsettian tonstein T75 (317.63 ± 0 . 1 2  Ma). High-precision U-Pb 

zircon CA-ID-TIMS data thus have the potential to aid correlation between different 

palaeogeographic regions with non-equivalent faunas.
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Figure 5.24. Stratigraphic column showing two interpretations for the position o f  the base o f the 

M oscovian Stage within the western European stratigraphic framework.

5.5. Conclusions

Numerous diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers (bentonites and tonsteins) occur 

interbedded with western European, Mississippian and Pennsylvanian paralic 

sediments. Zircon phenocrysts from within these horizons are amenable to U-Pb CA- 

ID-TIMS dating and yield high-precision isotopic dates. The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID- 

TIMS dates are substantially more precise than existing published data derived using 

the U-Pb zircon SHRIMP and "'‘̂ Ar/^^Ar sanidine methodologies. They also help to 

address the dearth o f high-precision Carboniferous isotopic dates.

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS data were used to estimate the periodicity o f cyclic 

sedimentation. The average periodicity of Namurian (Arnsbergian) to lower Langsettian 

cycles is between 88 and 122 kyrs / cycle. This is comparable to the dominant 

c. 100 kyrs Pleistocene glacial cycle that is widely attributed to the c. 100 kyrs ‘short’
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eccentricity Milankovitch cycle and may therefore support the hypothesis that these 

Carboniferous sedimentary cycles are the product of glacio-eustasy.

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates were also employed to estimate the average 

periodicity o f upper Langsettian to Duckmantian sedimentary cyclicity within the 

Pennine and Ruhr Basins (northern England and Germany respectively). Upper 

Langsettian to Duckmantian sedimentary cycles within the Ruhr Basin yielded an 

average cycle periodicity of 103 -  1995 kyrs / cycle (section 5.4.1.1.2), which may be 

compatible with 100 kyrs eccentricity forcing. In contrast, time-equivalent sedimentary 

cycles within the Pennine Basin yield a notably longer average periodicity (337 -  

798 kyrs / cycle; section 5.4.1.1.2). However, the heterogeneous distribution of the 

Pennine Basin sedimentary cycles may render the calculated average cycle periodicity 

unrepresentative of individual cycle periodicities. It is possible that the Pennine Basin 

cycles represent much shorter periodicities than are implied by the average periodicity 

calculations, which may be biased towards longer values by the occurrence of ‘missing 

beats’ within the stratigraphy of the Pennine Basin.

There is evidence within the available periodicity calculations to support the continued 

occurrence of a c. 100 kyrs eccentricity signal throughout the Namurian to Duckmantian 

interval. Additionally, this stratigraphic interval is characterised by a pronounced and 

continuous cyclic m otif Taken together, the data may lend support to the idea of a 

continuous Carboniferous glaciation during Namurian to Duckmantian times. This has 

been suggested previously (e.g. Veevers & Powell, 1987), although several recent 

regional studies of direct (near-field) glacial deposits (e.g. Fielding el al., 2008; 

Gulbranson et al., 2010) have questioned this view and have instead favoured a 

punctuated glaciation. It has yet to be established how representative the regional near- 

field studies are of Gondwanan glaciation as a whole; it is possible that whilst one area 

of Gondwana was glaciated another area was being de-glaciated. At this present time, it 

is not possible to correlate between the different regional near-field studies at a high 

enough temporal resolution in order to reconstruct an overall picture of Carboniferous 

glaciation on Gondwana. In the future, as more high-precision age constraints become 

available from the near-field records, it may become possible to achieve this; however, 

until then the palaeo-equatorial far-field records may provide a better overall record of 

Carboniferous glaciation.
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Astronomical tuning of Namurian cycles to the c. lOOkyrs Milankovitch eccentricity 

cycles constrains the global Mississippian -  Pennsylvanian boundary to c. 323.9 Ma and 

the base of the Westphalian Stage to c. 319.8 Ma. The new U-Pb CA-ID-TIMS dates 

also provide a basis for the correlation of the base of the global Moscovian Stage to the 

regional stratigraphic scheme of Western Europe. New data confirms that the base of 

the global Moscovian Stage should be correlated to a horizon within the Duckmantian 

Regional Substage.
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Chapter 6

Magnetic susceptibility and stable isotope (§ C

1 Rand 5 O) data from Belgian Livian and Lower 

Wamantian carbonate cycles

6.1. Introduction
13 18This chapter presents stable isotope data (5 C and 5 O analyses o f whole-rock 

samples) and low-field magnetic susceptibility (MS) measurements from Livian and 

Lower W amantian shallowing-upwards carbonate cycles in the Namur-Dinant Basin, 

southern Belgium. The stable isotope analyses were undertaken to ascertain if the 

sedimentary cycles exhibit systematic and reproducible isotopic excursions, which may 

support a glacio-eustatic origin for these cycles. The use o f whole-rock analyses is not 

ideal but is borne out o f necessity; other potential targets for stable isotope analyses 

such as brachiopods and conodonts, which are generally considered to be less prone to 

diagenetic alteration (e.g. Marshall, 1992), occur too infrequently within the 

stratigraphy to provide an isotopic record on the scale o f individual cycles.

MS variations in marine limestones are thought to reflect primarily changes in the flux 

o f detrital grains into the marine environment (section 2.4.2), which is thought to be 

related to temporal variations in parameters such as eustasy, climate and tectonism (da 

Silva et al., 2009b; section 2.4.2). The MS analyses were undertaken to determine if 

there is any correlation between the MS records and the sedimentary cycles, which may 

suggest an allocyclic (i.e. external) influence on the Belgian sedimentary cycles.
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6.2. Samples and stratigraphy

Five outcrop sections within the Namur-Dinant Basin, Belgium, were sampled for 

magnetic susceptibility and stable isotope analyses (Fig. 6.1). Bentonite horizons from 

these localities were sampled and dated using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method
13 18(section 3 3 . 3 .2 ) and thus the MS and stable isotope (8 C and 8 O) records have high- 

precision absolute age control. Three sections of Livian age were sampled, including the 

two sections exposed at the cliffs of Lives-sur-Meuse (Fig. 6.2; section 1 = 50.4692°N, 

4.9291“E; section 2 = 50.4686"N, 4.9285“E) and the (now disused) quarry face at Awirs 

West Quarry (Fig. 6.2; 50.5905‘’N, 5.4089°E). These sections together cover the Lives 

Formation and the lower part of the Seilles Member of the Grands Malades Formation 

(Fig. 6.1). Two Wamantian localities were sampled; the Anhee Nord (Fig. 6.2; 

50.3170"N, 4.8760'’E) and Anhee Sud sections (Fig. 6.2; 50.2940“N; 4.8936°E). At 

Anhee Nord, strata from the lower part of the Poilvache Member were sampled, 

whereas at the Anhee Sud locality strata corresponding to the uppermost Poilvache 

Member and the lower part of the Lower Member of the Anhee Formation (Fig. 6.1) 

were sampled.

Belgian Lithostratigraphic scheme Outcrop 
Stage Substage Formation Member

Foraminifera Corals
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Figure 6 .L  Sam pling localities for stable isotope and m agnetic susceptibility analyses. 1 ,2  = c liff  

sections at L ives-sur-M euse; 3 =  A w irs West Quarry; 4  =  A nhee Nord; 5 =  A nhee Sud. Foraminifera 

biozones and subzones are from: 1) Conil et al. (1990); 2) Poty e! al. (2006). Coral biozones and 

subzones are from Poty et al. (2006). The lithostratigraphic framework is from Poty et al. (2001). 

The sig les are historical lithostratigraphic divisions (from Conil et al., 1967).
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Lives-sur- 
■V Meuse , ^Hoyoux

'Ourthe

CSA

Haut-le-Wastia^

Figure 6.2. Map showing the localities sampled for magnetic susceptibility analysis and stable isotope 

analysis (indicated by red circles). The black circles denote major towns and cities. CSA = Condroz 

sedimentation area, DSA = Dinant sedimentation area. HSA = Hainaut sedimentation area, NSA = 

Namur sedimentation area. Sedimentation areas are schematic (redrawn from Poty et al., 2001) and are 

described further in section 3.3.1. The inset shows the area o f Belgium covered by the main diagram.

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Overview

1596 samples were analysed for low-fie ld magnetic susceptibility analysis fo llow ing the 

method described in section 2.4.3. The number o f analyses from each o f the five 

sampled sections is presented in Table 6.1. Samples from section 1 at Lives-sur-Meuse 

yielded the highest average MS values (Table 6.1), whereas samples from Aw irs West 

Quarry, particularly those from the Seilles Member, yielded the lowest average MS 

values (less than 0.1 x 10'*̂  m^ / kg; Table 6.1).
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MS
( X  l O  ^ T i V k g )

5'^C 
(%o V -P D B )

8 ‘"0 
(%o V -PD B )

Stable 
isotope 

analyses (n)Mean SD  n Mean SD Mean SD

Lives-sur-M euse
Section 1
Haut-le-W astia M ember 
Section 2
Haut-le-W astia M ember 
Corphalie M ember 
A wirs M ember

0 .80 0.91 68

0.45 0 .44 215  
0.70 0 .68 186 
0.60  0 .44 117

2.03 0.28  
2.37 0 .29  
2.46 0.32

-6 .79  1.81 
-7 .30  0.54  
-7.21 0.32

49
32
26

Awirs W est Ouarrv
Corphalie M ember 
A wirs M ember 
S eilles M ember

0.73 0 .30 44  
0.18 0 .26 319  
0.06 0 .10  192

2.46 0.08  
2.13 0.73

-7 .77  0.63 
-8 .97 0.98

2
54

Anhee Nord

P oilvache M ember 0 .46 0.51 241 -0.43 0 .87 -10 .06  0.98 56
Anhee Sud
Poilvache M ember 
Lower M ember (A nhee  
Fm.)

0.58 0 .77 100 

0.46 0 .49 114

Table 6.1. Summary statistics for the magnetic susceptibility and carbonate stable isotope (6 '’C and 

5 '* 0 ) data. SD  = standard deviation, n =  number o f  analyses. Fm =  formation. The raw sample MS 

and stable isotope data are presented in Appendix 3 Tables 1 -  8. The stratigraphic positions o f  the 

lithostratigraphic members cited in this table are drawn in Fig. 6,1.

Because o f the greater time and cost o f the stable isotope analyses, a subset of the total 

number o f samples analysed for MS was selected to evaluate if there were systematic 

and reproducible isotopic excursions within the sedimentary cycles. 219 samples were 

selected for stable isotope analyses, from section 2 at Lives-sur-Meuse, Awirs West 

Quarry and Anhee Nord. A breakdown o f the distribution o f these analyses is given in 

Table 6.1. These localities were chosen to ensure both Livian and Wamantian samples 

were represented in the results. Additionally, samples from the same stratigraphic 

interval (the upper Corphalie M ember and lower Awirs Member) were selected from 

both Lives-sur-Meuse and Awirs West Quarry (Fig. 6.1) to determine if  there was any 

lateral variability in the stable isotopic signatures on a local scale (Lives-sur-Meuse and 

Awirs West Quarry are c. 37 km apart). All stable isotope analyses were prepared 

according to the methodology described in section 2.5.5. All 6 ’'̂ C and 8'*^0 values cited 

are with respect to V-PDB. The results o f the stable isotope analyses are complex and 

show little clear evidence o f correlation with the sedimentary cycles. In the light o f 

these initial results further stable isotope analyses were not undertaken. However, the 

initial results are presented in this thesis for future reference.
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6.3.1.1. S'^C data

Samples analysed from Lives-sur-Meuse yielded the narrowest range and the most 

positive S'^C values o f the three localities investigated (Fig. 6.3; Table 6.1). Most 

analyses from Lives-sur-Meuse overlap with the stable isotope data fields (6'^C and 

5'*^0) from western European brachiopods o f a similar age (early Livian data o f 

Bruckschen & Veizer, 1997; Fig. 6.3).

4-

■ 1

Whole rock data
♦ L i v e s - s u r - M e u s e  (Livian)
■ Av\/irs W e s t  Q u a r r y  (Livian) 

* A n h e e  N ord  ( W a m a n t i a n )

- 2- Brachiopod calcite data
(B r u c k s c h e n  & Veizer,  199 7 )

[ _ j  e a r ly  Livian (V2b)

I I  Early  W a m a n t i a n  (V 3 b a )

-14 -10
8 ''0  (V-PDB, %o)

Figure 6.3. A  cross plot o f  and 8'**0 values from B elgian Livian and W amantian sam ples. The 

brachiopod calcite box dim ensions are ±  2 standard deviations o f  the mean 5'^C and 6'**0 values 

from early Livian and Early W amantian aged brachiopods (from Bruckschen & V eizer, 1997).

The majority o f samples from Awirs W est Quarry yielded S'^C values comparable to 

samples from Lives-sur-Meuse. However, a few analyses from Awirs West Quarry 

yielded markedly lower 5'^C values (Fig. 6.3). The samples from Anhee Nord yielded 

notably lower and more dispersed 5'^C values than samples from both Lives-sur-Meuse 

and Awirs West Quarry (Table 6.1; Fig. 6.3). The values o f samples from Anhee 

Nord are also distinctly lower than data from western European brachiopods o f a similar 

age (Early W am antian data in Fig. 6.3; Bruckschen & Veizer, 1997).
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6.3.1.2. data
18All o f  the samples analysed yielded negative 5 O values with respect to V-PDB (Fig.

186.3). Samples from Lives-sur-M euse yielded the least negative 5 O values o f  the three 

localities investigated but show more dispersion than 8'^C values from the same

samples (Fig. 6.3; Table 6.1). Two analyses from Lives-sur-Meuse are obvious outliers
18with very negative 5 O values. These occur within the Haut-le-Wastia Member and are 

discussed in section 6.3.2.1.2. A large proportion o f  the 5'**0 values from the Lives-sur-

Meuse samples overlap with values from western European brachiopods o f  a similar
18age (Fig. 6.3). A few analyses from Awirs West Quarry yield comparable 5 O values to

those o f  the Lives-sur-M euse samples, although most yield more negative values 
] 8(Fig. 6.3). The 5 O values from the Anhee Nord samples mostly fall within a narrow 

range o f  highly negative values (-8.6 to -11.4 %o) and are substantially more negative 

than data from brachiopods o f  a similar age (Fig. 6.3).

There are no statistically significant correlations (at the 95 % confidence level) between 

5'‘̂ C and S'^O values from the three localities. Nor is there significant correlation 

between 5''^C and 6'*^0 data within the different lithostratigraphic units exposed in the 

two sections at Lives-sur-Meuse (the Haut-le-Wastia, Corphalie and Awirs members).

In the following sections, detailed results o f  the magnetic susceptibility and stable 

isotope analyses from the sampled sections are given. The sampled sections are 

discussed in stratigraphic order (see Fig. 6.1).
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6.3.2. Lives-sur-Meuse (Livian Substage)

6.3.2.1. Haut-le-W astia M ember

6.3.2.1.]. Magnetic susceptibility data

The magnetic susceptibihty and stable isotope data from the Haut-le-W astia Member at 

Lives-sur-M euse are illustrated in Fig. 6.4 and are presented as data tables in Appendix 

3 Tables 1, 2 and 6. Within cliff section 1 at Lives-sur-Meuse (Fig. 6.4), MS values 

decrease between the top o f bentonite LI and c. 1.25 m elevation (Fig. 6.4). Above
Q

c. 1.25 m MS values remain relatively stable and are weakly positive ( 0 - 1  x 10' 

m^/  kg), with the exceptions o f an interval at 2.6 -  4.2 m, which yielded an erratic MS 

signature, and two analyses from the L2 bentonite horizon (5.8 m and 5.9 m; Fig 6.4). 

The erratic signal between 2.6 -  4.2 m closely corresponds with an interval o f increased 

lithological diversity (undulose bedding planes, shaley limestone partings, chaotic 

textures and dolomitisation). The paramagnetic clay minerals and goethite contained 

within bentonite L2 (section 3.3.4.2) account for the high MS values from this layer.

The MS and stable isotope (5’“̂C and 5 '^0 ) records from cliff section 2 at Lives-sur- 

Meuse are presented against two different interpretations o f the sedimentary cycles 

exposed at this locality (Fig. 6.4; Vanneste, 1999, and my subsequent reinterpretation). 

Traditionally, the Corphalie M ember (a single c. 16 -  20 m thick sedimentary cycle) is 

termed cycle 0 and cycles within the underlying Haut-le-Wastia Member are assigned 

negative numbers (Fig. 6.4), whereas the overlying cycles o f the Awirs Member are 

assigned positive numbers. This numbering system is retained in this thesis. There is a 

close correspondence between the two cyclicity models for several o f the sedimentary 

cycles (e.g. cycles -1, -2). The main disagreement between the two interpretations 

concerns the thin -3, -5 and -7 to -12 cycles o f  Vanneste (1999), which could not be 

located and are thus not included in my reinterpretation. There are three main intervals 

o f high MS in the Haut-le-W astia M ember o f cliff section 2 at Lives-sur-Meuse (c. 4.0 -  

5.5 m; c. 6.8 -  8.3 m; c. 12.5 -  16 m; Fig. 6.4). The latter interval (12.5 -  16 m) contains 

three higher frequency MS oscillations. The intervening stratigraphic intervals yielded
Q

weakly positive MS values (0 -  0.5 x 10' m / kg). There is little evidence o f correlation 

between the MS and the sedimentary cycles (compared to both cyclicity models; 

Fig. 6.4).
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presented as data tables in Appendix 3 Tables 1, 2 and 6.
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Hereafter, all cycle numbers cited within the text refer to my reinterpretation of the 

sedimentary cyclicity. The first positive MS excursion {c. 4.0 -  5.5 m) appears to 

commence below cycle -5 and continues into the base of this cycle (Fig. 6.4). Likewise, 

the second positive MS excursion commences in the upper part of cycle -5 but 

continues into the lower part of cycle -4. The third positive MS excursion (c. 12 .5 - 

16 m) occurs within the micritic beds of cycle -3. There is a slight increase in MS 

values at the base of cycle -1, but otherwise cycles -2 and -1 are characterised by only 

weakly positive MS values. It is also noteworthy that some of the MS peaks observed 

from section 2 correspond to dolomitised beds (e.g. cycle -3; Fig. 6.4), although this 

trend is not consistent throughout the section as there are some other dolomitised beds 

that are not associated with MS peaks (e.g. the dolomitised beds at 1 m, 2 m and 

between 5.5 -  6.7 m; Fig. 6.4). The correlation between some of the dolomitised beds 

and high MS values may indicate that the MS record from this section has undergone 

some diagenetic alteration.

6.3.2.1.2. Stable isotope (5‘^C and S‘^0) data

There is little evidence to support a correlation between the stable isotope analyses and 

the sedimentary cycles of the Haut-le-Wastia Member. The 6 '^0 values show more

dispersion than the S'^C values (Fig. 6.4). Two analyses at 5.56 m and 11.42 m yielded
18markedly negative 5 O values and are the most conspicuous feature of the stable 

isotope data from the Haut-le-Wastia Member (Fig. 6.4). These obvious outliers occur 

in dolomitised horizons and probably reflect diagenetic alteration.

Three analyses at 12.83 m, 13.08 m and 15.46 m (Fig. 6.4) show markedly greater 6 '^0 

values than adjacent analyses. The analyses at 12.83 m and 13.08 m are also associated 

with greater values. These positive 5'^C and 5**̂ 0 excursions could be due to the 

presence o f significant dolomite in these analyses. If these three data points are 

excluded, then the 5'^C and 5'*^0 values from cycles -3 to -1 show little covariation and 

range between 1.7 to 2.4 %o 6'^C and -7.7 to -5.1 %o 6'*0.

Within the 5'*^0 data there is a weak trend towards more negative 5 '^0 values upwards 

through cycle -4 (01 arrow; Fig. 6.4) and another weak trend towards more positive 

S'*^0 values upwards through cycle -3 (02  arrow; Fig. 6.4). The former trend could
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represent increasing emergence and meteoric diagenesis (Fig. 2.9) upwards through 

cycle -4, whereas the latter may reflect an increasing evaporation or salinity trend 

(Fig. 2.9). The top o f the Haut-le-W astia Member also shows a weak trend towards 

more positive S''^C values up-section (C l arrow; Fig. 6.4). The reasons for this increase 

are not certain; it could indicate an increasingly restricted carbon pool (decreased ocean 

connectivity; Fig. 2.9) or an increase in organic productivity (Fig. 2.9).

6.3.2.2. Corphalie Member

6.3.2.2.1. Magnetic susceptihilit}’ data

The magnetic susceptibility data obtained from the Corphalie M ember at Lives-sur- 

Meuse (cliff section 2) are illustrated in Fig. 6.5 and are presented as a data table in 

Appendix 3 Table 2. There is no significant change in MS values across the boundary 

between the Haut-le-W astia Member and the Corphalie Member (base o f cycle 0 in 

Fig. 6.5). MS values remain low (< 1 x 10'*̂  m‘̂ /k g ) within the bioclastic beds o f the 

lower Corphalie Member (Fig. 6.5). There is a subtle trend o f decreasing MS values 

from the base o f the Corphalie Member to c. 30.6 m (Fig. 6.5). Above this level, MS 

values marginally increase until c. 37 m and then rapidly increase to a level slightly 

above bentonite L3 (c. 39.3 m). The rapid MS increase between 37 m and 39.3 m 

correlates with the appearance o f several orange clay-rich partings between the 

limestone beds (red band in Fig. 6.5) and occurs at a significantly higher stratigraphic 

level than the major lithological change within this member, from bioclastic to micritic 

limestones (c. 34.8 m; Fig. 6.5). Above c. 39.3 m, MS values define a decreasing trend 

to c. 43.5 m, at which point the MS values return to background values (i.e. values that 

characterise the majority o f the lower levels o f the member). It is likely given the close 

correspondence between the appearance o f the orange clay partings and this positive 

MS excursion, which peaks near the L3 bentonite, that the MS excursion represents a 

pulse o f volcanic activity. There is a final increase in MS values towards the top o f the 

Corphalie Member; however, this is not associated with any orange clay partings. The 

anomalously strongly positive MS analysis at 32.4 m is from a shaley, siliciclastic 

parting between two limestone beds.
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Figure 6.5. The Corphalie M em ber (= sedim entary cycle 0) at Lives-sur-M euse (section 2). The red 

band denotes an interval containing num erous orange, clay-rich partings between the lim estone beds. 

The thick red line running through the MS data is a sm oothing spline. Sample MS and stable isotope 

(5'^C and 6 '* 0 ) data drawn in this figure are presented in Appendix 3 Tables 2 and 6 respectively.
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6.3.2.2.2. Stable isotope (S'^C and S'^O) data

The stable isotope data obtained from the Corphalie Member at Lives-sur-Meuse (cliff

section 2) are presented in Fig. 6.5. These data are also presented in Appendix 3 Table
186. The main features o f the 5 O record from the Corphalie Member are that the lower

18bioclastic beds yielded on average more negative 5 O values (-7.7 %o) than the upper 

micritic beds (-6.9 %o) and that there is a trend o f increasing 8'*^0 values across the

transition between the bioclastic and micritic limestones (between 34.3 m and 37.4 m;
18Fig. 6.5). The higher average 5 O values within the micritic beds relative to the 

bioclastic beds could reflect an environmental change such as increased evaporation or 

salinity (Fig. 2.9). Alternatively, the difference in 6'*^0 values could be a diagenetic 

effect, possibly related to the differences in porosity and permeability (and therefore 

fluid flow) between the two lithologies.

18 13In contrast to the 5 O values, there is no obvious difference in the 8 C values between 

the bioclastic and the micritic limestones o f the Cophalie Member. The small 

fluctuations in 8 '’̂ C values within the bioclastic beds (Fig. 6.5) may represent the 

sampling o f different carbonate components (allochems and cement).

6.3.2.3. Awirs Member

6.3.2.3.1. Magnetic siisceptihilit}’ data

The magnetic susceptibility data obtained from the Awirs Member at Lives-sur-Meuse 

(section 2) are drawn in Fig. 6.6 and are also presented as a data table in Appendix 3 

Table 2. There is a substantial decrease in MS values across the boundary between the 

Corphalie Member and the Awirs Member (Fig. 6.6).

Within the Awirs M ember at Lives-sur-Meuse, there is good correlation between the 

MS excursions and the sedimentary cycles, with the MS values increasing upwards 

through the sedimentary cycles. This correlation is in contrast to the lack o f obvious 

correlation within the underlying strata (sections 6.3.2.1.1). Generally, the bioclastic
8 3limestone beds exhibit low MS values (< 0 .5  x 10' m / kg; Fig. 6.6), whereas the 

micrite beds exhibit higher MS values (up to 1.7 x 10"^m^/kg; Fig. 6.6). In cycle +2 

there are two thin bioclastic beds (52.23 -  52.50 m; Fig. 6.6), the upper o f which
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exhibits low-angle cross stratification (52.40 -  52.50 m elevation in Fig. 6.6). These 

beds could be argued to define the base o f  another sedimentary cycle; however, no 

equivalent o f  these beds is observed at Awirs West Quarry (section 6.3.2.1) and thus 

they are probably only o f  local significance.

Height
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base of Bioclastic
section limestone

+4 (part)Micnte
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,02

P1

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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,C3 (-0.61 %o)
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T
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1
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Coral ^  Bentonite —  Crude undulose lamination A Sedimentary  ̂L i^eL one
Brachiopods _  nodules =  Planar lamination ^ c y c le   ̂ Bentonite

Figure 6.6. The upper Corphalie M em ber and lower Awirs M em ber exposed at Lives-sur-M euse 

(section 2). The Awirs M em ber is not com plete at Lives-sur-M euse; only the lower part is 

represented. The thick red line running through the MS data is a sm oothing spline. Sedim entary 

cycles are num bered with respect to the Corphalie m em ber (cycle 0; see section 6.3.2.1.1 for an 

explanation). Sample MS and stable isotope (S'^^C and 8'**0) data illustrated in this figure are 

presented as data tables in Appendix 3 Tables 2 and 6 respectively.
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6.3.2.3.2. Stable isotope (Ŝ '̂ C and d‘^0) data

The stable isotope (6'^C and 8 '^0 ) data obtained from the Awirs Member at Lives-sur-

Meuse (cliff section 2) are illustrated in Fig. 6.6 and are also presented in Appendix 3
] 8Table 6. The samples from cycle +1 yielded relatively stable 5 O values (c. -7.1 %o). 

There are small fluctuations (c. 0.5 %o magnitude) in 8'*^0 values within the +2 cycle

(indicated by the 01 and 0 2  arrows in Fig. 6.6). The top o f the section yields relatively
18uniform 6 O values o f c. -7.6 %o. There is some evidence to support a systematic 

18reduction in 5 O values from the upper Corphalie Member (average = -6.8 %o) through 

cycles +1 and +2 (average = -7.0 %o) and into cycle +3 (average = -7.6 %o). The 

significance o f this trend is unclear; it may indicate a trend o f increasing meteoric 

diagenesis, although changes in environmental parameters (e.g. higher temperatures, 

reduced evaporation or lower salinity; Fig. 2.9) cannot be excluded.

5 '‘̂C data from the Awirs Member are inversely correlated with the MS data and this 

correlation is significant at the 99 % confidence level (r = -0.508, n = 26, p = 0.008, two 

tailed). Cycles +1 and +3 exhibit trends o f decreasing 5'^C values upwards through the

cycles, whereas cycle +2 contains two such trends (arrows labelled Cl to C4 in
18Fig. 6.6). The two 5 C shifts within cycle 2 correlate with similar shifts in 5 O values 

(arrows labelled 01 and 0 2  in Fig. 6.6). These trends are discussed in section 6.4.3.

6.3.3. Awirs West Quarry (Livian Substage)

6.3.3.1. A wirs Member

6.3.3.].].  Magnetic susceptibility data

The magnetic susceptibility data from the Awirs member at Awirs West Quarry are 

illustrated in Fig. 6.7. These data are also presented as a data table in Appendix 3 

Table 3. Within cycles +1 to +3 there is evidence o f a correlation between MS and the 

sedimentary cycles, with MS values increasing upwards within these cycles (Fig. 6.7). 

This is a comparable trend to that observed from the Awirs M ember at Lives-sur-Meuse 

(section 6.3.2.3.1; cycles +I to +3 in Fig. 6.6). Above cycle +3, the MS signal becomes 

progressively weaker; cycles +4 and +5 show weakly increasing trends up-section.
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Above cycle +5, the correlation between MS and lithology is no longer observed, and 

above 32 m the MS signal becomes uniform (Fig. 6.7). Possible reasons for this trend 

are discussed in section 6.4.1. Anomalous, strongly positive MS analyses at c. 19.3 m, 

27 m, 31.5 m and 44.8 m are from interbedded bentonites and shaley partings and thus 

their relatively high MS values, compared to the adjacent limestones, reflect 

mineralogical differences.

6.3.3.1.2. Stable isotope (d‘^C and d'^0) data

The stable carbon and oxygen isotope dataset from Awirs West Quarry (Fig. 6.7;

Appendix 3 Table 7) is noisy and contains few clear trends, particularly for the interval

above cycle +2 (Fig. 6.7). Cycles +1 and +2 show trends of increasing 5'**0 values

upwards through the cycles (arrows 01 and 03 in Fig. 6.7) and significant decreases in 
186 O values across the cycle boundaries (arrows 02  and 0 4  in Fig. 6.7). This trend

18contrasts strongly with the 5 O record from the same stratigraphic interval at Lives-sur- 

Meuse (cycles +1 to +3 in Fig. 6.6). The increasing 6'*^0 values within a cycle may 

record a local trend of increasing evaporation or salinity (Fig. 2.9). Alternatively, this 

may be a diagenetic trend, whereby the bioclastic beds are more diagenetically altered 

than the overlying micritic beds, possibly driven by differences in porosity and 

permeability, as has already been suggested for the Corphalie Member at Lives-sur- 

Meuse (section 6.3.2.2.2).

Cycles +1 and +2 show a trend o f decreasing 8''^C values up-section (Fig. 6.7), similar 

to the 5'^C data from Lives-sur-Meuse, but without the high frequency excursions 

towards lower values seen at Lives-sur-Meuse (i.e. arrows Cl to C3 in Fig. 6.6).
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Figure 6,7. The uppermost Corphalie Member and the Awirs Member at Aw irs West Quarry. The red 

line running through the MS data is a smoothing spline. Mbr = Member. Sedimentary cycles are 

numbered with respect to the Corphalie member (cycle 0; see section 6.3.2.1.1 for an explanation). 

Sample MS and stable isotope data drawn in this figure are presented in Appendix 3 Tables 3 and 7.
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6.3.3.2. Seilles Member

6 . 3 . 3 . 2 . 1. M agnetic susceptibility data

The lowest 25 m o f the Seilles Member exposed at Awirs West Quarry yielded a 

relatively uniform diamagnetic to weakly positive MS signal (Fig. 6.8; Appendix 3 

Table 3), which is a continuation o f the weak MS values observed in the upper parts o f 

the underlying Awirs Member (section 6.3.3.1). Above 55 m, the MS signal becomes 

very monotonous and there is no correlation between MS variation and lithology. The 

two analyses yielding comparatively high MS values at c. 44.9 m are from the L5 

bentonite.
Scale Bioclastic limestone

MIcrlte Cycles

Key
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Sedimentary
cycle

MS data points
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Seilles
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Awirs
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Figure 6.8. The uppermost A wirs M ember and low er part o f  the Seilles M ember at A wirs W est 

Quarry. The thick red line running through the M S data is a sm oothing spline. Sedim entary cycles are 

numbered w ith respect to the Corphalie M em ber (cycle  0; see section 6.3.2.1.1 for an explanation). 

Sam ple M S data drawn in this figure are presented in A ppendix 3 Table 3.
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6.3.4. Anhee Nord (Lower Warnantian; Poilvache Member)

6.3.4.1. M agnetic susceptibility data

The results from the MS, 8 ’’̂C and 5'*^0 analyses at the Anhee Nord locality are

illustrated in Fig. 6.9. These data are also presented as data tables in Appendix 3 Tables
-8 ^4 and 8. The MS o f samples from this locality ranges between 0 - 3  x 10" m‘ / kg. 

Several peaks in the MS record can be correlated with the occurrence o f interbedded 

bentonites or bentonite partings (Fig. 6.9; red bands indicate bentonites or clusters o f 

bentonites). Thus, it seems likely that the MS analyses from this locality, to a large 

extent, record intermittent volcanic activity. There is little evidence to support a 

correlation between the sedimentary cycles and MS data from this locality.

6.3.4.2. Stable isotope (S'^C and S’^O) data

I 8There is no correlation between 5 O values and the sedimentary cycles at this locality. 

Most analyses yield 5 '^ 0  values o f -8.6 to -11.4%o, excluding two analyses with 

notably less negative 5 '^ 0  values (analyses at 0.7 m = -5.67 %o and 10.8 m = -7.4 %o; 

Fig. 6.9). Samples from the basal 2.5 m of strata yield the widest range o f 8'^C %o 

values (-1.53 %o to +0.3 %o). Above the basal 2.5 m, there is a prominent negative 8''^C 

isotopic excursion (arrow labelled C l in Fig. 6.9) followed by an interval where 8'^C 

trends towards c. 0 %o (arrow labelled C2 in Fig. 6.9). The cause o f this negative 

excursion is not certain and could arise from a number o f possible sources such as 

elevated organic carbon content, an interval o f decreased organic productivity or 

enhanced meteoric diagenesis (Fig. 2.9). Above 8 m, the 8 ' ‘̂ C values are relatively 

unifonn, with values between -1 %o and 0 %o (V-PDB), except for a single analysis at 

22.5 m (-3.1 %o8'^C).

The S'^C and S'*^0 values are substantially more negative at this site compared to the 

data from Lives-sur-Meuse and Awirs West Quarry and also compared to coeval 

brachiopod calcite data (Bruckschen & Veizer, 1997; Fig 6.3). It is probable that these 

samples have experienced greater diagenetic alteration than samples from Lives-sur- 

Meuse and Awirs West Quarry. Such alteration could arise from near surface alteration 

(meteoric diagenesis) and / or higher temperature burial diagenesis. The sedimentary 

cycles at this site comprise predominantly micritic limestones characteristic of intertidal
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to supratidal depositional environments (section 3.4.1.1), and thus these sedimentary 

cycles may have experienced longer periods o f  emergence compared to the Livian 

cycles, which comprise greater proportions o f  subtidal bioclastic limestones. 

Additionally, the DSA (Anhee Nord; Fig. 6.2) has undergone greater thermal 

maturation than the NSA (Lives-sur-Meuse and Awirs W est Quarry; Fig. 6.2) based on 

conodont alteration indices (CAI). The DSA yields CAI values o f  4.0 -  4.5 ( 1 9 0 -  

250 °C; Helsen, 1992), compared with CAI values o f  3 -  4 ( 1 2 5 -  190 °C) from the 

N S A (H e lsen , 1992).

6.3.5. Anhee Sud (Lower Warnantian; Poilvache Member to Lower 

jMember of the Anhee Formation)

6.3.5.1. Magnetic susceptibility data

The results from MS analysis o f  samples from the Anhee Sud locality are illustrated in

Fig. 6.10 and are presented as a data table in Appendix 3 Table 5. Most analyses yielded
8 ^weakly positive magnetic susceptibilities (less than 1 x 1 0 '  m ‘ / kg). The exceptions are 

a prominent MS excursion at the top o f  cycle -1 / -2 (Fig. 6.10), a siliciclastic parting at 

19.68 m (2.63 x 10'^ m'V kg; Appendix 3 Table 5) and the W12 bentonite (2.48 x 10"  ̂

m 'V  kg; Appendix 3 Table 5). There is a notable decrease in MS values across the 

boundary between cycles -1 and 0, but there is little change in MS values across 

important lithostratigraphic boundaries (i.e. the V 3 b p - V 3 b y  boundary and the 

boundary between the Bonne River and Anhee formations; Fig. 6.10).

Within the Anhee Sud section, there is evidence o f  an up-section increase in water 

depths. This is inferred from an up-section decrease in the proportion o f  

intertital / supratidal micrite beds relative to subtidal bioclastic limestones within the 

sedimentary cycles (see cycles 2 to c in Fig. 3.27), together with an increase in the 

siliciclastic content o f  the sedimentary cycles; cycles 3 ’, 4 and 5 contain thin 

siliciclastic, shaley partings within their lower, bioclastic beds (Fig. 6.10), whereas the 

overlying cycles (cycles 6 ’ -  8 in Fig. 3.27; cycle 6 ’ in Fig. 6.10) contain thicker 

mudstone beds.
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Figure 6.10. Magnetic susceptibility data from the Anhee Sud. Cycle names and the position o f the 
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et al., 1967). Sample MS data drawn in this figure can be found in Appendix 3 Table 5.
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MS trends within the Anhee Sud sedimentary cycles are inconsistent; some cycles show 

increasing MS trends up-section (e.g. cycles -1 and 1; Fig. 6.10), other cycles show 

trends o f decreasing MS values (cycles 0 and 3; Fig. 6.10), while some cycles show no 

obvious trend (e.g. cycle 5; Fig. 6.10). There is no clear correlation between MS and 

lithology (micrite, bioclastic limestone) within the sampled stratigraphic interval, nor is 

there any clear indication o f a long-term change in MS as a response to changing water 

depths.

6.4. Discussion

6.4.1. Correlation between MS and the sedimentary cycles

A correlation between the MS data and the sedimentary cycles first appears within the 

Corphalie Member and continues into the lower Awirs Member. MS values increase up- 

section, i.e. MS values are low within the lower bioclastic (subtidal) beds and greater in 

the upper micritic (intertidal to supratidal) beds. This correlation is observed within the 

MS data from both Lives-sur-Meuse and Awirs West Quarry (Fig. 6.11). Thus, MS 

values appear to decrease from proximal (intertidal / supratidal) to more distal (subtidal) 

depositional environments on the carbonate platform. Similar trends between MS values 

and depositional environment have been observed from other shallow-water carbonate 

platforms. For example, da Silva & Boulvain (2006) noted that MS values increased 

systematically from distal, offshore carbonates to proximal, supratidal deposits on a 

middle Frasnian carbonate platform in Belgium. The observed proximal-distal trends in 

MS values are compatible with the ideas o f Crick et al. (1997); i.e. cyclic variations in 

MS primarily reflects variations in detrital additions into the marine realm as a result o f 

eustatic, climatic or tectonic processes. The close correspondence between the 

shallowing-upwards sedimentary cycles and MS variations could be interpreted as 

evidence for a eustatic control on these cycles.

In contrast, the underlying cycles within the Haut-le-W astia M ember at Lives-sur- 

Meuse do not show clear correlation with MS values. It could be that these cycles 

formed independently o f the processes controlling the flux o f detrital grains into the 

marine environment. Alternatively, it is possible that the MS record from this 

stratigraphic interval has experienced some diagenetic modification and thus any
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correlation between the sedimentary cycles and the MS record has been subsequently

overprinted. The correlation between some o f the dolomitised beds and high MS values
18(section 6.3.2.1.1), and the occurrence o f strongly negative 6 O values in some o f the 

limestone samples (section 6.3.2.1.2), may lend support to the latter hypothesis. Further 

work is necessary to establish how representative the MS record from the Haut-le- 

Wastia M ember at Lives-sur-Meuse is o f the basin as a whole.

The relationship between the sedimentary cycles and the MS records breaks down 

within the middle o f the Awirs M ember at Awirs West Quarry (section 6.3.3.1). Above 

this stratigraphic level, the MS signal intensity weakens over several sedimentary cycles 

and then remains weakly positive within the lower part o f the overlying Seilles Member 

(sections 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2). This trend o f a decrease in the MS signal correlates with 

stratigraphic evidence for a longer term increase in water depths within the Lives 

Formation; the sequence stratigraphic interpretations o f Hance et al. (2001, 2002) 

suggest that there is a third order {sensu Vail et al., 1977) maximum flooding surface 

located within the upper Awirs Member (cycle +7 o f Fig. 6.7; equivalent to the V2b5 

sigle unit o f Conil et al., 1967). Thus, it seems likely that the MS fluctuations on the 

scale o f individual sedimentary cycles are modulated or dampened by lower frequency 

eustatic oscillations. The interplay o f different frequencies o f eustatic oscillation has 

been inferred within MS data from other carbonate platform deposits; for example, da 

Silva & Boulvain (2006) observed that the average MS values o f fourth-order sequences 

(packages o f sedimentary cycles) varied depending on their position within third-order 

sequences (packages o f fourth-order sequences). The significance o f this, however, is 

unclear. It has been suggested that during greenhouse (ice-free) conditions, high- 

frequency, climatically driven cycles (fourth and fifth order; sensu Vail et al., 1977) 

have reduced amplitude and therefore that third-order changes in sea-level should 

dominate the stratigraphic record (Lehrman & Goldhammer, 1999). Thus, if  the 

dominant signal in the MS record is from third-order processes then this could 

tentatively be interpreted to argue against these cycles being glacio-eustatic (and hence 

against the presence o f significant glacial ice on Gondwana). It must be stressed, 

however, that further research is necessary to establish whether the MS trends observed 

at Awirs West Quarry are representative o f MS variations on a basin-wide scale.
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The W amantian sections do not show convincing evidence o f a correlation between the 

MS record and the sedimentary cycles. Several o f the MS excursions recorded within 

the Anhee Nord section correspond closely with bentonite horizons or intervals 

containing numerous bentonite partings. It therefore appears that the MS record from 

this section is dominated by a volcanic signature. There are a few MS peaks from the 

Anhee Nord section that do not readily correlate with the occurrence o f bentonites (e.g. 

MS peaks at 6.1 m and 20.2 m; Fig. 6.9); these may represent minor volcanic events 

with no obvious expression o f volcanism, possibly caused by the volcanic ash being 

diluted within the limestones. It is not clear why the sedimentary cycles at Anhee Sud 

do not show a relationship with MS. Within this section, there is an up-section increase 

in lithological diversity (increase in abundance o f siliciclastic mudstones and shales; 

section 6.3.5.1) and evidence to support an up-section increase in water depth (section 

6.3.5.1). It is possible that these factors generated MS variations which are 

superimposed upon the MS variations at the scale of individual sedimentary cycles and 

thus complicate the MS record at this locality. Analysing additional coeval sections for 

MS may shed further light on the wider geographical significance o f the MS records 

obtained from the Anhee Sud section.

6.4.2. Magnetic susceptibility analysis as a correlation tool

The analysis o f samples for both MS and stable isotopes from the same stratigraphic 

interval (the upper Corphalie Member and the lower Awirs Member) at Lives-sur- 

Meuse and Awirs West Quarry reveals an excellent correlation between the MS records 

(cycles 0 to +3; Fig. 6.11). On the basis o f this data, it appears that MS has some 

potential to be a useful correlation tool, which is in agreement with several other studies 

(e.g. da Silva & Boulvain, 2006; Babek et a!., 2010; Whalen & Day, 2010). Thus, MS 

may provide a means o f local correlation between different sections within the Namur- 

Dinant Basin, at a finer scale o f  resolution than is possible using lithostratigraphic and 

biostratigraphic controls. It is important to note, however, that this conclusion is based 

upon data from a relatively short stratigraphic interval within which there is strong 

evidence o f a relationship between lithology and MS (sections 6.3.2.3.1 and 6.3.3.1.1). 

It remains to be established whether it is as straightforward to correlate using MS 

between sections which demonstrate complex relationships between MS and lithology 

(e.g. Haut-le-W astia member; section 6.3.2.1). Characterising a greater number o f
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overlapping (laterally equivalent) sections, including sections that demonstrate complex 

relationships between MS and lithology, would better evaluate the potential o f MS as a 

correlation tool in carbonate successions.

6.4.3. Significance of the stable isotope (6*^C and 8*^0) analyses

W ithin the majority o f the investigated stratigraphic interval, there is lim ited evidence to 

support the occurrence o f systematic and reproducible isotopic shifts (both and

5'*^0) w ith in the sedimentary cycles. Notable exceptions to this statement w ith in the
188 O dataset include cycle 0 w ith in the Corphalie Member (sampled at Lives-sur-

Meuse; section 6.3.2.2), which shows some evidence o f a correlation between lithology
18 18 and 5 O; the lower bioclastic beds are characterised by more negative 8 O values

compared to the overlying micrite beds (section 6.3.2.2.2). This may arise from

diagenetic alteration or it could reflect environmental changes such as increased

evaporation or salinity (see section 6.3.2.2.2). Additionally, cycles +1 and +2 w ith in the

Awirs Member at Awirs West Quarry (section 6.3.3.1.2) show evidence o f an upwards

increasing trend in 8 '^0  values. The latter trend appears to be o f lim ited lateral extent

though, as the same cycles (+1 and +2) sampled from Lives-sur-Meuse show markedly 
18different trends in 8 O values (Fig. 6.11). This is in contrast to the MS data, which can 

be readily correlated between these two localities (Fig. 6.11; section 6.4.2). The up- 

section increase in 8'*^0 values w ith in the sedimentary cycles at Aw irs West Quarry 

may arise from diagenetic alteration, possibly linked to changes in porosity and flu id 

flow  (as noted in sections 6.3.2.2.2 and 6.3.3.1.2), although changes in environmental 

parameters (e.g. increasing salinity up-section) cannot be excluded. Localised 

diagenetic alteration or local variations in environmental parameters (such as salinity) 

may account for the poor correlation between the S'^O datasets from Lives-sur-Meuse 

and Aw irs West Quarry (Fig. 6.11).

Notable exceptions to the above, opening statement w ith in the 8''^C dataset include the 

Awirs Member at Lives-sur-Meuse (section 6.3.2.3), which demonstrates a strong 

correlation between 8 '‘̂ C values and both the sedimentary cycles (8''^C values decrease 

upwards w ith in cycles) and MS (inversely correlated; section 6.3.1.3.2). Similar vertical 

trends in 8''^C values have been observed from other ancient shallowing-upwards 

carbonate cycles, where they have been attributed to meteoric diagenesis (e.g. A llan &
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Matthews, 1982; Algeo et al., 1992). It is possible that the vertical trends in 5'^C values 

within the cycles o f the Awirs Member at Lives-sur-Meuse also reflect meteoric 

diagenesis. The significance o f the inverse correlation between MS and S’̂ C is unclear. 

It may be a coincidence (without a genetic linkage), as both MS intensity and the extent 

o f sub-aerial exposure (and thus potential for meteoric diagenesis) increase from distal 

to more proximal environments on carbonate platforms.

The lack o f correlation between whole-rock stable isotope analyses (5'^C and 5 '*0) and 

the sedimentary cycles o f the Haut-le-W astia M ember (Lives Formation), at both Haut- 

le-Wastia (Fig. 6.2) and Awirs West Quarry, has been noted previously by Smeesters et 

al. (2003; in preparation). The data presented in previous sections show that this lack of 

correlation is also observed at Lives-sur-Meuse and that it is not limited to the Haut-le- 

Wastia Member, but is widespread within the Lives Formation. One possible 

interpretation for the lack o f correlation is that the sedimentary cycles were formed by 

processes independent o f those controlling the isotopic composition o f the limestones 

(e.g. autocyclic processes). However, it is more likely, given that many o f the stable 

isotope analyses yielded more negative 5'^C a n d / o r  values than have been

obtained from similar-aged brachiopods (Bruckschen & Veizer, 1997; Fig. 6.3), that the 

primary environmental signal o f these samples has been subsequently modified by 

diagenetic alteration. Thus, the whole-rock analyses undertaken in this study may no 

longer provide an accurate record o f the primary environmental conditions under which 

these sedimentary cycles were formed.

6.5. Conclusions

The MS data from Belgian Livian and W amantian sedimentary cycles is complex. 

Some sedimentary cycles within the Corphalie and Awirs members (Lives Formation) 

show a close correspondence with the MS record, with low MS signal intensities within 

the lower, bioclastic limestones and higher MS values within the upper 

intertidal to supratidal micrites. Such MS variations are consistent with the hypothesis 

that the MS record primarily reflects the input o f detrital grains into the marine 

environment (section 2.4.2). However, not all o f the sedimentary cycles show the same 

strong correlation with the MS record. Further research is necessary to establish: 1) the 

geographic and stratigraphic extent o f the correlation between MS and the sedimentary
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cycles; 2) why some cycles show strong correlation with MS whilst others do not; 3) to 

what extent the MS record is affected by diagencsis.

The strong correlation between MS records from Lives-sur-Meuse and Awirs West 

Quarry suggests that the MS technique has some potential as a correlation tool in 

marine sequences, which is in agreement with several other studies (e.g. da Silva & 

Boulvain, 2006; Babek et al., 2010; Whalen & Day, 2010). In contrast to the MS data, 

the stable isotope data from the same stratigraphic interval at Lives-sur-M euse and 

Awirs West Quarry show markedly different trends between the two localities and are 

probably only o f local significance or have been altered by subsequent diagenesis.

Without a detailed investigation into the diagenetic histories o f the limestone samples 

(which would require considerable time and expense), it is difficult to confidently 

interpret the whole-rock stable isotopic records. This is because many o f  the features 

within these records could be diagenetic, primary (environmental) or a combination o f 

these two possibilities.
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Chapter 7

Whole-rock geochemistry of western European 

diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers

7.1. Introduction

The purpose o f this chapter is to present whole-rock geochemical data from several 

western European diagenetically altered volcanic ash layer samples. These analyses 

were undertaken to gain insight into the magmatic composition o f the ash layers prior to 

diagenesis. Several authors have employed whole-rock geochemical analyses to 

elucidate the original compositions o f altered volcanic lithologies (e.g. H uff et al., 1996; 

Spears et al., 1999). A number o f elements, including those that are routinely used to 

classify fresh volcanic lithologies (such as Na, K, Si), are known to be mobile during 

alteration and thus cannot be used to infer the original source composition o f altered 

volcanic lithologies. Instead, the classification o f altered volcanic rocks often relies on 

several elements which are thought to be immobile during alteration and are also 

inferred to be indicators o f magmatic composition (e.g. Zr, Nb, Y, Ti; see section 7.4 for 

details).

The samples analysed are described in section 7.2. This is followed by the presentation 

o f the whole-rock geochemical data in section 7.3. Within the data several major 

elemental trends can be linked to the bulk mineralogy o f samples (determined by XRD 

analysis), which are discussed in section 7.3. The remainder o f the chapter (sections 7.4 

and 7.5) focuses on elucidating the magmatic parentage o f the altered ash layer samples 

using trace element discrimination diagrams (section 7.4.1) and rare-earth element data 

(section 7.4.2).
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7.2. Samples

52 sam ples o f  diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers were analysed for w hole-rock 

geochem istry (m ajor, trace and rare-earth elem ents), using the m ethodology described 

in section 2.7. This sam ple set includes several Belgian Visean bentonites (horizons M 

to W 13 in Fig. 7.1). A num ber o f  Belgian M oliniacian and Livian bentonite horizons 

w ere sam pled from  several localities w ithin the N am ur-D inant Basin (Table 7.1; 

Fig. 7.2) to determ ine if  there is significant lateral variation in the w hole-rock 

geochem istry o f  these horizons. The 13-66 horizon (Fig 7.1) is a Livian bentonite 

horizon that was sam pled from  Aw irs W est Quarry (50.5905“N, 5.4089“E). It occurs 

betw een bentonites L4 and L5 (Fig. 7.1) and is not currently assigned an ‘L ’ num ber. 

The m ost appropriate designation for this horizon w ould be L5, but this w ould require 

the current ‘L 5 ’ bentonite to be renum bered as L6, which m ay cause unnecessary 

confusion. As such, this horizon is referred to only by a sam ple num ber (M A P 13-66) in 

this thesis.

Bentonite S am p lin g  localit ies Latitude / longitude  
(W G S 84 datum )

M Lives-sur-Meuse 50.4720"N, 4.9328"E

Malonne 50.4337"N, 4.7949“E

L1,L2

Lives-sur-Meuse (cliff section 1̂ ) 50.4692"N, 4.929 r ’E

Royseux 50.4690"N, 5.2679"E

Sosoye* 50 .3017"N,4.7762'’E

L3

Anhee Nord’ 50.3180"N ,4.8758‘’E

Awirs West Quarry 50.5905"N, 5.4089'’E

Engihoul Quarry 50.5764"N, 5.424I“E

Lives-sur-Meuse (cliff section 2 )̂ 50.4686‘’N, 4.9285“E

L4, L5
Awirs West Quarry 50.5905"N, 5.4089"E

Engihoul Quarry 50.5764"N, 5 .4241“E

Table 7.1. Sampling localities o f  Belgian Moliniacian and Livian bentonites. * Two horizons at 

Sosoye (separated by c. Im o f limestone) yield zircon shapes characteristic o f  the LI horizon 

(Delcambre 1996) and are accordingly termed L la  (lower) and L ib (upper) following Delcambre 

(1996). ^Cliff sections 1 and 2 at Lives-sur-Meuse are further described in section 6.3.2. Bentonite 

L3 is exposed at Anhee Nord c. 1 lOm to the north o f  the section containing bentonites W1 -  W8 

(= 50.3170'^^, 4.8760"E). Sampling localities are drawn in Fig. 7.2.
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The Belgian Visean horizons W1 through to W8 (Fig. 7.1) were sampled from Anhee 

Nord (SO.SITO ’̂N, 4.8760“E; Fig. 7.2), whereas horizons W12 and W13 were collected 

from the Anhee Sud section (50.2940^’N, 4.8936“E; Fig. 7.2). W9 was sampled from 

Dulliere Quarry at Monceau-sur-Sambre by Dr. Bernard Delcambre (pers. comm., 

2008; corresponds to the locality labelled Monceau in Fig. 7.2; 50.3949‘’N, 4.3749“E). 

Additionally, three Belgian Visean horizons (L4 and L5 from Awirs West Quarry and 

W8 from Anhee Nord) were sampled at both their base and top to investigate if there is 

vertical geochemical stratification within these layers. Bentonite L4 at Awirs West 

Quarry comprises two distinct layers (a lower orange layer and an upper black layer; 

Fig. 3.8d), bentonite L5 at Awirs West Quarry appears internally homogeneous and is 

c. 5 cm thick, whereas bentonite W8 at Anhee Nord is c. 18 cm thick, well consolidated 

and is also internally homogeneous.

5.0°E

Awirs West
Brabant Massif

Englhoul
Quarry50.5°N

HSA Namur
Lives-sur- 

Meuse .
RoyseuxMonceau [Hoyoux

Malonn^
O urthe

CSA

Anhee Sud Dinant B russels

50.2°N

20km
FRANCE

F igure 7 .2 . M ap o f  the N am u r-D in ant B asin  sh o w in g  the sam p lin g  lo ca lit ie s  o f  B e lg ia n  V isea n

b en to n ites d iscu ssed  in th is chapter. B lack  c irc les  d enote  m ajor to w n s and c ities . R ed c irc les  d en ote  

lo ca lit ie s  m en tion ed  in this chapter. C S A  =  C on droz sed im entation  area, D S A  =  D inant sed im en tation  

area, H S A  =  H ainaut sed im entation  area, N S A  =  N am ur sed im entation  area. S ed im en tation  areas are 

sch em atic  (redraw n from  Poty e !  a l . ,  2 0 0 1 ) . T he inset sh o w s the area o f  B e lg iu m  co v ered  b y  the m ain  

diagram .
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In addition to the Belgian Visean samples, the four Irish Asbian palaeosol horizons 

investigated for zircon (samples MAP 11/07/01, 03, 06, 10; see section 4.2 for further 

details) and the two Irish Brigantian bentonites sampled from Cuilcagh Mountain 

(samples MAP 09/07/01, 05; see section 4.3 for details) were analysed for their whole- 

rock geochemistry. Four British Namurian bentonite samples from the Pennine Basin, 

northern England (bentonites B l, B7, B8, B9; see section 5.2.1 for details) and ten 

Westphalian tonstein samples from the Campine and Ruhr basins (Belgium and 

Germany respectively) were also analysed for their whole-rock geochemistry (Table 

7.2). The tonstein samples included the Langsettian tonsteins T75 (Campine Basin) and 

Wilhelm (Ruhr Basin) that are considered to be laterally equivalent (Paproth et al., 

1983b; Delcambre 1996; Fig. 7.1), the Duckmantian tonstein ZI (Ruhr) and several 

Bolsovian tonsteins from the Campine (tonsteins T13, TIO, T09, T lG b, T IP) and Ruhr 

basins (tonsteins Hagen 1, Hagen 4; Fig. 7.1). Additionally, the whole-rock 

geochemistry o f three Belgian Visean limestone samples and two British Namurian 

shale samples was also determined (as explained in section 2.7); the details o f which are 

presented in Table 2.4. The stratigraphic positions o f all diagenetically altered volcanic 

ash layer samples discussed in this chapter are shown in Fig. 7.1. The whole-rock 

geochemical composition o f the upper Toumaisian bentonite 300 (section 3.2.1) was not 

determined because o f insufficient sample material.

Tonstein Stratigraphic
age

Sedim entary
basin

Sam pling locality Latitude / longitude 
(W GS 84 datum)

T75 Langsettian Campine Basin Zwartberg colliery 51.0136‘>J, 5.5038"E

Wilhelm Langsettian Ruhr Basin Unser Fritz colliery 51.5408‘Tvl, 7.1343“E

Zl Duckmantian Ruhr Basin Furst Leopold colliery 51.6713"N, 6.911TE

T13 Bolsovian Campine Basin Eisden colliery 51.0016'T'J, 5.7044“E

TIO Bolsovian Campine Basin Eisden colliery 51.0016”N, 5.7044"E

T09 Bolsovian Campine Basin Eisden colliery 51.0016"N, 5.7044“E

T lG b Bolsovian Campine Basin Drillcore KS20 
(791.00-7 9 1 .0 8  m) 51.1018"N, 5.1853“E

TIP Bolsovian Campine Basin
Drillcore KS21 

(464.02 -  464.03m)
51.0902“N, 5.3025“E

Hagen 1 Bolsovian Ruhr Basin Furst Leopold colliery 51.6713“N, 6.9777“E

Hagen 4 Bolsovian Ruhr Basin Altendorf colliery 51.6394"N, 7.0187"E

Table 7.2. Sampling localities of the Westphalian tonsteins analysed. All of the Westphalian tonstein 

samples investigated were provided by Dr. Bernard Delcambre (Universite Catholique de Louvain).
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7.3. Whole-rock geochemistry

The w hole-rock geochem ical data from  w estern European diagenetically altered 

volcanic ash layers are presented in stratigraphic order, under the section headings o f  

Belgian Visean, Irish Asbian, Irish Brigantian, N am urian and W estphalian sam ples. In 

subsequent sections, the w hole-rock geochem ical data are norm alised to the 

com position o f  the continental crust (Rudnick & Gao, 2003) and are illustrated as m ulti

elem ent diagram s (Figs. 7.3 -  7.9). These diagram s were draw n using the sam ple data 

that are presented in A ppendix 2 Table 1.

7.3.1. Belgian Visean samples

The Belgian Visean bentonite sam ples (Fig. 7.3a -  e) show m uch stronger enrichm ent in 

all elem ents, except for CaO, M nO and Sr, com pared to the sam ples o f  the enclosing 

lim estones (sam ples M AP 02-28, 03-02, 07-41; Fig. 7.3a). Bentonites M to L5 

(Fig. 7.3a -  c; M oliniacian to Livian age) are generally enriched in AI2 O 3 , K 2 O, Hf, Nb, 

Rb, Sn, Ta, Th, U and Zr and are depleted in Ba (except bentonite M from  Lives-sur- 

M euse and bentonites L4 and L5 from  Engihoul Q uarry; Fig. 7.3a, c), M gO, M nO , 

NaO, Eu and Sr (except bentonite M at M alonne; Fig. 7.3a) with respect to the bulk 

continental crust. Bentonites L3, L4, M AP 13-66 and L5 are also strongly depleted in 

Cr2 0 3  (Fig. 7.3b, c). There is a clear d ifference in enrichm ent / depletion trends for the 

rare-earth elem ents (La to Lu; see section 7.4.2 for further details) betw'een bentonite 

L3, w hich shows a decreasing trend o f  enrichm ent from La to Lu (excluding Eu; Fig. 

7.3b), and bentonites L4 and L5 (excluding L5 from  Engihoul Q uarry), which are 

characterised by increasing trends from N d to Lu (Fig 7.3c). Several sam ples are 

enriched in CaO (M from  M alonne and L ib  from Sosoye, Fig. 7.3a; bentonite L3 from  

Anhee Nord and Engihoul Quarry, Fig. 7.3b; bentonite L5 from  Engihoul Quarry, 

Fig. 7.3c), w hich can be linked to the presence o f  calcite in these sam ples (as 

determ ined by XRD analysis; A ppendix 2 Table 2). The enrichm ent in K 2 O and AI2 O 3 

can be attributed to the presence o f  clay m inerals (illite-m ica, probable m ixed-layer 

clays and kaolinite) as identified using XRD analysis (A ppendix 2 Table 2). The 

concentration o f  A L O 3 in m ost sam ples exceeds what can reasonably be expected to 

occur in a fresh volcanic lithology (m ost sam ples contain 20 -  30 % AI2 O 3 ; A ppendix 2 

Table 1) and has likely been residually enriched through the loss o f  m obile elem ents.
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Figure 7.3 ( a - e ) .  M ajor and trace element data from  the Belgian Visean bentonite and limestone 

samples normalised to bulk continental crust values (Rudnick &  Gao. 2003). The stratigraphic 

positions o f the sampled bentonites are shown in Fig. 7.1. Elements are arranged in order o f  increasing 

atomic number.

The Belgian ‘W ’ bentonites (Fig. 7.3d, e; latest Livian to Wamantian age) show sim ilar 

elemental trends, w ith respect to the bulk continental crust, compared to the Belgian 

‘M ’ and ‘L ’ horizons (Fig. 7.3a -  c; Moliniacian and Livian age). A  notable deviation 

from this pattern is that several ‘W ’ level samples are enriched in MgO (W l ,  W4, W6, 

W7, W8; Fig. 7.3d, e). These samples contain chlorite (as determined by XR D analysis; 

Appendix 2 Table 2), and Mg-rich chlorites (e.g. sudoite) have been reported from some 

o f the ‘W ’ bentonites at Anhee Nord (Anceau, 1992). Thus, the chlorites are a like ly 

source o f the extra MgO in these samples. Additionally, samples W7 and W8 are 

depleted in K 2 O and Rb (w ith respect to the bulk continental crust; Fig. 7.3e). Illite - 

mica was not detected in the XRD analyses from these two horizons (Appendix 2 

Table 2). This is in contrast to most o f the other Belgian Visean samples analysed and 

may account for the lower K 2O and Rb concentrations observed in these two samples.
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7.3.1.1. Vertical chemical structure o f bentonite samples

Sam ples w ere collected from  the base and top o f  three Belgian bentonite horizons (L4 

and L5 from  Aw irs W est Quarry and W 8  from Anhee Nord) to determ ine if  there is any 

vertical geochem ical stratification w ithin these horizons. The results from  the three 

bentonites are shown in Fig. 7.4 as cross plots o f  the elem ental data obtained from  the 

base and top o f  the sam pled horizons. Data from the base and top o f  these altered ash 

horizons are very sim ilar and suggest that there are no m ajor variations in elem ental 

com position w ithin these three horizons (Fig. 7.4). The results from  the L4 horizon 

were particularly  surprising because it contains two distinctive layers (Fig. 3.8d). The 

upper sam ple from  L4 at Aw irs W est Q uarry exhibits a slight enrichm ent in Ce, La, Nd, 

Pr, U and Th (Fig. 7.4a), which, together w ith a slightly increased P2 O 5 concentration 

(0.08 % c.f. 0 .0 6 %  in the low er sample; Appendix 2 Table 1), m ay indicate the 

presence o f  apatite that is o f  insufficient concentration to be detected by XRD analysis. 

The colour differences w ithin the L4 horizon can be attributed to the presence o f 

goethite in the low er sam ple (identified by XRD analysis; A ppendix 2 Table 2) that is 

not recorded from  the upper sample. It is also possible that the upper layer w ithin the L4 

horizon m ay contain m ore organic m atter, which w ould account for the slightly higher 

loss-on-ignition from  this sam ple (14.20 % c.f. 12.86 % in the low er sam ple; A ppendix 

2 Table 1) and its dark colouration (Fig. 3.8d).

The sam ples collected from the base and top o f  bentonite L5 at Aw irs W est Q uarry have 

very sim ilar m ajor and trace elem ental concentrations (Fig. 7.4b). This is w ith the 

exception o f  chrom ium  which is m ore concentrated in the top o f  the L5 horizon (Fig. 

7.4b). It is unclear w hy chrom ium  is concentrated in the top o f  this horizon; it m ay arise 

from  the diagenetic redistribution o f  chrom ium . There is a slight enrichm ent in N a and 

Sr w ithin the base o f  the W 8  bentonite horizon (relative to its top; Fig. 7.4c). Again, the 

cause o f  this enrichm ent is not certain but could reflect tem poral changes in m agm a 

com position, the sorting o f  the volcanic ash m aterial during deposition (coarser N a- and 

Sr-rich phenocrysts deposited first) or the diagenetic redistribution o f  Na and Sr (both 

are m obile elem ents; e.g. Christidis, 1998) w ithin the bentonite horizon.
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Figure 7.4. Cross plots o f  whole-rock geochem ical data from samples taken at the base and top o f  the 

same bentonite horizons. All elemental data are presented in units o f  ppm.
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7.3.1.2. Lateral variations in composition

Several Belgian V isean horizons w ere sam pled from  m ultiple localities w ithin the 

N am ur-D inant Basin (Table 7.1) and analysed for their w hole-rock geochem ical 

com position to investigate if  there are significant lateral variations in geochem istry 

w ithin the bentonites. The four sam ples from bentonite L3 yield the m ost sim ilar results. 

There is particularly good agreem ent w ithin the trace elem ent data, which is apparent in 

Fig 7.3b and also in the trace elem ent discrim ination diagram s presented in later 

sections (section 7.4.1; Figs. 7.10 and 7.11). In contrast to the L3 bentonite, bentonites 

L4 and L5 show m uch greater lateral variation. The sam ples o f  these horizons collected 

from  Aw irs W est Q uarry and Engihoul Quarry (Fig. 7.2) have different bulk 

m ineralogies; the sam ples o f  L4 and L5 from Aw irs W est Q uarry contain probable 

m ixed-layer clays and kaolinite (Fig. 7.5), w hereas the equivalent horizons at Engihoul 

Q uarry contain significant calcite, quartz and pyrite, plus small am ounts o f  clay 

m inerals (probable m ixed-layer clays; Fig. 7.5; A ppendix 2 Table 2).

C = calcite
ML = m ixed-layer clay 
M = mica 
G = goethite 
K = kaolin ite
NB = non-basal clay diffraction 
P = pyrite 
Q = quartz

NB C

*^0.5x actual height

L5 Engihoul

L4 Engihoul

L5 Awirs (base) 

L4 Awirs (base)

10 20 30
Degrees 26

40 50 60

Figure 7.5. X-ray diffraction (X R D ) traces o f  sam ples taken from bentonites L4 and L5 at Awirs 

W est Quarry and Engihoul Quarry. The m ixed-layer clay could be illite-sm ectite but this cannot be 

proven from these analyses.
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L4 and L5 from Engihoul Quarry also contain more CaO, Ba and Sr but less M gO  and 

Fc203  than the equivalent horizons at A w irs W est Quarry (Fig. 7 .3c). This is consistent 

with the presence o f  calcite (detected in the X R D  traces; Fig. 7 .5) in the sam ples from  

Engihoul Quarry, w hich  is probably diluting the signal from the Fe- and M g-bearing  

clay minerals. The absence o f  quartz and calcite in sam ples from A w irs W est Quarry, 

and the presence o f  these m inerals in sam ples from Engihoul Quarry, could be an 

indication that there is local detrital contam ination within the latter sam ples or, more 

likely, that these sam ples have experienced local fluid-related diagenetic alteration. The 

occurrence o f  pyrite in sam ples from Engihoul Quarry but not in sam ples from A w irs  

W est Quarry likely  reflects the shorter tim e that the Engihoul horizons have been  

exposed  to the m odem  environm ent com pared to the sam e horizons at Awirs W est 

Quarry, as noted in section 3.3.3.

7.3.2. Irish Asbian samples

The four Irish Asbian sam ples show  com parable trends with respect to the bulk 

continental crust (Fig. 7 .6). Sam ples M AP 11/07/01, 03, 10 show  enrichment in AI2O 3, 

K2O, T i0 2 , Cr2 0 3 , Ga, N b, Rb, Sn, Ta, Th, U (Fig. 7.6). Sam ples M AP 11/07/01 and 

M AP 11/07/03 are also enriched in Zr (with respect to the bulk continental crust). 

Sam ple 11/07/03 show s a slight enrichm ent in CaO, whereas sam ple M AP 11/07/06  

show s a strong enrichm ent in CaO and a slight enrichment in Sr with respect to both the 

bulk continental crust and the other Irish Asbian sam ples (Fig. 7 .6). The presence o f  

illite-m ica in these sam ples (as determined by X R D  analysis; A ppendix 2 Table 2) 

probably accounts for the relative enrichm ent in K2O and AI2O3. The presence o f  zircon  

in sam ples M A P 11/07/01 and M A P 11/07/03 (section  4 .2 ) accounts for the relative 

enrichment in zirconium  observed in both o f  these sam ples. Sam ples M A P 11/07/03 and 

M AP 11/07/06 both contain calcite (as determined by X R D  analysis; A ppendix 2 Table 

2). The characteristic X R D  peaks for calcite are particularly strong in the data from  

sam ple 11/07/06, suggesting that this sam ple contains abundant calcite. It is likely  that 

the abundance o f  calcite in this sam ple is diluting other phases and their chem ical 

signatures, w hich  w ould  explain  the low er concentrations o f  m ost other elem ents in this 

sam ple com pared to the other Irish A sbian sam ples (Fig. 7.6).
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Figure 7.6. Major and trace elem ent data from the Irish Asbian sam ples nom ialised to bulk continental 

crust values (Rudnick & Gao. 2003). Elem ents are arranged in order o f  increasing atomic number.

7.3.3. Irish Brigantian samples

The two Irish Brigantian sam ples are enriched in AI2O3, Fc203 and m ost trace elem ents 

except for Ba, Ga, La, Rb, Sc, Sr and V (Fig. 7 .7 ). There is a strong enrichm ent in trace 

elem ents com pared to the other V isean sam ples discussed in previous sections. 

Interestingly, these two Brigantian sam ples show a sm aller depletion in N a20 com pared 

to all other sam ples analysed. XRD analysis o f  m aterial from these horizons suggests 

the presence o f  pyrite and feldspar (albite?), which are likely sources o f  the iron and 

sodium  in these sam ples respectively. The relative enrichm ent in AI2O3 with respect to 

the bulk continental crust can be attributed to the presence o f  clay m inerals (probable 

m ixed-layer clays) and feldspar in these sam ples (as identified by XRD analysis; 

A ppendix 2 Table 2 ).
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Figure 7.7. Major and trace elem ent data from the Irish Brigantian bentonite sam ples normalised to 

bulk continental crust values (Rudnick & Gao, 2003). Elem ents are arranged in order o f  increasing 

atomic number.

7.3.4. Namurian bentonite samples

The Namurian bentonite sam ples analysed are enriched in Fc203  (except B7), M nO, Sn, 

Y and elem ents heavier than La (with the exception  o f  Eu in sam ple B l;  Fig. 7 .8) with  

respect to the bulk continental crust. A ll sam ples are depleted in CaO, Cr203 , M gO , 

N a20, Sc, Sr and V . The enrichm ent in iron can be attributed to the presence o fp y r ite  in 

these sam ples (identified  by X R D  analysis; A ppendix 2 Table 2). Sam ples 8 8  and B 9  

contain substantial am ounts o f  iron (32 .59  % and 27 .70  % Pe203  respectively; A ppendix  

2 Table 1), w hich  is unlikely to be representative o f  the parent ash. It is more likely  that 

som e o f  the iron has been taken up during d iagenesis under reducing conditions. This 

explanation could also account for the enrichment in M nO within these sam ples. X R D  

analysis o f  material from bentonites B8 and B 9 suggests that at least som e o f  the Mn  

occurs as a phase c lo se ly  corresponding to rhodochrosite (MnCOa).

The tw o Namurian shales that w ere sam pled from the strata adjacent to bentonites B l  

and B 7 (sam ples M A P 03 /02 /08  and M AP 12/07/09 respectively; Fig. 7.8; Table 2 .4)
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are enriched in CriO,!. P 2 O 5 ,  Rb and Sr and are depleted in Hf, Ta and Th compared to 

the bentonite samples (Fig. 7.8). The greater concentrations o f  Rb and Sr in the shale 

samples can be attributed to the presence o f  chlorite (determined by XRD analysis, 

using the same method as presented in section 2.6; Appendix 2 Table 2), which is not 

represented in the bentonite samples (Appendix 2 Table 2). The enrichment o f  MnO in 

shale sample MAP 12/07/09 likely arises from the presence o f  a phase closely  

corresponding to rhodochrosite (identified by XRD analysis).

100
-M nO

B1
87
88 
8?
MAP 03/08/02 I S ha le  
MAP 12/O7/O9J  s a m p le s

Bentonite
s a m p le sNa,0

O . O I + T
O  O  O  Q . O  S c o  V o  O  o G a  | Sr  | Zr | Sn | La | Pr | S m  | Gd | Dy | Er | Yb | Hf | Th
5  W  Q . O  > -

Figure 7.8. Major and trace elem ent data from the Namurian bentonite and shale sam ples norm alised  

to bulk continental crust values (Rudnick & Gao, 2003).

7.3.5. Westphalian tonstein samples

All Westphalian tonstein samples show similar elemental trends (Fig. 7.9). The samples 

are generally enriched in AI2 O 3 , Ce, Ga (except tonstein Z l) , Gd (except T lG b), La, Nb 

(except Wilhelm), Nd, Pr (except T lG b), Sm (except T lG b), Sn, Ta, Th and U and are 

depleted in CaO, MgO, MnO, Na2 0 , Ba, Sc, Sr (except TIG), Ti0 2  (except TIP) and V. 

Samples T75, Hagen 1 and Hagen 4, and to a lesser extent samples T13 and Z l, are 

notably less depleted to slightly enriched in K 2 O (with respect to the continental crust; 

Fig. 7.9a, b). XRD analysis o f  material from these horizons reveals the presence o f  a 

mica peak (c. 8 - 9 °  29) that is absent from the other tonstein samples (Appendix 2
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Table 2). Additionally, K-bearing minerals were recovered from Z1 (sanidine) and 

Hagen 1 (sanidine), which were identified optically fo llow ing mineral separation and 

confirmed using SEM-EDS. The nature o f the mica phase is not well constrained; 

however, a K-bearing mica phase could account for the elevated K 2 O concentrations in 

these samples. The enrichment in A I2 O 3 in the tonstein samples can be attributed to the 

presence o f kaolinite (as identified using XRD analysis; Appendix 2 Table 2).
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Figure 7.9 (a -  b). Major and trace element data from the Westphalian tonstein samples normalised to 

bulk continental crust values (Rudnick &  Gao, 2003).
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7.4. Magma parentage of the altered ash layer samples

The whole-rock geochemistry o f altered volcanic lithologies has been employed by 

several authors to deduce information about the composition o f the original ash layers 

and hence the magma from which they were derived (e.g. Spears & Lyons, 1995; H uff 

et al., 1996; Spears et al., 1999; Pellenard et al., 2003). The major elements (Si, Al, Na, 

K, Mg, Ca and Fe) that are routinely used to classify fresh or slightly altered volcanic 

lithologies (e.g using a total alkali versus silica diagram) are o f limited use for 

classifying extensively altered volcanic lithologies (such as bentonites and tonsteins), 

because several o f these elements are known to be mobile during weathering and 

diagenesis (W inchester & Floyd, 1977; Zielinski, 1985; Christidis, 1998; Spears et al., 

1999). For example, Christidis (1998) observed within the alteration profiles o f two 

Greek ignimbrites that during the alteration o f volcanic glass to bentonitic clays the 

alkalis were leached, Fe and Mg were taken up, Ti and Al were immobile, whereas the 

behaviours o f Ca and Si were inconsistent between the two profiles and were possibly 

dependent upon the original composition o f the ash.

The classification o f altered volcanic lithologies instead relies on several trace elements 

including Ti, the high-field-strength elements (high ionic charge, small ionic radius) Zr, 

Nb, Hf, Ta and rare-earth elements that are generally considered to be immobile during 

most upper crustal processes and are also indicators o f petrogenetic processes 

(W inchester & Floyd, 1977; H uff et al., 1996). These elements are thought to reside 

primarily within unaltered volcanic phenocrysts (H uff et a l,  1996). It should be noted, 

however, that the concentrations o f these elements can be modified by sedimentary 

processes including detrital additions and sediment reworking (e.g. Clayton et al., 

1996). Thus, the trace elements may offer insight into the chemistry and tectonic setting 

o f the parent magma but should always be interpreted with caution.

Trace element discrimination diagrams are presented in section 7.4.1, followed by rare- 

earth element profiles (section 7.4.2) and the calculations o f europium (Eu) anomalies 

(section 7.4.2.3).
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7.4.1. Trace element geochemistry: discrimination diagrams

Several tectonic and magmatic discrimination diagrams have been employed to gain 

insight into the source magma from which the altered volcanic ash layers were 

originally extracted (e.g. Winchester & Floyd, 1977). Such discrimination diagrams are 

empirically derived, using igneous lithologies of known origin (Huff et al., 1996). 

Sample data are presented on the Zr / Ti02 -  Nb / Y plot of Winchester & Floyd (1977) 

and the Ti / Th x 10 -  Ce x 10 / Y -  Zr / Nb ternary diagram of Batchelor & Jeppsson 

(1999).

7.4.1.1. Zr /  TiO2 -  Nb /  Y diagram (W inchester t& Floyd, 1977)

Winchester & Floyd (1977) proposed a number of discrimination diagrams using 

various combinations o f Ce, Ga, Nb, Sc, Ti, Y and Zr to make inferences about the 

magmatic parentage of altered volcanic lithologies. The Zr / TiOi -  Nb / Y plot is 

probably the most commonly cited classification diagram proposed by Winchester & 

Floyd (1977). The Zr / Ti02 and Nb / Y ratios are both indices of alkalinity', whereas the 

Zr / TiOa ratio is also a measure of magmatic differentiation (Winchester & Floyd, 

1977). Sample data are plotted on the Zr / Ti02 -  Nb / Y diagram in Fig. 7.10.

There is reasonable separation between the Belgian Visean, Irish Asbian, British 

Namurian and the Westphalian samples when plotted on the Zr / TiOa -  Nb / Y diagram 

(Fig. 7.10). The Belgian Visean bentonite samples cluster mostly within the 

trachyandesite field. The sample data from bentonites M, LI and L2 plot lower within 

the trachyandesite field than data from bentonites L3, L4 and L5, which may indicate a 

slightly less evolved source composition for the former horizons. The Irish Asbian 

samples and British Namurian samples yield (mostly) lower Z r/T i0 2  ratios than the 

Belgian Visean and the Westphalian samples, suggesting a less evolved magma source 

for these samples. The Irish Asbian samples exhibit greater Nb / Y ratios than the 

Namurian samples, suggesting a more alkaline source for the former (alkali-basalt to 

trachyandesite). The Namurian samples yield similar Z r/T i0 2  ratios but more variable 

Nb / Y ratios (Fig. 7.10). The Z r/T i0 2  versus Nb / Y plot for the Namurian samples 

suggests a sub-alkaline, andesitic composition for the parent magma. The two Irish 

Brigantian bentonites investigated overlap with the Westphalian tonstein samples and 

plot within the rhyodacite / dacite field. The Westphalian tonstein samples plot mostly
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with in the rhyodacite / dacite field, suggesting a sub-alkaline, evolved (felsic) source 

composition.

oM
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•  L2
•  L3 
o L4
•  MAP 13-66
•  L5
•  W  bentonites 
A Irish Asbian samples
A Irish Brigantian samples 
■ Namurian samples 
□Westphalian samples
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Figure 7.10. Z r / T i 0 2 - N b / Y  discrimination diagram (after Winchester &  Floyd, 1977). TA = 

trachyandesite. The diagram was drawn using the GCDkit v. 2.3 (Janousek e/ a i ,  2006). The coloured 

fields illustrate the compositional ranges o f the following samples: blue = Westphalian samples; grey 

= Namurian samples; orange = Belgian Visean samples; red = Irish Asbian samples.

Since the Winchester &  Floyd (1977) publication there have been suggestions that 

yttrium  can be mobilised during the alteration o f volcanic rocks to bentonites 

(Christidis, 1998; H ill el al., 2000); thus, the measured Nb / Y  ratios should be regarded 

as maximum estimates for the alkalinity o f the original ash layers.
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7.4.1.2. Batchelor & Jeppsson (1999) ternary diagram

The Ti / Th X 10 -  Ce X 10 / Y -  Zr / Nb ternary diagram of Batchelor & Jeppsson 

(1999) is another magmatic discrimination diagram (Fig. 7.11). The different 

compositional fields are not precisely delineated within this plot. The sample data are 

plotted as a Batchelor & Jeppsson (1999) ternary diagram in Fig. 7.11.
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Figure 7 . 1 1. Ternary diagram o f  Ti /  Th x 10 versus Ce x 1 0 / Y  versus Zr / Nb fi'om Batchelor & 

Jeppsson (1999). B A S =  basalt; PA =  pantellerite; PH =  phonolite; SH = shoshonite. L2L =  L2 

Lives-sur-M euse; L2R =  L2 R oyseux; L2S =  L2 Sosoye; L4E and L5E =  L4 and L5 sam pled from  

Engihoul Quarry. The coloured fields contain the fo llow ing  samples: red = Irish Asbian sam ples; 

green =  bentonites M and L I; grey =  bentonites L3 to L5 (excluding L5 from Engihoul Quarry); 

purple = sam ples o f  bentonite L3.

The Belgian Visean M and LI bentonites occupy a different area o f the ternary diagram 

(green field in Fig. 7.11) than bentonites L3, L4, 13-66 and L5 which, apart from L5 

from Engihoul, plot towards the base o f the diagram (grey field in Fig. 7.11). This could 

be interpreted to indicate that the M and LI bentonites were sourced from a less evolved 

magma than the L3 -  L5 horizons. The samples from the L2 bentonite are scattered
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within the ternary diagram; L2 from Royseux plots higher (L2R in Fig. 7.11) than the 

samples o f L2 collected from Sosoye (L2S in Fig 7.11) and Lives-sur-M euse (L2L in 

Fig. 7.11), which overlap with the L3 -  L5 field (grey field in Fig. 7.11). The Belgian 

‘W ’ horizon samples and the Westphalian tonstein samples occupy positions towards 

the base o f the diagram (Fig. 7.11), suggesting an evolved magma source. The Irish 

Asbian samples plot towards the top left o f the ternary diagram, suggesting a less 

evolved, possibly alkaline magma source. The Irish Brigantian samples are dispersed; 

sample MAP 09/07/01 plots towards the top o f the diagram, between andesite and 

phonolite, whereas sample MAP 09/07/05 plots closer to pantellerite (Fig. 7.11). The 

Namurian bentonite samples also show some dispersion within this plot; B1 plots within 

the L3 -L 5  field, whereas the other three samples (B7 -  B9) plot close to the andesite 

and dacite fields, suggesting an intermediate, sub-alkaline source.

The information obtained from both the Z r /T i0 2  -  Nb / Y discrimination diagram 

(section 7.4.1.1) and the Ti / Th x 10 -  Ce x 10 / Y -  Zr / Nb ternary diagram are 

discussed further in section 7.5.

7.4.2. Rare-earth element geochemistry

In geochemistry, the rare-earth elements (REEs) are taken to comprise the 15 lanthanide 

elements (mass numbers 57 -  71), although promethium (mass number 61) does not 

occur in nature (it has no long-lived or stable isotope) and thus was not measured. In 

altered volcanic ash layers, the REEs are thought to reside mostly within non-carbonate 

minerals, including heavy minerals (e.g. zircon and apatite) and clay minerals (Wray, 

1995; Pellenard et ah, 2003). REE profiles are routinely normalised to a standard 

reference material in order to reduce the Oddo-Harkins effect (i.e. elements with an 

even atomic number are more abundant in nature than elements with an odd atomic 

number). REE sample data from diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers have been 

presented normalised to Cl-chondrite values (e.g. H uff et a i ,  1996; Spears et al., 1999; 

Pellenard et al. 2003) a n d / o r  various shale standards such as the USGS Cody Shale 

(e.g Wray, 1995; Wray & Wood, 1998; Jeans et a!., 2000; Pellenard et al., 2003) and 

the Post-Archean Australian shales composite (PAAS; e.g. Clayton et al., 1996). REE 

data are presented normalised to Cl-chondrite values and Cody Shale values in 

subsequent sections.
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7.4.2.1. Cl-Chondrite normalised REE profiles

Sam ple REE data are presented norm alised to the C l-chondrite values o f  M cD onough & 

Sun (1995) in Fig. 7.12. All o f  the sam ples investigated show enrichm ent in REEs 

com pared to C l-chondrite  values (Fig. 7.12) and m ost sam ples show greater enrichm ent 

in LREEs com pared to HREEs, which is typical o f  the continental crust (Rudnick & 

Gao, 2003). The Belgian V isean bentonite sam ples (Fig. 7.12a -  d) show decreasing 

enrichm ent in LREEs (negative slope; LaN/Sm N = 1.4 -  14.3; w here Lbn and SmN 

denote m easured sam ple elem ental concentrations norm alised to the C l-chondrite values 

o f  M cD onough & Sun, 1995) and m oderate to large negative Eu anom alies (explained 

in section 7.4.2.3). Som e Belgian V isean sam ples dem onstrate a continuous decrease in 

enrichm ent from  La to Lu (except for the negative Eu anom aly), w hereas other sam ples 

show slight increasing trends in H R EEs (Fig. 7 .1 2 a - d ) ;  how ever, there is no clear 

stratigraphic pattern to this variation. The four Irish A sbian palaeosol sam ples yield 

very sim ilar REE plots (Fig. 7.12e), w ith a steep trend o f  decreasing LREE enrichm ent 

(LaN/ SmN = 6.7 -  12.4), small negative Eu anom alies and an increasing trend o f  HREE 

enrichm ent (Fig. 7.12e; GdN /SniN  = 0.73 -0 .9 8 ) .  The two Irish Brigantian bentonite 

sam ples exhibit negative slopes and small negative Eu anom alies (Fig. 7.12f). Sam ple 

M AP 09/07/05 has a m arkedly greater total REE concentration com pared to sam ple 

M AP 09/07/01 (576 ppm  versus 120 ppm  IR E E ) and a steeper slope (Law / YbN = 9.5 

c.f. LaN/YbN = 2.8). The British N am urian sam ples yield heterogeneous REE trends 

(Fig. 7.12f); the B1 bentonite sam ple yields a m arkedly larger negative Eu anom aly than 

the other three bentonite sam ples. A dditionally, bentonite B9 shows a trend o f  

increasing LREE enrichm ent (LaN / SmN = 0.7), in contrast to all o f  the other sam ples 

analysed. The W estphalian tonsteins (Fig. 7.12g) show the greatest enrichm ent in REEs 

with respect to C l-chondrite  values (Law = 86.4 -  364.2; excluding tonsteins W ilhelm  

and T lG b , LaN values are > 150). The W estphalian tonstein sam ples show negative 

trends in LR EEs (LaN/SmN = 2.3 -  8.7), w ith pronounced negative Eu anom alies 

(Fig. 7.12g). H R EE trends vary betw een tonstein sam ples; some sam ples show steeper 

slopes in H R EEs (sam ples W ilhelm , T75, TIO, T lG b , T IP ; GdN/ YbN = 2.2 -  4.6) than 

others (Z l, H agen 4, Hagen 1, T13, T09; GdN / YbN = L2 -  1.5).
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Figure 7.12 (a -  g). Sample REE data normalised to Cl-chondrite values (McDonough &  Sun, 1995). 

A -  D = Belgian Visean bentonites; E = Irish Asbian samples; F = Irish Brigantian and British 

Namurian bentonites; G = Westphalian tonsteins.
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7.4.2.2. Shale-normalised REE profiles

Normalising REE sample data from diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers against 

composite or standard shale values has been utilised by a number o f studies (e.g. Wray, 

1995; Pellenard et al., 2003) and has two main advantages over chondritic 

normalisation. Firstly, the composition o f most samples is closer to shale than 

chondritic values and hence it is easier to resolve subtle trends between the sample data 

when they are normalised against shale values. Secondly, normalisation against shales 

can resolve, in some instances, detrital contamination as samples containing significant 

detritus often yield sub-horizontal shale-normalised REE profiles (e.g. Wray, 1995).

Sample REE data normalised to Cody Shale values are shown in Fig. 7.13. A notable 

feature o f Fig. 7.13 is that the Visean limestone-hosted samples are predominantly 

depleted in REEs relative to the Cody Shale (Fig. 7.13a -  e; L5 from Engihoul Quarry 

shown in Fig. 7.13c is an exception to this statement), whereas the siliciclastic-hosted 

samples (Brigantian, Namurian and Westphalian samples; Fig. 7.13f, g) are mostly 

enriched with respect to the Cody Shale. This trend does not readily correlate with the 

variations in magmatic source composition inferred from trace element discrimination 

diagrams (section 7.4.1). Trends between the immobile trace element concentrations o f 

bentonite horizons and the lithological facies o f the enclosing stratigraphy have been 

reported in other studies; for example, Kiipli et al. (2006, 2008) observed that in some 

eastern European Silurian-aged bentonites, immobile trace element concentrations 

increased systematically between a shallow water carbonate platform environment and a 

deeper water siliciclastic shelf environment. In these studies (Kiipli et al., 2006, 2008), 

the bentonites were correlated laterally using chemical variations in sanidine 

phenocrysts. Kiipli et al. (2006, 2008) attributed the trend between immobile trace 

element concentrations and variations in the enclosing lithology to differences in the 

intensity o f alteration (of the original volcanic ash material) in different depositional 

environments, with volcanic ash deposited in the deeper water shelf environments 

experiencing more intense alteration and leaching o f major elements, resulting in a 

greater residual enrichment in immobile elements (Kiipli et al., 2006, 2008). A similar 

interpretation could reconcile the observed relationship between the REE 

enrichment / depletion patterns and the host lithology o f the samples studied herein; i.e. 

more intense alteration o f the siliciclastic-hosted samples deposited in paralic 

environments (Brigantian and Namurian samples) and acidic coal swamps (Westphalian
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tonsteins) resulted in a greater loss o f major elements and a greater residual enrichment 

o f immobile rare-earth elements compared to the limestone-hosted bentonites, which 

were deposited in a shallow marine, carbonate platform environment.

Between the Belgian Visean samples, the M and LI horizons show similar REE trends 

when normalised against the Cody Shale; the samples are generally depleted with 

respect to the Cody Shale and exhibit relatively flat to slightly decreasing LREE trends, 

small negative Eu anomalies and constant to slightly increasing HREE trends 

(Fig. 7.13a). Samples from bentonite L3 demonstrate a slight increasing trend from La 

to Sm, a large Eu anomaly and constant to slightly decreasing HREE patterns 

(Fig. 7.13b). Samples from the L2 horizon show less consistent results. The samples o f 

L2 from Lives-sur-Meuse and Sosoye have similar trends to those obtained from 

samples o f the L3 horizon (Fig 7.13b); however, the sample o f L2 from Royseux yields 

a smaller Eu anomaly and an REE pattern that is similar to the samples o f bentonites M 

and LI (Fig. 7.13a).

With the exception o f the top sample from L4 at Awirs West Quarry, the remaining 

analyses from bentonites L4, 13-66 and L5 from Awirs West Quarry (Fig. 7.13c) have 

comparable REE patterns that are different to those from samples o f the L3 horizon (as 

mentioned in section 7.3.1). REE traces from horizons L4, 13-66 and L5 at Awirs West 

Quarry are depleted with respect to the Cody Shale and show a trend o f decreasing 

depletion from the La to Lu as well as large negative Eu anomalies (Fig. 7.13c). The 

upper (top) sample o f the L4 horizon at Awirs West Quarry, in contrast, shows a 

negative slope from La to Sm (Fig 7.13c). L4 sampled from Engihoul Quarry shows a 

similar trend to the upper sample o f L4 from Awirs West Quarry (Fig 7.13c) but 

without the prominent Eu anomaly, whereas L5 sampled from Engihoul Quarry has a 

markedly different, sub-horizontal trend (Fig. 7.13c).
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The Belgian ‘W ’ levels have similar REE profiles; most are depleted with respect to the 

Cody Shale and show sub-horizontal trends with moderate negative Eu anomalies 

(Fig. 7.13d). The Irish Asbian palaeosol samples yield comparable REE patterns with 

respect to the Cody Shale; i.e. samples are depleted in REEs with respect to the Cody 

Shale and show decreasing LREE trends and increasing HREE trends (Fig. 7.13e). The 

Irish Brigantian and British Namurian samples yield markedly different REE trends 

(Fig. 7.13f). These samples are generally enriched in REEs with respect to the Cody 

Shale. The sample of bentonite B1 shows similar REE enrichment to the Cody Shale 

and yields a sub-horizontal trend with a pronounced negative Eu anomaly (Fig. 7.13f). 

The Westphalian tonstein samples yield similar REE patterns, with most samples 

enriched in REEs with respect to the Cody Shale and displaying large negative Eu 

anomalies (Fig. 7.13g).

7.4.2.3. Europium anomalies

The europium (Eu) anomaly is a measure of the amount of Eu that is present in a sample 

compared to how much is predicted to be present within a sample based on interpolation 

between the adjacent elements to Eu: samarium (Sm) and gadolinium (Gd). The Eu 

anomaly is calculated as follows:

where Eun, Shin and GdN denote measured elemental concentrations that are normalised to CI- 

chondrite values (McDonough & Sun, 1995) and Eu* represents the amount o f  Eu predicted to 

be present based on the measured concentrations o f  Sm and Gd.

Eu / Eu* ratios of > 1 are termed positive anomalies, Eu / Eu* ratios of < 1 are termed 

negative anomalies and a ratio of 1 indicates no anomaly (Huff et al., 1996). Negative 

Eu anomalies in altered volcanic ash layers are often interpreted as evidence for an 

evolved, sub-alkaline magma parentage (Wray, 1995; Huff et al., 1996; Jeans et at., 

2000; Pellenard et al., 2003) and are thought to arise through the partitioning of 

europium into feldspar, with feldspar fractionation resulting in a depletion of europium 

within the residual melt (Wray, 1995; Pellenard et al., 2003). The calculated Eu

Europium anomaly = Eu/Eu * =
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anomalies for all sample data are presented in Fig 7.14 and are also shown in Appendix 

2 Table 1.
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Belgian Livian samples o f  bentonites M and L I ,  and L2 from Royseux, demonstrate 

moderate negative Eu anomalies ( 0 .4 7 - 0 .5 3 ;  Fig. 7.14). The remaining Belgian ‘L ’ 

samples (L2 from Sosoye and Lives-sur-Meuse, L3, L4, 13-66, L5; Fig. 7.14), 

excluding L4 and L5 sampled from Engihoul Quarry, have large negative Eu anomalies 

(0.19 -  0.34). The latter two samples yield relatively small negative Eu anomalies (0.62 

and 0.73 respectively). Most o f  the Belgian ‘W ’ bentonite samples show moderate 

negative Eu anomalies ( 0 .3 8 - 0 .6 1 ) ,  with the exception o f  the W9 bentonite, which 

shows a particularly large negative anomaly (0.24). Irish Asbian levels yield similar 

small to moderate negative anomalies (0.48 -  0.65), whereas the Irish Brigantian 

bentonite samples (MAP 09/07/01, M AP 09/07/05) have small negative anomalies (0.83
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and 0.71 respectively). O f the British Namurian samples, B1 shows a large negative 

anomaly (0.34), while the other three Namurian samples (B7 -  B9) all show smaller 

negative anomalies (0.68 -  0.73). The Westphalian tonsteins Wilhelm and T75, which 

are thought to be lateral equivalents (Delcambre, 1996), demonstrate comparable, 

moderate negative Eu anomalies (0.58 and 0.55 respectively), whereas the Bolsovian 

tonsteins (all tonstein samples except Wilhelm, T75 and Z l)  are characterised by large 

negative Eu anomalies (0 .1 2 -0 .3 1 ).

7.5. Discussion: magmatic parentage of the original ash layers 

7.5.1. Belgian Visean samples

The trace element discrimination diagrams (section 7.4.1) suggest an evolved, possibly 

mildly alkaline (trachyandesite) parent magma composition for the Belgian Visean 

bentonite samples. This is reinforced by the presence o f negative Eu anomalies (section 

7.4.2.3) in these samples. There is evidence to suggest a possible change in source 

composition from late Moliniacian -  early Livian times (bentonites M and L I) to mid- 

to-late Livian times (bentonites L3, 13-66, L4 and L5). The samples from the M and LI 

horizons yielded lower Z r /T i0 2  values (Fig. 7.10), plot towards less evolved 

compositions on the Batchelor & Jeppsson (1999) ternary diagram (Fig. 7.11) and 

exhibit smaller negative Eu anomalies (Fig. 7.14) compared to the samples from 

bentonites L3, L4, 13-66 and L5. Taken together these data suggest that the source o f 

the upper Moliniacian -  lower Livian bentonite horizons may have been slightly less 

evolved than the source o f the mid-to-upper Livian bentonites.

The presence o f quartz and calcite in samples o f the L4 and L5 bentonites from 

Engihoul Quarry and the absence o f these minerals from the same horizons at Awirs 

West Quarry (section 7.3.1.2) suggests that the samples from Engihoul Quarry have 

been affected by diagenetic fluids or are contaminated by detritus. There is better 

agreement between the samples o f L4 from Awirs West and Engihoul when plotted on 

trace element discrimination diagrams (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11) and as shale-normalised 

rare-earth element data (Fig. 7.13c) than between samples o f the L5 bentonite from the 

same localities. This may indicate that L5 is more altered (or contaminated) than L4 at 

Engihoul Quarry.
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In terms o f possible source locations for the Belgian Visean samples, there are known 

intrusive rocks o f Visean age within the Variscan orogenic belt. These intrusive rocks 

are high-K diorites and granites (e.g. Schaltegger, 1997) that occur in a belt parallel to 

the axis o f the Variscan orogen (Schaltegger, 1997; Kotkova el a l ,  2010) and have been 

suggested to trace a major Variscan palaeosuture (Kotkova et al., 2010). These rocks 

are thought to have formed through adiabatic melting o f lithospheric mantle and lower 

crust, probably in association with a supra-subduction setting (Kotkova el al., 2010; 

references therein). Several o f these intrusions have been isotopically dated previously, 

mostly using the U-Pb zircon ID-TIMS method, although some were dated using other 

methodologies including the U-Pb zircon SHRIMP, U-Pb rutile ID-TIMS, ^^^Pb/‘*̂ P̂b 

zircon evaporation and '^^ArA^^Ar (biotite, hornblende) methods (see Table 6 o f Kotkova 

et al., 2010, for a detailed summary o f the available age data). The published U-Pb 

zircon ID-TIMS isotopic dates from these intrusions predominantly cluster between 

340 Ma and 330 Ma (Kotkova et al., 2010). The Belgian Visean bentonite horizons 

dated using the U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS method (sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5) are 

compatible with this range o f dates (LI = 340.13 ± 0 .1 8  Ma; W13 = 332.50 ± 0.07 Ma; 

Table 3.1). Thus, it may be that the investigated Belgian Visean bentonites represent an 

extrusive expression o f these widespread, high-K Variscan intrusive rocks.

7.5.2. Irish Asbian samples

The trace element discrimination plots (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11) suggest a less evolved 

(basaltic to andesitic), possibly alkaline magmatic source for the Irish Asbian samples. 

This is corroborated by the small negative Eu anomalies and the rarity o f zircon in these 

samples (section 4.2). There are several known local volcanic centres o f similar age 

within Great Britain and Ireland that contain predominantly basaltic volcanic rocks; for 

example, within the Limerick syncline (Somerville et al., 1992), the Midland Valley o f 

Scotland (Timmerman, 2004) and Derbyshire, northern England (MacDonald et al., 

1984). These are all possible source locations for the ash material within these Irish 

Asbian palaeosol horizons. It is unclear where the few zircons o f Carboniferous age in 

samples MAP 11/07/01 and MAP 11/07/03 (see section 4.2.2) originated from; it is 

possible that these grains may have been transported in from volcanic centres further 

afield or that they may represent detrital reworking of older Carboniferous lithologies 

(section 4.2.3).
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7.5.3. Irish Brigantian samples

The trace element discrimination diagrams yielded inconsistent infonnation for the Irish 

Brigantian samples; the Zr / Ti02 -  Nb / Y (Winchester & Floyd, 1977) plot suggests an 

evolved source composition for these samples (rhyodacite / dacite; Fig. 7.10); however, 

the sample data show more dispersion when plotted on the Batchelor & Jeppsson (1999) 

ternary diagram (Fig. 7.11), with sample MAP 09/07/01 plotting between andesite and 

phonolite and sample MAP 09/07/05 plotting closer to pantellerite (Fig. 7.11). 

Additionally, the small negative Eu anomalies obtained from these samples (section 

7.4.2.3) and the lack of an obvious Carboniferous magmatic zircon population (section 

4.3.2) may argue against an evolved magma source. As discussed in section 4.3.2, these 

samples contain evidence of inherited zircon grains that may arise from detrital 

contamination or xenocrystic inheritance. It is possible that detrital and / or xenocrystic 

additions have modified the whole-rock geochemistry of these bentonite horizons to the 

extent that their whole-rock geochemistry no longer reflects the original composition of 

the parent magma (section 4.3.2).

7.5.4. British Namurian samples

The trace element discrimination diagrams (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11) suggest an 

intermediate, sub-alkaline source composition (andesitic) for these samples. Bentonites 

B7, B8 and B9 yielded minor negative Eu anomalies, which could be interpreted to 

reflect a less evolved magma source. The presence of magmatic zircon (sections 5.2.2 

and 5.2.3) and the lack of significant quartz as shown from the sample XRD analyses 

(Appendix 2 Table 2) further support an intermediate composition for these bentonites. 

The sub-horizontal shale-normalised REE profile obtained from bentonite B1 (section 

7.4.2.2; Fig. 7.13f), together with the presence of quartz (as identified by XRD analysis; 

Appendix 2 Table 2) and rounded, inherited zircon grains in this sample (sections 

5.2.2.1 and 5.2.3.1) strongly suggests that bentonite B1 is contaminated by sedimentary 

detritus.

Spears et al. (1999) investigated a number of Namurian bentonites within the central 

Pennine Basin that are considered to be lateral equivalents of the Namurian samples 

investigated in this thesis. Using a similar approach to that undertaken in this project
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(whole-rock geochemistry; trace element discrimination diagrams and rare-earth 

element profiles), Spears et al. (1999) inferred a slightly more evolved 

(rhyodacite / dacite), sub-alkaline original composition for the central Pennine 

bentonites. Spears et al. (1999) further suggested a magma source location outside of 

Great Britain and Ireland, probably within the Variscan orogenic belt or, less likely, 

from the more distal eastern (destructive) margin of the East European Craton (Spears et 

al., 1999). A magma source external to Great Britain and Ireland seems likely as 

magmatism within Great Britain and Ireland during Namurian times was predominantly 

of mafic composition (Stephenson et al., 2003).

7.5.5. Westphalian tonstein samples

The trace element discrimination diagrams (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11) suggest an evolved, 

sub-alkaline magma source (dacite / rhyodacite), which is corroborated by the large 

negative Eu anomalies calculated for these samples (section 7.4.2.3). Similar 

interpretations have been suggested for Westphalian tonsteins preserved on mainland 

Europe (e.g. some French and German tonsteins; Spears & Kanaris-Sotiriou, 1979) and 

some British tonsteins (Spears & Kanaris-Sotiriou, 1979; Spears & Lyons, 1995). There 

have been suggestions that these tonsteins originated within the Variscan orogenic belt 

(Spears & Kanaris-Sotiriou, 1979).

7.6. Conclusions

The whole-rock geochemistry of bentonite and tonstein samples can provide insight into 

the original magmatic parentage of these altered volcanic ash horizons. The major 

elemental geochemistry is of limited use in this respect because several elements are 

known to be mobile during diagenetic alteration. Using several trace elements and rare- 

earth elements, which are thought to be relatively immobile during alteration and are 

also indicators of source composition (e.g. differentiation, alkalinity), differences in 

source compositions between the Belgian Visean, Irish Asbian, British Namurian and 

the Westphalian tonstein samples have been inferred. The Belgian Visean bentonite 

horizons were probably sourced from an evolved, possibly mildly alkaline magma that 

was probably derived from within the Variscan orogenic belt. The trace element data 

from the Irish Asbian palaeosol horizons suggests a more mafic source composition for
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these horizons, which could have originated locally from known magmatic centres in 

Great Britain and Ireland. The original composition and source location o f the Irish 

Brigantian samples is uncertain. There is evidence to support possible detrital 

contamination within these horizons and it is unclear whether their whole-rock 

geochemistry still preserves a record o f the original ash composition. The geochemical 

data from the British Namurian samples suggests an intermediate, sub-alkaline source. 

The source o f these horizons was probably external to Britain and Ireland as there is a 

lack o f volcanic centres o f suitable composition within this region. The Variscan 

orogenic belt is the likely location o f the volcanoes that sourced these horizons but 

further work is necessary to confirm this. The geochemical data from the Westphalian 

tonstein samples indicate an evolved, sub-alkaline (dacite / rhyodacite) original ash 

composition that was most likely sourced from within the Variscan orogenic belt.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

High-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was undertaken on several 

diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers that occur interbedded with western European 

sedimentary strata. Eight horizons yielded precise U-Pb zircon age constraints (< 0.1 % 

uncertainty on weighted mean ^*'^Pb/^^^U dates, 2a), which are summarised in Fig. 8.1. 

U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dating was undertaken on four additional layers (horizons 

W12, B l, T IP  and T lG b; Fig. 8.1); however, these samples failed to yield statistically 

robust isotopic dates and, with the exception o f tonstein T lG b, these samples yielded 

complex results. Some o f the complexity may arise from residual lead loss that was not 

removed using the chemical abrasion method, although the presence o f further 

complexities (particularly in the data from W12 and TIP), such as antecrystic grains 

{sensu Miller e( al., 2007), cannot be excluded on the basis of the available data. Only 

preliminary data were obtained from T lG b, which are encouraging but are o f 

insufficient quantity to provide a robust age estimate for this tonstein horizon.

The new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates are from biostratigraphically well constrained 

horizons and provide additional high-precision age constraints for improved calibration 

o f the Carboniferous timescale. These dates are substantially more precise than the 

majority o f existing published data from western European diagenetically altered ash 

layers, which were mostly obtained using the U-Pb zircon SHRIMP (e.g. Riley et al., 

1993) and '*'*Ar/^^Ar sanidine methods (e.g. Hess & Lippolt, 1986). Additionally, the 

new U-Pb zircon dates presented in this thesis complement the recently published U-Pb 

zircon datasets o f Gastaldo et al. (2009) and Davydov et al. (2010), providing absolute 

age constraints on stratigraphic intervals that are not well constrained by these datasets 

(i.e. the mid-to-upper Visean and the upper Serpukhovian to Baskhirian; see Fig. 1.4).
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Fig. 8.L  Stratigraphic column sum m arising the high-precision U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIM S dates 

reported in this thesis (dates shown in red). Bentonites and tonsteins shown in purple were dated using 

the U-Pb zircon CA -ID -TIM S m ethod but yielded inconclusive results (W 12, B l, T IP ) or only 

prelim inary data were obtained (T IG b). The LI horizon was dated prior to this PhD project by D. 

Chew and M. O vtcharova (section 3.3.4.1). The U-Pb dates are quoted as weighted mean Pb/“ U 

dates and the uncertainties are given in the ± X / Y / Z notation o f  Schoene el al. (2006), where the X 

uncertainty level represents the internal error only, the Y uncertainty level is the internal error plus 

isotopic tracer calibration uncertainties and the Z uncertainty level includes the internal error, tracer 

calibration uncertainties and '̂̂ *U decay constant uncertainties.
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The new U-Pb zircon dates from western European diagenetically altered volcanic ash 

layers were employed to estimate the average periodicity o f mid-to-upper Visean 

(Livian and Lower Wamantian) sedimentary cycles from the Namur-Dinant Basin, 

Belgium, and Namurian to Westphalian siliciclastic sedimentary cycles w ith in the 

Pennine and Ruhr basins (England and Germany respectively). A  summary o f these 

periodicity estimates is shown in Fig. 8.2.
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Figure 8.2. Average periodicities o f sedimentary cycles that occur between the dated bentonite and 

tonstein horizons. It is not possible to compute a periodicity for cycles between W13 and B9 due to a 

major change in sedimentation style across western Europe during late Visean to early Namurian 

times. The periodicity estimate for cycles between bentonite B9 and tonstein T75 uses the Namurian 

cycle record from the Pennine Basin and the lower Langsettian cycle record from the Ruhr Basin. The 

new U-Pb dates quoted are ‘ “ Pb/“ ’ *U weighted mean dates. U-Pb zircon date uncertainties are shown 

at the 95 % confidence level and exclude systematic uncertainties arising from the calibration o f the

isotopic tracer solution and the ' U decay constant.
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The calculated average periodicities suggest that the Livian sedimentary cycles of the 

Namur-Dinant Basin, Belgium, do not adhere to a uniform periodicity (Fig. 8.2). These 

cycles also show limited overlap with Milankovitch cycle periodicities (Fig. 8.2). In 

contrast, periodicity estimates from the Lower Wamantian cycles within the Namur- 

Dinant Basin (between horizons W1 and W13 in Fig. 8.2) and the Amsbergian to 

Langsettian siliciclastic cycles within the Ruhr and Pennine Basins (between horizons 

B9 and T75 in Fig. 8.2) overlap within uncertainty with the c. lOOkyrs Milankovitch 

eccentricity cycle, which is the dominant Milankovitch frequency observed in the 

Pleistocene glacial record (e.g. Hays et al., 1976). Thus, the periodicity calculations 

may support the hypothesis that the Lower Wamantian and the Amsbergian to 

Langsettian cycles are of glacio-eustatic origin. It is not possible to generate precise 

periodicity estimates for the upper Langsettian to Duckmantian sedimentary cycles 

(between tonsteins T75 and Z l) because there is considerable uncertainty in the number 

of eustatic sedimentary cycles that occur between these tonsteins.

The appearance of glacio-eustatic sedimentary cyclicity has been suggested to signify 

the onset of major Gondwanan glaciation (e.g. Wright & Vanstone, 2001). However, in 

western Europe the appearance of sedimentary cyclicity is diachronous. Sedimentary 

cyclicity appears earlier in Belgium (Livian / Holkerian times) than in Britain and 

Ireland (Asbian times). The average cycle periodicities calculated for the Livian 

sedimentary cycles do not lend support for these cycles being of glacio-eustatic origin. 

These cycles appear to be an isolated occurrence within westem Europe despite the 

occurrence of similar shallow-water depositional settings in parts of Britain, which 

should be sensitive to even small eustatic oscillations (Wright & Vanstone, 2001). It 

could be that the Belgian Livian sedimentary cycles are only of local significance (i.e. 

not glacio-eustatic). In contrast to the Livian cycles, Belgian Lower Wamantian cycles 

have comparable lateral equivalents in Britain and Ireland (e.g. Wright & Vanstone, 

2001; Gallagher et a l, 2006) and yield periodicities that are compatible with 

Milankovitch c. lOOkyrs eccentricity forcing, which may support a glacio-eustatic 

origin for these cycles. The available data therefore support the suggestions of Wright & 

Vanstone (2001) that major Carboniferous glaciation commenced at close to the base of 

the Asbian Substage (correlated with the base of the Belgian Wamantian Substage). 

Furthermore, the new U-Pb zircon CA-ID-TIMS dates from the Belgian Visean 

bentonite horizons constrain the onset of glaciation to between 336.22 ± 0.40 Ma and
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335.59 ± 0.44 Ma (i.e. between bentonites W1 and W8; uncertainties are at the 95%  

confidence level and includc systematic uncertainties in the calibration o f the isotopic
238tracer solution and the U decay constant).

Stable isotope (S''^C and S'*^0) and magnetic susceptibility (MS) analyses were 

undertaken on whole-rock carbonate samples from Livian and Lower W amantian 

shallowing-upwards carbonate sedimentary cycles within the Namur-Dinant Basin, 

Belgium. The relationship between the sedimentary cycles and the MS record is 

complex. Some sedimentary cycles, such as those within the Corphalie Member and the 

lower part o f the Awirs Member (Lives Formation; lower Livian), show a close 

correspondence with the MS record (within the studied sections: Lives-sur-Meuse, 

Awirs West Quarry), with weak MS signal intensities within the lower (subtidal) 

bioclastic limestones and greater MS intensities within the upper (intertidal / supratidal) 

micrites. These MS variations are consistent with the general theory o f Crick et al. 

(1997), that MS signal o f marine carbonates primarily reflects changes in the flux o f 

detrital grains into the marine environment. It is possible that these cycles were 

controlled by eustasy, although characterisation o f additional stratigraphic sections for 

MS to establish basin-wide MS trends would better evaluate the eustatic hypothesis. It 

must be noted, however, that these sedimentary cycles represent an isolated occurrence 

within the Livian stratigraphy; sedimentary cycles within the underlying Haut-le-Wastia 

Member and the overlying upper Awirs Member (at Lives-sur-M euse and Awirs West 

Quarry respectively) do not demonstrate the same strong relationship with MS. It is 

unclear why the correlation between the sedimentary cycles and MS record is not 

continuous throughout the Livian stratigraphic record; possibilities such as diagenetic 

alteration o f the MS record and / or contributions to the MS record from lower (third) 

order processes (section 6.4.1) cannot be excluded. Further insights into the origins o f 

the Livian sedimentary cycles may be gained by analysing more laterally equivalent 

sections.

It is noteworthy that MS analyses from geographically distinct, laterally equivalent 

sections within the Namur-Dinant Basin (Lives-sur-Meuse, Awirs West Quarry) yielded 

comparable MS trends, suggesting that MS may prove useful as a local correlation tool 

within some carbonate successions. This is certainly an area for future research, as it 

may prove possible to correlate using MS at a greater resolution than can be attained
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using biostratigraphic and lithostratigraphic controls. In contrast to the MS data, the 

stable isotopic compositions of the whole-rock carbonate samples analysed appear to be 

of only local significance or have been modified by diagenesis. These data are likely of 

limited use as a proxy for global climatic processes or as a correlation tool.

Whole-rock geochemical analyses were undertaken for several western European 

diagenetically altered volcanic ash layers to gain insight into their magmatic parentage. 

Several major elements that are used to classify unahered igneous lithologies are known 

to be mobile during alteration processes and thus cannot be used to infer the magmatic 

parentage of the altered volcanic horizons. Instead, several trace elements that are 

thought to be both immobile during alteration and indicators of magmatic parentage are 

routinely used to provide insight into the composition of the parent magmas of bentonite 

and tonstein horizons (e.g. Huff et al., 1996). Using such an approach, the data obtained 

suggest that there were differences in the original ash composition between the Belgian 

Visean bentonites (trachyandesite), the Irish Asbian clay-rich horizons (alkali-basalt to 

andesite), the British Namurian bentonites (andesite) and the Westphalian tonstein 

horizons (dacite / rhyodacite). Such whole-rock geochemical data can help to rationalise 

why some bentonite horizons yield abundant euhedral zircon, whereas other horizons 

yield only sparse or no zircon grains. Whole-rock geochemical data potentially could be 

employed as a rapid screening tool to identify bentonites derived from igneous 

lithologies that are likely to contain sufficient quantities of zircon (e.g. lithologies of 

intermediate to felsic composition) and are thus potential targets for U-Pb dating.
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Appendix 1 Table 1: U-Pb zircon C A-ID -TIM S data

(a) / I ,  /2 etc. are labels for the different single zircon grain analyses; all analyses were annealed and chemically abraded fo llow ing a method m odified after Mattinson (2005). Analyses shown in bold are data points used in 

the weighted mean "̂*’Pb/’ ’ *U date calculation.

(b) Nominal fraction weights mea.sured after chemical abrasion. Weights that are underlined represent grains that were too small to be accurately weighed using the available balance. These weights may therefore be 
inaccurate.

(c) Nominal U and total Pb concentrations subject to the uncertainty in zircon weights. Concentration values for grains too small to be weighed accurately are like ly  to be inaccurate.

(d) Model Th/U ratio calculated from the radiogenic ' ' ’*Pb/‘ * ’Pb ratio and ^ '*P b /''*U  date.

(e) Pb* and Pbc represent radiogenic and common Pb respectively.

(f) Measured ratio corrected for tracer and fractionation only. Pb and U mass fractionation were controlled online using the ™^Pb/‘ ” 'Pb and ratios o f  the Earthtime isotopic tracer respectively.

(g) Corrected for fractionation, tracer, and common Pb. A ll common lead was attributed to the analytical blank and corrected using: ■'’^Pb/'"'*Pb= 18.30 ±  0.26, ’ ” ’ Pb/‘ "''Pb= 15.47 ±  0.32, ^"*Pb/™'*Pb= 37.60 ±  0.74 (all

uncertainties 2o absolute). '̂**’Pb/^’ *U and ”̂ ’ Pb/‘ ”*’Pb ratios corrected for in itia l disequilibrium in * '”Th /"'*U  using Th/U [magma] o f 4.

(h) Error correlation between ™^Pb/’ ’ ' u  and ^*’Pb/’ ’ *U ratios.

(i) Calculations are based on the decay constants o f  Jaffey e! uL (1971). ’ ” *’Pb/^’ *U and ^"’ pb /'" ’'pb dates are corrected for in itia l disequilibrium  in ’ '"Th /"''*U  using Th/U [magma] =  4.

(j) Date uncertainties are 2a absolute (M a), propagated using the algorithms o f Schmitz &  Schoene (2007) and Crowley e l al. (2007).

(k) Discordance = 100 - (100 x (^'’'’Pb/^’ *U date / “ ’ Pb/‘ '"’Pb date)).

Compositional Parameters Radiogenic Isotope Ratios  l.sotopic Dates (M a)

Sample Wt. U Pb I h Pb* Pb, -**^Pb ~™Pb ”̂ > b  ± ^!l!Pb ± -•^Pb ± P ^""Pb ±
207__Pb ± -"^Pb ± Discordance

ID (mg) (ppm) (ppm) U Pb, (Pg)
:o4pb -"^Pb (2a, %) ' ' 'U  (2o, %) ’ ” *U (2o, %) -“ Pb (2a, abs) " '  U (2a, abs) (2o.abs) (%)

(a) (b) (c) (c) (d) (e) (e) (0 (g) (g) (g) (g) (h) (i) (j) ( i) (J) (i) ( j) (k)

Bentonite 300

300/1 0.0018 123 7.4 0.331 10.8 1.13 697 0.104 0.05322 0.65 0.4070 0.70 0.05546 0.09 0.597 338.0 14.7 346.69 2.05 347.98 0.29 -2.9

300/2 0.0026 223 12.7 0.304 28.1 1.13 1794 0.096 0.05355 0.21 0.4095 0.23 0.05546 0.03 0.719 352.2 4.7 .348.51 0.67 347.96 0.10 1.2

300/3 0.0027 97 5.8 0.429 15.4 0.96 960 0.135 0.05337 0.43 0.4082 0.47 0.05547 0.07 0.576 .344.7 9.8 .347.57 1.38 348.00 0.24 -1.0

300/4 0.0004 311 18.6 0.300 10.7 0.64 694 0.095 0.05320 0.79 0.4069 0.85 0.05548 0.11 0.600 337.1 17.8 346.65 2.50 348.07 0.38 -3.2

300/5 0.0022 232 13.1 0.328 36.0 0.78 2280 0.104 0.05358 0.17 0.4093 0.20 0.05541 0.07 0.555 353.3 3.9 348.37 0.60 347.63 0.25 1.6

300/6 0.0020 137 8.3 0.259 8.1 1.82 539 0.082 0.05365 0.77 0.4103 0.82 0.05547 0.06 0.900 356.4 17.3 349.09 2.43 347.99 0.21 2.4

300/9 0.0009 638 36.6 0.321 22.2 1.42 1417 0.101 0.05352 0.23 0.4085 0.27 0.05536 0.07 0.655 350.9 5.2 347.81 0.80 347,34 0.23 1.0

.300/10 0.0005 378 35.4 0.433 16.5 1.01 1003 0.135 0.08386 0.21 0.9725 0.27 0.08411 0.10 0.693 1289.3 4.2 689.76 1.36 520.59 0.51 59.6
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Compositional Paraineters Radiogenic Isotope Ratios Isotopic Dates (Ma)

Sample

ID

(a)

Wt.

(mg)

(b)

u
(ppm)

(c)

Pb

(ppm)

(c)

Ih
U

(d)

Pb*

Pb,

(e)

Pb,

(Pg)

(e)

-"^Pb

-"■'Pb

(f)

-"'‘Pb

■“ Pb

(g)

~"^Pb

=“ Pb

(g)

±

(2o. %)

2 ^

-■’■u
(g)

±

(2o, %)

~"^Pb
2.«u

(g)

±

(2a, %)
P

(h)

-“ Pb

(i)

±

(2o. abs)

Ci)

^°>b

(i)

±

(2a, abs)

(j)

--’*u
(i)

±

(2o. abs) 

0)

Discordai

(%)

(k)

LI (Livc'S-sur-Mcusc) 
L l/9 0.0026 807 45.1 0.368 38.2 3.00 2390 0.116 0.05340 0.22 0.3988 0.29 0.05416 0.15 0.663 346.0 5.0 .340.75 0.83 339.98 0.49 1.7
L I .10 0.0019 748 41.9 0.366 31.8 2.42 1999 0.1 15 0.05342 0.21 0.3980 0.25 0.05404 0.08 0.632 346.8 4.8 340.22 0.72 339.26 0.25 2.2

LI. II 0.0020 302 23.5 0.536 2.9 12.11 189 0.169 0.05427 2.26 0.4102 2.42 0.05482 0.17 0.945 382.1 50.7 348.99 7.14 344.04 0.57 10.0

Ll/12 0.0006 1560 86.7 0.369 53.5 0.95 3342 0.116 0.05344 0.14 0.3993 0.18 0.05420 0.08 0.722 347.3 .3.1 .341.17 0.53 340.27 0.27 2.0
Ll/13 0.006<) 801 44.3 0.384 89.4 3.38 5550 0.121 0.05329 0.10 0.3980 0.16 0.05416 0.09 0.8 L3 341.3 2.2 .340.19 0.45 340.03 0.30 0.4

L2 (Lives 

L2/2

-sur-Mcusc) 

0.0058 152 8.6 0.355 23.7 2.02 1497 0.112 0.05338 0.24 0.3986 0.28 0.05415 0.09 0.614 345.2 5.4 340.61 0.82 .339.94 0.31 1.5
L2/3 0.0074 167 9.5 0.404 33.4 2.04 2075 0.128 0.05330 0.18 0.3978 0.20 0.05413 0.04 0.586 341.5 4.0 340.02 0.57 .339.80 0.12 0.5
L2/4 0.0088 100 5.9 0.579 35.0 1.45 2075 0.183 0.05329 0.17 0.3977 0.20 0.05414 0.06 0.571 341.0 4.0 340.00 0.58 .339.86 0.20 0.3
L2/5 0.0119 201 11.0 0.337 77.0 1.68 4848 0.106 0.05327 0.09 0.3977 0.12 0.05414 0.07 0.687 340.4 1.9 339.98 0.34 .339.91 0.23 0.1
L2/6 0.0103 77 4.3 0.358 25.3 1.69 1594 0.113 0.05336 0.22 0.3983 0.25 0.05414 0.04 0.697 344.1 5.0 340.43 0.72 .339.89 0.13 1.2
1.2/8 0.0017 600 35.7 0.492 18.3 3.14 1117 0.155 0.05338 0.34 0.3986 0.37 0.05415 0.04 0.793 .345.1 7.7 340.62 1.07 .339.97 0.12 1.5

L3 (Lives 

L3/1

-sur-M cusc) 

0.0022 281 16.5 0.528 26.3 1.32 1589 0.167 0.05318 0.25 0.3949 0.27 0.05386 0.04 0.549 336.5 5.7 .337.98 0.78 .338.18 0.13 -0.5
L3/2 0.0033 220 13.2 0.476 14.4 2.82 890 0.150 0.05348 0.46 0.3982 0.49 0.05400 0.05 0.688 349.4 10.3 340.36 1.41 339.04 0.16 3.0

L3,4 0.0049 317 17.6 0.420 II 1.3 0.77 6843 0.133 0.05324 0.06 0.3960 0.08 0.05394 0.04 0.629 339.1 1.4 338.71 0.23 338.65 0.15 0.1

L3/5 0.0032 185 10.5 0.431 30.2 1.08 1866 0.1.36 0.05331 0.24 0.3962 0.28 0.05391 0.07 0.620 .341.8 5.4 .338.89 0.80 338.46 0.24 1.0
L3/6 0.002X 113 6.6 0.465 28.0 0.63 1712 0.147 0.05337 0.25 0.3976 0.27 0.05402 0.05 0.494 344.7 5.6 339.89 0.77 339.18 0.17 1.6

LJ/7 0.0020 234 15.0 0.487 6.9 3.81 433 0.154 0.05358 0.96 0.3982 1.03 0.05390 0.10 0.731 353.5 21.7 340.37 2.97 338.45 0.31 4.3
L3/8 0.0018 471 26.7 0.449 41.0 1.14 2515 0.142 0.05330 0.18 0.3961 0.20 0.05389 0.06 0.476 341.7 4.0 .338.81 0.57 338.38 0.18 1.0
L3.I0 0.0024 470 26.0 0.389 55.3 1.11 3439 0.123 0.0531X 0.12 0.3944 0.14 0.05378 0.04 0.476 336.5 2.8 337.54 0.39 337.70 0.13 -0.4

L3/11 0.0006 314 19.4 0.425 7.9 1.31 501 0.134 0.05327 0.86 0.3955 0.92 0.05385 0.09 0.698 340.3 19.5 338.38 2.66 338.09 0.30 0.7
L3-I3 0.0017 578 32.2 0.407 60.5 0.89 3738 0.129 0.05336 0.12 0.3972 0.13 0.05399 0.05 0.494 344.2 2.7 339.63 0.39 338.97 0.15 1.5
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Compositional Parameters_________  Radiogenic Isotope Ratios

Sample Wt. u Pb Ih Pb* Pb, ~” 'Pb ~"^Pb ± 2 0 ^ ± -"'’Pb

ID (mg) (ppm) (ppm) U Pb, (Pg) “ “Pb 2«>pb “̂ Pb (2a. %) (2a. %) 2.«u

(a) (b) (c) (c) (d) (e) (e) (0 (g) (g) (g) (g)
W 1 (Anhee Nord)

Wl/1 0.00 lU 229 13.3 0.461 20.3 0.62 1247 0.146 0.05304 0.37 0.3916 0.40 0.05355

\V)/3 0.0044 142 8.2 0.507 37.5 0.93 2265 0.160 0.05334 0.18 0.3937 0.20 0.05354
W l/4 0.0041 494 32.2 1.009 33.2 3.87 1774 0.318 0.05328 0.23 0.3940 0.25 0.05363

VVl/5 0.0033 290 16.5 0.508 51.6 1.04 3109 0.160 0.05330 0.13 0.3932 0.16 0.05351
VVl/6 0.0044 95 5.5 0.494 19.5 1.18 1193 0.156 0.05332 0.34 0.3936 0.37 0.05354

VVI/7 0.0016 447 25.5 0.507 46.5 0.86 2807 0.160 0.05319 0.15 0.3927 0.17 0.05355
VVl/8 0.0025 688 38.2 0.443 85.9 1.10 5252 0.140 0.05320 0.08 0.3928 0.10 0.05355
VVI/9 0.0013 523 31.7 0.702 29.3 1.36 1686 0.222 0.05325 0.24 0.3930 0.26 0.05352

W8 (Anhee Nordl

\V8/4 0.0022 73 5.4 0.990 5.3 1.89 301 0.313 0.05346 1.40 0.3938 1.50 0.05343

W8/5 0.0009 169 15.2 1.000 2.3 4.10 143 0.316 0.05461 3.13 0.4048 3.35 0.05376
W8/6 0.0010 96 7.2 0.948 5.0 1.20 287 0.299 0.05352 1.59 0.3951 1.70 0.05354

W8/7 0.0018 107 8.5 0.959 3.6 3.35 210 0.303 0.05414 2.02 0.3988 2.15 0.05343

WX/8 0.0019 42 3.3 1.132 5.2 1.01 286 0.357 0.05427 1.55 0.4007 1.66 0.05356

V\8/9 0.0010 132 9.3 0.940 7.0 1.17 392 0.297 0.05344 1.06 0.3938 1.14 0.05345

W8/11 0.0010 123 8.6 0.861 7.1 1.06 405 0.272 0.05349 1.06 0.3953 1.14 0.05359

W8/12 0.0010 155 10.7 0.891 8.6 1.11 486 0.281 0.05364 0.88 0.3961 0.95 0.05355

W8/14 0.0020 70 4.8 0.940 8.5 1.02 475 0.297 0.05339 0.88 0.3943 0.95 0.05356

Isotopic Dates (Ma)

p Pb ± Pb ± ! Pb ± Discordance

■'’'’Pb (2o, abs) (2o. abs) (2a, abs) (%)

( h )  ( i )  0) (i) (j) ( I )  (j) ( k )

0.05 0.584 330.7 8.5 335.55 1.15 336.25 0.17 -1.7

0.04 0.500 343.1 4.2 337.09 0.57 336.22 0.12 2.0

0.05 0.488 340.8 5.3 337.28 0.72 336.77 0.16 1.2

0.08 0.601 341.7 3.0 336.73 0.47 336.01 0.28 1.7

0.04 0.639 342.3 7.7 337.00 1.05 336.23 0.13 1.8

0.04 0.473 337.0 3.4 336.35 0.47 336.26 0.13 0.2

0.05 0.574 337.4 1.9 336.43 0.29 336.29 0.16 0.3

0.05 0.486 339.5 5.5 336.55 0.75 336.12 0.17 1.0

0.11 0.900 348.4 31.8 337.15 4.31 335.52 0.36 3.7

0.22 0.974 396.4 70.2 345.14 9.79 337.58 0.73 14.8

0.14 0.838 351.1 35.9 338.08 4.90 336.19 0.45 4.2

0.15 0.945 376.9 45.3 340.81 6.24 335.55 0.48 11.0

0.13 0.872 382.2 .M.8 .M2.18 4.82 336.31 0.41 12.0

0.08 0.941 347.5 24.0 337.14 3.27 335.64 0.27 3.4

0.09 0.852 349.8 24.1 338.21 3.27 336.53 0.29 3.8

0.08 0.875 356.1 20.0 338.79 2.75 336.27 0.26 5.6

0.07 0.899 345.3 20.0 337.49 2.72 336.35 0.23 2.6

±

(2o, %)
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Compositional Parameters Radiogenic isotope Ratios Isotopic Dates (Ma)

Sample Wt. u Pb Ih Pb* Pb, -"^Pb -'*Vb •"^Pb ± ~""Pb ± ~"^Pb ± P -"Vb ± ^">b ± -"Vb ± Discorda

ID (mg) (ppm) (ppm) u Pb, (Pg) ’"‘‘Pb ’“ Pb ‘"'■pb (2o, %) 2.<5u (2o. %) (2a. %) 2»pb (2o. abs) 2«u (2a, abs) (2ct, abs) (%)

(a) (b) (e) (c) (d) (e) (e) (0 (g) (g) (g) (g) (h) (i) (J) (i) a) (i) 0) (k)

\V12 (Anhcc Sud)

W I2/2 0.0010 265 18.8 0.700 4.6 3.36 280 0.221 0.05336 1.51 0.3902 1.61 0.05304 0.12 0.869 344.0 .34.1 334.55 4.59 333.18 0.39 3.2

W I2/3 0.0020 439 27.6 0.839 21.5 2.45 1205 0.265 0.05319 0.34 0.3882 0.36 0.05293 0.04 0.631 337.1 7.6 333.05 1.03 332.47 0.13 1.4

W I2/4 0.0010 257 16.5 0.654 8.3 1.77 496 0.206 0.05337 0.84 0.3882 0.90 0.05275 0.07 0.798 344.7 19.1 333.02 2.56 331.36 0.24 3.9

W I2/5 0.0010 386 26.0 0.66X 6.0 3.71 364 0.211 0.05337 1.15 0.3897 1.22 0.05296 0.09 0.867 344.7 25.9 334.17 3.48 332.66 0.30 3.5

W I2/6 0.0024 143 9.3 0.696 8.4 2.37 499 0.220 0.05333 0.85 0.3892 0.91 0.05294 0.08 0.743 342.x 19.2 333.81 2.59 332.52 0.27 3.0

W I2/7 0.0009 550 36.7 1.105 22.7 1.40 1 192 0.349 0.05318 0.34 0.3884 0.37 0.05297 0.05 0.586 336.4 7.7 333.18 1.04 332.71 0.15 1.1

W I2/8 0.0014 412 24.6 0.626 19.8 1.65 1 169 0.198 0.05329 0.37 0.3877 0.40 0.05276 0.08 0.490 341.3 8.3 332.66 1.13 331.43 0.25 2.9

W I2/9 0.0009 367 25.9 0.731 4.8 4.00 291 0.231 0.05346 1.44 0.3897 1.54 0.05287 0.1 1 0.880 348.3 32.6 334.16 4.39 332.13 0.37 4.6

W I2 /1 1 0.0015 84 5.7 0.723 6.5 1.14 384 0.228 0,05373 1.15 0.3927 1.23 0.05301 0.11 0.714 359.9 25.9 336.37 3.51 332.98 0.36 7.5

W I2/I2 0.0010 166 11.8 0.763 4.7 2.06 284 0.241 0.05353 1.50 0.3912 1.61 0.05300 0.12 0.837 351.4 34.0 335.24 4.58 332.91 0.40 5.3

W I2/I3 0.0021 3X3 22.5 0.623 28,8 1.59 1696 0.197 0.05315 0.20 0.3876 0.23 0.05289 0.05 0.664 335.3 4.6 332.61 0.66 332.22 0.16 0.9

W I2/I4 0.0040 72 4.7 0.787 10.6 1.62 611 0.248 0.05337 0.67 0.3898 0.71 0.05297 0.06 0.884 344.6 15.1 334.22 2.03 332.73 0.18 3.4

W I2/I5 0.0009 217 15.5 0.825 5.1 2.27 303 0.260 0.05361 1.44 0.3921 1.54 0.05304 0.12 0.8!6 354.8 32.5 335.91 4.40 333.18 0.40 6.1

W I2 /I6 0.0024 171 lO.I 0.684 45.1 0.53 2600 0.216 0.05322 0.15 0.3885 0.17 0.05294 0.05 0.660 338.3 3.3 333.26 0.49 332.54 0.15 1.7

WI 2/ I 7 0.0025 164 9.7 0.705 40.2 0.59 2307 0.223 0.05322 0.17 0.3879 0.19 0.05287 0.03 0.6!7 338.1 3.9 332.86 0.54 332.1 1 0 10 1.8

\ \  13 (A nhcc Sud)

\VI3/1 0.0156 138 8.2 0.711 46.1 2.72 2639 0.224 0.05312 0.14 0.3875 0.16 0.05292 0.04 0.516 333.7 3.3 .332.57 0.46 332.41 0.14 0.4

\VI3/2 0.0130 77 4.6 0.702 40.1 1.45 2306 0.222 0.05308 0.24 0.3872 0.26 0.05291 0.06 0.346 332.1 5.5 332.32 0.73 332.35 0.19 -0.1

W13/3 0.0116 35 2.0 0.627 30.4 0.76 1781 0.198 0.05318 0.18 0.3889 0.22 0.05304 0.05 0.847 336.4 4.0 333.58 0.62 333.17 0.17 1.0

\VI3/4 0.0110 27 2.0 0.678 4.0 4.33 246 0.214 0.05364 1.71 0..3917 1.83 0.05297 0.12 0.975 356.0 38.6 335.64 5.23 332.71 0.39 6.5

W I3/5 0.0099 19 1.3 0.896 9.1 1.28 511 0.283 0.05318 0.88 0.3884 0.94 0.05297 O.OK 0.790 336.3 19.9 .333.19 2.68 332.74 0.27 1.1

\VI3/6 0.0112 62 3.6 0.664 48.3 0.«2 2797 0.210 0.05317 0.12 0.3881 0.14 0.05294 0.03 0.640 335.8 2.8 .332.97 0.41 332.56 0.11 1.0
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Compositional Parameters__________  Radiogenic Isotope Ratios

Sample Wt. U Pb I h  Pb! Pb, ^  ! !P b  ^  ± ^  ± !!!£b

ID (mg) (ppm) (ppm) U Pb^ (pg) ‘“̂ Pb “̂ Pb "“ Pb (2o, %) ‘ ''U  (2o, %)

(a) (b) (c) (c) (d) (e) (e) (f) (g) (g)________________(g)________________ ^

bentonite Bl

B l/2  0.0004 1344 78.0 0.722 18.4 1.60 1064 0.228 0.05291 0.41 0.3640 0.44 0.04989

B l/IO 0.0010 5 1.8 0.235 0.2 1.48 33 0.074 0.05659 31.05 0.5267 32.64 0.06751

B l/1 1 0.0010 88 15.9 0.438 5.8 2.34 343 0.135 0.16216 0.36 3.0818 0.45 0.13783

BI/12 0.0010 57 3.9 0.187 2.4 1.16 173 0.059 0.05449 2.78 0.3823 2.98 0.05088

BI/13 0.0010 251 40.7 0.283 39.6 1.00 2509 0.086 0.07101 0.12 1,5572 0.15 0.15904

bentonite B9

B9/2 0,0010 53 7.1 1.466 1.0 3.53 67 0.463 0.05839 8.41 0.4151 9.03 0.05156

B9/3 0.0010 23 2.8 1.862 1.7 1.03 93 0.588 0.05731 5.70 0.4126 6.10 0.05221

B9/5 0.0010 32 5.1 1.108 0.6 3.16 51 0.350 0.05614 11.82 0.3992 12.62 0.05158

B9/9 0.0010 109 11.1 1.044 1.5 4.41 98 0.330 0.05512 4.75 0.3920 5.09 0,05158

B9/10 0.0010 87 6.6 1.187 5.1 1.09 276 0.375 0.05338 1.62 0.3804 1.73 0.05168

B9/II 0.0010 31 2.7 0.988 2.3 0.80 142 0.312 0.05381 3.43 0.3826 3.66 0.05157

B9/I4 0.0010 64 4.8 0.985 4.3 0.91 247 0.311 0.05281 1.89 0.3758 2.02 0.05161

B9/15 0.0010 90 6.8 0.945 3.9 1.39 228 0.298 0.05369 2.23 0.3821 2.37 0.05162

B9/16 0.0010 56 8.7 1.088 0.7 5.22 53 0.344 0.06177 9.95 0.4407 10.73 0,05175

Isotopic Dates (Ma)

± P
2 ^

± -"^Pb ± -"'’Pb ± Discordance

(2o, %) 2«.pb (2o, abs) 2,.?u (2o. abs) 2,«u (2a. abs) (%)

(h) (1) (j) (i) (j) (i) U) (k)

0,07 0.514 325.2 9.3 315,22 1.19 313,87 0,22 3,5

1,95 0.827 475.5 686.5 429.65 1 14.33 421,14 7,93 11,4

0,11 0.852 2478.3 6.1 1428.17 3.46 832,41 0,88 66,4

0,22 0.891 391.5 62.5 328.70 8.36 319,89 0,68 18,3

0,08 0.634 957.8 2.4 953.37 0.93 951,45 0,67 0,7

0,73 0,858 544,5 183,8 352,56 26.89 324.11 2.30 40.5

0,44 0,908 503,5 125,4 350,73 18.08 328.09 1.42 ,34.8

0,83 0,970 457,9 262,1 ,341,10 36.56 324.20 2.62 29.2

0,34 0,980 417,0 106,2 335,81 14.55 324.20 1.07 22.3

0.14 0.802 .345.1 36.6 327.32 4.84 324.82 0.45 5.9

0.27 0.885 .362.9 77.4 328.95 10.30 324.17 0.84 10.7

0.14 0.967 320.5 42.9 323.93 5.60 324.41 0.43 -1.2

0.22 0.663 357.9 50.3 328.56 6.65 324.44 0.70 9.3

0,80 0,975 666,1 213,1 370.77 33.33 325.25 2.54 51.2
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Compositional Parameters Radiogenic Isotope Ratios Isotopic Dates (Ma)

Sample

ID

(a)

Wt.

(mg)

(b)

U

(ppm)

(c)

Pb

(ppm)

(c)

Ih
u

(d)

Pb*

Pb,

(e)

Pb,

(pg)

(e)

~"*’Pb

-"P b

(0

-"’‘Pb

-"'’Pb

(g)

~"^Pb

‘“ Pb

(g)

±

(2o. %)

•'"Pb

(g)

±

(2a, %)

-“ •Pb

(g)

±

(2a. %)
P

(h)

“ > b

-‘"’Pb

(i)

±

(2a, abs)

(j)

'""Pb

(i)

±

(2a. abs)

(j)

'̂*^Pb

(i)

±

(2a, abs)

(j)

Discordar

(%)

(k)

Tonslein T75 

T75/I 0.0009 750 42.7 0.671 27.4 1.36 1591 0.212 0.05277 0.22 0.3674 0.25 0.05049 0.07 0.596 319.0 4.9 317.73 0.69 317.56 0.23 0.5

T75/2 0.0014 261 14.3 0.447 17.2 I.IO 1065 0.141 0.05268 0.40 0.3671 0.46 0.05054 0.10 0.634 314.9 9.2 317.48 1.26 317.83 0.32 -0.9

T75/3 0.0026 296 16.4 0.549 27.9 1.47 1673 0.173 0.05274 0.21 0.3674 0.26 0.05052 0.12 0.631 317.7 4.8 317.73 0.72 317.73 0.36 0.0

T75/4 o.noo6 706 41.6 0.408 6.7 3.24 431 0.129 0.05319 0.95 0.3697 1.02 0.05041 0.08 0.X7I 336.7 21.5 319.40 2.79 317.03 0.25 5.8

T75/5 0.0010 446 38.5 0.59X 1.7 14.15 119 0.1X9 0.05449 3.76 0.3X43 4.02 0.05114 0.27 0.9X4 391.5 X4.4 330.17 11 ..34 321.53 0.83 17.9

T75/6 0.00 II 477 26.5 0.599 34.8 0.81 2053 0.189 0.05281 0.19 0.3677 0.23 0.05050 0.07 0.645 320.5 4.3 317.96 0.62 317.61 0.22 0.9

T75/7 0.0006 302 17.5 0.577 13.1 0.75 788 0.1X2 0.05300 0.52 0.3700 0.57 0.05064 0.05 0.X03 328.7 11.9 3I9.6X 1.55 318.44 0.17 3.1

T75/8 0.00 IX 233 13.3 0.500 12.3 I.XO 755 0.15X 0.05317 0.54 0.3709 0.59 0.05059 0.07 0.725 336.1 12.3 320.31 1.62 318.14 0.21 5.3

T75/9 0.0008 517 32.0 0.544 6.0 3.64 377 0.172 0.05309 1.09 0.3693 1.17 0.05045 0.09 0.901 332.5 24.x 319.10 3.21 317.27 0.26 4.6

T 7 5 1 1 0.0022 1X2 9.x 0.504 37.5 0.56 2269 0.159 0.052X9 O.IX 0.36X9 0.22 0.05059 0.10 0.577 324.3 4.1 318.86 0.60 318.12 0.31 1.9

T75/I3 0.0015 181 9.6 0.420 3 1 .1 0.45 1927 0.133 0.05276 0.30 0.3673 0.33 0.05049 0.09 0.402 318.5 6.8 317.64 0.89 317.53 0.28 0.3

I'onstvin Z l

Z i; i  0.0057 2IX 14.2 0.774 6.1 1 1.45 357 0.244 0.05313 1.15 0.3653 1.23 0.049X7 0.11 0.767 334.4 26.0 316.17 3.34 313.70 0.33 6.2

Z l/4 0.00S5 152 8.4 0.689 67.3 0.68 3866 0.218 0.05271 0.16 0.3624 0.17 0.04987 0.06 0.351 316.3 3.6 314.04 0.45 313.73 0.17 0.8

Z l/5 0.0042 444 24.4 0.675 84.8 1.19 4884 0.213 0.05270 0.08 0.3621 0.11 0.04984 0.07 0.733 315.8 1.8 313.81 0.31 313.55 0.22 0.7

Z l/6 0.005.1 177 9.8 0.685 59.5 0.86 .3428 0.216 0.05271 0.08 0.3627 0.13 0.04991 0.09 0.818 316.5 1.8 314.25 0.35 313.94 0.28 0.8

Z l/7 0.0048 378 20.8 0.689 121.1 0.82 6946 0.218 0.05270 0.03 0.3626 0.07 0.04991 0.06 0.935 315.7 0.6 314.15 0.19 313.94 0.18 0.6

Z l/8 0.0057 157 8.7 0.693 80.5 0.61 4615 0.219 0.05272 0.03 0.3627 O.OK 0.04989 0.06 0.964 316.8 0.7 314.20 0.22 313.86 0.19 0.9

Z l/9 0.0056 149 8.1 0.636 61.1 0.73 3559 0.201 0.05274 0.13 0.3626 0.15 0.04986 0.06 0.509 317.8 2.9 314.18 0.40 313.69 0.18 1.3



A ppendix I Table I con tinued

__________ C om positional Param eters___________   R adiogenic Isotope Ratios_________________   Isotopic D ates (M a)___________________
*  „ i  2 0 6 n ,  M R ™  2 0 7 „ .  2 0 f .n ,  2 0 7 ™  JIX 'd u  iU Pb T h  Pb* Pb .̂ Pb Pb Pb ±  Pb ± Pb ± p  Pb ±  Pb ±  Pb ±  D iscordance

(ppm ) (ppm ) U  Pbc (pg) (2o , % ) (2n , % ) *''*U (2o, % ) "''^Pt’ (2o . abs) (2o , abs) '  (20 . abs) (% )

(c) (c) (d) (e) (e) ( 0  (g) (g)_________________ (g)_________________ (g)_______________ (h) (i) Q) (i) Q) (i) Q) (k)

T onstein  T lG b

T IG b/l 0.0010 1X05 102.6 0.544 33.7 2.95 2021 0.172 0.05319 0.17 0.3841 0.20 0.05237 0.07 0.590 336.9 3.9 330.04 0.57 329,07 0,22 2.3

T IG b /2 0.0006 897 47.6 0.441 24.8 l . l l 1528 0.139 0.05270 0.26 0.3612 0.31 0.04971 0.13 0.570 316.0 5.9 313.11 0.83 312.72 0.39 1.0

T IG b /6  0 .0010  

T onstein  T IP

522 26.8 0.348 30.5 0.85 1922 O.IIO 0.05282 0.21 0.3617 0.26 0.04967 0.10 0.612 321.0 4.9 313.49 0.70 312.48 0.31 2.7

TIP/2 0.0007 579 29.2 0.261 20.8 0.94 1348 0.082 0.05282 0.29 0.3593 0.32 0.04933 0.04 0.774 321.1 6.6 311.69 0.86 310,43 0,13 3.3

TIP/3 0.0010 265 14.3 0.373 12.6 1.05 798 0.118 0.05299 0.57 0.3624 0.62 0.04959 0.06 0.840 328.5 13.0 313.98 1.69 312.03 0.20 5,0

TIP/4 0.0010 258 15.1 0.519 7.5 1.78 465 0.164 0.05302 0.X9 0.3604 0.96 0.04930 0.07 0.940 329.7 20.3 312.51 2.5X 310,21 0.20 5,9

TIP/5 0.0010 220 12.3 0.423 8.1 1.36 513 0.134 0.05274 0.83 0.3550 0.89 0.048X2 0.07 0.890 317.6 18.9 308.46 2.37 307,26 0.20 3.2

TIP/6 0.0010 543 28.3 0.349 19.3 1.40 1226 0.110 0.05272 0.32 0.3606 0.35 0.04960 0.04 0.800 316.7 7.3 312.64 0.95 312.09 0,12 1.5

TIP/8 0.0010 128 8.9 0.457 2.8 2.37 186 0.144 0.053X3 2.35 0.3670 2.51 0.04944 0.17 0.935 .363.9 53.0 317.39 6.84 311,09 0.52 14.5

T IP /I I 0.0010 155 10.6 0.508 3.0 2.66 197 0.161 0.05351 2.20 0.3620 2..34 0.04906 0,16 0.934 350.7 49.6 313.6X 6.32 308,72 0,48 12.0

TIP/13 o.ooox 120 6.9 0.190 4.5 0.99 315 0.060 0.052X1 1.39 0.3565 1.48 0.04897 O.11 0.901 320.6 31.5 309.63 3.96 308,18 0,32 3.9

TIP/14 0.0010 259 14.3 0.299 7.6 1.66 499 0.094 0.05297 0.83 0.3612 0.89 0.04945 0.06 0.972 327.4 18.9 313.09 2.41 311,17 0,19 5,0

Sam ple  W t. 

ID (m g)

(a) (b)



Appendix 1 Table 2: U-Pb zircon LA-MC-ICP-MS data
1) Error correlation between '̂’̂ P b r’''U and ' “ ’Pb/^’^U ratios

2) Discordance (%) = 100 - (100 x (™'’Pb/"'*U date / ^°’Pb/*”'’Pb date))

Radiogenic isotopic ratios

Sample II) 2 0 7 p b /2 0 6 p b ±(2a,% ) 2">b/‘” U ±(2a.%) ■“ Pb/” *U ±(2a.%) 1
P

MAP 11/07/01 (Not corrected for common lead)

MAP110701/Z] 0.07001 1.4 0.5298 2.6 0.05488 2.2 0.838
MAPI I070I/Z2 0.05709 1.1 0.4437 2.6 0.05637 2.4 0.908
MAPI I070I/Z3 0.11270 7.6 0.6104 8.3 0.03928 3.2 0.386
MAPI I070I/Z4 0.05437 1.3 0.4130 2.6 0.05509 2.2 0.861
MAPI I070I/Z5 0.14198 1.0 8.7893 4.4 0.44899 4.2 0.973
MAPI I070I/Z7 0.05577 1.0 0.5017 2.5 0.06524 2.3 0.916
MAPI 10701/Z8 0.06158 1.8 0.4865 2.8 0.05730 2.1 0.762
MAPI I070I/Z9 0.14998 7.1 0.6855 8.5 0.03315 4.7 0.553
MAPI I070I/Z I0 0.05899 1.4 0.4438 2.6 0.05457 2.2 0.841

MAP 11/07/01 (Corrected for common lead)

MAPI 1070 l/ZI 0.05066 24.9 0.3744 26.7 0.05359 9.4 0.355
MAPI I070I/Z2 0.04944 61.4 0.3815 61.7 0.05597 5.4 0.088
MAPI I070I/Z3 0.05313 37.8 0.2642 38.6 0.03607 7.8 0.203
MAPI I070I/Z4 0.04121 83.6 0.3081 83.7 0.05422 4.1 0.049
MAPI I070I/Z5 0.14352 4.0 8.7145 19.9 0.44037 19.5 0.979
MAPI I070I/Z7 0.06294 27.1 0.5666 28.6 0.06529 9.3 0.326
MAPI I070I/ZX 0.06739 28.4 0.5290 28.8 0.05693 4.7 0.163
MAPI I0701/Z9 0.05289 27.3 0.2122 29.4 0.02910 10.9 0.370
MAPI I070I/ZIO 0.06041 22.4 0.4558 23.9 0.05472 8.5 0.355

MAP 11/07/03 (Not correctcd for common lead; data continued overleaf)

MAPI 10703/ZI 0.07807 3.4 0.5831 4.0 0.05417 2.1 0.538
MAPI I0703/Z2 0.14323 3.2 0.8270 3.9 0.04187 2.2 0,564
M A PII0703/Z3 0.26924 5.9 0.7326 7.7 0.01974 4.9 0.633
MAPI I0703/Z5 0.17375 2.9 0.8678 4.0 0.03622 2.7 0.688

Isotopic dates (Ma)

"P b /-"’Pb ±(2a abs) “ >b/--’-'u ±(2ct abs) 2 0 6 p b / 2 .1 8 u ±(2o abs) Discordance^

(%)

U conc' 
(ppm)

928.6 29.3 431.7 9.2 344.4 7.4 62.9 1086
494.9 23.9 372.9 8.1 353.5 8.1 28.6 655
1843.4 138.3 483.8 31.9 248.4 7.8 86.5 1230
386.3 29.8 351.0 7.8 345.7 7.6 10.5 523

2251.5 17.3 2316.4 39.8 2390.8 84.9 -6.2 239

443.3 22.2 412.8 8.5 407.4 9.0 8.1 899
659.5 38.8 402.5 9.3 359.2 7.4 45.5 559

2345.7 120.9 530.1 35.1 210.2 9.7 91.0 1866
566.7 30.3 372.9 8.0 342.5 7.2 39.6 992

225.5 576.0 322.9 73.7 336.6 31.0 -49.2 1086
168.7 1434.5 328.1 172.9 351.0 18.6 -108.1 655
3.34.3 856.8 238.1 81.9 228.4 17.6 31.7 1230
-274.6 2125.9 272.7 200.2 340.4 13.6 224.0 523
2270.2 69.7 2308.6 181.5 2352.3 384.6 -3.6 239
706.1 575.5 455.8 105.1 407.7 36.8 42.3 899
850.0 590.1 431.1 101.1 356.9 16.3 58.0 559
324.1 619.7 195.4 52.2 184.9 19.8 43.0 1866
618.4 482.8 381.3 76.1 343.4 28.4 44.5 992

1148.6 66.5 466.5 14.9 340.1 7.1 70.4 1357
2266.6 55.5 611.9 17.9 264.4 5.7 88.3 1972
3301.6 93.2 558.1 33.0 126.0 6.1 96.2 3122
2594.1 48.1 634.4 IX.7 229.4 6.1 91.2 2218



A ppendix I Table 2  continued

Radiogenic isotopic ratios

Samole ID 2 0 7 p b /2 ( ) ( .p b ±(2o,% ) “ ’pb/-’-'u ±(2o.% ) 2 0 6 p b /2 - 1 S y ±(2a,% ) p'

MAP 11/07/03 (Not corrected for common lead)

MAP110703/Z6 0.12107 2.7 0.8243 3.5 0.04938 2.2 0.645
MAP110703/Z10 0.06344 5.1 0.4701 5.5 0.05374 2.1 0.383
M A PI10703/Z11 0.28639 9.1 0.9212 13.9 0.02333 10.5 0.755
MAP110703/Z12 0.14354 10.5 0.9156 10.8 0.04626 2.8 0.259
MAP110703/Z14 0.07383 1.5 0.5067 2.9 0.04977 2.5 0.860
MAP110703/Z16 0.08507 4.5 0.5867 5.2 0.05002 2.7 0.519

MAP 11/07/03 (Corrected for common lead)

MAP110703/Z1 0.04422 18.8 0.3178 22.5 0.05212 12.3 0.547
MAP110703/Z2 0.05073 14.7 0.2582 20.7 0.03691 14.7 0.708
M AP1I0703/Z3 0.05900 17.0 0.1176 21.0 0.01446 12.3 0.587
M AP1I0703/Z5 0.05905 17.6 0.2543 22.9 0.03123 14.6 0.637
MAP110703/Z6 0.05402 10.9 0.3375 18.1 0.04530 14.5 0.800
MAP110703/Z10 0.05105 29.6 0.3705 .30.7 0.05264 8.1 0.262
MAP110703/Z1I 0.05061 33.6 0.1108 39.7 0.01589 21.1 0.531
M AP1I0703/Z12 0.05460 18.0 0.3059 22.9 0.04064 14.1 0.617
M AP1I0703/Z14 0.05571 31.6 0.3704 32.8 0.04823 8.8 0.269
M AP1I0703/Z16 0.06441 13.0 0.4368 18.5 0.04918 13.2 0.711

MAP 09/07/01 (Not corrected for common lead: data continued overleaf)

MAP090701/Z1 0.14694 2.0 4.1909 4.3 0.20686 3.8 0.878
MAP090701/Z2 0.06998 1.0 1.5910 2.6 0.16490 2.4 0.924
MAP090701/Z3 0.07588 1.9 2.0583 3.1 0.19674 2.5 0.793
MAP090701/Z4 0.06937 1.0 1.5637 2.6 0.16348 2.4 0.923
MAP090701/Z5 0.09089 1.0 3.3276 2.5 0.26553 2.3 0.920

MAP090701/Z6 0.10636 1.0 4.4477 2.6 0.30328 2.4 0.923
MAP090701/Z7 0.05714 1.0 0.5729 2.6 0.07272 2.4 0.922
MAP090701/Z8 0.07505 1.1 1.6406 2.7 0.15855 2.5 0.907

Isotopic dates (Ma)

“ ’Pb/-“ Pb ± (2nabs) “ > b / ’-'’u  ±(2a abs) -“ pb /’’*U ±(2a abs) ^  conc'
_______________________________________________________ 1%]______(ppm)

1972.1 47.3 610.4 15.9 310.7 6.8 84.2 1675
723.1 107.8 391.2 17.9 337.4 6.9 53.3 931

3398.1 141.4 663.0 67.5 148.7 15.4 95.6 4263

2270.3 180.2 660.0 52.5 291.5 8.0 87.2 1671
1036.7 30.1 416.2 10.0 313.1 7.7 69.8 1096

1317.1 86.8 468.8 19.7 314.7 8.4 76.1 1499

-98.3 462.2 280.2 55.0 327.5 39.3 433.3 1357
228.8 338.4 233.2 43.2 233.6 33.7 -2.1 1972
566.9 .369.5 112.9 22.4 92.5 11.3 83.7 3122
569.0 384.1 230.1 47.1 198.3 28.5 65.2 2218

372.1 244.6 295.2 46.4 285.6 40.5 23.2 1675
243.2 682.3 320.0 84.2 330.7 26.0 -36.0 931
223.0 776.9 106.7 40.2 101.6 21.2 54.4 4263
395.8 403.7 271.0 54.4 256.8 35.5 35.1 1671
440.7 702.5 320.0 90.0 303.6 26.1 31.1 1096

755.1 274.9 368.0 57.2 309.5 39.8 59.0 1499

2310.6 35.1 1672.2 35.1 1212.1 41.5 47.5 277

927.7 20.5 966.7 16.3 984.0 22.0 -6.1 109

1091.8 38.2 1135.0 21.4 1157.8 26.3 -6.0 32
909.9 20.6 955.9 16.1 976.1 21.7 -7.3 195

1444.3 19.0 1487.5 19.9 1518.1 31.7 -5.1 110

1738.0 18.3 1721.3 21.6 1707.6 36.0 1.7 263
496.8 22.0 459.9 9.5 452.5 10.4 8.9 959
1069.9 22.9 986.0 17.1 948.7 21.6 11.3 120



Appendix / Table 2 continued

Radiogenic isotopic ratios

Samole ID 2 0 7 p b / 2 0 6 p ^ ±{2a,%) “ ’Pb/’” U ±(2o.%) 2 0 ( , p j ^ / : . i » U ±(2o,%) 1
P

MAP 09/07/01 (Not corrected for common lead)
M AP09070I/Z9 0.07294 1.0 1.7630 2.7 0.17530 2.5 0.929
MAP090701/ZIO 0.09051 1.0 3.0563 2.7 0.24490 2.5 0.930
MAP090701/ZI 1 0.07762 1.0 2.2227 2.6 0.20768 2.4 0.922
M A P090701/ZI2 0.07317 1.0 1.8351 2.6 0.18190 2.4 0.925
M A P090701/ZI3 0.05812 2.8 0.5387 3.9 0.06723 2.8 0.713
M A P090701/ZI4 0.07278 1.0 1.7837 2.7 0.17775 2.5 0.929
MAP090701/Z15 0.05597 1.3 0.5492 2.7 0.07116 2.4 0.886
MAP090701/ZIX 0.07042 1.0 1.6113 2.7 0.16596 2.5 0.930
MAP090701/Z20 0.07274 1.3 1.7824 2.8 0.17771 2.4 0.881
MAP090701/Z2I 0.08340 1.0 2.4925 2.9 0.21676 2.7 0.938
MAP090701/Z22 0.07185 1.0 1.7059 2.7 0.17220 2.5 0.929
MAP090701/Z23 0.08861 1.0 3.1343 2.6 0.25655 2.4 0.924
MAP090701/Z24 0.07347 1.0 1.7460 2.6 0.17236 2.4 0.923
MAP090701/Z25 0.07128 1.0 1.4981 2.7 0.15244 2.5 0.928
MAP090701/Z26 0.05474 1.0 0.5446 2.7 0.07216 2.5 0.927
MAP090701/Z27 0.08703 1.0 2.9906 2.x 0.24923 2.6 0.932
MAP090701/Z29 0.05587 1.0 0.6165 2.6 0.08004 2.4 0.921
MAP090701/Z32 0.05559 1.0 0.5402 2.6 0.07048 2.4 0.923
M AP09070I/Z33 0.05442 1.2 0.5287 2.7 0.07046 2.4 0.888
MAP090701/Z34 0.10313 1.0 4.2550 2.6 0.29924 2.4 0.923
MAP090701/Z35 0.05496 1.0 0.5274 2.7 0.06960 2.5 0.929
MAP090701/Z36 0.07332 1.0 1.7129 2.8 0.16943 2.6 0.934
MAP090701/Z3X 0.05553 2.9 0.5486 3.8 0.07165 2.5 0.651
MAP090701/Z39 0.09280 10 3.4784 2.7 0.27183 2.5 0.926
MAP090701/Z40 0.12546 1.0 5.4820 3.2 0.31690 3.0 0.948
MAP090701/Z45 0.07401 1.0 1.5074 6.2 0.14772 6.1 0.987
MAP090701/Z4() 0.08149 1.0 2.0855 2.7 0.18562 2.5 0.927
MAP090701/Z47 0.09961 1.0 3.2925 3.1 0.23973 3.0 0.948

Isotopic dates (Ma)

"Pb/-"'’Pb ±(2o abs) “ > b / ” 'U ±(2a abs) 2 0 6 p j^ /2 3 8 (j ±(2a abs)
Discordance'

(%)
U com 
(ppm;

1012.3 20.3 1031.9 17.5 1041.2 24.1 -2.9 478
1436.3 19.1 1421.8 20.9 1412.1 32.2 1.7 360
1 137.2 19.9 1188.2 18.1 1216.4 26.4 -7.0 266
1018.6 20.3 1058.1 17.4 1077.4 24.2 -5.8 229

534.1 60.6 437.6 14.0 419.5 11.4 21.5 191
1007.8 20.3 1039.5 17.6 1054.7 24.4 -4.7 277
451.2 28.0 444.5 9.8 443.2 10.3 1.8 258
940.5 20.5 974.6 17.0 989.8 23.1 -5.2 142
1006.8 26.6 1039.0 18.0 1054.5 23.8 -4.7 58
1278.6 19.5 1269.9 20.9 1264.7 31.1 1.1 134
981.6 20.4 1010.7 17.3 1024.2 23.8 -4.3 232
1395.7 19.2 1441.2 20.2 1472.2 31.9 -5.5 101
1026.9 20.2 1025.7 16.7 1025.1 22.7 0.2 257
965.4 20.4 929.6 16.3 914.6 21.2 5.3 411
401.7 22.4 441.5 9.6 449.2 10.7 -1 1.8 371
1361.1 19.3 1405.2 21.0 14.34.5 33.0 -5.4 224
447.1 22.2 487.7 9.9 496.3 11.3 -11.0 248
436.0 22.3 438.5 9.2 439.0 10.2 -0.7 585
388.5 27.6 430.9 9.4 438.9 10.0 -13.0 220
1681.2 18.5 1684.7 21.4 1687.5 35.7 -0.4 242
410.4 22.4 430.1 9.5 433.8 10.5 -5.7 332
1022.9 20.2 1013.4 17.9 1009.0 24.4 1.4 178
433.7 65.0 444.1 13.8 446.1 10.8 -2.9 77
1483.9 18.9 1522.3 20.9 1550.1 33.9 -4.5 117
2035.3 17.7 1897.8 27.1 1774.6 46.4 12.8 69
1041.7 20.2 933.4 37.9 888.2 50.8 14.7 221
1233.2 19.6 1144.0 18.3 1097.6 25.0 1 1.0 394
1616.8 18.6 1479.3 24.4 1385.3 37.0 14.3 308



A ppendix 1 Table 2  continued

Radiogenic isotopic ratios

Sam olc ID 207pb/2«,pb ±(2o,%) 207pb/2.,5u ±(2o.%) ’“ pb/-”*u ±(2o,%) 1
P

B entonite B9 (Not co rrec ted  fo r com m on leadl

B9/1 0.05284 3.9 0.3902 4.5 0.05356 2.2 0.504
B9/2 0.05290 2.9 0.3818 3.6 0.05235 2.1 0.587
B9/3 0.05322 2.8 0.3841 3.5 0.05235 2.1 0.597
B9/4 0.05405 2.1 0.3873 3.0 0.05197 2.2 0.731
B9/5 0.05274 4.3 0.3805 4.8 0.05232 2.0 0.417
B9/6 0.05590 8.3 0.4098 8.6 0.05316 2.1 0.246
B9/7 0.05371 3.6 0.3907 4.1 0.05276 2.0 0.479
B9/8 0.05261 4.8 0.3828 5.4 0.05277 2.4 0.452
B9/9 0.05287 2.9 0.3789 3.6 0.05197 2.1 0.588
B9/10 0.05337 2.0 0.3841 3.1 0,05220 2.4 0.764
B 9/11 0.05308 4.1 0.3793 4.9 0.05184 2.5 0.522
B9/12 0.05193 5.1 0.3808 5.5 0.05318 2.2 0.401
B9/13 0.05225 3.0 0.3681 3.7 0.05110 2.0 0.557
B9/14 0.05292 4.4 0.3793 4.9 0.05198 2.1 0.439
B9/15 0.05233 2.2 0.3737 3.2 0.05180 2.2 0.707
B9/16 0.05287 2.5 0.3840 3.3 0.05268 2.1 0.634
B9/17 0.05133 5.8 0.3604 6.2 0.05091 2.3 0.377
B9/I8 0.05278 2.0 0.3645 3.1 0.05008 2.3 0.751
89/19 0.05404 4.9 0.3892 5.4 0.05223 2.3 0.427
B9/20 0.05568 4.7 0.3929 5.2 0.05118 2.2 0.423
B9/21 0.05457 3.6 0,3901 4.3 0.05185 2.3 0.530
B9/22 0.05361 2.5 0.3722 3.5 0.05035 2.5 0.711
B9/23 0.05268 3.2 0.3760 3.8 0.05176 2.0 0.526
B9/24 0.05407 2.8 0.3831 3.5 0.05138 2.1 0.588
B9/25 0.05391 1.9 0.3907 2.7 0.05257 2.0 0.727

Isotopic dates (Ma)

'Pb/-‘"’Pb ±(2o abs) 2 0 7 p b ,2 .1 . .^ j ±(2o abs) 2 0 6 p b /2 .1 « u ±(2a abs) Discordance^

(%)

U com 
(ppm;

321.7 87.6 334.5 12.7 336.3 7.4 -4.5 126
324.4 66.4 328.4 10.1 328.9 6.8 -1.4 172
338.0 63.5 3300 9.8 328.9 6.7 2.7 180
373.0 46.8 332.4 8.6 326.6 7.1 12.4 256
317.8 98.6 327.4 13.4 328.8 6.4 -3.5 112
448.5 184.6 348.7 25.3 333.9 6.9 25.5 51
358.8 82.0 334.9 11.8 331.4 6.4 7.6 137
311.9 109.0 329.1 15.1 331.5 7.8 -6.3 100
323.4 65.7 326.2 10.0 326.6 6.7 -1.0 189
.344.7 45.7 330.1 8.8 328.0 7.6 4.9 274
332.0 94.1 326.6 13.6 325.8 8.1 1.9 125
282.4 115.8 327.6 15.5 334.0 7.2 -18.3 100
296.2 69,4 318.3 10.0 321.3 6.4 -8.4 183
325.4 99.3 326.5 13.6 326.7 6.8 -0.4 1 19
300.0 50.8 322.4 8.7 325.5 7.1 -8.5 253
323.4 57.8 330.0 9.3 330.9 6.7 -2.3 211
255.8 132.4 312.5 16.7 320.1 7.3 -25.1 90
319.5 46.2 315.5 8.4 315.0 7.1 1.4 292
372.7 110.9 333.8 15.5 328.2 7.4 11.9 100
439.6 103.9 336.5 14.8 321.8 6.8 26.8 109
394.7 81.3 334.5 12.2 325.9 7.2 17.4 151
354.8 56.3 321.3 9.8 316.7 7.8 10.7 225
315.2 73.5 324.1 10.5 325.3 6.3 -3.2 168
373.9 63.4 329.3 9.8 323.0 6.5 13.6 190
367.4 41.8 334.9 7.7 330.3 6.3 10.1 310
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Appendix 2 Table 1: W hole-rock geochemical data

1) Samples underlined were comminuted using a Tema mill. Data for samples show'n in italics are averages of the sample replicate data pre.sented towards the bottom of the table.
2) Geographical coordinates o f the sampled localities: Belgian and German localities = latitude / longitude (WGS 84 datum): British and Irish localities = National grid references.
3) Analytes that were below the limit o f detection are underlined; the values shown for these analytes are half of the limit of detection.
4) Loss-on-ignition determined at 1000"C
5) Europium anomaly calculated using Cl-chondrite normalised values (from McDonough & Sun. 1995)

■Sampling locality M ajor elements (% )’

Samole ID' Countrv Locality Name Geographical coordinates^ SiO, AI,Oj CaO Cr^O, Fe,0 , KjO MgO MnO N a,0 P 2 O 5 TiO: Lor*
M Lives-sur-Meuse Belgium Lives-sur-Meuse 50.4720"N, 4.9328"E 44.02 22.88 5.44 0.022 5.47 6.23 2.26 0.005 0.18 0.03 1.20 11,86
M Malonne Belgium Malonne 50.4337'’N. 4.7949“E 15.72 7.93 38.33 0.007 2.61 1.88 1.34 0.027 0.10 0.04 0.35 32.84
LI Lives-sur-Meuse Belgium Lives-sur-Meuse 50.4692"N, 4.929 r ’E 46.86 28.92 0.42 0.023 3.93 8.20 1.99 0.004 0.60 0.08 1.09 8,03
LI Roy.seux Belgium Royseux 50.4690"N, 5.2679"E 42.81 26.93 0.90 0.037 9.27 5.70 3.15 0.019 0.14 0.03 0.88 11,20
L1 a Sosoye Belgium Sosoye 50.3017''N.4.7762"E 52.00 25.46 0.81 0.010 3.19 6.46 2.76 0.001 0.15 0.03 0.68 8,58
L 1b Sosoye Belgium Sosoye 50.3017‘’N.4.7762"E 27.30 15.70 25.29 0.007 2.16 4.08 1.87 0.010 0.11 0.02 0.43 24,17
L2 Lives-sur-Meuse Belgium Lives-sur-Meuse 50.4692'’N, 4.929l^E 45.28 29.38 1.20 0.013 6.69 6.66 1.01 0.038 0.30 0.49 0.77 9,02
L2 Royseux Belgium Royseux 50.4690"N, 5.2679"E 48.66 26.81 2.49 0.01 3.28 3.10 1.77 0.00 0.45 0.05 0.73 12,65
L2 Sosoye Belgium Sosoye 50.3017‘’N.4.7762"E 51.71 23.16 2.05 0.005 4.67 4.29 3.87 0.004 0.16 0.28 0.47 10,17
L3 Anhee Nord Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3180"N,4.8758"E 42.74 17.1 1 12.29 0.002 2.21 3.54 3.57 0.019 0.07 0.09 0.28 15,07
L3 Awirs Belgium Awirs West Quarry 50.5905"N. 5.4089”E 47.71 27.07 2.68 0.00 2.40 4.18 2.98 0.00 0.06 0.16 0.40 12,63
L3 Engihntil Belgium Engihoul Quarry 50.5764"N. 5.4241"E 45.90 15.89 11.35 0.00 2.16 3.63 3.69 0.02 0.17 0.10 0.26 16,19
L3 Lives-sur-Meuse Belgium Lives-sur-Meuse 50.4686‘*N. 4.9285"E 40.14 27.50 6.26 0.003 4.21 2.60 1.46 0.015 0.61 0.21 0.45 15,26
L4 Awirs (base) Belgium Awirs West Quarry 50.5905>J. 5.4089‘'E 45.15 28.66 2.16 0.002 3.08 4.85 1.68 0.006 0.18 0.06 0.26 12,86
L4 Awirs (top) Belgium Awirs West Quarry 50.5905"N, 5.4089"E 44.97 29.36 1.24 0.005 4.35 4.07 1.77 0.008 0.18 0.08 0.33 14,20
L4 Engihoul Belgium Engihoul Quarry 50.5764'’N, 5.4241"E 48.58 22.81 4.63 0.003 2.79 5.30 2.33 0.009 0.13 0.03 0.25 12,31
MAP 13-66 Belgium Awirs West Quarry 50.5905"N, 5.4089‘'E 44.45 31.42 1.48 0.0005 2.57 2.92 1.19 0.004 0.15 0.13 0.36 13,86

L5 Awirs (base) Belgium Awirs West Quarry 50.5905"N, 5.4089“E 48.93 28.34 1.09 0.0005 2.01 5.31 2.33 0.001 0.10 0.15 0.38 12,44

L5 Awirs (top) Belgium Awirs West Quarry 50.5905‘>J, 5.4089”E 46.95 30.55 1.29 0.002 2.65 3.63 1.68 0.002 0.10 0.09 0.36 13,33
L5 Engihoul Belgium Engihoul Quarry 50.5764"N. 5.4241"E 20.59 10.25 32.32 0.001 3.64 2.23 1.12 0.019 0.07 0.04 0.65 25,70

W1 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170"N.4.8760"E 42.87 20.89 9.23 0.002 3.09 2.27 5.34 0.026 0.09 0.17 0.39 15,81
W2 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170"N,4.8760”E 51.08 27.34 1.03 0.001 3.42 5.51 2.86 0.015 0.17 0.15 0.51 9,37
W3 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3I70‘’N.4.8760"E 47.96 20.85 7.23 0.002 3.31 3.56 3.00 0.159 0.10 0.17 0.27 14,48

W4 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170‘’N, 4.8760"E 50.38 23.52 2.66 0,0005 3.09 2.85 5.08 0.105 0.13 0.10 0.23 1 1,20

W5 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170‘» .4 .8 7 6 0 “E 42.33 20.17 11.16 0.002 3.10 3.01 3.28 0.038 0.15 0.19 0.41 16,67

W6 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170‘’N.4.8760"E 48.56 22.92 3.31 0.010 4.97 1.92 6.44 0.073 0.18 0.27 0.48 12,41



A ppendix 2 Table I con tinued

Trace  elements (ppmV’

Sam ole ID ' SaniDlitii! locality Ba Ce Dy Er Eu Cia Cid Ilf Ho La Lu Nb Nd Pr Rb Sc Sm Sn Sr Ta Tb

M Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-Meuse 589.7 49.9 4.3 3.0 0.6 23.3 3.3 16 0.9 23.9 0.5 55.4 18.3 5.2 295.0 17 3.8 4 222.7 3.6 0.6
M Malonne Malonne 159,4 40.1 2.5 1.5 0.5 10.0 2.7 4 0.5 21.7 0.2 19.7 16.4 4.8 99.4 7 3.0 3 605.3 1.3 0.4

LI Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-M euse IX4.X 51.5 4.2 2.7 0.5 31.4 3.2 14 0.9 26.9 0.4 63.1 15.8 5.0 212.4 21 3.6 7 67.1 3.7 0.6
LI Royseux Royseux 94.5 45.6 4.4 3.2 0.5 22.2 3.2 11 1.0 25.6 0.5 43.0 18.9 5.5 129,4 25 3.3 12 40.3 2.7 0.6

L la  Sosoye Sosoye 325.0 51.2 3.6 2.1 0.7 42.4 3.9 11 0.7 26.6 0.3 40.4 21.3 6.4 402.9 16 4.6 7 69.2 3.2 0.6

L ib  Sosoye Sosoye 228.1 25.3 3.2 2.0 0.4 25.6 2.4 6 0.7 13.0 0.3 23.6 1 1.7 3.3 239.9 9 2.7 6 279.8 1.8 0.5

L2 Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-Meuse 86.6 49.7 3.7 2.2 0.5 8.6 4.4 13 0.7 18.7 0.3 18.8 22.9 5.8 164.6 8 4.9 5 26.9 3.6 0.6
L2 Royseux Royseux 225.4 31.6 1.2 0.9 0.2 24.5 1.0 7 0.3 17.1 0.2 21.5 7.8 2.6 127.3 12 1.3 4 110.0 1.5 0.2
L2 Sosoye Sosoye 87.3 29.1 1.8 1.0 0.2 20.7 2.2 8 0.4 10.0 0.2 15.1 14.0 3,4 114.6 7 3.1 6 26.5 2.8 0.3
L3 Anhee Nord Anhee Nord 84.6 49.8 2.5 1.2 0.2 1 1.6 3.0 6 0.4 17.0 0.2 15.2 18.6 5,4 88.6 6 4.0 3 149.0 2.1 0.5
L i  Awirs Awirs West Quarry 103.4 57.1 3.1 1.5 0.3 26.x 3.7 11 0.5 19.5 0.2 24.0 23.2 6.5 118.6 7 4.7 8 40.1 3.6 0.6
L3 En^ihou! Engihoul Quarry 220.4 72.6 3.3 1.4 0.4 18.3 4.5 6 0.6 28.0 0.2 15.3 28.2 7.9 116.2 6 6.0 5 96.4 2.1 0.6
L3 Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-Meuse 53.0 123.5 4.1 2.0 0.4 16.3 5.4 13 0.7 44.9 0.3 22.3 41.4 12.2 76.7 9 7.0 10 115.3 3.3 0.8

L4 Awirs (base) Awirs West Quarry 90.9 15.3 3.0 2.2 0.1 21.1 1.7 10 0.6 6.0 0.4 16.8 5.4 1.6 119.6 10 1.7 3 22.1 3.3 0.4

L4 Awirs (too) Awirs West Quarry 105.3 35.7 3.0 2.2 0.1 21.4 1.9 9 0.7 17.0 0.4 22.8 8.9 3.2 113.3 10 2.0 4 29.7 3.5 0.4
L4 Engilioul Engihoul Quarry 5764.4 26.7 2.2 1.5 0.3 22.5 1.6 6 0.5 12.8 0.3 20.8 8.1 2.5 160.4 8 1.7 4 88.3 2.0 0.3
MAP 13-66 Awirs West Quarry 55.2 9.2 1.5 1.1 0.1 15.7 1.3 12 0.3 3.4 0.2 22.6 4.9 1.1 76.1 9 1.5 3 22.7 3.0 0.3
L5 Awirs (base) Awirs West Quarry 82.4 15.2 3.9 2.5 0.2 23.7 2.7 12 0.8 5.0 0.5 24.5 9.3 2.1 136.6 8 2.9 8 11.8 3.5 0.6
L5 Awirs (top) Awirs West Quarry 66.2 12.0 3.7 2.3 0.2 20.0 2.4 10 0.7 3.8 0.4 24.4 6.9 1.7 118.6 8 2.6 6 9.8 3.5 0.5
L5 Engihoul Engihoul Quarry 631.8 1 18.2 8.0 4.5 2.2 19.6 8.2 15 1.6 51.1 0.6 135.8 46.9 13.1 69.2 6 9.8 3 155.7 8.5 1.4
Wl Anhee Nord 123.3 26.9 1.6 1.0 0.3 13.2 1.6 5 0.3 11.8 0.2 12,9 9.8 2.8 58.7 6 2.0 2 126.4 1.8 0.3
W2 Anhee Nord 94.2 14.9 1.5 1.0 0.2 20.5 1.2 7 0.3 7.0 0.2 14.1 6.0 1.7 141.7 6 1.3 1 48.3 2.0 0.2
W3 Anhee Nord 353.6 13.6 1.2 0.8 0.2 14.4 l.l 7 0.2 5.5 0.1 20,1 5.6 1.4 79.5 6 1.3 2 137.6 2.7 0.2
W4 Anhee Nord 142.5 7.9 1.6 0.8 0.3 12.8 1.5 9 0.3 2.8 0.1 18.0 3.9 0.9 71.3 4 1.5 1 25.6 3.6 0.2
W5 Anhee Nord 84.5 18.8 2.6 1.4 0.3 13.4 2.2 7 0.5 7.5 0.2 21.6 9.4 2.2 72.0 10 2.4 2 68.1 2.1 0.4
W6 Anhee Nord 93.3 37.8 3.6 2.6 0.6 17.1 2.9 10 0.8 16.4 0.5 21.0 13.7 3.8 50.8 14 3.3 3 47.9 2.8 0.6



Appendix 2 Table I continued
Trace  elements (ppml*

Samole ID' SamDline locality Th Tm U V W Y Yb Zr

M Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-Meuse 22.2 0.5 32.4 1 13.6 3.5 23.8 3.3 611

M Malonne Malonne 6.4 0.2 8.4 84.1 2.5 14.9 1.5 142
LI Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-Meuse 34.0 0.4 32.4 167.3 1.8 24.4 3.1 524

LI Royseux Royseux 33.9 0.5 18.0 204.0 3.6 34.6 3.5 414

L 1 a Sosoye Sosoye 33.6 0.3 8.2 55.9 3.4 19.9 2.2 429

L 1 b Sosoye Sosoye 10.7 0.3 7.0 45.5 3.7 17.5 2.1 220

L2 Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-M euse 50.1 0.3 16.3 165.3 22.3 23.5 2.1 401

L2 Royseux Royseux 19.3 0.2 12.5 69.7 2.5 6.8 1.2 216

L2 Sosoye Sosoye 54.6 0.1 4.3 64.9 1.1 10.2 1.0 244

L3 Anhee Nord Anhee Nord 36.6 0.2 7.4 28.6 0.8 10.2 1.1 189

L3 Awirs Awirs West Quarry 67.5 0.2 8.4 25.9 0.5 12.9 1.2 315
L3 Engihoiil Engihoul Quarry 34.0 0.2 9.1 20.8 0.7 12.1 1.1 190

L3 Lives-sur-Meuse Lives-sur-Meuse 65.4 0.3 10.1 33.3 1.7 16.5 1.8 375

L4 Awirs (base) Awirs West Quarry 31.0 0.4 11.2 19.7 2.3 14.8 3.0 248

L4 Awirs (ton) Awirs West Quarry 50.2 0.4 18.2 65.3 17.9 14.7 2.9 243

L4 Engihoul Engihoul Quarry 44.7 0.3 7.7 18.0 0.8 11.7 1.8 177

MAP 13-66 Awirs West Quarry 38.9 0.2 5.4 26.2 0.7 8.2 1.2 372

L5 Awirs (base) Awirs West Quarry 39.9 0.4 6.9 42.0 2.5 19.2 2.8 369

L5 Awirs (top) Awirs West Quarry 54.7 0.4 7.4 41.4 0.7 17.4 2.5 299

L5 Engihoul Engihoul Quarry 15.3 0.7 14.5 51.6 1.4 42.9 4 4 631

W1 Anhee Nord 21.9 0.2 18.4 68.6 1.3 8.7 1 1 168

W2 Anhee Nord 26.7 0.2 22.4 79.0 22.8 8.4 1 2 225

W3 Anhee Nord 37.5 0.1 6.7 49.4 0.9 7.9 0 8 189

W4 Anhee Nord 50.3 0.1 11.7 66.7 1.8 9.1 0 8 247

W5 Anhee Nord 25.3 0.2 26.8 113.8 1.5 14.5 1 2 215

W6 Anhee Nord 29.4 0.4 28.0 126.6 1.4 26.9 2 8 333

Eu/Eu* IR E E

0.53 118.0
0.50 96.1
0.50 118.8
0.47 116.4
0.48 124.6
0.51 67.8
0.34 117.0
0.53 65.7
0.27 66.8
0.19 104.0
0.19 122.2
0.22 154.9
0.20 244.6
0.22 41.9
0.19 78.8
0.62 60.8
0.30 26.4
0.20 48.9
0.23 40.1
0.73 270.8
0.53 59.9
0.50 36.8
0.49 32.3
0.51 22.8
0.41 49.4
0.56 89.7



A ppendix 2 Table I con tinued

Sampling locality Major elements (%V̂

Sample ID' Country Locality Name Geographical coordinates^ SiO, A1,0, CaO CrjO , FejQj KjO MgO MnO N a ,0 P ,0 , TiOj Lor*
W7 Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170"N, 4.8760"E 49.19 23.54 1.21 0.00 5.58 0.31 9.02 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.33 12.29

W8 (base) Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170"N. 4.8760"E 54.36 22.08 0.41 0.0005 2,19 0.16 8,63 0.023 0.03 0.16 0.33 9.76

W8 (top) Belgium Anhee Nord 50.3170"N.4.8760"E 57.60 21.66 0.55 0,0005 1.56 0.13 8.63 0.018 0.01 0.14 0.32 9.63
W9 Belgium Moneeau 50.3949‘’N, 4.3749”E 46.72 26.67 3.06 0.018 4.13 3.70 2.13 0.060 0.17 0.84 0.68 12.42
W12 Belgium Anhee Sud 50.2940"N, 4.8936"E 41.64 31.41 1.11 0.003 3.13 1.38 2.94 0.008 0.22 0.35 0.77 16.76
W I3 Belgium Anhee Sud 50.2940"N, 4.8936"E 42.77 31.67 0.70 0.003 4.02 1.78 2.79 0.020 0.51 0,31 0.84 14.48
MAP 11/07/01 Republic o f  Ireland Ballyadams Quarry S6216 9157 46.92 21.55 0.94 0.026 8.80 5.53 1.79 0.008 0.18 0.11 1.07 10,65
MAP 11/07/03 Republic o f  Ireland Ballyadams Quarry S6216 9157 37.00 18.17 11.40 0.021 6.49 5.03 1.81 0.014 0.17 0,10 0.79 16.52
MAP 11/07/06 Republic o f  Ireland Ballyadams Quarry S6216 9157 19.19 6.25 36.54 0.028 2.36 1.64 0.76 0.004 0.08 0.02 0.32 32.30
MAP 11/07/10 Republic o f  Ireland Ballyadains Quarry S6216 9157 50.99 22.67 0.42 0.021 10.18 5.76 1.88 0.003 0.19 0.03 0.83 8.13

MAP 09/07/01 Northern Ireland Altscraghy H I290 2893 39.10 19.18 0.16 0.002 15.59 1.51 0.77 0.020 1.86 0.07 0.55 21.59

MAP 09/07/05 Northern Ireland Altscraghy H I290 2893 40.45 18.01 2.95 0.00 14.70 1.28 1.68 0.10 2.46 0.17 0.39 18.01

B i England Vale o f Edale SK 1037 8512 40.71 25.87 1.22 0.008 12.32 1.63 1.65 0.185 0.37 0.26 0.47 15.85

B7 England Vale o f Edale SK 1235 8595 48.13 27.51 0.90 0.002 5.99 2.41 1.28 0.727 0.86 0.14 0.97 12.73

M England Oakenc lough Brook SK 0501 6369 19.49 12.70 2.69 0.0005 32,59 1.14 1.58 0.529 0.51 0.13 0.51 25.98
B9 England Qakenclough Brook SK 0501 6369 19.74 14.54 1.31 0.002 27.70 0.97 0.57 7.912 0.27 0.06 0.45 24.10
T75 Belgium Zwartberg colliery 51 .0I36 '’N, 5.5038"E 53.31 29.25 0,03 0.008 1.32 2.51 0.68 0.005 0.43 0.06 0.55 11.27
Wilhelm Germany Unser Fritz colliery 51.5408"N, 7.1343"E 37.22 31.72 0.03 0.001 0.36 0.19 0.09 0.0005 0.11 0.16 0.21 27.27

H Germany Furst Leopold colliery 51.6713'’N. 6.9777"E 22.85 15.92 1.47 0.0005 2.13 0.73 0.27 0.014 0.44 0.07 0.20 55,89
Hagen 1 Germany Furst Leopold colliery 5 1 .6 7 1 3 X  6.9777”E 51.66 31.05 0.09 0,0005 1,18 2.04 0.50 0.0005 0.57 0.07 0.21 13,37

Hagen 4 Germany Altendorf colliery 51.6394'H  7.0187"E 48.20 30.65 0.09 0.001 1.03 1.60 0.68 0.0005 0.46 0.08 0.25 17.43
T13 Belgium Eisden colliery 51.0016"N, 5.7044”E 44.66 35.53 0.03 0.003 0.52 0.64 0.21 0.001 0.20 0.07 0.29 17.55
TIO Belgium Eisden colliery 51.0016*1^1, 5.7044"E 43.77 36.08 0.06 0.0005 0.24 0.10 0.07 0.0005 0.22 0.18 0.18 17.48
T09 Belgium Eisden colliery 51 .0016 'X  5.7044"E 39.70 30.23 0.15 0.0005 0.27 0.13 0.06 0.0005 0.15 0.07 0.19 26.85
T K ib Belgium KS20(791.00-.08m ) 51.10I8”N, 5.1853”E 45.15 34.52 0.09 0,0005 0.84 0.13 0.20 0.003 0.25 0.07 0.29 19.46
T IP Belgium KS21 (464.02-.03m) 51.0902'*N, 5.3025"E 43.15 35.10 0.005 0.009 0.45 0.13 0.05 0.0005 0.08 0.05 0.89 17.42

MAP 07-41 (limestone) Belgium Anhee Sud 50.2940“N. 4.8936''E 1,21 0.46 53.21 0.0005 0.07 0.05 0.70 0,009 0.03 0.02 0.01 42.68

MAP 03-02 (liinestone) Belgium Lives-sur-Meuse 50.5905'’N, 5.4089"E 3.17 0.45 51.31 0.0005 0.14 0.09 0.57 0.009 0.02 0.01 0.02 41.44

MAP 02-28 (limestone) Belgium Lives-sur-M euse 50.5905"N, 5.4089'’E 0.92 0.20 55.67 0.001 0.08 0.04 0.47 0.003 0.02 0.005 0.01 42.60

MAP 12/07/09 (shale) England Vale o f Edale SK 1235 8595 44.02 15,01 4.07 0.012 5.78 1.88 1.60 6.372 0.41 0.50 0.60 16.95
MAP 03/08/02 (shale) England Vale o f  Edale SK 1037 8512 51.10 22.81 0.84 0.018 4.39 2.14 1.46 0.089 0.32 0.33 0.79 13.46



A ppendix 2 Table I con tinued

T race  elem ents (ppm v'

Sam ole ID ' SamDlinc locality Ba C e Dy Er Eu Ga Gd H f Ho La Lu Nb Nd Pr Rb Sc Sm Sn Sr Ta Tb

W7 A nhee N ord 67.5 100.5 3.8 1.9 0.6 15.7 4.5 11 0.7 30.7 0.3 27.9 31.1 9.6 10.8 11 5.9 2 14.9 3.1 0.7

W 8 (base) A nhee N ord 32.9 66.3 3.0 1.5 0.5 15.6 3.5 5 0.6 26.7 0.2 18.3 22.6 6.7 3.5 9 4.3 1 15.7 1.8 0.5

W 8 (top) A nhee N ord 33.9 46.5 2.8 1.4 0.4 13.5 3.0 6 0.5 18.4 0.2 19.5 17.8 5.0 2.1 9 3.7 1 6.9 2.3 0.5

W 9 M onceau 273.4 74.2 4.2 2.1 0.7 19.9 6.9 13 0.7 25.3 0.2 22.4 44.4 10.1 105.8 10 10.5 5 176.6 3.3 0.9

W 12 A nhee Sud 162.9 25.7 1.1 0.7 0.2 24.1 1.3 1 1 0.2 11.3 0.1 10.1 9.2 2.5 36.2 5 1.6 2 128.5 2.0 0.2

W 13 A nhee Sud 153.2 18.9 0.7 0.5 0.2 18.2 0.7 10 0.2 8.4 0.05 11.7 6.6 1.9 45.9 8 1.1 1 594.0 2.1 0.1

M A P 11/07/01 B allyadam s Q uarry 283.1 41.7 2.5 2.0 0.5 26.4 2.2 6 0.5 22.5 0.4 22.0 16.9 5.0 274.0 19 2.6 4 68.6 3.0 0.4

M A P 11/07/03 B allyadam s Q uarry 250.7 36.5 1.5 1.1 0.3 20.7 1.3 6 0.3 19.1 0.2 15.6 10.6 3.4 205.0 12 1.9 3 1,34.1 1.6 0.2

M A P 11/07/06 B allyadam s Q uarry 78.4 19.3 1.5 1.1 0.4 7.5 1.5 2 0.3 12.1 0.2 7.0 8.6 2.3 65.3 7 1.8 1 375.6 0.8 0.3

M A P 11/07/10 B allyadam s Q uarry 235.3 53.4 2.5 2.0 0.4 26.3 2.4 4 0.6 29.2 0.4 15.1 21.0 6.5 219.3 20 2.9 3 71.7 1.2 0.3

M A P 09/07/01 A ltscraghy 192.0 43.0 8.0 4.3 1.8 17.5 6.8 9 1.6 13.8 0.5 31.7 23.5 5.3 36.4 6 6.2 3 133.3 5.7 1.2

M A P  09/07/05 A ltscraghy 357.6 261.1 16.8 8.0 5.4 15.3 21,4 12 3.1 82.0 0.9 37.6 1 14.7 28.1 34.6 11 24.9 3 277.1 6.4 3.1

B i V ale o f  Edale 88.0 60.7 4.0 2.3 0.6 20.5 5.1 5 0.8 24.2 0.3 7.6 27.5 6.9 47.0 16 5.9 11 32.9 1.5 0.7

B7 V ale o f  Edale 327.3 116.6 8.5 6.2 1.6 23.5 6.8 24 1.9 48.6 0.8 51.3 44.6 12.2 57.4 13 7.7 5 71.6 12.5 1.2

B8 O akenclough  Brook 159.7 101.0 17.9 8.4 4.4 9.0 19.4 10 3.2 35.3 0.9 18.6 58.7 13.1 27.5 12 17.1 2 66.0 6.5 3.1

B9 O akenclough  Brook 3016.0 85.6 35.0 17.9 6.5 12.7 33.6 9 7.1 26.4 1.6 13.2 66.0 12.6 26.8 14 21.9 3 33.0 6.8 5.7

T75 Z w artberg  colliery 356.5 123.1 6.0 3.1 1.6 23.9 8.2 8 1.1 52.4 0.5 16.6 45.9 12.7 114.5 14 9.6 9 110.2 2.8 1.1

W ilhelm U nser Fritz  co lliery 85.4 58.6 5.3 2.2 1.6 31.4 7.6 3 0.9 21.8 0.2 2.0 31.9 7.4 9.7 14 9.0 8 120.4 0.8 1.1

Z 1 Furst L eopold  colliery 149.3 124.7 7.5 4.5 1.3 15.3 8.7 8 1.5 48.1 0.8 31.2 51.0 13.6 23.5 8 11.0 5 54.8 2.1 1.3

H agen 1 FursI L eopold  colliery 23.0 180.5 23.0 13.0 1.2 42.6 20.3 14 4.4 63.2 1.8 28.1 74.9 20.4 92.7 8 19.9 56 41.6 7.0 3.7

H agen 4 A lten d o rf colliery 121.6 114.3 11.0 6.2 1.0 44.0 10.2 8 2.0 48.3 0.9 16.9 42.8 12.0 73.7 13 10.2 35 110.9 4.5 1.8

T13 E isden colliery 98.0 102.6 16.6 9.6 0.6 72.0 14.4 6 3.3 39.2 1.1 32.5 45.7 12.0 49.0 20 13.9 53 56.6 4.4 2.7

TIO E isden colliery 106.0 146.7 6.4 2.8 1.0 37.3 11.2 5 1.0 53.8 0.3 10.2 72.6 18.1 3.9 4 15.8 22 418.3 2.6 1.4

T 09 E isden colliery 37.4 153.3 16.8 9.1 0.9 42.3 12.9 5 3.2 64.6 1.1 13.6 52.9 15.7 7.3 7 12.5 43 96.1 4.1 2.6

T lG b K S 2 0 (7 9 1 .0 0 -.0 8 m ) 46.8 45.8 2.0 1.1 0.3 43.9 2.7 3 0.3 20.5 0.1 14.1 16.5 4.8 5.9 5 3.6 50 33.6 4.9 0.4

T IP KS21 (464.02-.03m ) 22.6 199.4 3.4 1.5 0.6 19.6 8.4 12 0.5 86.3 0.2 14.1 79.3 21.0 5.1 10 13.3 6 22.2 1.4 0.8

M A P 07-41 (lim estone) A nhee Sud 6.2 3.3 0.3 0.1 0.05 0.25 0.2 0 5 0.05 1.7 0.05 1.2 1.6 0.4 1.6 O J 0.3 0 ^ 572.4 1.1 0.05

M A P 03-02 (lim estone) L ives-sur-M euse 10.4 2.2 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.6 0.2 0 ^ 0.05 1.0 0.05 0.6 0.9 0.3 4.4 (L5 0.2 <Li 314.3 0.2 0.05

M A P 02-28 (lim estone) L ives-sur-M euse 7.8 2.3 0.3 0.2 0.05 0.25 0.1 0 ^ 0.05 1.1 0.05 0.25 1.0 0.3 1.5 (L5 0.2 O J 413.6 0.1 0.05

M A P 12/07/09 (shale) V ale o f  Edale 351.6 89.7 8.1 4.1 2.5 24.6 10.2 3 1.6 39.9 0.5 19.4 41.5 10.4 102.7 13 9.9 3 150.0 0.8 1.5

M A P 03/08/02  (shale) V ale  o f  Edale 198.6 106.8 6.9 3.7 2.0 29.7 7.9 3 1.3 48.8 0.5 13.0 45.0 11.8 116.2 20 9.1 5 124.5 1.1 1.2



A ppendix  2 Table I continued
I racc elements (ppm)^

Sam ole  ID' Sam pline  localitv Th Tm U V W Y 'I’b Zr

W7 A nhee Nord 39.1 0.3 14.5 57.5 1 l. l 17.2 2.0 356

W 8 (base) A nhee N ord 26.1 0.2 8.2 18.0 1.5 13.0 1.3 143

W 8 (top) A nhee Nord 27.1 0.2 6.4 16.8 1.0 12.1 1.3 159

W 9 M onceau 84.9 0.3 13.8 77.9 4.0 21.7 1.6 427

W I2 A nhee Sud 58.9 0.1 9.4 83.0 9.1 5.9 0.6 338

W 13 A nhee Sud 55.6 (LL 16.8 81.2 1.7 3.8 0.6 283

M A P 11/07/01 B allyadam s Q uarry 17.1 0.3 21.1 210.2 3.3 17.2 2.4 228

M A P 11/07/03 B allyadam s Q uarry 16.8 0.2 21.6 147.8 2.0 8.9 1.4 219

M A P 11/07/06 B allyadam s Q uarry 4.7 0.2 6.2 203,8 1.2 1 1.0 1.3 72

M A P 11/07/10 B allyadam s Q uarry 12.1 0.4 6.4 1 17,7 2.0 15.7 2.2 127

M A P 09/07/01 A ltscraghy 13.2 0.6 9.3 77,6 18.7 50.9 3.3 265

M A P  09/07/05 A ltscraghy 16.4 1.0 21.0 74,4 69.9 90.0 5.8 326

B I V ale o f  Edale 41.5 0.3 10.0 116.5 9.3 21.2 2.2 100

B7 V ale o f  Edale 43.3 1.0 8.4 87.2 12.8 60.3 6.0 469

B8 O akenclough  Brook 19.1 1.1 23.7 1.34.4 147.2 95.6 6.0 154

B9 Q akenclough Brook 21.1 2.2 4.6 40.9 6.9 271.0 11.0 118

T75 Z w artberg  colliery 39.8 0.5 12.4 79.0 3.0 30.4 3.1 265

W ilhelm U nser Fritz colliery 26.1 0.3 3.4 11.3 0.25 20.2 1.8 75

11 Furst Leopold colliery 38.3 0.7 12.9 22.0 10.6 41.8 4.7 228

H agen 1 Furst Leopold colliery 125.1 2.1 46.3 2A 0.8 121.5 12.9 261

H agen 4 A lten d o rf colliery 37.6 1.0 19,1 26.2 1.3 60.4 6.2 1X6

T I3 Eisden colliery 26.7 1.4 26,7 26.3 6.0 90.9 8.2 102

TIO Eisden colliery 46.5 0.4 4.5 lA 3.7 27.0 2,3 147

T09 Eisden colliery 101.1 1.4 40,1 lA 2.8 86.3 8,4 97

T IG b K S 2 0 (7 9 l.0 0 - .0 8 m ) 10.3 0.2 11.4 10.8 3.3 10.3 1,0 98

T IP KS21 (464.02-.03m ) 39.2 0.2 7.7 60.7 2.4 14.8 1.5 401

M A P 07-41 (lim estone) A nhee Sud 0.3 0.05 7.3 17.2 1.4 2.2 0.1 9

M A P 03-02 (lim estone) L ives-sur-M euse 0.2 0.05 1.4 17.0 5.9 1.3 0.1 4

M A P 02-28 (lim estone) Lives-sur-M euse 0.1 0.05 1.7 22.3 1.0 2.3 0.2 4

M A P 12/07/09 (shale) V ale o f  Edale 7.2 0.5 4.4 98.2 3.0 55.7 3.2 92

M A P 03/08 /02  (shale) V ale o f  Edale 9.8 0.5 9.1 172.7 2.6 39.4 3,4 76

Eu/Eu* ■ IR E E

0,38 192.6

0.41 137.9

0.38 101.5

0.24 182.0

0.48 54.9

0.61 39.9

0.60 100.0

0.60 78.1

0.65 50.7

0.48 124.3

0.83 1 19.8

0.71 576.4

0.34 141.5

0.68 263.9

0.73 289.5

0.73 333.1

0.55 268.9

0.58 149.6

0.42 279.3

0.18 441.1

0.31 267.9

0.12 271.2

0.23 333.8

0.21 355.5

0.30 99.3

0.19 416.5

Eu <L O D 8.2

Eu <L O D 5.6

Eu <L O D 5.9

0.74 223.7

0.71 24X.9



A ppendix 2 Table I con lim w d

Sam plini! locality M ajor elem ents (%>'

S am ple ID' C ountry L ocality  N am e Cieographical coordinates^ SiO ; A 1 ,0 , CaO C r.O , F e ;0 , K ,0 M gO M nO N a ,0 P;0 5 T iO , Lor*
R eplicates

L2 R oyseux B elgium R oyseux 50.4690°N . 5.2679"E 48.15 26.22 2.42 O.OOX 3.25 3.07 1.76 0.004 0.44 0.05 0.73 12.66

L2 R oyseux B elgium R oyseux 50 .4690‘> l. 5.2679"E 49.16 27.40 2.55 0.008 3.31 3.13 1.79 0.004 0.45 0.04 0.72 12.63

L3 Aw irs B elgium A w irs W est Q uarry 50.5905"N . 5.40K9"E 47.44 27.03 2.61 0.002 2.34 4.08 2.94 0.002 0.05 0.16 0.40 12.65

L3 Aw irs B elgium A w irs W est Q uarry 50 .5905‘’N , 5.40X9"E 47.97 27.11 2.76 0.002 2.45 4.29 3.01 0.002 0.06 0.17 0.40 12.60

L3 Engihoul B elgium E ngihoul Q uarry 50 .5764"N. 5 .4 2 4 r ’E 45.35 15.90 11.25 0.002 2.22 3.58 3.73 0.017 0.17 0.10 0.26 16.28

L3 Engihoul B elgium E ngihoul Q uarry 50 .5764"N, 5 .4 2 4 r ’E 46.46 15.87 11.45 0.002 2.09 3.68 3.65 0.017 0.17 0.10 0.25 16.09

W 7 B elgium A nhee N ord 50 .3170"N ,4 .8760"E 48.96 23.86 1.24 0.004 5.52 0.35 8.82 0.096 0.10 0.15 0.32 12.28

W 7 B elgium A nhee N ord 5 0 .3 1 7 0 "N ,4 .8 7 6 0 “E 49.42 23.21 1.18 0.005 5.64 0.27 9.22 0.100 0.10 0.15 0.33 12.29

M A P 09/07/05 N orthern  Ireland A ltscraghy HI 2 9 0 2 8 9 3 40.36 17.91 2.95 0.004 14.54 1.27 1.67 0.098 2.43 0.17 0.38 17.95

M A P 09/07/05 N orthern  Ireland A ltscraghy H I 290 2X93 40.53 18.11 2.95 0.003 14.87 1.29 1.69 0.095 2.48 0.17 0.39 18.06



A ppendix 2 Table I continuecJ

T racc elem ents (p p m )’

Sam ple II)' S am pling loealitv Ba Ce Dy Er Eu Ga (id Hf Ho La Lu Nb Nd Pr Rb Sc Sm Sn Sr Ta Tb

R eplicates
L2 Royseux Royseux 222.8 30.9 1.2 0.9 0.2 23.8 1.0 6 0.3 16.4 0.2 20.6 7.6 2.6 125.8 12 1.2 4 105.9 1.3 0.2
L2 Royseux Royseux 228.0 32.3 1.2 0.9 0.2 25.2 1.0 7 0.3 17.7 0.2 22.4 8.0 2.7 128.7 13 1.3 4 114.1 1.7 0.2
L3 Awirs Awirs West Quarry 103.2 57.8 3.0 1,5 0.2 26.7 3.6 10 0.6 19.7 0.2 23.8 23.2 6.5 118.2 7 4.7 8 40.3 3.6 0.6
L3 Awirs Awirs West Quarry 103.5 56.4 3.2 1.5 0.3 26.8 3.7 11 0.5 19.2 0.2 24.2 23.2 6.5 118.9 8 4.8 7 39.9 3.7 0.6
L3 Engiiioul Engihoul Quarry 226.4 72.4 3.3 1.4 0.4 18.3 4.5 6 0.6 27.8 0.1 15.5 28.2 7.9 1 16.9 6 6.0 5 97.7 2.2 0.7
L3 Engihoiil Engihoul Quarry 214.4 72.9 3.3 1.4 0.4 18.3 4.4 6 0.6 28.2 0.2 15.1 28.2 7.9 115.4 6 6.0 4 95.1 2.0 0.6
W7 Anhee Nord 64.3 98.4 3.7 1.9 0.6 15.4 4.3 1 1 0.7 30.1 0.3 27.2 30.6 9.4 10.5 11 5.7 2 14.7 3.0 0.7
W7 Anhee Nord 70.8 102.6 3.9 1.9 0.6 16.0 4.6 1 1 0.7 31.2 0.3 28.5 31.5 9.8 1 1.0 11 6.0 2 15.1 3.1 0.7
MAP 09/07/05 Altscraghy 354.5 257.6 16.5 7.7 5.4 15.3 21.3 12 3.0 80.8 0.8 36.7 114.0 27.7 34.0 11 24.5 3 275.1 6.0 3.1
MAP 09/07/05 Altscraghy 360.7 264.7 17.2 8.3 5.4 15.3 21.6 12 3.1 83.2 0.9 38.5 115.4 28.5 35.2 11 25.3 3 279.1 6.8 3.1

T race elem ents (p pm )'

Sam ple ID' S am p lin c  loealitv Th Tm U V W Y Yb Zr

R eplicates
L2 Royseux Royseux 16.5 0.2 12.3 68.7 2.4 6.7 1.2 192
L2 Roy.seux Royseux 22.0 0.2 12.7 70.6 2.5 6.9 1.3 241
L3 Awirs Awirs West Quarry 68.1 0.2 8.4 25.4 0.8 13.0 1,2 311
L3 Aw irs Awirs West Quarry 66.9 0.2 8.3 26.4 0.25 12.9 1.2 320
L3 Engihoul Engihoul Quarry 34.7 0.2 9.1 21.9 0.7 12.1 1.1 194
L3 Engihoul Engihoul Quarry 33.3 0.2 9.1 19.7 0.8 12.0 1.1 186
W7 Anhee Nord 38.8 0.3 14.3 58.7 2.0 17.0 1.9 352
W7 Anhee Nord 39.3 0.3 14.7 56.4 20.2 17,4 2.2 359
MAP 09/07/05 Altscraghy 16.3 1.0 20.9 78.9 69.0 89.2 5.7 329
MAP 09/07/05 Altscraghy 16.5 1.0 21.0 69.8 70.8 90.8 6.0 322



Appendix 2 Table 2: Summary of X-ray diffraction (XRD) data
Key

9

trace 
(base ' top)

uncertain determination x mineral present 
trace amounts o f mineral xx mineral abundant 
sample taken from near to the base or top o f  a bed

Qtz = Quartz 
Kao! = Kaolinite

Sample
lllite-
Mica

Main illite- 
mica peak 

(degrees 26) Qtz Chlorite Kaol. Calcite Pyrite Goethite Feldspar Gypsum
Bentonite 300 X 8.2 X X

M (L ives) X 8.6
M (Malonne) trace X XX

LI (Royseux) X 8.7 X

LI (Lives) X 8.8
LI a (Sosoye) X 8.2, 8.8 X

L ib (S osoye) X 8.8 XX

L2 (Lives) X 8.8 X

L2 (Royseux) X 7.7 X X X

L 2(Sosoye) X 8.1 X X

L3 (Anhee N) X 7.8 X X X X

L3 (Awirs) X 7.6 X trace 9

L3 (Engihoul) X 7.7 X X

L3 (Lives) X 7.8 X X X X

L4 (Awirs; base) X 8.0 X X

L4 (Awirs; top) X 8.0 X

L4 (Engihoul) X 7.9, 8.7 X X X

MAP 13-66 X 7.9 X X X

L5 (Engihoul) trace c-. 7.6 X XX X

L5 (Awirs; base) X 7.7 X

L5 (Awirs; top) X 7.5 X

W1 X 7.7 X X 9 X

W2 X 7.8 X trace
W3 X 7.8 XX X 9 X

W4 trace XX X X

W5 trace XX X X

W6 trace XX X X

W7 trace XX X X

W8 (base) XX X

W8 (top) XX X

W9 (Monceau) X 7.7 X X

W12 X 8.0 X X

W13 X 7.9 X X

Bentonite B1 X 7.5 trace X X

Bentonite B2 trace X X

Bentonite B7 X 7.3 9 9 X X 9

Bentonite B8 X 7.5 9 X X

Bentonite B9 X

OC

X X

MAP 12/07/09 X 7 .0 -9 .0 XX X X 9 9

MAP 03/08/02 X 7 .0 -9 .0 XX X X 9

MAP 11/07/01 X 8.7 X

MAP 11/07/03 X 8.8 X X

MAP 11/07/06 X 8.8 X XX

MAP 11/07/10 X 8.5 X

MAP 09/07/01 X 7.8 X X X

MAP 09/07/05 X 7.5 X trace X X

T75 trace c .8 .9 XX trace X 9

Wilhelm 9 X

Z1 trace c .8 .2 9 X X

T13 trace c . 8.7 9 X

TIO X trace
T09 X

T lG b 9 X

T IP 9 X

Hagen 1 X 8.2 X X

Hagen 4 X 8.3 X X



Appendix 3

Magnetic susceptibility (MS) and stable 

isotope (5'^C and 5*^0) data from 

Belgian Livian and Wamantian strata



Appendix 3 Table 1: Magnetic susceptibility data from Lives-sur-Meuse,
Section 1

Sample ID
Sampling 
height (m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m^/kg)

06-01 0.44 10.119 2.05E-08
06-02A 0.59 9.955 9.95E-09
06-02B 0.70 10.543 6.99E-09
06-03 0.98 10.228 7.03E-09

06-04A 1.17 10.117 3.70E-09
06-04B 1.23 10.323 1.69E-09
06-05A 1.39 10.968 3.41 E-09
06-05B 1.46 10.844 3.45E-09
06-06A 1.71 10.462 1.15E-09
06-06B 1.76 10.223 4.19E-09
06-07A 1.91 10.194 l.llE -0 8
06-078 1.98 10.386 4.30E-09
06-08A 2.55 10.757 6.51 E-09
06-08B 2.65 10.692 7.91 E-09
06-09 2.71 10.463 1.66E-08
06-10 2.90 10.067 2.08E-08
06-11 2.97 10.328 2.50E-08

06-12A 3.14 10.406 1.70E-08
06-12B 3.21 10.333 1.52E-08
06-13A 3.38 10.694 8.75E-09
06-13B 3.46 9.986 1.83E-08
06-14A 3.48 10.296 2.53E-08
06-14B 3.56 10.693 7.40E-09
06-14C 3.62 10.426 5.15E-09
06-15A 3.78 10.258 3.29E-09
06-158 3.84 10.207 2.42E-09
06-16 3.91 10.828 2.03E-08

06-17A 4.05 10.478 2.21E-08
06-17B 4.11 10.622 2.74E-08
06-18A 4.20 10.544 3.20E-09
06-18B 4.26 10.609 3.87E-09
06-18C 4.31 10.184 3.85E-09
06-18D 4.39 10.085 2.45E-09
06-19A 4.47 10.578 2.16E-09
06-198 4.55 10.265 9.92E-10
06-19C 4.60 10.779 2.12E-09
06-19D 4.67 10.506 2.87E-09
06-20A 5.01 10.433 3.41E-09
06-208 5.09 10.679 1.97E-09

06-20BA 5.11 10.547 2.00E-09
06-208B 5.16 10.870 2.44E-09
06-208C 5.24 10.062 1.19E-09
06-21A 5.26 10.577 4.22E-09
06-218 5.31 10.588 3.53E-09
06-23A 5.44 10.302 4.69E-09
06-238 5.49 10.387 3.08E-09
06-23C 5.54 10.543 6.13E-09
06-24 5.66 10.645 5.05E-09

06-22A 5.68 10.843 1.61 E-09
06-228 5.74 10.468 1.67E-09

L2 (lower) 5.80 10.487 2.64E-08
L2 (m. carb) 5.86 10.447 2.71 E-09
L2 (upper) 5.92 10.193 5.49E-08

06-25A 6.06 10.480 6.17E-09
06-2 5 B 6.13 10.764 3.48E-09
06-26A 6.25 10.275 7.17E-09
06-268 6.32 10.592 9.35E-09
06-26C 6.39 10.313 6.79E-09
06-27 6.49 10.161 1.12E-08

06-28A 6.61 10.654 2.49E-09

Sample ID
Sampling 
height (m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m ’/kg)

06-288 6.70 10.183 2.78E-09
06-29A 6.79 10.245 7.02E-09
06-34 6.92 10.654 5.55E-09
06-32 7.42 10.106 3.70E-09
06-31 7.74 10.318 9.87E-10

06-30A 8.05 10.821 1.44E-09
06-30B 8.11 10.651 1.98E-09
06-33 8.77 9.797 3.63E-09



Appendix 3 Table 2: Magnetic susceptibility data from Lives-sur-Meuse.,
Section 2

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m '/kg)

MS spline 

(mVkg)

04-33 0.56 10.619 6.18E-10 8.96E-10
04-34 0.71 10.298 6.37E-10 1.30E-09

04-35A 0.83 10.566 3.37E-09 1.56E-09
04-35B 0.88 10.605 9.61E-10 1.62E-09
04-35C 0.94 10.784 1.79E-09 1.67E-09
04-37A 1.42 10.269 4.62E-10 1.52E-09
04-3 7B 1.49 10.277 1.70E-09 1.52E-09
04-36 1.61 10.168 2.25E-09 1.51E-09

04-38A 1.80 10.386 1.51E-09 1.41E-09
04-38B 1.88 10.598 1.13E-09 1.34E-09
04-39 2.54 10.110 1.19E-09 1.17E-09

04-40A 2.84 10.436 2.19E-09 1.68E-09
04-408 2.94 10.316 2.40E-09 1.99E-09
04-40C 2.98 10.196 1.18E-09 2.14E-09
04-40D 3.06 10.518 1.66E-09 2.53E-09
04-41A 3.08 10.675 1.46E-09 2.64E-09
04-41B 3.14 10.344 1.51E-09 3.00E-09
04-42 3.17 10.478 2.70E-09 3.19E-09
04-43 3.32 10.324 1.06E-08 3.93E-09

04-44A 3.67 10.624 2.33E-09 3.18E-09
04-44B 3.73 10.583 7.91E-10 3.1 lE-09
04-45 3.95 10.330 3.80E-09 3.79E-09

04-46A 3.98 10.594 5.24E-09 3.99E-09
04-46B 4.03 9.956 3.76E-09 4.38E-09
04-46C' 4.09 10.403 3.94E-09 4.93E-09
04-47 4.11 10.496 3.39E-09 5.I4E-09
04-48 4.18 10.419 5.85E-09 5.94E-09
E2A 4.36 10.707 8.07E-09 8.13E-09
E2B 4.44 10.160 1.21E-08 8.93E-09
16-01 4.64 10.642 9.99E-09 9.83E-09
16-02 4.76 10.126 1.14E-08 9.70E-09
16-03 4.86 10.082 9.83E-09 9.29E-09
16-04 4.97 10.036 3.91E-09 8.74E-09
16-05 5.12 10.584 8.33E-09 8.12E-09
16-06 5.18 10.087 6.41E-09 7.85E-09
16-07 5.22 10.496 1.29E-08 7.63E-09
16-08 5.24 10.716 5.69E-09 7.50E-09
16-09 5.29 10.873 7.44E-09 7.15E-09
16-10 5.39 10.315 7.85E-09 6.28E-09
16-11 5.49 10.368 7.98E-09 5.24E-09
16-12 5.56 10.495 1.49E-09 4.50E-09
16-13 5.62 10.386 2.38E-09 3.95E-09
16-14 5.74 10.677 1.80E-09 3.20E-09
16-15 5.84 10.687 2.14E-09 2.96E-09
16-16 5.98 10.586 3.19E-09 3.02E-09
16-17 6.08 10.894 5.27E-09 3.16E-09
16-18 6.15 10.537 4.58E-09 3.23E-09
16-19 6.27 10.734 3.32E-09 3.29E-09
16-20 6.39 10.365 2.56E-09 3.50E-09
16-21 6.53 10.668 3.68E-09 4.19E-09
16-22 6.65 10.556 9.65E-10 5.29E-09
16-23 6.78 10.435 1.67E-09 6.97E-09
16-24 6.81 10.803 1.24E-08 7.37E-09
16-25 6.92 10.396 1.1 lE-08 8.55E-09
16-26 7.00 10.706 1.42E-08 8.96E-09
16-27 7.08 10.175 1.21E-08 8.92E-09
16-28 7.13 10.503 9.60E-09 8.71E-09
16-29 7.18 9.964 2.I2E-09 8.43 E-09
16-30 7.27 10.356 6.24E-09 7.93E-09
16-31 7.42 10.313 7.32E-09 7.26E-09

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m '/kg)

MS spline 

(m ’ 'kg)

16-32 7.54 9.958 6.31 E-09 6.81 E-09
16-33 7.66 10.577 7.99E-09 6.38E-09
16-34 7.79 10.362 6.06E-09 5.84E-09
16-35 7.91 10.416 3.24E-09 5.35E-09
16-36 8.01 10.255 4.36E-09 5.00E-09
16-37 8.14 10.314 5.39E-09 4.52E-09
16-38 8.21 10.405 7.95E-09 4.15E-09
16-40 8.31 10.735 I.79E-09 3.45E-09
16-39 8.48 10.812 1.61 E-09 2.25E-09
16-41 8.62 10.638 6.16E-10 1.52E-09
16-42 8.78 10.611 1.64E-09 1.14E-09
16-43 8.86 10.483 2.79E-10 l.llE -0 9
16-44 8.98 10.375 1.33E-09 1.25E-09
16-45 9.15 10.618 2.33E-09 1.69E-09
16-46 9.29 10.259 9.93E-10 2.13E-09
16-47 9.45 10.278 3.46E-09 2.64E-09
16-48 9.57 10.438 3.06E-09 2.88E-09
16-49 9.70 10.454 3.75E-09 2.90E-09
16-50 9.82 11.771 3.33E-09 2.72E-09
16-51 9.92 10.480 1.66E-09 2.49E-09
16-52 10.08 10.677 1.46E-09 2.18E-09
16-53 10.19 10.560 1.31 E-09 2.08E-09
16-54 10.27 10.747 1 96E-09 2.07E-09
16-55 10.34 9.613 2.95E-09 2.07E-09
16-56 10.46 10.617 2.67E-09 2.03E-09
16-57 10.55 10.699 2.31 E-09 1.94E-09
16-58 10.69 10.205 1.71 E-09 1.79E-09
16-59 10.81 10.292 9.90E-10 1.75E-09
16-60 10.93 10.551 2.17E-09 1.89E-09
16-61 11.05 10.648 2.32E-09 2.21 E-09
16-62 11.17 10.412 8.04E-10 2.75E-09
16-63 11.30 10.535 2.17E-09 3.59E-09
16-64 11.42 10.279 2.58E-09 4.37E-09
16-65 11.56 6.240 1.59E-08 4.70E-09
16-66 11.69 10.335 2.04E-09 3.95E-09
16-67 11.73 10.241 8.18E-10 3.62E-09
16-68 11.83 10.596 1.48E-09 2.81E-09
16-69 11.95 10.371 2.03 E-09 1.99E-09
16-70 12.03 10.313 2.40E-09 1.58E-09
16-71 12.13 10.220 1.88E-09 1.26E-09
16-72 12.26 10.580 4.48E-10 1.31 E-09
16-73 12.36 10.341 1.16E-09 1.87E-09
16-74 12.42 10.436 4.54E-10 2.46E-09
16-75 12.54 10.716 1.29E-09 4.23E-09
16-76 12.65 10.171 4.03E-09 6.31 E-09
16-77 12.70 10.461 4.27E-09 7.27E-09
16-78 12.83 10.520 2.32E-08 9.20E-09
16-79 12.98 10.367 1.13E-08 9.17E-09
16-80 13.08 10.698 l.l lE -0 8 8.07E-09
16-81 13.16 10.726 2.64E-09 6.94E-09

16-84g 13.25 10.289 3.81 E-09 5.84E-09
16-82 13.31 10.212 2.42E-09 5.35E-09

16-83 13.40 10.350 3.44E-09 5.09E-09
16-84m 13.51 10.163 4.75E-09 5.55E-09
16-85 13.60 10.677 6.56E-09 6.44E-09
16-86 13.69 10.717 6.03E-09 7.66E-09
16-87 13.79 10.600 1.12E-08 9.20E-09
16-88 13.89 10.850 1.35E-08 1.07E-08
16-89 14.00 10.173 9.38E-09 1.20E-08
16-90 14.10 10.376 1.46E-08 1.31E-08



Appendix 3 Table 2 continued

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m ’/Tcg)

MS spline 

(m^/kg)

16-91 14.21 10.682 1.18E-08 1.38E-08
16-92 14.33 11.060 1.24E-08 1.41E-08
16-93 14.40 10.143 1 99E-08 1.39E-08
16-94 14.49 10.409 1.75E-08 1.31E-08
16-95 14.60 10.397 I.OlE-08 1.15E-08
16-96 14.70 10.589 8.16E-09 9.83E-09
16-97 14.78 10.650 5.05E-09 8.66E-09
16-98 14.89 10.192 9.19E-09 7.50E-09

16-100 14.97 10.586 9.36E-09 6.99E-09
16-99 15.03 10.365 6.23E-09 6.83E-09

16-101 15.07 10.931 3.42E-09 6.85E-09
16-102 15.18 10.948 3.09E-09 7.54E-09
16-103 15.31 10.672 5.72E-09 9.38E-09
16-104 15.46 10.606 1.75E-08 1.18E-08
16-105 15.56 10.772 1.96E-08 1.27E-08
16-106 15.63 10.139 1.30E-08 1.27E-08
16-107 15.78 10.827 6.97E-09 1.17E-08
16-108 15.88 10.568 1.30E-08 1.07E-08
16-109 16.n 10.267 9.83E-09 7.52E-09
16-110 16.23 10.194 9.99E-10 6.02E-09
16-111 16.36 10.735 4.84E-09 5.10E-09
16-112 16.48 10.875 2.94E-09 4.90E-09
16-113 16.63 10.289 3.99E-09 5.25E-09
16-114 16.73 10.464 1.26E-08 5.50E-09
16-115 16.84 10.722 4.67E-09 5.50E-09
16-116 16.93 10.217 4.73E-09 5.39E-09
16-117 17.03 10.265 2.41E-09 5.34E-09
16-118 17.19 10.333 4.50E-09 5.50E-09
16-119 17.34 10.094 7.66E-09 5.58E-09
16-120 17.44 10.276 9.64E-09 5.31E-09
16-121 17.54 10.639 2.66E-09 4.74E-09
16-122 17.67 10.711 2.82E-09 3.93E-09
16-124 17.77 10.077 1.55E-09 3.44E-09
16-123 17.87 10.546 3.55E-09 3.13E-09
16-125 18.02 10.720 2.14E-09 2.86E-09
16-126 18.12 10.459 4.44E-09 2.70E-09
16-127 18.22 10.118 3.52E-09 2.45E-09
16-128 18.37 10.662 7.85E-10 1 98E-09
16-129 18.53 10.554 1.31H-09 1.59E-09
16-130 18.63 10.542 2.00E-09 1.46E-09
16-131 18.74 10.560 2.00E-09 1.41E-09
16-132 18.84 10.481 1.15E-09 1.49E-09
16-133 18.94 10.733 -4.04E-10 1.75E-09
16-134 19.02 10.120 1.37E-09 2.11E-09
16-135 19.14 10.484 3.40E-09 2.78E-09
16-136 19.22 10.442 3.76E-09 3.18E-09
16-137 19.33 10.286 3.81E-09 3.55E-09
16-138 19.45 10.391 5.52E-09 3.56E-09
16-139 19.54 10.791 4.98E-09 3.26E-09
16-140 19.64 10.473 1.32E-09 2.69E-09
16-141 19.77 10.400 9.80E-10 1.87E-09
16-142 19.87 10.658 7.86E-10 1.35E-09
16-143 19.98 9.962 -7.07E-11 9.51E-10
16-144 20.04 10.183 1.18E-09 8.14E-10
16-145 20.15 10.214 1.18E-09 6.68E-10
16-146 20.31 10.666 1.13E-09 6.05E-10
16-147 20.47 10.580 -2.38E-10 7.06E-10
16-148 20.58 10.171 6.45E-10 9.09E-10
16-149 20.68 10.408 2.20E-09 1.16E-09
16-150 20.76 10.170 2.88E-10 1.37E-09
16-151 20.83 10.381 1.33E-09 1.55E-09
16-152 20.91 10.349 2.21E-09 1.75E-09

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m ’/kg)

MS spline 

(m'/Tcg)

16-153 21.03 10.186 3.14E-09 1.92E-09
16-154 21.13 10,161 2.25E-09 1 92E-09
16-155 21.26 10.194 1.18E-09 1.80E-09
16-156 21.38 10.581 1.65E-09 1.67E-09
16-157 21.42 10.147 l.OOE-09 1.64E-09
16-158 21.58 10.665 1.98E-09 1.57E-09
16-159 21.70 10.081 1.37E-09 1.56E-09
16-160 21.88 10.623 1.13E-09 1.59E-09
16-161 21.99 10.659 2.32E-09 1.62E-09
16-162 22.09 10.366 3.08E-09 1.62E-09
16-163 22.16 11.527 4.11E-10 1.61E-09
16-164 22.27 10.387 1.51E-09 1.67E-09
16-165 22.36 10,579 7.91E-10 1.81E-09
16-166 22.53 9.947 2.67E-09 2.30E-09
16-167 22.63 10.358 1.86E-09 2.65E-09
16-168 22.78 10.615 3.35E-09 3.13E-09
16-169 22.88 10.663 4.53E-09 3.29E-09
16-170 22.94 10.584 3.71E-09 3.30E-09
16-171 22 99 10.611 3.35E-09 3.24E-09
16-172 23.17 10.584 3.53E-09 2.76E-09
16-173 23.27 10.605 1.47E-09 2.39E-09
16-174 23.42 10.576 1.31E-09 1.98E-09
16-175 23.55 10.375 1.68E-09 1.88E-09
16-176 23.68 10.395 4.56E-10 2.02E-09
16-177 23.88 10.550 4.58E-09 2.49E-09
09-01A 25.34 10.461 9.74E-10 2.75E-09
09-0 IB 25.44 10.818 2.79E-09 3.64E-09
09-01C 25.57 10.119 4.77E-09 4.94E-09
09-0 ID 25.70 10.304 3.10E-09 6.03E-09
09-02A 25.78 10.210 1.98E-08 6.39E-09
09-02B 25.82 10.078 1.73E-09 6.42E-09
16-178 25.95 10.117 4.95E-09 6.09E-09
16-179 26.05 10.604 2.84E-09 5.65E-09
16-180 26.20 10.632 1.81E-09 5.03E-09
16-181 26.28 10.415 1.23E-08 4.66E-09
16-182 26.36 10.352 1.86E-09 4.18E-09
16-183 26.55 10.411 2.90E-09 3.04E-09
16-185 26.64 10.803 7.75E-10 2.69E-09
16-184 26.77 10.451 1.15E-09 2.58E-09
16-186 26.79 10.194 3.14E-09 2.60E-09
16-187 26.91 10.234 1.88E-09 2.85E-09
16-188 27.05 10.114 4.95E-09 3.20E-09
16-190 27.14 10.203 3.84E-09 3.26E-09
16-189 27.23 10.532 5.96E-09 3.11E-09
16-191 27.30 10.763 2.97E-09 2.85E-09
16-192 27.40 10.425 2.54E-09 2.40E-09
16-195 27.46 10.118 -7.88E-10 2.18E-09
16-194 27.54 10.142 l.lO E-10 2.00E-09
16-193 27.64 10.513 1.83E-09 1 99E-09
16-196 27.79 10.771 1.45E-09 2.11E-09
16-197 27.85 10.728 7.54E-09 2.11E-09
16-198 27.88 10.646 3.17E-09 2.07E-09
16-199 27.96 9.960 -2.53E-10 1.92E-09
16-200 28.10 10.585 2.76E-10 1.75E-09
16-201 28.20 10.507 2.78E-10 1.88E-09
16-203 28.28 10.011 4.10E-09 2.15E-09
16-202 28.32 10.228 2.24E-09 2.33E-09
16-204 28.35 10.416 1.15E-09 2.48E-09

16-205L 28.40 10.418 1.07E-10 2.78E-09
16-205P 28.42 10.372 4.31E-09 2.91E-09
16-206 28.44 10.191 2.25E-09 3.04E-09
16-207 28.55 10.758 2.97E-09 3.78E-09



A ppendix  3 Table 2  continued

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m^'kg)

MS spline 

(nr'’''kg)

16-267 34.78 10.655 3.34E-09 2.44E-09
16-269 34.82 10.317 2.04E-09 2.48E-09
16-268 34.90 10.661 1.47E-09 2.59E-09
16-270 34.94 10.351 2.56E-09 2.67E-09
16-271 35.04 10.792 3.47E-09 2.95E-09
\ 6-212 35.06 10.126 1.54E-09 3.02E-09
16-276 35.10 10.592 3.70E-09 3.16E-09
16-273 35.14 10.170 2.79E-09 3.30E-09
16-274 35.19 10.743 4.50E-09 3.48E-09
16-275 35.29 10.372 4.48E-09 3.78E-09
16-277 35.49 10.684 3.84E-09 4.16E-09
16-278 35.66 10.403 4.12E-09 4.31E-09
16-279 35.80 10.638 5.22E-09 4.32E-09
16-280 35.92 10.380 2.56E-09 4.23E-09
16-281 36.04 10.005 5.19E-09 4.09E-09
16-282 36.17 10.381 5.35E-09 3.80E-09
16-283 36.33 10.445 2.54E-09 3.31E-09
16-284 36.43 10.036 1.38E-09 3.12E-09
16-285 36.53 10.107 3.52E-09 3.09E-09
16-286 36.68 10.377 5.53E-09 3.26E-09
16-287 36.91 10.282 2.85E-10 4.16E-09
16-288 37.1 1 9.983 6.47E-09 6.21E-09
16-289 37.18 10.639 7.27E-09 7.07E-09
16-290 37.28 10.224 7.21E-09 8.28E-09
16-291 37.38 10.204 9.35E-09 9.33E-09
16-292 37.47 10.327 1.38E-08 9.97E-09
16-293 37.54 10.292 1.56E-08 1.02E-08
16-294 37.59 10.143 9.41E-09 1.02E-08
16-295 37,64 10.736 7.88E-09 1.02E-08
16-296 37.67 10.586 4.90E-09 1.02E-08
16-297 37.74 10.300 1.23E-08 lO lE -08
16-298 37.87 10.629 9.83E-09 l.OlE-08
16-299 37.97 10.682 9.95E-09 l.OlE-08
16-300 38.06 10.533 1.18E-08 1.02E-08
16-301 38.16 10.005 l.lOE-08 1.03E-08
16-302 38.24 10.474 8.77E-09 1.06E-08
16-303 38.34 10,447 8.79E-09 1.11 E-08
16-304 38.41 10.176 1.38E-08 1.17E-08
16-305 38.52 10.036 1.13E-08 1.29E-08
16-306 38.60 10.484 1.03E-08 1.39E-08
16-307 38.69 10.664 1.06E-08 1.51 E-08
16-308 38.71 10.705 2.38E-08 1.54E-08
16-309 38.73 10.451 1.66E-08 1.56E-08
16-310 38.78 10.647 1.71E-08 1.62E-08
16-311 38.86 10.151 1.90E-08 1.69E-08
16-312 38.91 10.574 1.62E-08 1.73E-08
16-313 38.99 10.506 1.63E-08 1.77E-08
16-314 39.09 10.515 1.72E-08 1.82E-08
16-315 39.17 10.126 1.68E-08 1.86E-08

L3 39.22 10.256 1.71E-08 1.88E-08
03-14A 39.32 10.077 2.46E-08 1.91E-08
03-14B 39.40 9.717 2.14E-08 1.90E-08
03-15A 39.48 10.460 1.95E-08 1.86E-08
03-15B 39.56 10.535 1.16E-08 1.81 E-08
03-16A 39.61 10.434 1.89E-08 1.79E-08
03-16B 39.67 10.196 1.81E-08 1.76E-08
03-16C 39.74 10.352 2.04E-08 1.73E-08
03-18 39.94 10.543 8.19E-09 1.67E-08
03-17 40.07 10.599 2.18E-08 1.70E-08

03-19A 40.18 10.194 1.65E-08 1.73 E-08
03-198 40.24 10.619 1.68E-08 1.73E-08
03-20 40.33 9.874 1.88E-08 1.72E-08

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m ’ 'kg)

MS spline 

(m’-lg )

16-208 28.63 10.735 8.38E-09 4.19E-09
16-209 28.68 10.165 5.29E-09 4.32E-09
16-210 28.77 10.448 2.71E-09 4.32E-09
16-211 28.87 10.337 7.83E-09 4.02E-09
16-212 28.97 10.231 1.35E-09 3.45E-09
16-213 29.07 10.572 1.48E-09 2.83E-09
16-214 29.20 10.822 1.44E-09 2.15E-09
16-215 29.31 10.165 2.25E-09 1.72E-09
16-216 29.41 10.464 2.01 E-09 1.41 E-09

16-217A 29.47 10.420 4.55E-10 1.27E-09
16-2173 29.54 10.173 8.23E-10 1.14E-09
16-218 29.72 10.055 6.52E-10 9.63E-10
16-219 29.82 10.719 1.97E-09 8.99E-10
16-220 29.95 10.756 1.96E-09 7.59E-10
16-221 29.98 10.074 -4.30E-10 7.19E-10
16-222 30.12 10.284 4.61E-10 5.48E-10
16-223 30.20 10.657 -2.36E-10 4.80E-10
16-224 30.30 10.457 8.01E-10 4.32E-10
16-226 30.42 10.180 l.OOE-09 3.95E-10
16-225 30.52 10.354 1.07E-10 3.70E-10
16-227 30.60 10.615 -6.64E-11 3.70E-10
16-229 30.70 10.507 6.24E-10 4.08E-10

16-228b 30.81 10.287 8.14E-10 4.84E-10
16-228t 30.85 10.593 1.05E-10 5.19E-10
16-230 31.03 10.610 4.47E-10 7.40E-10
16-231 31.13 10.427 9.77E-10 8.89E-10
16-232 31.24 10.822 1.28E-09 1.04E-09
16-233 31.45 10.065 1.91 E-09 1.20E-09
16-235 31.71 10.342 4.59E-10 1.24E-09
16-234 31.79 10.821 2.12E-09 1.32E-09
16-236 31.89 9.996 1.02E-09 1 49E-09
16-237 31.99 9.748 1.79E-09 1.78E-09
16-238 32.07 10.202 2.42E-09 2.11 E-09
16-239 32.12 10.716 1.46E-09 2.36E-09
16-240 32.22 10.204 2.87E-10 2.99E-09
16-241 32.30 10.423 8.03E-10 3.58E-09
16-241 32.40 10.092 8.30E-10 4.21 E-09
16-242 32.43 10.241 2.08E-08 4.32E-09
16-243 32.52 10.816 1.61 E-09 4.32E-09
16-244 32.57 10.430 2.81E-10 4.20E-09
16-245 32.69 10.678 2.31 E-09 3.89E-09
16-246 32.77 10.033 3.91 E-09 3.67E-09
16-247 32.85 10.904 4.76E-09 3.42E-09
16-248 32.93 10.601 3.53E-09 3.12E-09
16-249 32.99 10.347 2.74E-09 2.87E-09
16-250 33.12 10.111 1.01 E-09 2.34E-09
16-251 33.22 10.530 3.55E-09 2.00E-09
16-252 33.30 10.225 4.64E-10 1.79E-09
16-253 33.38 10.330 1.86E-09 1.64E-09
16-254 33.48 10.773 1.45E-09 1.56E-09
16-255 33.53 10.756 1.28E-09 1.56E-09
16-256 33.59 10.581 1.31 E-09 1.60E-09
16-257 33.70 10.498 2.70E-09 1.74E-09
16-258 33.80 10.025 8.35E-10 1.93E-09
16-259 33.95 10.756 2.47E-09 2.27E-09
16-260 34.04 10.686 2.48E-09 2.46E-09
16-261 34.19 10.205 3.31 E-09 2.62E-09
16-262 34.26 9.639 4.63E-09 2.60E-09
16-263 34.36 10.594 1.30E-09 2.47E-09
16-264 34.44 10.102 8.29E-10 2.39E-09
16-265 34.58 10.489 2.87E-09 2.35E-09
16-266 34.73 10.380 2.73E-09 2.41 E-09



Appendix 3 Table 2 continued

Sample Height Mass MS MS spline

ID (m) (g) (m ’/kg) (mVkg)

03-21A 40.41 10.049 1.92E-08 1.69E-08
03-2 IB 40.46 10.335 2.01E-08 1.65E-08
03-22 40.54 9.976 1.27E-08 1.57E-08
03-23 40.75 10.232 1.16E-08 1.37E-08
03-24 41.06 10.454 8.96E-09 1.31E-08

03-25A 41.22 10.331 1.85E-08 1.38E-08
03-25B 41.30 10.466 1.47E-08 1.42E-08
03-26 41.40 10.369 1.88E-08 1.46E-08

03-27A 41.43 10.435 1.16E-08 1.47E-08
03-278 41.48 10.969 8.21E-09 1.49E-08
03-28A 41.68 10.215 1.96E-08 1.58E-08
03-28B 41.79 10.188 1.68E-08 1.58E-08
03-29 41.93 10.623 1.48E-08 1.49E-08

03-30A 41.95 10.224 1.61E-08 1.48E-08
03-30B 42.03 10.677 1.30E-08 1.38E-08
03-31A 42.11 10.209 1.61E-08 1.27E-08
03-318 42.19 10.489 1.60E-08 1.14E-08
03-32A 42.21 10.621 7.28E-09 l .l lE -0 8
03-328 42.30 10.771 3.30E-09 9.76E-09
03-33 42.60 9.849 7.67E-09 7.79E-09
03-34 43.12 10,851 9.80E-09 7.06E-09
03-35 43.14 10.407 8.82E-09 6.93E-09

03-36A 43.38 10.244 2.94E-09 4.77E-09
03-368 43.47 10.321 2.39E-09 4.12E-09
03-37 43.63 10.460 3.58E-09 3.57E-09
03-38 45.13 10.449 1.83E-08 1.72E-08

03-40A 45.23 10.222 1.48E-08 1.80E-08
03-408 45.29 10.271 1.65E-08 1.83E-08
03-39 45.53 10.336 2.22E-08 1.81E-08

03-41A 45.57 10.507 1.82E-08 1.76E-08
03-418 45.64 10.418 2.01E-08 1.64E-08
03-43A 45.73 10.323 1.64E-08 1.40E-08
03-438 45.77 10.835 1.72E-08 1.28E-08
03-44A 45.91 10.793 1.78E-09 8.10E-09
03-448 45.98 10.769 1.28E-09 6.09E-09
03-44C 46.05 10.342 1.86E-09 4.50E-09
03-42A 46.42 10.266 4.00E-09 1.67E-09
03-428 46.53 10.160 2.07E-09 1.57E-09
03-45 47.67 10.222 1.88E-09 1.47E-09
03-47 48.24 10.485 1.32E-09 1.95E-09

03-46A 48.55 10.489 3.74E-09 3.68E-09
03-468 48.62 10.725 3.83E-09 4.21E-09
03-49A 48.96 10.321 5.73E-09 7.02E-09
03-498 49.06 10.577 6.62E-09 7.74E-09
03-48 49.13 10.082 1.20E-08 8.1 lE-09
03-50 49.16 10.589 6.96E-09 8.22E-09
03-51 49.42 10.677 1.05E-08 7.63E-09

03-52A 49.56 10.473 6.69E-09 6.20E-09
03-528 49.64 10.698 3.50E-09 5.20E-09

D3A 49.70 10.470 3.92E-09 4.45E-09
D3B 49.75 10.453 3.75E-09 3.85E-09
D3C 49.80 10.095 4.60E-09 3.27E-09
D4A 49.93 10.809 6.07E-10 2.00E-09
D4B 50.04 10.530 -7.57E-10 1.35E-09
D4C 50.13 10.474 1.49E-09 1.16E-09

03-53A 50.62 10.723 3.15E-09 2.65E-09
03-538 50.67 10.570 4.05E-09 2.78E-09
03-53C 50.74 10.304 2.93E-09 2.89E-09
03-54 50.86 10.633 3.18E-09 2.92E-09

03-55A 51.00 10.559 3.54E-09 2.82E-09
03-558 51.09 10.562 2.51E-09 2.78E-09
03-56A 51.26 10.721 2.I4E-09 3.05E-09

Sample Height Mass MS MS spline

ID (m) (g) (m ’/kg) (m'/lcg)

03-568 51.34 10.288 1.34E-09 3.47E-09
03-56D 51.41 10.317 1.52E-09 4.01 E-09

03-56C 51.45 10.667 2.83E-09 4.37E-09
03-57A 51.50 10.386 9.01 E-09 4.86E-09
03-578 51.53 10.590 6.44E-09 5.14E-09
03-58 51.62 10.272 4.53E-09 5.91 E-09
03-60 51.98 10.204 1.38E-08 6.76E-09
03-59 52.24 9.871 2.69E-09 4.36E-09

03-62A 52.26 10.176 2.07E-09 4.22E-09
03-628 52.35 11.066 1.58E-09 3.88E-09
03-61A 52.40 10.579 2.68E-09 3.92E-09
03-618 52.49 10.328 1.87E-09 4.37E-09

D5A 52.62 10.143 7.80E-09 5.65E-09
D5B 52.67 10.527 6.83E-09 6.20E-09
D5C 52.72 10.622 8.30E-09 6.75E-09

03-63 52.86 10.295 8.57E-09 8.13E-09
03-64A 52.99 10.753 7.86E-09 9.20E-09
03-648 53.03 10.659 9.63E-09 9.50E-09
03-65A 53.08 10.668 9 97E-09 9.84E-09
03-65B 53.16 10.669 9.45E-09 1 03E-08
03-65C 53.25 10.423 1.32E-08 1 06E-08
03-66A 53.27 10.438 1.14E-08 1.07E-08
03-66B 53.36 10.415 8.99E-09 1.07E-08
03-67 53.44 10.535 8.89E-09 1.06E-08

03-68A 53.49 10.734 1.31E-08 1.05E-08
03-688 53.57 10.564 1.04E-08 1.02E-08
03-69A 53.71 10.573 1.04E-08 9.29E-09
03-698 53.81 10.223 7.92E-09 8.58E-09
03-69C 53.91 10.709 6.03E-09 7.95E-09
03-77A 54.22 10.724 7.38E-09 7.22E-09
03-778 54.32 10.317 7.49E-09 7.31 E-09
03-77C 54.41 10.344 8.00E-09 7.49E-09
03-70 54.75 10.457 8.43E-09 9.33E-09
03-71 54.91 10.501 5.12E-09 1.1 lE-08
03-72 54.94 10.653 1.39E-08 1.15E-08

03-73A 55.09 10.496 1.44E-08 1.33E-08
03-738 55.13 10.726 1.48E-08 1.37E-08
03-74A 55.19 10.307 1.61E-08 1.41E-08
03-748 55.27 10.280 1.46E-08 1.43E-08
03-75A 55.39 10.227 1.48E-08 1.40E-08
03-758 55.47 10.484 1.46E-08 1.34E-08
03-76A 55.86 10.506 5.46E-09 8.84E-09
03-768 55.95 10.437 6.54E-09 8.27E-09
04-08A 56.31 10.653 6.07E-09 7.76E-09
04-088 56.40 10.717 1.62E-08 7.40E-09
04-09 56.42 10.174 5.46E-09 7.26E-09

04-10A 56.74 10.301 1.52E-09 3.67E-09
04-108 56.84 10.046 1.19E-09 2.67E-09
04-IOC 56.92 10.003 1.38E-09 2.09E-09
04-11 57.02 10.370 2.91 E-09 1.58E-09
04-12 57.41 10.541 7.94E-10 1.06E-09

04-13A 57.57 9.951 1.57E-09 1.40E-09
04-138 57.62 10.356 1.16E-09 1.55E-09
04-15A 57.71 10.273 1.88E-09 1.87E-09
04-158 57.80 10.412 2.20E-09 2.21 E-09
04-14A 58.21 10.692 3.50E-09 3.14E-09
04-148 58.27 10.708 4.34E-09 3.08E-09
04-17 58.96 10.446 8.02E-10 1.47E-09

04-16A 59.07 10.510 1.14E-09 2.09E-09
04-168 59.16 10.465 2.36E-09 2.95E-09
04-16C 59.26 10.448 2.02E-09 4.23E-09
04-18A 59.39 10.554 6.81 E-09 6.22E-09



A ppendix 3 Table 2 con tinued

Sample ID Height (m) Mass (g)
MS

(m^/kg)

MS spline 

(m'Vkg)

04-18B 59.44 10.677 8.09E-09 6.98E-09
04-18C 59.50 10.323 7.31E-09 7.82E-09
04-20 59.57 10.457 1.21E-08 8.68E-09
04-21 59.77 10.402 9.00E-09 1.02E-08

04-22A 59.79 10.570 8.69E-09 1.03E-08
04-22B 59.85 10.703 1.09E-08 1.05E-08
04-23A 59.95 10.541 l.O lE-08 1.07E-08
04-23B 60.02 10.272 9.64E-09 1.06E-08
04-25A 60.05 10.775 1.79E-08 1.05E-08
04-25B 60.13 10.827 7.64E-09 9.97E-09
04-24A 60.20 10.582 7.82E-09 9.39E-09
04-24B 60.27 10.162 7.96E-09 8.75E-09
04-27A 60.31 10.509 8.22E-09 8.37E-09
04-27B 60.39 10.442 7.58E-09 7.59E-09
04-26A 60.45 10.165 8.50E-09 6.97E-09
04-26B 60.53 10.599 7.12E-09 6.13E-09
04-28 60.63 10.732 3.49E-09 5.1 lE-09

04-29A 60.71 10.535 2.52E-09 4.42E-09
04-29B 60.76 10.652 3.34E-09 4.08E-09
04-29C 60.81 10.416 4.29E-09 3.78E-09
04-30 61.02 10.521 4.59E-09 2.77E-09

04-32A 61.41 10.397 2.81E-10 5.61E-10
04-32B 61.47 10.739 -7.42E-I0 2.43E-10
04-32C 61.53 10.147 2.88E-10 -5.33E-11
04-3 IB 61.57 10.655 -6.6 IE -11 -2.44E-10
04-31C 61.63 10.343 -2.44E-10 -5.27E-10



Appendix 3 Table 3: M agnetic susceptibility data from Awirs W est Quarry

Sample
lU

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m-’/kg)

MS spline 

(m ’/kg)

14-62 7.52 10.264 1.17E-09 6.21E-10
14-63 7.64 10.233 8.18E-10 6.66E-10
14-64 7.86 9.922 6.61E-10 l.l lE -0 9
14-65 8.03 10.478 1.06E-10 2.03E-09
14-66 8.26 10.260 2.59E-09 4.01E-09
14-67 8.46 10.362 9.04E-09 5.27E-09
14-68 8.58 10.571 7.83E-09 5.12E-09
14-69 8.71 10.164 3.15E-09 4.19E-09
14-70 8.85 9.981 2.29E-09 2.84E-09
14-71 8.94 10.427 4.55E-10 2.02E-09
14-72 8.99 10.140 1.54E-09 1 63E-09
14-75 9.14 10.793 -5.70E-10 8.01E-10
14-73 9.23 10.249 9.94E-10 5.43E-10
14-76 9.38 10.081 l.O lE-09 3.61E-10
14-77 9.48 10.089 4.70E-10 3.28E-10
15-01 10.22 10.165 8.24E-10 I.34E-09
15-02 10.42 10.054 2.28E-09 1.93E-09
15-03 10.64 10.039 2.64E-09 2.42E-09

14-101 10.67 10.256 1.70E-09 2.46E-09
14-102 10.78 10.016 4.82E-09 2.54E-09
14-104 10.92 10.438 2.37E-09 2.49E-09
14-103 11.01 10.378 1.51E-09 2.47E-09
14-105 11.10 9.962 2.30E-09 2.55E-09
14-106 11.20 10.073 1.37E-09 2.81E-09
14-107 11.31 10.089 2.81E-09 3.29E-09
14-108 11.39 9.983 4.47E-09 3.72E-09
14-109 11.47 10.059 5.52E-09 4.14E-09
14-110 11.55 9.935 2.49E-09 4.52E-09
14-111 11.64 10.009 5.37E-09 4.89E-09
14-1 12 11.67 10.021 5.91E-09 4.98E-09
14-1 13 11.76 10.071 6.78E-09 5.18E-09
14-1 14 11.83 10.072 5.16E-09 5.22E-09
14-115 11.88 10.323 4.50E-09 5.21E-09
14-78 11.98 10.064 4.80E-09 5.15E-09
14-79 12.08 10.019 6.81E-09 5.07E-09
14-80 12.17 10.014 4.10E-09 5.02E-09
14-82 12.23 9.904 4.51E-09 5.04E-09
14-81 12.28 9.883 1.77E-09 5.12E-09
14-82 12.38 9.948 7.95E-09 5.40E-09
14-83 12.47 9.987 5.20E-09 5.70E-09
14-84 12.59 10.165 3.50E-09 6.07E-09
14-85 12.69 10.006 7.91E-09 6.28E-09
14-86 12.73 9.928 9.07E-09 6.28E-09
14-87 12.78 9.970 8.30E-09 6.21E-09
14-88 12.88 10.034 3.01E-09 5.83E-09
14-89 12.96 10.108 6.03E-09 5.44E-09
14-90 13.07 10.139 4.23E-09 4.86E-09
14-91 13.19 10.170 3.32E-09 4.26E-09
14-92 13.29 10.043 3.36E-09 3.80E-09
14-93 13.39 10.028 3.37E-09 3.36E-09
14-94 13.49 10.052 5.35E-09 2.85E-09
14-95 13.57 9.922 3.40E-09 2.36E-09
14-96 13.66 10.027 8.35E-10 1.78E-09
14-97 13.68 9.934 2.95E-10 1.66E-09
14-98 13.85 10.121 2.89E-10 9.02E-10
14-99 14.00 10.141 6.47E-10 6.40E-10

14-100 14.14 10.191 1.09E-10 6.70E-10
12-01 14.17 10.041 8.34E-10 7.02E-10
12-02 14.26 10.200 9.99E-10 8.27E-10
12-03 14.35 10.332 1.34E-09 9.61E-10
12-05 14.38 10.188 8.22E-10 1 .OOE-09
12-06 14.44 10.151 2.08E-09 1.07E-09

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m^/kg)

MS spline 

(mVkg)

L3 0.00 10.085 8.21E-09 8.50E-09
14-01 0.03 10.285 8.93E-09 8.32E-09
14-02 0.07 10.376 8.85E-09 8.09E-09
14-03 0.17 10.349 6.42E-09 7.51E-09
14-04 0.27 10.291 7.34E-09 7.00E-09
14-05 0.37 10.169 6.89E-09 6.58E-09
14-06 0.49 10.446 4.97E-09 6.24E-09
14-07 0.63 10.270 6.12E-09 6.11E-09
14-08 0.74 10.506 6.15E-09 6.15E-09
14-09 0.88 9.989 7.38E-09 6.27E-09
14-10 0.92 10.297 7.33E-09 6.30E-09
14-11 1.04 10.500 5.12E-09 6.42E-09
14-12 1.12 10.360 5.19E-09 6.58E-09
14-13 1.28 10.327 6.26E-09 7.10E-09
14-14 1.35 10.210 7.75E-09 7.35E-09
14-15 1.52 10.210 1.1 lE-08 7.61E-09
14-16 1.60 10.630 1.03E-08 7.45E-09
14-17 1.65 10.398 499E -09 7.28E-09
14-18 1.81 7.948 3.57E-09 6.79E-09
14-19 1.93 10.369 6.06E-09 6.78E-09
14-20 2.01 10.509 7.70E-09 6.95E-09
14-21 2.16 10.423 8.11E-09 7.44E-09

14-22 2.26 10.282 6.99E-09 7.83E-09
14-23 2.39 10.376 8.32E-09 8.34E-09
14-24 2.50 10.486 9.45E-09 8.69E-09
14-25 2.63 10.651 8.11E-09 8.90E-09
14-26 2.83 9.993 1.15E-08 8.58E-09
14-27 2.94 10.635 6.59E-09 7.97E-09
14-28 3.13 10.626 7.96E-09 6.54E-09
14-29 3.27 10.043 4.81E-09 5.43E-09
14-30 3.37 10.569 4.05E-09 4.84E-09
14-31 3.42 10.464 3.40E-09 4.65E-09
14-32 3.47 10.283 5.05E-09 4.54E-09
14-33 3.52 10.542 3.89E-09 4.51E-09
14-34 3.62 10.391 3.95E-09 4.67E-09
14-35 3.64 10.539 4.93E-09 4.74E-09
14-36 3.78 10.579 6.28E-09 5.40E-09
14-37 3.93 10.350 6.59E-09 6.35E-09
14-38 4.13 10.336 7.13E-09 7.80E-09
14-39 4.23 10.294 9.10E-09 8.56E-09
14-40 4.36 10.063 9.66E-09 9.52E-09
14-41 4.52 10.633 4.37E-09 1.06E-08
14-42 4.65 10.449 1.36E-08 l.l lE -0 8
14-43 4.77 10.258 1.97E-08 1.06E-08
14-44 4.79 10.266 1.39E-08 1.04E-08
14-45 4.91 10.580 3.7 IE-09 8.47E-09
14-46 5.03 10.686 2.99E-09 6.17E-09
14-47 5.21 10.340 2.74E-09 3.22E-09
14-48 5.37 10.501 1.06E-10 1.45E-09
14-49 5.51 10.121 1.19E-09 6.36E-10
14-50 5.70 10.159 -6.06E-10 3.42E-10
14-51 5.88 10.467 1.15E-09 6.14E-10
14-52 6.06 10.202 2.42E-09 8.71E-10
14-53 6.18 10.262 1.17E-09 8.45E-10
14-54 6.30 10.386 6.31E-10 7.11E-10
14-55 6.45 10.248 -7.78E-10 5.84E-10
14-56 6.62 10.320 -6.84E-11 7.00E-10
14-57 6.77 10.398 1.68E-09 9.22E-10
14-58 6.89 10.510 2.52E-09 9.98E-10
14-59 7.01 10.164 2.88E-10 9.25E-10
14-60 7.19 10.301 2.84E-10 7.41E-10
14-61 7.36 10.266 6.39E-10 6.38E-10



A ppendix 3 Table 3 con tinued

Sam ple
ID

H eight
(m )

M ass

(g)

M S

(m ’/kg)

M S spline 

(m ’- lg )

12-68 21.47 10.060 1.91E-09 1.93E-09

12-69 21.56 10.079 1.19E-09 1.80E-09

12-70 21.67 10.055 6.52E -10 1.63E-09

12-71 21.81 10.199 2.60E -09 1.53E-09

12-72 21.89 10.211 9.98E -10 1.53E-09

12-73 21.95 10.428 1.50E-09 1.57E-09

12-75 22.04 10.150 8.25E -10 1.71E-09

12-74 22.10 9.996 -7.05E-11 1.86E-09

12-76 22.19 10.268 4.70E -09 2.14E -09

12-77 22.41 10.128 2.62E -09 2.62E -09

12-78 22.59 10.020 3.37E-09 2.76E-09

12-79 22.79 10.055 1.92E-09 2.70E -09

12-80 23.08 10.169 1.18E-09 2.66E -09

12-81 23.14 10.476 5.48E-09 2.64E -09

12-82 23.33 10.050 6 .52E -10 2.49E -09

13-01 23.47 10.586 7.91E -10 2.48E -09

13-02 23.58 10.167 5.46E-09 2.46E -09

13-03 23.68 10.175 2.79E -09 2.30E -09

13-04 23.80 10.338 1.69E-09 1.94E-09

13-05 23.87 10.127 1.54E-09 1.70E-09

13-06 23.97 10.520 1.31E-09 1.39E-09

13-07 24.08 10.505 7.97E-10 1.14E-09

13-08 24.16 10,420 2.81E -10 1.06E-09

13-10 24.22 10.289 1.17E-09 1.06E-09
13-09 24.40 10.123 l.lO E -10 1.36E-09

13-11 24.59 10.402 5.34E -09 1.87E-09

13-14 24.68 10.417 1.33E-09 2.01E -09

13-15 24.79 10.349 1.51E-09 2.16E-09

13-16 24.93 10.094 8.29E-10 2.50E-09

13-17 25.04 10.082 1.91E-09 2.94E-09

13-19 25.16 10.247 5.24E-09 3.47E-09

13-18 25.34 10.148 4 .40E -09 3.90E-09

13-20 25.51 10.352 5.37E-09 3.73E-09

13-21 25.61 10.507 2.87E -09 3.39E-09

13-22 25.74 10.398 2.20E -09 2.88E-09

13-23 25.87 10.067 1.91E-09 2.48E-09

13-24 26.02 10.260 1.52E-09 2.29E-09

13-25 26.16 10.520 2.18E -09 2.38E-09

13-26 26.27 10.326 3.80E -09 2.52E-09

13-27 26.42 10.471 1.84E-09 2.70E-09

13-28 26.54 10.244 3.83E -09 2.83E-09
13-29 26.70 10.500 1.14E-09 2.94E-09

13-30 26.90 10.407 3.07E -09 2.96E-09

13-31 26.95 10.508 9.70E -10 2.87E-09

13-32 26.98 10.028 9 .34E -09 2.79E-09

13-33 27.03 10.645 1.30E-09 2.59E-09

13-34 27.18 10.110 8.28E -10 1.81E-09

13-35 27.27 10.461 6.27E -10 1.36E-09

13-36 27.35 10.399 6.31E -10 1.05E-09

13-37 27.43 10.108 -6.97E-11 8.46E-10

13-38 27.51 10.313 6 .36E -10 7 .4 8 E -I0

13-39 27.61 10.674 1.12E-09 7.22E-10

13-40 27.71 10.360 1.33E-09 7.31E-10

13-41 27.84 10.467 1.15E-09 7.25E-10

13-42 27.90 10.168 4 .66E -10 7.10E-10

13-43 27.96 10.238 4 .63E -10 6.94E-10

13-44 28.02 10.255 1.08E-10 6.78E-10

13-45 28.16 9.607 2 .19E -09 6.17E-10

13-46 28.38 10.445 -2.4 I E - 10 4.02E -10

13-47 28.55 10.433 -6 .7 6 E -1 1 4.51E -10

13-48 28.69 10.517 2 .78E -10 7.46E-10

13-49 28.80 9.857 6 .6 5 E -I0 1.11 E-09

Sam ple
ID

H eight
(m )

M ass

(g)

MS

(m^Tcg)

M S spline 

(nv’/kg)

12-07 14.55 10.151 6.46E -10 1.14E-09

12-08 14.64 9.987 1.75E-09 1.17E-09

12-09 14.73 10.159 1.18E-09 1.20E-09

12-10 14.82 10.237 8.18E -10 1.25E-09

12-11 14.91 10.362 6.33E -10 1.37E-09

12-12 15.04 10.125 1.01 E-09 1.64E-09

12-13 15.20 10.227 1.71 E-09 2.02E -09

12-14 15.32 10.159 5.47E-09 2.12E -09

12-16 15.42 10.093 1.91 E-09 1.98E-09

12-17 15.49 10.111 2 .89E -10 1.81 E-09

12-18 15.70 10.049 1.19E-09 1.26E-09

12-19 15.78 9.987 1.20E-09 1.07E-09

12-20 15.84 10.202 2 .87E -10 9 .58E -10

12-21 15.92 10.149 1.54E-09 8.33E-10

12-22 15.94 10.085 8.30E -10 8.06E-10

12-23 16.05 10.336 1.07E-10 6 .99E -10

12-24 16.15 10.207 1.09E-10 6 .76E -10

12-26 16.34 10.388 1.51 E-09 7.44E-10

12-25 16.46 10.254 1.70E-09 7.33E-10

12-27 16.56 10.220 2.86E -10 6.78E -10

12-28 16.71 10.202 1.09E-10 6 .47E -10
12-29 16.78 10.180 1.71 E-09 6 .91E -10

12-30 16.93 10.389 1.07E-10 9.85E -10

12-31 17.00 10.208 4 .6 5 E -I0 1.27E-09

12-32 17.07 10.299 -5 .97E -10 1.66E-09

12-33 17.17 9.887 2.68E -09 2 .36E -09

12-34 17.34 10.290 5.93 E-09 3.35E -09

12-35 17.41 9.960 3.76E -09 3.51 E-09

12-36 17.48 10.305 5.04E-09 3.48E -09

12-37 17.55 10.184 4 .92E -09 3.27E-09

12-38 17.62 10.182 3.14E -09 2.95E-09

12-39 17.71 10.279 I.08E -10 2.49E-09

12-40 17.77 9.987 4 .75E -10 2.24E-09

12-41 17.88 10.196 1.18E-09 2.02E-09

12-42 17.99 10.010 2.47E -09 2.03E-09

12-43 18.10 10.122 1.72E-09 2 .15E -09

12-44 18.26 10.000 3.56E -09 2.31 E-09

12-45 18.35 10.191 4.21 E-09 2.26E-09

12-46 18.44 10.171 2 .96E -09 2 .10E -09

12-47 18.56 10.320 -6 .8 3 E -1 1 1.89E-09

12-48 18.63 9.946 8.42E -10 1.89E-09

12-49 18.74 10.076 2 .27E -09 2 .15E -09

12-50 18.87 9.959 3.03E -09 2 .84E -09

12-51 18.96 10.062 l.lO E -10 3 .56E -09

12-52 19.13 10.002 4 .74E -10 5.20E-09

12-53 19.22 10.034 2.10E -09 5.84E-09

L4 (base) 19.24 10.149 1.23E-08 5.91 E-09

L4 (top) 19.26 9.985 1.95E-08 5.94E-09

12-54 19.34 10.266 2.41 E-09 5.69E-09

12-55 19.54 10.016 2 .92E -10 3.79E -09

12-56 19.66 10.164 1.36E-09 2.72E -09

12-57 19.76 10.392 1.16E-09 2 .14E -09

12-58 19.93 9.020 7.27E -10 1.76E-09

12-59 20.03 10.171 2 .96E -09 1.75E-09

12-60 20.13 10.229 2 .59E -09 1.73 E-09

12-61 20.23 10.360 2 .38E -09 1.63E-09

12-62 20.38 10.267 1.17E-09 1.32E-09

12-63 20.58 10.096 1.01 E-09 8.92E -10

12-64 20.72 10.151 -2 .48E -10 7.61E -10

12-65 20.82 10.209 4 .64E -10 8 .3 0 E -I0

12-66 21.37 10.302 3.46E-09 2 .00E -09

12-67 21.42 10.173 2.61 E-09 1.98E-09



Appendix 3 Table 3 continued

Sam ple H eight M ass M S M S spline

ID (in) (g) (m ’/lcg) (m ’/kg)

13-50 29.04 10.505 2.70E-09 1 90E-09

13-51 29.14 9.996 3.20E-09 2.01E-09

13-52 29.56 10.188 2.87E -10 1.04E-09

13-53 29.73 10.552 2.77E -10 6.78E -10

13-54 29.90 10.747 6.10E-10 5.18E -10

13-55 30.02 9.774 1.79E-09 4 .78E -10

13-56 30.12 10.223 -6 .02E -10 4 .78E -10

13-57 30.23 10.211 8.20E-10 5.77E -10

13-58 30.37 10.132 2.89E -10 8.83E -10

13-59 30.52 10.103 l.lO E -10 1.46E-09

13-60 30.62 10.087 4.25E -09 1.93E-09

13-61 30.80 10.307 2.84E -10 2.73E -09

13-62 30.95 10.661 6.91E-09 3.36E-09

13-63 31.15 10.200 6.43E -10 3.85E -09

13-64 31.29 10.027 1.02E-09 4 .21E -09

13-65 31.43 10.065 1.55E-09 4.29E -09

13-66 31.45 10.074 1.97E-08 4 .23E -09

12-83 31.50 10.310 -6.84E-11 3.97E-09

12-84 31.58 10.225 2.06E-09 3.35E-09

12-85 31.69 10.312 8.12E-10 2.36E -09

12-86 31.81 10.172 -4.26E -10 1.38E-09

12-87 31.93 10.398 6.31E-10 6.72E -10

12-88 32.04 10.162 8.24E-10 2 .10E -10

12-89 32.07 10.369 2.82E -10 1.07E-10

12-90 32.19 10.259 -6.87E-11 -2.2 I E - 10

12-91 32.28 9.878 -1.17E-09 -3 .68E -10

12-92 32.40 10.093 -2.50E -10 -4 .25E -10

12-93 32.52 10.206 -6.91E-11 -3 .72E -10

12-94 32.67 10.090 -9.70E -10 -2 .17E -10

12-95 32.77 9.904 4.79E-10 -8.14E-11

12-96 32.80 9.995 1.1 lE -10 -4.33E-11

12-97 32.92 10.341 6.34E-10 7.52E-11

12-98 33.07 10.188 -6.04E -10 1.58E-10
12-99 33.22 10.256 2.85E-10 2.34E -10

13-68 33.42 9.178 1.31E-09 2 .51E -10

13-67 33.52 10.153 2.88E-10 1.92E-10

13-69 33.58 10.276 -5.99E -10 1.56E-10

13-70 33.72 9.298 -2.71E -10 1.38E-10

13-71 33.87 9.773 2.99E-10 2 .47E -10

13-72 34.01 10.370 2.82E-10 4 .26E -10

13-73 34.17 10.399 -2.42E -10 6.55E -10

13-74 34.27 10.233 2.77E-09 7.56E -10

13-75 34.42 10.390 2.82E-10 7.28E -10

13-76 34.62 10.164 1.09E-10 5.56E -10

13-77 34.80 10.527 7.95E-10 4.19E -10

13-78 35.00 10.435 -2.42E -10 3.04E -10

13-79 35.24 9.365 1.09E-09 2 .9 4 E -I0

13-80 35.40 10.834 -4.00E -10 3.03E -10

13-81 35.57 10.349 2 .83E -10 4 .09E -10

13-82 35.67 10.583 -6.66E-11 5.06E -10

12-100 35.73 9.856 1.40E-09 5.62E-10

12-101 35.87 9.891 1.03E-09 6.34E -10

12-102 36.02 10.302 4 .60E -10 6.14E -10

12-103 36.22 10.410 2 .81E -10 5.44E-10

12-104 36.35 10.771 7.77E-10 5.22E-10

12-105 36.46 9.849 2 .97E -10 5.20E-10

12-106 36.61 10.412 8.04E-10 5.60E-10

12-107 36.71 10.115 -6.97E-11 6.15E-10

12-108 36.91 10.828 7.73E-10 7.74E-10

12-109 37.03 10.243 1.88E-09 8.08E-10

12-111 37.15 10.389 9.81E -10 7.38E-10

12-110 37.23 10.273 1.08E-10 6.62E -10

Sam ple Height M ass MS M S spline

ID (m ) (g) (m^/kg) (m ’/kg)

12-113 37.46 10.726 -2 .35E -10 5.41E-10

12-112 37.79 10.059 1.19E-09 7.12E-10

12-114 37.99 10.580 1.48E-09 6.32E-10

12-115 38.24 10.553 -7 .55E -10 3.42E-10

12-116 38.44 10.529 2 .78E -10 3.93E-10

12-117 38.74 10.015 1.56E-09 8.02E-10

12-118 38.87 10.632 4 .46E -10 9 .51E -10

12-119 39.07 9.875 1.03E-09 1.16E-09

12-120 39.23 10.565 1.65E-09 1.27E-09

12-121 39.53 10.052 1.56E-09 1.20E-09

12-122 39.60 9.930 4 .77E -10 1.15E-09

12-123 39.69 10.437 1.50E-09 1.08E-09

12-124 39.88 10.640 2 .75E -10 9.19E-10

12-125 40.03 10.494 9 .71E -10 8.10E-10

12-126 40.14 10.238 1.17E-09 6.93E-10

12-127 40.33 10.443 4 .54E -10 3.62E-10

12-128 40.42 10.155 4 .67E -10 1.69E-10

12-129 40.59 10.492 -7 .59E -10 -1.67E -10

12-130 40.78 10.367 -7 .69E -10 -3.17E -10

12-132 40.90 10.600 -6.65E-11 -2.75E -10

12-131 40.96 10.658 -6 .6 2 E -1 1 -2.30E -10

12-133 41.08 10.117 l.lO E -1 0 -1.14E -10

12-134 41.21 10.656 -9 .18E -10 4.75E-11

12-135 41.33 10.321 9 .87E -10 2.24E -10

12-136 41.43 10.429 4 .55E -10 3.37E-10

12-137 41.55 10.209 9 .98E -10 4.10E -10

12-138 41.70 10.251 -6.87E-11 4 .43E -10

12-139 41.84 10.392 -6 .7 8 E -1 1 5.23E -10

12-140 41.97 10.016 4.73E -10 6.70E -10

12-141 42.07 10.167 4 .66E -10 7.89E-10

12-142 42.11 10.409 1.68E-09 8.27E-10

12-143 42.19 10.246 1.53E-09 8.65E-10

12-144 42.35 10.571 1.05E-10 8.10E-10

12-145 42.43 10.769 6.09E-10 7.51E-10

12-146 42.54 10.380 1.33E-09 6.39E -10

12-147 42.64 10.259 4 .62E -10 4 .91E -10

12-148 42.89 9.943 1.12E-10 8.39E-11

12-149 42.99 10.688 -4 .06E -10 -1 .8 4 E -1 1

12-150 43.10 10.285 -4 .22E -10 -4.49E-11

12-151 43.20 10.213 2 .87E -10 9.04E-12

12-152 43.38 10.319 -2 .44E -10 2.31E -10

12-153 43.58 10.244 9 .95E -10 5 .55E -10

12-154 43.68 10.517 9 .69E -10 6 .60E -10

12-155 43.80 10.114 1.37E-09 7.02E -10

12-156 44.00 10.141 4 .68E -10 6 .88E -10

12-157 44.05 10.216 1.09E-10 7.14E -10

12-158 44.17 10.193 1 .OOE-09 8.82E -10

12-159 44.32 10.460 1.15E-09 1.31E-09

12-160 44.42 10.162 1.09E-10 1.75E-09

12-161 44.62 10.035 6.53E-10 2.80E -09

12-162 44.74 10.647 6.16E-10 3.17E-09

L5 (base) 44.76 10.726 9 .57E -09 3.17E -09

L5 (top) 44.78 9.541 9 .05E -09 3.15E -09

12-163 44.80 10.593 7.90E-10 3.1 lE -09

12-164 44.94 10.447 8.01E-10 2.34E -09

12-165 45.04 10.417 2 .81E -10 1.58E-09

12-166 45.17 10.310 1.08E-10 6 .51E -10

12-167 45.34 9.749 -6 .31E -10 -2 .49E -10

12-168 45.48 10.611 -1 .09E -09 -6 .59E -10

12-169 45.63 10.642 -2 .37E -10 -8 .06E -10

12-170 45.74 10.184 -7 .82E -10 -7 .87E -10

12-171 45.92 10.763 -1.08E -09 -5 .63E -10



Appendix 3 Table 3 continued

Sam ple
ID

H eight
(m )

M ass

(g)

MS

(in',-kg)

M S spline 

(m '/k g )

12-235 52.30 10.684 2 .74E -10 1.07E-09

12-234 52.38 10.777 -7 .39E -10 9.50E-10

12-236 52.55 10.293 2.05E -09 9.11E-10

12-237 52.69 9.504 1.07E-09 9.16E-10

12-238 52.91 10.731 1.29E-09 9.00E-10

12-239 52.94 12.033 9.23E-11 9.01E-10

12-240 53.04 10.515 2 .78E -10 9.20E-10

12-241 53.14 10.201 1.71E-09 9.39E-10

12-242 53.28 10.386 1.68E-09 8.70E -10

12-243 53.38 10.069 1.19E-09 7.40E -10

12-244 53.51 9.831 -6 .26E -10 5.55E -10

12-245 53.66 10.889 6 .02E -10 4 .95E -10

12-246 53.78 10.676 4 .44E -10 5.89E-10

12-247 53.87 10.493 4 .52E -10 7.45E-10

12-248 54.02 10.625 6 .17E -10 1.14E-09

12-249 54.16 10.161 2.25E -09 1.57E-09

12-250 54.51 9.558 1.45E-09 2.08E-09

12-251 54.54 10.534 3.72E -09 2.06E -09

12-252 54.74 10.730 1.80E-09 1.70E-09

12-253 54.87 10.399 8.05E -10 1.39E-09

12-254 54.90 10.270 4 .62E -10 1.33E-09

12-255 54.99 10.004 4.74E -10 1.20E-09

12-256 55.15 10.877 3.44E -09 9.86E -10

12-257 55.31 9.747 -4 .45E -10 5.97E-10

12-258 55.47 10.638 7.87E -10 2.25E -10

12-259 55.59 10.677 -1 .43E -09 3 .0 9 E -1 1

12-260 55.69 10.516 4.51E -10 -3.21E-11

12-261 55.84 9.895 -7.13E-11 -3.12E-11

12-262 55.98 9.325 5.09E -10 1.30E-12

12-263 56.14 10.390 -2 .43E -10 1.23E-11

12-264 56.32 10.782 2 .71E -10 1 .58E -11

12-265 56.48 10.287 -4 .22E -10 1.27E-11

12-266 56.60 9.878 1.12E-10 2 .3 3 E -1 1

12-270 56.70 9.685 3.02E-10 2 .5 5 E -1 1

12-267 56.74 10.114 -4 .29E -10 2 .1 4 E -1 1

12-268 56.84 10.059 8.32E-10 -5 .84E -12

12-269 57.04 10.533 -7 .57E -10 -1 .31E -10

12-271 57.15 10.466 2.80E -10 -1 .70E -10

12-272 57.26 10.580 -9 .25E -10 -1 .72E -10

12-273 57.37 10.167 4.66E -10 -1 .21E -10

12-274 57.47 10.377 -7 .68E -10 -4.87E-11

12-275 57.63 9.586 8 .73E -10 9 .4 0 E -1 1

12-276 57.89 10.057 -7.01E-11 I.99E -10

12-277 58.02 9.731 3 .01E -10 2..34E-10

12-278 58.14 10.491 -6.72E-11 2.67E -10

12-279 58.28 10.108 8.28E -10 2 .96E -10

12-280 58.49 10.675 1.04E-10 2.58E -10

12-281 58.66 10.100 -2 .50E -10 2.17E -10

12-282 58.79 10.106 8 .29E -10 1.92E-10

12-283 58.92 10.187 6 .44E -10 1.33E-10

12-284 59.00 10.689 -7 .45E -10 9.21E-11

12-285 59.11 9.871 -7.14E-11 6.89E-11

12-287 59.46 10.410 8 .04E -10 1.24E-10

12-288 59.60 10.539 -2 .39E -10 9 .9 9 E -1 1

12-289 59.80 10.450 1.06E-10 1.08E-10

12-290 59.91 10.269 -6 .86E -1I 1.64E-10

12-291 60.04 10.435 -6.76E-11 2 .90E -10

12-292 60.17 10.301 4 .60E -10 4.54E -10

12-293 60.29 10.435 1.32E-09 5.75E-10

12-294 60.49 10.066 2 .91E -10 6.05E-10

12-295 60.60 10.183 l.OOE-09 5.63E-10

12-296 60.73 10.113 -6.97E-11 4.80E -10

Sam ple
ID

H eight
(m)

M ass

(g)

MS

(m ^'kg)

M S spline 

(m ^'kg)

12-172 46.04 10.476 -2 .41E -10 -2 .93E -10

12-173 46.17 10.080 l.lO E -10 3.62E-11

12-174 46.37 10.310 9.88E -10 4.39E -10

12-175 46.50 10.620 7.88E -10 5.43 E -10

12-176 46.58 10.723 4.42E -10 5.46E-10

12-177 46.69 10.106 2 .90E -10 5.04E-10

12-178 46.79 10.374 9 .82E -10 4 .39E -10

12-179 46.83 10.459 1.06E-10 4 .10E -10

12-180 46.89 10.647 2 .75E -10 3.67E-10

12-181 46.99 10.275 1.08E-10 3.14E-10

12-182 47.13 9.970 2 .94E -10 3.03E-10

12-183 47.27 10.160 -2 .48E -10 3 .73E -10

12-184 47.38 10.324 1.16E-09 4.76E -10

12-185 47.45 10.577 1.05E-10 5.43E -10

12-186 47.52 10.070 1.73E-09 6 .05E -10

12-187 47.58 10.370 2 .82E -10 6 .53E -10

12-188 47.68 10.529 7.95E-10 7.42E -10

12-189 47.74 10.078 6.5 I E - 10 8.14E -10

12-190 47.84 10.393 2.82E -10 9 .89E -10
12-191 47.93 10.126 -4 .28E -10 1.21E-09

12-192 47.99 10.753 2.30E -09 1.39E-09

12-193 48.05 10.548 7.94E -10 1.55E-09

12-194 48.13 9.924 4.50E -09 1.70E-09

12-195 48.19 10.774 1.45E-09 1.73E-09

12-196 48.31 10.713 1.97E-09 1.63E-09

12-197 48.41 10.561 6.21E -10 1.41E-09

12-198 48.50 9.734 1.05E-09 1.18E-09

12-199 48.59 10.528 4 .50E -10 9.23E-10

12-200 48.65 10.552 2.17E -09 7.42 E -10

12-201 48.78 9.986 -7 .0 6 E -1 1 3.27E -10

12-202 48.90 10.928 1.02E-10 2.18E-1 1

12-203 49.03 9.495 -1 .03E -09 -1 .13E -10

12-204 49.10 10.315 -7 .72E -10 -6.67E-11

12-205 49.16 11.016 4 .30E -10 3.95E-11
12-207 49.22 9.966 -4 .35E -10 1.93E-10

12-206 49.26 10.318 1.08E-10 3.16E -10

12-208 49.38 10.396 9.80E -10 7.18E -10

12-209 49.42 10.630 1.47E-09 8.40E -10

12-210 49.45 10.238 1.53E-09 9 .21E -10

12-211 49.62 10.435 1.50E-09 1.19E-09

12-212 49.72 10.656 1.04E-10 1.21E-09

12-213 49.83 6.577 2 .65E -09 1.14E-09

12-214 49.96 9.975 4 .75E -10 8.91E -10

12-215 50.09 10.427 6.29E -10 5.56E -10

12-216 50.24 10.303 -2 .45E -10 1.71E-10

12-217 50.38 10.124 -2 .49E -10 -9 .6 1 E -1 1

12-218 50.50 10.390 -6 .7 8 E -1 1 -2 .33E -10
12-219 50.67 9.896 -2 .55E -10 -2 .89E -10

12-220 50.73 10.655 -6.6 I E - 11 -2 .67E -10

12-221 50.86 10.055 -9 .73E -10 -1 .28E -10

12-222 50.99 10.433 6.29E -10 1.56E-10

12-223 51.12 9.996 8.38E -10 5.29E -10

12-224 51.25 10.529 1.05E-10 9 .74E -10

12-225 51.38 10.294 2 .84E -10 1.50E-09

12-226 51.48 10.090 1.91E-09 1.90E-09

12-227 51.51 10.139 4.05E -09 1.99E-09

12-228 51.61 9.915 1.94E-09 2 .19E -09

12-229 51.69 10.192 3.31E -09 2.23E -09

12-230 51.94 12.550 3.78E -10 1.83E-09

12-231 51.97 11.088 1.90E-09 1.78E-09

12-232 52.00 10.069 8.32E-10 1.72E-09

12-233 52.12 9.796 4 .00E -09 1.50E-09



Appendix 3 Table 3 continued

Sample ID Height (m) Mass (g)
MS

(mv^kg)
MS spline 

(m-/kg)
12-297 60.86 10.529 7.95E-10 4.01E-10
12-298 61.00 10.208 -2.47E-10 3.20E-10
12-299 61.14 10.185 8.22E-10 2.62E-10
12-301 61.30 10.568 2.77E-10 1.84E-10
12-300 61.44 9.928 -6.20E-10 1.48E-10
12-302 61.48 9.813 4.83E-I0 1.51E-10
12-303 61.66 10.819 -6.52E-11 2.32E-10
12-304 61.80 10.256 8.16E-10 3.31E-10
12-305 61.94 10.666 2.74E-10 3.97E-10
12-306 62.14 10.417 2.81E-I0 4.23E-I0
12-308 62.24 10.602 7.90E-10 3.97E-10
12-307 62.39 10.637 4.46E-10 2.96E-10
12-309 62.49 10.341 4.59E-10 2.08E-10
12-310 62.69 10.318 -7.72E-10 1.20E-10
12-311 62.87 9.962 1.12E-10 3.31E-10
12-312 62.97 10.271 1.08E-10 5.46E-10
12-313 63.12 10.164 2.07E-09 8.86E-10
12-314 63.27 10.078 8.31E-10 1 08E-09
12-315 63.47 10.277 1.52E-09 1.12E-09
12-316 63.73 9.984 6.57E-10 9.12E-10
12-317 64.00 10.129 -2.49E-10 7.78E-10
12-318 64.17 9.886 1.77E-09 7.96E-10
12-319 64.29 10.123 1.19E-09 7.25E-10
12-321 64.52 10.485 -6.72E-11 4.11E-10
12-320 64.69 9.652 -7.31E-11 2.30E-10
12-322 64.87 10.814 1.03E-10 1.44E-10
12-323 65.01 10.704 6.13E-10 9.18E-11
12-324 65.16 10.359 2.83E-10 -6.86E-13
12-325 65.29 10.906 -5.64E-10 -7.32E-11
12-326 65.49 10.675 -5.76E-10 -2.59E-11
12-327 65.66 9.757 4.86E-10 1.61E-10
12-328 65.80 10.228 4.64E-10 3.09E-10
12-329 65.93 9.821 8.53E-10 3.90E-10
12-330 66.13 10.386 -2.43E-10 4.30E-10
12-332 66.26 10.231 -6.89E-11 4.77E-10
12-331 66.29 9.992 1.38E-09 4.89E-10
12-333 66.43 10.238 -6.89E-11 5.29E-10
12-334 66.57 9.814 1.78E-09 5.30E-10
12-335 66.69 10.916 -6.46E-11 4.61E-10
12-336 66.83 9.589 -2.63E-10 3.80E-10
12-337 67.01 9.981 1.02E-09 3.19E-10
12-338 67.17 10.530 1.05E-10 2.24E-10
12-339 67.33 10.419 2.81E-10 1.32E-10
12-340 67.51 9.958 -4.35E-10 1.17E-10
12-341 67.71 9.858 4.81E-10 3.06E-10
12-343 67.93 10.074 6.51E-10 6.65E-10
12-342 67.97 10.323 2.83E-10 7.40E-10
12-344 68.11 9.792 1.78E-09 l.OOE-09
12-345 68.28 10.547 9.66E-10 1.23E-09
12-346 68.42 9.848 8.50E-10 1.38E-09
12-347 68.59 10.062 2.28E-09 1.47E-09
12-348 68.82 9.843 1.40E-09 1.26E-09
12-349 68.95 10.231 8.18E-10 l.OlE-09
12-350 69.15 10.727 7.81E-10 6.19E-10
12-351 69.35 10.048 -2.51E-10 3.46E-10
12-352 69.51 10.325 2.83E-10 3.25E-10
12-353 69.70 9.669 6.78E-10 4.70E-10
12-355 69.95 10.160 8.24E-10 7.51E-10
12-354 70.00 10.426 8.03E-10 8.10E-10



Appendix 3 Table 4: Magnetic susceptibility data from Anhee Nord

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(8)

MS

(m ’/kg)

MS spline 

(m'/'kg)
W1 0.05 10.368 1.64E-08 1.58E-08

17-01 0.20 10.181 1.03E-08 1.40E-08
17-02 0.28 9.927 1.33E-08 1.33E-08
17-03 0.36 10.093 1.50E-08 1.21E-08
W2 0.41 10.312 1.73E-08 1.07E-08

17-04 0.48 10.433 4.80E-09 8.02E-09
17-05 0.57 10.125 1.19E-09 4.60E-09
17-06 0.72 10.163 1.18E-09 1.24E-09
17-07 0.83 10.166 6.45E-10 6.91E-10
17-08 0.94 9.989 6.56E-10 1.56E-09
17-09 1.01 10.665 6.15E-10 2.71E-09

17-10 1.08 10.220 3.66E-09 4.08E-09
17-11 1.18 10.718 1.26E-08 5.32E-09
17-12 1.34 9.955 4.76E-10 3.80E-09
17-13 1.57 10.582 9.63E-10 1.66E-09
17-14 1.80 10.060 l.OlE-09 2.02E-09
17-15 1.91 9.948 5.04E-09 2.39E-09
17-16 2.18 10.176 8.23E-10 1.81E-09
17-17 2.31 10.393 4.56E-10 2.86E-09
17-18 2.44 10.534 5.79E-09 5.12E-09
17-19 2.55 10.073 9.29E-09 6.58E-09
17-20 2.67 10.193 5.63E-09 6.70E-09
17-21 2.79 10.286 6.99E-09 5.77E-09
17-22 2.90 10.125 4.05E-09 4.35E-09
17-23 2.99 10.153 2.25E-09 3.27E-09
17-24 3.33 10.528 3.38E-09 3.59E-09
17-25 3.45 10.433 6.37E-09 5.42E-09
17-26 3.55 10.439 5.32E-09 7.58E-09
17-27 3.61 10.662 6.06E-09 9.24E-09
17-28 3.65 10.588 1.18E-08 1.04E-08
17-29 3.76 10.344 1.12E-08 1.29E-08
17-30 3.80 10.053 1.51E-08 1.32E-08

17-3 lb 3.84 10.545 1.90E-08 1.30E-08
17-3 It 3.89 10.659 2.12E-08 1.18E-08
17-32 3.95 9.944 8.42E-10 9.51E-09
17-33 4.04 10.539 2.52E-09 6.04E-09
17-34 4.20 10.515 2.52E-09 2.96E-09
17-35 4.35 10.357 4.58E-10 3.77E-09
17-36 4.48 9.639 1.25E-09 6.10E-09
W3 4.53 10.926 2.26E-08 6.58E-09

17-37 4.60 10.835 6.05E-10 6.12E-09
17-38 4.80 10.522 7.96E-10 2.81E-09
17-39 4.94 10.193 l.OOE-09 1.65E-09
17-40 5.03 9.879 1.95E-09 1.62E-09
17-41 5.11 9.601 2.57E-09 1.84E-09
17-42 5.16 9.778 8.56E-10 2.04E-09
17-43 5.24 10.585 2.85E-09 2.40E-09
17-44 5.36 10.810 4.13E-09 2.67E-09
17-45 5.47 10.365 1.68E-09 2.41E-09
17-46 5.59 10.440 3.58E-09 2.01 E-09
17-47 5.67 10.799 1.03E-10 1.88E-09
08-28 5.72 10.079 1.73E-09 2.02E-09
08-29 5.74 10.546 6.22E-10 2.14E-09

08-30A 5.76 10.705 4.51E-09 2.28E-09
08-30B 5.81 10.464 1.67E-09 2.76E-09

17-48 6.04 10.083 2.27E-09 6.57E-09
17-49 6.13 9,853 1.47E-08 7.97E-09
08-32 6.26 10.196 8.65E-09 7.46E-09
08-31 6.32 9.669 4.24E-09 6.47E-09
17-50 6.43 10.803 5.65E-09 4.37E-09

08-33A 6.51 9.890 6.63 E -10 2.94E-09
17-51 6.59 10.085 -6.99E-11 I.97E-09

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(8)

MS

(m’/kg)

MS spline 

(m’/kg)

08-33B 6.63 10.816 4.63E-09 1.66E-09
17-52 6.75 10.689 -5.76E-10 1.12E-09
08-35 6.98 10.371 4.13E-09 1.47E-09
08-36 7.06 10.186 2.87E-10 1.31 E-09
08-38 7.14 10.714 -6.58E-11 1.15E-09
08-37 7.24 10.766 1.79E-09 1.12E-09
08-39 7.41 9.481 1.84E-09 1.08E-09

08-40A 7.43 10.204 8.21E-10 1.07E-09
08-40B 7.46 10.263 6.39E-10 1.06E-09
08-41 7.51 10.419 9.78E-10 I.07E-09
08-42 7.60 9.477 3.09E-10 1.18E-09
08-43 7.63 10.454 2.19E-09 1.24E-09
08-44 7.76 10.301 1.34E-09 1.57E-09

08-47A 7.79 10.780 2.29E-09 1.65E-09
08-473 7.81 10.189 2.07E-09 1.72E-09
08-47C 7.87 10.028 1.74E-09 1.94E-09
08-45 7.96 10.426 1.85E-09 2.54E-09
08-46 8.12 10.643 1.13E-09 4.80E-09

W4 8.30 10.366 1.83E-08 7.40E-09
08-48 8.34 10.343 1.07E-10 7.21 E-09
08-49 8.45 10.110 1.37E-08 5.49E-09

08-50A 8.47 10.242 1.35E-09 5.02E-09
08-508 8.53 10.077 1.01 E-09 3.56E-09
08-51 8.56 9.545 1.07E-09 2.93 E-09
08-52 8.58 10.490 1.84E-09 2.56E-09
08-53 8.68 10.573 1.31 E-09 1.49E-09

08-55A 8.85 10.374 4.48E-09 1.88E-09
08-558 8.89 10.179 1.36E-09 2.25E-09
08-56 8.91 10.042 1.20E-09 2.49E-09

08-57A 9.06 10.413 6.30E-10 5.43 E-09
08-578 9.11 10.312 1.87E-09 6.78E-09

W5 9.15 10.184 2.15E-08 7.76E-09
08-58 9.24 10.695 6.55E-09 8.88E-09

08-59A 9.41 10.470 7.38E-09 9.37E-09
08-60 9.55 10.761 1.21E-08 l.OlE-08
08-61 9.64 9.717 7.96E-09 1.07E-08
08-62 9.79 10.491 9.27E-09 1.23E-08
08-63 9.86 10.172 1.90E-08 1.29E-08
08-64 10.18 10.841 6.30E-09 9.35E-09

08-65A 10.20 10.552 1.06E-08 9.17E-09
08-658 10.25 10.422 9.85E-09 8.86E-09
08-668 10.35 10.745 5.51 E-09 9.00E-09
08-67A 10.37 9.387 5.92E-09 9.19E-09
08-678 10.41 10.654 7.94E-09 9.68E-09

W6 10.54 10.472 3.00E-08 l.OlE-08
08-68 10.58 10.659 3.51 E-09 9.14E-09
08-69 10.66 10.304 9.89E-10 6.28E-09
08-70 10.78 10.259 1.70E-09 2.44E-09

08-71A 10.80 10.673 1.12E-09 1.98E-09
08-718 10.82 10.541 4.50E-10 1.58E-09
08-73A 11.14 10.311 4.60E-10 7.87E-10
08-738 11.17 9.138 2.90E-09 8.86E-10
08-72 11.28 10.804 1.62E-09 9.88E-10
08-74 11.38 9.456 1.65E-09 9.85E-10
08-75 11.48 10.513 -2.40E-10 1.50E-09
08-76 11.52 10.530 -6.70E-11 2.04E-09
08-77 11.62 10.874 2.27E-09 4.19E-09

08-78A 11.64 10.229 3.66E-09 4.71E-09
08-788 11.67 10.843 4.12E-09 5.47E-09
08-80 11.72 10.504 4.25E-09 6.55E-09

W7 11.76 10.572 2.46E-08 7.00E-09
08-81 11.79 10.537 2.86E-09 6.97E-09



Appendix 3 Table 4 continued

Sample Height Mass MS MS spline

ID (m) (g) (m’/'Kg) (m ’/kg)

W8 (mid.) 18.05 10.167 1.21E-08 1.02E-08
W8 (top) 18.10 10.243 1.29E-08 9.25E-09
08-118 18.15 10.185 8.22E-10 8.03E-09
08-119 18.41 10.034 2.82E-09 4.20E-09

08-122A 18.47 10.478 4.26E-09 4.04E-09
08-122B 18.52 10.382 3.95E-09 4.05E-09
08-122Z 18.67 10.354 6.07E-09 4.02E-09
08-120 18.77 10.405 3.77E-09 3.43E-09

08-121A 18.79 10.564 3.88E-09 3.27E-09
08-121B 18.84 10.584 1.13E-09 2.87E-09
08-121C 18.87 10.451 6.27E-10 2.66E-09
08-123A 18.89 10.589 4.22E-09 2.53E-09
08-123B 18.98 10.735 1.96E-09 2.05E-09
08-124A 19.04 10.335 2.57E-09 1.77E-09
08-1248 19.08 10.801 l .l lE -0 9 1.58E-09
08-126 19.41 10.757 6.10E-10 3.99E-10
08-128 19.88 10.525 1.83E-09 2.07E-09
08-130 20.11 10.135 6.38E-09 6.73E-09
08-131 20.15 10.746 4.16E-09 7.86E-09
08-129 20.27 10.405 1.50E-09 1.11 E-08

08-132A 20.30 10.136 1.89E-08 1.16E-08
08-132C 20.31 10.311 1.72E-08 1.17E-08
08-132B 20.32 10.632 1.82E-08 1.18E-08
08-133A 20.53 10.037 1.92E-09 6.90E-09
08-133B 20.60 10.210 2.95E-09 5.22E-09
08-134 20.62 10.617 5.74E-09 4.87E-09

08-135A 20.87 10.106 3.16E-09 3.89E-09
08-135B 20.90 9.171 5.07E-09 4.00E-09
08-136A 20.92 10.325 5.73E-09 4.07E-09
08-136B 20.96 10.663 2.66E-09 4.19E-09
08-137 21.01 9.999 4.47E-09 4.36E-09
08-138 21.17 9.368 4.57E-09 4.77E-09

08-139A 21.25 10.706 6.04E-09 4.73E-09
08-139B 21.29 10.326 4.85E-09 4.60E-09
08-140A 21.39 10.492 4.26E-09 4.10E-09
08-140B 21.44 10.599 3.02E-09 3.87E-09
08-140C 21.49 10.584 2.33E-09 3.75E-09
08-142 21.54 10.106 4.24E-09 3.74E-09

08-141A 21.78 10.075 4.25E-09 3.91E-09
08-141B 21.82 10.818 5.30E-09 3.78E-09
08-143 21.91 9.673 2.18E-09 3.25E-09

08-144A 22.02 10.455 2.36E-09 2.56E-09
08-144B 22.08 10.618 2.33E-09 2.25E-09
08-145 22.47 10.766 1.28E-09 1.64E-09
08-146 22.77 10.289 3.46E-09 2.97E-09

08-147A 23.00 10.721 2.98E-09 3.65E-09
08-147B 23.03 10.921 3.92E-09 3.74E-09
08-148A 23.25 10.654 4.02E-09 4.13E-09
08-148B 23.31 10.106 6.21E-09 4.03E-09
08-149A 23.35 10.778 2.97E-09 3.89E-09
08-1498 23.39 10.064 2.82E-09 3.74E-09
08-150 23.55 10.130 3.16E-09 3.23E-09

08-151A 23.73 10.174 3.14E-09 2.77E-09
08-1518 23.78 10.216 2.42E-09 2.62E-09
08-151C 23.83 10.180 2.43E-09 2.47E-09

Sample Height Mass MS MS spline
ID (in) (g) (m ’/kg) (m ’/kg)

08-82 11.90 10.188 3.49E-09 5.27E-09
08-86 11.96 10.263 1.88E-09 4.10E-09

08-87A 11.97 10.487 3.22E-09 3.93E-09
08-87B 12.00 10.085 1.91E-09 3.49E-09
08-84 12.04 9.914 4.51E-09 3.02E-09

08-85A 12.07 10.365 2.38E-09 2.76E-09
08-85B 12.13 10.340 1.86E-09 2.43E-09
08-83 12.15 10.091 2.99E-09 2.37E-09
08-88 12.32 10.225 1.88E-09 2.75E-09
08-91 12.41 10.478 2.01E-09 3.37E-09

08-90A 12.51 10.310 8.55E-09 3.80E-09
08-908 12.55 10.446 2.89E-09 3.69E-09
08-89A 12.61 9.774 3.83E-09 3.25E-09
08-89B 12.66 10.579 1.31E-09 2.75E-09
08-89C 12.69 10.744 2.30E-09 2.45E-09
08-92A 12.82 11.073 7.56E-10 1.37E-09
08-92B 12.88 10.835 l .l lE -0 9 1.09E-09
08-93 12.90 10.808 1.28E-09 1.02E-09

08-94A 12.92 10,459 4.53E-10 9.78E-10
08-94B 12.97 10.739 1.12E-09 9.27E-10
08-94Y 13.04 10.881 6.03E-10 9.81E-10
08-94X 13.10 10.367 1.86E-09 l.l lE -0 9
09-95A 13.21 10.453 1.84E-09 1.43E-09
08-958 13.28 10.313 9.88E-10 1.72E-09
08-96 13.35 10.800 9.43E-10 2.16E-09
08-97 13.39 10.217 3.13E-09 2.47E-09
08-98 13.52 10.507 4.60E-09 3.37E-09

08-99B 14.06 9.553 4.30E-09 6.13E-09
08-99A 14.08 10.516 6.14E-09 6.51E-09
08-99D 14.14 10.002 5.74E-09 7.80E-09
08-99C 14.16 10.150 8.87E-09 8.27E-09

08-100A 14.23 10.798 1.19E-08 9.78E-09
08-1008 14.26 10.578 1.09E-08 1.03E-08
08-101 14.36 10.002 1.17E-08 l.l lE -0 8
08-102 14.53 10.090 8.56E-09 9.00E-09
08-103 14.59 10.872 1.48E-08 7.25E-09

08-104A 14.65 10.807 1.45E-09 5.09E-09
08-1048 14.69 10.688 4.44E-10 3.71E-09
08-104C 14.73 10.246 1.53E-09 2.54E-09
08-105A 15.24 10.110 1.73E-09 5.41E-10
08-1058 15.30 10.787 6.08E-10 7.24E-10
08-106 15.46 10.532 4.50E-10 1.09E-09
08-107 15.56 10.569 1.31E-09 1.46E-09
08-108 15.76 10.881 3.27E-09 2.14E-09
08-109 15.85 10.215 2.42E-09 2.15E-09
08-110 15.87 10.468 1.84E-09 2.14E-09

08-1 l lA 15.92 10.269 1.70E-09 2.13E-09
08-1118 15.96 10.559 2.51E-09 2.17E-09
08-112 15.98 9.862 1.59E-09 2.20E-09

08-125A 16.17 10.357 2.21E-09 3.26E-09
0 8 1 13Z 16.33 10.641 6.75E-09 4.79E-09
08-113A 16.45 10.200 5.09E-09 5.51E-09
08-113B 16.50 10.511 4.59E-09 5.78E-09
08-113Y 16.65 10.582 7.99E-09 6.63E-09
08 -1 13X 16.71 9.840 5.46E-09 6.83E-09
08-114 16.79 10.234 7.91E-09 6.97E-09

08 -1 15A 17.17 10.242 4.72E-09 5.03E-09
08-115B 17.23 10.358 5.19E-09 4.58E-09
08 -1 16A 17.49 10.609 3.36E-09 3.37E-09
08-116B 17.59 10.531 3.04E-09 3.90E-09
08-117 17.75 9.928 4.13E-09 6.54E-09

W8 (base) 17.99 10.227 1.54E-08 1.07E-08



Appendix 3 Table 5: Magnetic susceptibility data from Anhee Sud

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m’/kg)

MS spline 

(m^'kg)

18-64 6.69 10.391 1.69E-08 2.05E-08
18-65 6.81 9.953 2.14E-08 1.98E-08
18-67 6.91 10.797 2.09E-08 1.93E-08
18-66 6.97 10.134 2.21E-08 1.89E-08
18-68 7.07 10.126 9.96E-09 1.85E-08
18-69 7.27 10.567 2.09E-08 1.96E-08
18-70 7.38 10.503 3.13E-08 1.71E-08
18-71 7.50 10.149 8.25E-10 1.02E-08
18-72 7.62 10.105 8.29E-10 5.00E-09
18-73 7.87 10.359 6.41E-09 4.23E-09
18-74 7.95 10.573 8.34E-09 4.65E-09
18-75 7.99 10.075 1.91 E-09 4.77E-09
18-76 8.17 10.344 4.32E-09 5.63E-09
18-77 8.51 10.359 9.91 E-09 7.71E-09
18-78 8.80 10.743 2.64E-09 3.88E-09
18-79 8.84 10.897 3.60E-09 3.41 E-09
18-80 8.90 10.709 1.80E-09 2.91E-09
18-81 8.99 10.705 3.16E-09 2.55E-09
18-82 9.10 10.601 2.84E-09 2.46E-09
18-83 9.21 10.434 2.72E-09 2.53E-09
18-84 9.30 10.555 2.00E-09 2.72E-09
18-85 9.48 10.430 3.93E-09 3.47E-09
18-86 9.57 10.159 3.68E-09 3.77E-09
18-87 9.69 10.533 3.21 E-09 3.96E-09
18-88 9.79 10.615 5.40E-09 3.85E-09
18-89 10.11 10.656 2.75E-10 1.59E-09
18-90 10.20 10.616 1.47E-09 1.39E-09
18-91 10.35 10.304 1.52E-09 1.52E-09
18-92 10.45 10.451 2.89E-09 1.56E-09
18-93 10.59 10.592 6.19E-10 1.29E-09
18-94 10.72 10.418 1.33E-09 1.29E-09
18-95 10.88 10.844 7.72E-10 2.08E-09
18-97 11.00 10.610 4.89E-09 3.26E-09
18-96 11.20 9.939 2.67E-09 5.18E-09
18-98 11.33 10.830 7.47E-09 6.51 E-09
18-99 11.45 10.789 1.02E-08 6.44E-09

18-101 11.61 10.398 2.03E-09 3.84E-09
18-100 11.71 10.514 1.31 E-09 2.45E-09
18-102 11.83 10.786 1.11 E-09 1.99E-09
18-103 12.03 10.659 4.19E-09 3.34E-09
18-104 12.24 10.800 4.64E-09 4.29E-09
18-105 12.34 7.326 5.35E-09 4.04E-09
18-106 12.48 9.307 2.26E-09 3.21 E-09
18-107 12.58 10.545 1.31 E-09 3.04E-09
18-108 12.68 10.743 2.98E-09 3.48E-09
18-109 12.82 10.836 7.80E-09 4.01 E-09
18-110 12.96 10.188 1.36E-09 3.17E-09
18-111 13.08 10.493 1.84E-09 2.53E-09
18-112 13.28 10.333 2.92E-09 2.41 E-09
18-113 13.44 10.041 2.64E-09 2.34E-09
18-114 13.57 10.504 1.49E-09 2.22E-09
18-115 13.73 10.007 2.65E-09 2.20E-09
18-116 13.91 10.133 2.08E-09 1.83 E-09
18-117 14.17 10.235 2.86E-10 9.68E-10
18-119 14.19 10.440 1.15E-09 9.41E-10
18-1 18 14.27 10.741 1.62 E-09 9.17E-10
18-120 14.35 9.738 6.73 E -10 1.02E-09
18-121 14.51 10.737 1.63E-09 1.96E-09
18-122 14.61 10.223 2.59E-09 3.17E-09
18-123 14.71 10.301 4.16E-09 4.77E-09
18-124 14.81 10.415 5.33E-09 6.41 E-09
18-125 14.91 10.182 1.19E-08 7.37E-09

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m ^'lg)

MS spline 

(m \'kg)

18-01 0.02 10.713 1.43E-08 8.91 E-09
18-02 0.09 10.154 1.72E-09 5.14E-09
18-03 0.17 10.381 -1.29E-09 1.88E-09
18-04 0.19 10.365 -6.80E-11 1.32E-09
18-05 0.28 9.961 2.94E-10 -1.02E-10
18-06 0.37 10.026 8.35E-10 -3.41 E -10
18-07 0.46 10.169 6.45E-10 -1.49E-10
18-08 0.61 10.070 6.51E-10 2.09E-10
18-09 0.65 10.856 1.02E-10 2.61E-10
18-10 0.76 10.502 4.52E-10 3.22E-10
18-11 0.92 10.639 2.75E-10 3.39E-10
18-12 1.12 10.461 4.53E-10 7.64E-10
18-13 1.28 10.781 1.1 lE-09 1.72E-09
18-14 1.48 10.207 3.13E-09 2.93 E-09
18-15 1.56 10.318 5.91 E-09 2.88E-09
18-16 1.64 10.721 4.42E-10 2.41 E-09
18-17 1.72 10.224 1.17E-09 1.94E-09
18-18 1.82 10.364 1.86E-09 I.60E-09
18-19 1.92 10.553 1.31 E-09 1.46E-09
18-20 1.96 8.590 1.40E-09 1.46E-09
18-21 2.01 10.823 2.12E-09 1.48E-09
18-22 2.08 10.632 6.17E-10 1.58E-09
18-23 2.24 9.887 1.76E-09 2.02E-09
18-24 2.31 10.560 3.54E-09 2.11 E-09
18-25 2.44 10.692 1.29E-09 1.80E-09
18-26 2.60 10.325 1.16E-09 1.12E-09
18-28 2.78 10.089 2.78E-10 4.30E-10
18-27 2.98 10.533 -6.99E-11 1.79E-10
18-29 3.23 10.334 1.16E-09 4.75E-10
18-30 3.35 10.684 -6.60E-11 5.3 IE -10
18-31 3.46 10.187 l.OOE-09 6.74E-10
18-32 3.55 10.494 1.06E-IO 8.60E-10
18-33 3.62 10.190 1.18E-09 1.05E-09
18-34 3.72 10.873 1.44E-09 1.25E-09
18-35 3.76 10.786 1.95 E-09 1.26E-09
18-36 3.97 10.819 6.06E-10 7.09E-10
18-37 4.29 10.211 2.87E-10 1.09E-09
18-38 4.47 10.654 3.00E-09 3.37E-09
18-41 4.51 10.254 3.65E-09 4.01E-09
18-42 4.61 10.504 4.94E-09 5.53E-09
18-40 4.76 10.464 1.02E-08 6.36E-09
18-43 4.86 10.605 6.78E-09 5.00E-09
18-44 4.95 10.467 4.53E-10 3.08E-09
18-45 5.08 10.763 2.72E-10 1.32E-09
18-46 5.18 10.029 1.38E-09 1.60E-09
18-47 5.25 10.463 6.27E-10 2.75E-09
18-48 5.35 10.208 6.51 E-09 5.55E-09
18-49 5.41 10.278 7.35E-09 7.53E-09
18-50 5.50 10.403 6.91 E-09 1.05E-08
18-51 5.56 10.704 1.69E-08 1.22E-08
18-52 5.64 10.443 1.56E-08 1.33E-08
18-53 5.71 10.518 1.61E-08 1.32E-08
18-54 5.78 10.675 l.OlE-08 1.24E-08
18-55 5.89 10.682 7.07E-09 1.13E-08
18-56 5.91 10.143 1.44E-08 1.12E-08
18-57 6.07 10.232 8.97E-09 1.29E-08
18-58 6.21 10.228 1.50E-08 1.83E-08
18-59 6.24 10.555 2.10E-08 1.97E-08
18-60 6.33 10.566 2.46E-08 2.33E-08
18-61 6.44 10.500 3.97E-08 2.51E-08
18-62 6.48 10.686 1.86E-08 2.47E-08
18-63 6.58 10.777 1.86E-08 2.25E-08



Appendix 3 Table 5 continued

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m ’/kg)

MS spline 

(m ’/kg)

18-188 22.31 10.586 4.05E-09 6.80E-09
18-189 22.41 10.292 5.57E-09 4.77E-09
18-190 22.51 10.734 1 96E-09 3.42E-09
18-191 22.59 10.646 2.49E-09 3.30E-09
18-192 22.75 10.312 2.57E-09 5.80E-09
18-193 22.89 10.721 3.32E-09 9.52E-09
W12 22.93 10.397 2.48E-08 1.02E-08

18-194 23.12 10.467 4.44E-09 8.34E-09
18-195 23.32 10.633 2.32E-09 7.04E-09
W13 23.44 10.675 l .l lE -0 8 8.25E-09

18-196 23.47 10.544 1.18E-08 8.66E-09
18-197 23.55 10.148 4.04E-09 8.01 E-09
18-198 23.60 9.958 l.lO E-08 7.54E-09
18-199 23.66 10.468 5.31E-09 6.95E-09
18-200 23.84 10.371 5.53E-09 4.27E-09
18-201 23.94 10.348 2.21E-09 2.50E-09
18-202 24.01 10.602 6.19E-10 1.41 E-09
18-203 24.09 10.424 -6.76E-11 5.3 IE -10
18-204 24.18 10.629 1.04E-10 3.15E-11
18-205 24.28 10.465 6.27E-10 -7.59E-11
18-206 24.40 10.441 9.76E-10 2.32E-10
18-207 24.49 10.070 6.5 IE -10 9.16E-10
18-208 24.59 10.159 1.90E-09 2.54E-09
18-209 24.71 10.428 3.41E-09 6.15E-09
18-211 24.82 10.323 9.95E-09 1.09E-08
18-212 24.90 10.697 1.86E-08 1.44E-08
18-213 25.07 10.530 1.96E-08 1.92E-08
18-214 25.25 10.723 2.05E-08 2.16E-08

Sample
ID

Height
(m)

Mass

(g)

MS

(m-^/kg)

MS spline 

(m’/kg)

18-126 14.99 10.479 7.90E-09 7.10E-09
18-127 15.05 10.396 4.30E-09 6.48E-09
18-128 15.17 10.626 4.03E-09 5.12E-09
18-129 15.27 10.177 4.57E-09 4.24E-09
18-130 15.42 9.912 3.77E-09 3.17E-09
18-131 15.54 10.494 2.01 E-09 2.54E-09
18-132 15.69 10.851 2.11 E-09 2.46E-09
18-133 15.76 10.871 1.44E-09 2.72E-09
18-134 15.85 10.293 5.22E-09 3.19E-09
18-135 15.97 10.544 3.20E-09 3.44E-09
18-136 16.02 10.334 3.80E-09 3.44E-09
18-137 16.20 10.433 3.41 E-09 3.38E-09
18-138 16.33 10.863 2.78E-09 3.90E-09
18-139 16.47 10.450 5.49E-09 5.52E-09
18-140 16.59 10.356 5.36E-09 7.37E-09
18-141 16.67 10.469 1.33E-08 8.50E-09
18-142 16.73 10.212 6.68E-09 8.99E-09
18-143 16.83 9.972 9.03E-09 9.35E-09
18-144 16.93 10.470 1.02E-08 9.13E-09
18-145 17.43 10.249 1.53E-09 2.41E-09
18-146 17.54 9.998 1.38E-09 1.68E-09
18-147 17.60 7.501 2.33E-09 1.52E-09
18-148 17.65 10.366 9.83E-10 1 46E-09
18-149 18.11 5.460 2.20E-09 1.99E-09
18-150 18.18 8.100 3.27E-09 1.71 E-09
18-151 18.25 10.219 1.09E-10 1.27E-09
18-152 18.39 9.903 -7.12E-11 5.02E-10
18-153 18.53 10.373 6.32E-10 2.20E-10
18-154 18.69 10.739 -404E-10 3.33E-10
18-155 18.77 10.355 8.09E-10 5.82E-10
18-156 18.86 10.272 1.35E-09 8.83E-10
18-157 18.97 10.165 1.54E-09 1.13E-09
18-158 19.07 10.601 1.30E-09 1.31 E-09
18-159 19.15 10.667 1.30E-09 1.56E-09
18-160 19.26 10.814 2.12E-09 2.29E-09
18-161 19.35 10.219 2.95E-09 3.33E-09
18-162 19.48 10.761 3.81 E-09 5.54E-09
18-163 19.59 9.938 3.58E-09 7.66E-09
18-164 19.68 9.896 2.63E-08 8.50E-09
18-165 19.70 10.231 1.17E-09 8.39E-09
18-167 19.84 9.152 2.10E-09 5.88E-09
18-166 19.93 10.601 3.70E-09 4.43E-09
18-168 20.09 9.453 3.00E-09 3.86E-09
18-169 20.27 10.399 3.95E-09 5.90E-09
18-170 20.39 10.510 9.94E-09 7.49E-09
18-171 20.44 10.269 1.07E-08 7.68E-09
18-172 20.56 10.048 4.45E-09 6.84E-09
18-173 20.79 10.543 3.55E-09 4.50E-09
18-174 20.82 10.594 5.59E-09 4.25E-09
18-175 20.94 10.514 3.04E-09 3.40E-09
18-176 20.98 10.569 2.17E-09 3.23E-09
18-177 21.06 10.161 3.15E-09 3.12E-09
18-178 21.16 10.047 4.45E-09 3.11E-09
18-179 21.29 10.300 2.93E-09 2.98E-09
18-180 21.40 11.389 2.81E-09 3.03E-09
18-181 21.48 10.235 1.88E-09 3.37E-09
18-182 21.58 10.570 5.77E-09 4.16E-09
18-183 21.66 10.529 4.93E-09 4.84E-09
18-184 21.80 10.317 4.68E-09 6.27E-09
18-185 22.00 10.346 8.87E-09 8.92E-09
18-186 22.11 10.427 l.OOE-08 9.54E-09
18-187 22.21 10.901 1.31E-08 8.80E-09



Appendix 3 Table 6: Stable isotope data from Lives-sur-M euse. Section 2

Sample ID
Height

(m)
6'^C 

(%o V-PDB)
8 '*0  

(%o V-PDB)

16-243 32.52 2.76 -7.62
16-246 32.77 2.45 -7.73
16-247 32.85 2.35 -7.73
16-249 32.99 2.50 -7.56
16-262 34.26 1.92 -7.89
16-266 34.73 2.07 -7.48
16-270 34.94 2.47 -7.16
16-281 36.04 2.02 -7.09
16-285 36.53 2.16 -6.68
16-291 37.38 2.32 -5.96
16-293 37.54 1.83 -6.77
16-300 38.06 2.39 -6.91
16-312 38.91 2.49 -6.98
13-315 39.17 2.26 -6.86
03-18 39.94 2.32 -6.70
03-22 40.54 2.65 -6.76

03-25B 41.30 2.52 -6.89
03-33 42.60 2.89 -6.39
03-37 43.63 2.65 -6.93
03-38 45.13 2.40 -6.93

03-43A 45.73 2.11 -7.93
03-44B 45.98 2.77 -7.09
03-42B 46.53 2.82 -7.22
03-45 47.67 2.94 -7.08

03-46B 48.62 2.73 -7.13
03-49B 49.06 2.43 -7.11
03-51 49.42 2.49 -7.10
D3C 49.80 2.94 -6.79
D4B 50.04 2.89 -7.02

03-53C 50.74 2.61 -6.92
03-55B 51.09 2.47 -7,09
03-57B 51.53 2.24 -7.30
03-59 52.24 2.57 -6.88
D5A 52.62 1.85 -6.74

03-64B 52.99 2.58 -6.76
03-68A 53.49 2.49 -6.89
03-77A 54.22 2.34 -7.09
03-74B 55.27 1.98 -7.29
03-75B 55.47 2.39 -7.09
04-08A 56.31 2.70 -7.37
04-11 57.02 2.59 -7.99

04-14A 58.21 2.39 -7.64
04-16B 59.16 2.44 -7.55
04-22B 59.85 1.85 -7.63
04-27A 60.31 1.83 -7.49
04-28 60.63 2.47 -7.59

04-31C 61.63 2.16 -7.61

Sample ID
Height

(m)
8'-’C 

(%o V-PDB)
6 '*0  

(%o V-PDB)

16-02 4.76 1.37 -6.52
16-07 5.22 1.71 -4.93
16-12 5.56 2.09 -12.45
16-20 6.39 1.84 -7.17
16-26 7.00 1.98 -3.77
16-32 7.54 2.06 -6.64
16-35 7.91 2.10 -6.94
16-42 8.78 2.20 -7.17
16-48 9.57 1.99 -8.05
16-53 10.19 1.81 -7.90
16-56 10.46 2.00 -8,07
16-59 10.81 1.98 -7.35
16-64 11.42 2.94 -14.10
16-66 11.69 1.68 -7.71
16-68 11.83 2.42 -6.37
16-70 12.03 2.09 -7.33
16-74 12.42 1,97 -7.21
16-75 12.54 1.95 -7.61
16-77 12.70 2.24 -6.26
16-78 12.83 2.89 -2.59
16-80 13.08 2.57 -3.30
16-83 13.40 2.24 -6.56
16-85 13.60 1.95 -6.71
16-87 13.79 2.10 -5.99
16-92 14.33 2.19 -6.70
16-94 14.49 1.99 -6.39
16-99 15.03 1.89 -7.21

16-101 15.07 1.84 -6.41
16-104 15.46 2.12 -2.99
16-107 15.78 1.78 -6.29
16-109 16.11 2.00 -6.27
16-112 16.48 1.95 -5.09
16-116 16.93 2.01 -6.75
16-122 17.67 1.73 -6.07
16-127 18.22 2.01 -5.86
16-131 18.74 1.76 -7.09
16-135 19.14 1.81 -6.95
16-137 19.33 1.98 -6.63
16-140 19.64 2.24 -7.17
16-145 20.15 2.21 -6.75
16-152 20.91 1.89 -7.34
16-159 21.70 2.33 -6.31
16-162 22.09 1.78 -7.24
16-163 22.16 1.86 -7.29
16-168 22.78 1.74 -6.82
16-171 22.99 1.97 -7.15
16-177 23.88 1.84 -6.78
09-01A 25.34 2.12 -7.50
16-178 25.95 2.42 -7.07
16-182 26.36 2.13 -7.58
16-189 27.23 2.03 -7.18
16-193 27.64 2.15 -7.70
16-204 28.35 2.31 -7.82
16-207 28.55 2.63 -7.79
16-215 29.31 2.25 -7.86
16-222 30.12 2.15 -8.24
16-230 31.03 2.83 -7.69
16-232 31.24 3.07 -7.16
16-237 31.99 2.47 -7.75
16-240 32.22 2.42 -8.01



Appendix 3 Table 7: Stable isotope data from Awirs West Quarry

Sample ID
Height

(m)
8'-’C 

(%o V-PDB)
s '* o

(%» V-PDB)

14-40 4.36 2.41 -8.22
14-43 4.77 2.52 -7.32
14-44 4.79 2.49 -7.88
14-54 6.30 3.28 -9.17
14-64 7.86 2.02 -8.67
14-67 8.46 2.63 -7.71
14-70 8.85 2.24 -10.14
15-01 10.22 2.81 -9.38

14-102 10.78 1.99 -8.38
14-108 11.39 2.57 -8.46
14-78 11.98 2.38 -8.40
14-83 12.47 1.73 -8.21
14-90 13.07 2.25 -8.46
14-95 13.57 1.56 -7.64
14-97 13.68 2.07 -10.41

14-100 14.14 2.23 -8.92
12-12 15.04 2.11 -9.96
12-19 15.78 2.91 -10.30
12-26 16.34 1.27 -8.62
12-25 16.46 1.83 -7.74
12-27 16.56 2.82 -9.63
12-33 17.17 2.71 -9.60
12-39 17.71 2.79 -9.32
12-40 17.77 2.95 -9.06
12-42 17.99 2.52 -9.02
12-44 18.26 2.13 -8.34
12-46 18.44 2.10 -9.20
12-48 18.63 2.62 -10.17
12-53 19.22 0.93 -7.24
12-56 19.66 2.46 -9.18
12-65 20.82 2.33 -9.26
12-67 21.42 2.97 -9.14
12-76 22.19 2.39 -8.41
12-82 23.33 3.30 -9.15
13-07 24.08 2.89 -9.20
13-15 24.79 2.66 -9.13
13-20 25.51 2.85 -8.60
13-24 26.02 1.20 -8.42
13-28 26.54 2.66 -8.04
13-32 26.98 1.44 -8.65
13-34 27.18 2.25 -9.91
13-44 28.02 2.24 -7.41
13-46 28.38 1.02 -11.98
13-51 29.14 2.55 -8.32
13-52 29.56 2.37 -8.74
13-61 30.80 2.21 -10.53
13-69 33.58 2.62 -9.60
13-82 35.67 2.54 -10.21

12-113 37.46 2.32 -9.95
12-120 39.23 0.74 -9.20
12-133 41.08 0.78 -9.96
12-143 42.19 1.56 -9.98
12-144 42.35 1.35 -7.03
12-148 42.89 0.24 -7.69
12-153 43.58 0.53 -7.23
12-156 44.00 0.64 -9.30



Appendix 3 Table 8: Stable isotope data from Anhee Nord

Sample ID
Height

(m)
6'V

(%o V-PDB)
6'*0 

(%o V-PDB)

17-02 0.28 -1.34 -10.97
17-04 0.48 0.29 -10.94
17-06 0.72 -0.93 -5.67
17-08 0.94 -1.53 -10.73
17-12 1.34 0.71 -9.36
17-14 1.80 -0.70 -10.28
17-17 2.31 0.02 -10.54
17-19 2.55 0.96 -10.00
17-21 2.79 0.77 -9.33
17-24 3.33 0.42 -8.56
17-29 3.76 0.21 -9.27
17-32 3.95 -0.23 -9.58
17-35 4.35 -0.11 -10.70
17-43 5.24 -2.87 -9.39
17-46 5.59 -1.94 -10.16
17-49 6.13 -3.32 -9.53
17-52 6.75 -2.11 -10.51
08-38 7.14 -1.20 -10.57
08-39 7.41 -0.98 -11.37
08-46 8.12 -0.09 -9.03
08-53 8.68 -0.32 -10.69

08-57A 9.06 0.08 -9.43
08-60 9.55 -0.04 -10.21
08-63 9.86 -0.21 -9.86

08-67A 10.37 0.31 -10.50
08-70 10.78 0.02 -7.37
08-72 11.28 -0.40 -11.31
08-77 11.62 -0.65 -10.82

08-85A 12.07 -0.73 -9.98
08-90A 12.51 -0.20 -1 1.12
08-94A 12.92 0.23 -10.61
08-96 13.35 -0.04 -11.13
08-97 13.39 0.08 -10.78
08-98 13.52 -0.22 -10.08

08-99B 14.06 0.31 -9.14
08-102 14.53 -0.19 -8.67

08-104A 14.65 -0.33 -9.23
08-105A 15.24 -0.81 -10.41
08-108 15.76 -0.35 -9.94

08-125A 16.17 -0.56 -10.89
08-1 13Z 16.33 -0.10 -9.96
08-113X 16.71 -0.07 -9.84
08-115A 17.17 0.01 -9.87
08 -1 16A 17.49 -0.24 -10.89
08-117 17.75 -0.34 -10.72

08-122A 18.47 0.48 -9.33
08-123A 18.89 -0.31 -10.56
08-126 19.41 -0.26 -9.33
08-128 19.88 -0.48 -10.00

08-132B 20.32 -0.44 -11.01
08-137 21.01 -0.51 -10.21
08-142 21.54 -0.12 -9.92
08-143 21.91 -0.64 -11.06
08-145 22.47 -3.08 -10.75

08-147A 23.00 -0.12 -10.28
08-149A 23.35 -0.08 -10.73


